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CHAPTER I 
INTROIDCTION 
A. GENERAL INTROJJJCTION 
Since the dawn ot civilization, man has wrestled with the weighty 
problems ot government, war, science, philosophy, and religion. Perhaps 
no problem has taxed man• s ingenuity as much, however, as that ot deter­
mining and maintaining the proper thermal environment tor the various 
activities in which he has engaged. Indeed, same sociologists believe 
that the satisfactory solution ot this problem has often aided man in 
the solution ot his other problems. 
Although the term "thermal environment" is a comparatively recent 
addition to the vocabulary ot school administrators and teachers, tbe 
control ot temperature, humidity, cleanliness, and movement ot a:l.r, 
aspects ot our environment -w':lich the word "thermal" implies, has long 
been ot concern to man. Primitive man was not able to control his 
thermal environment in any way, however, and was forced to adapt himself 
to the environment. From our ancestors ' crude attempts to adapt to the 
the rmal  environment evolved our present forms ot shelter and clothing. 
Onl1' attar 'the discovery ot tire did man begin to progress in his quest 
for sane type ot positive control over various elements ot his thermal 
2 
environment •1 From the ear:cy- control of external cold by positive 
heating of the air 1 thermal control has now evolved to such a state that 
air can be treated so as to control simultaneous :cy- its temperature, 
humidity, cleanliness, and distribution 'Within a given building so that 
the comfort, health, and efficiency of its occupants are kept at the 
optimumo 
Since thermal control has now reached such an advanced state, to 
what extent is the thermal environment being controlled in the thousands 
of classrooms in the United States? Indeed, what is an adequate thermal 
environment for optimum working and learning efficiency? What type of 
school buildings and heating and ventilating equipmnt best provide an 
adequate thermal environment? Are public school educators cognizant of 
the many factors involved in detemining and maintaining an adequate 
thermal environment? This stu<f1' was concerned with investigating the 
problsm area suggested by the preceding questions . 
B .  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem of this study was to ana:cy-ze and appraise conditions 
relating to thermal environment in the classroom that existed in 
selected schools . 
1 C. -E. A o  Winslow and L. P .  Herrington, Temperature and Human 
Life (Princeton, New Jerseya Princeton University Press, 1949), p. 16.3. 
3 
Sub-problems 
The following sub-problems were identified in order to accomplish 
more adequateq a satisfactory- treatment ot the problema 
l. To identity- criteria related to thermal factors affecting 
classroom environment. 
2. To appq criteria identified to a varied selection ot class­
rooms as a means of determining existing conditions relating to thermal 
environment in the classroom. 
3.. To ana.JJze the findings in the light of the criteria in order 
to draw conclusions relating to the present situation regarding thermal 
environment in the selected classrooms. 
C. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
The following basic asSUJDPtions were advanced prior to the under­
taking of the stu<V-a 
1. A child grows, develops, and functions as an integrated 
whole. The "whole child" is constantly solving new problems and 
leaming through activity-. Environmental factors affect the child' s  
le arning  experiences, either beneficiall;r or detri.mentall;r .. 
2.. The thermal environment of a school is one of the environ­
�ntal factors which affects, to a certain extent, the teaching-learning 
process. 
3. Educators, particularly- school administrators, need int orma­
tion regarding thermal environment. 
4 
4. Research in the field of thermal environment is justified be­
cause of (a) the increased public clamor for quality education; (b) the 
effect that thermal environment may have upon quality education; and 
(c) the increased competition and remarkable claims made to school 
administrators by rival heating and ventilating equipment manufacturers 
on behalf' of their equipment 1 s ability to provide an adequate classroom 
thermal environment. 
5. Information concerning the thermal environment within the 
classroom will be of value to school administrators in the United 
States. 
6. The best available criteria relating to thermal factors in 
the classroom environment may be found by examining literature and 
interviewing authorities in the fields of engineering, physiology, and 
education. 
7. The selected schools will give a general picture of thermal 
conditions that exist in classrooms, particularly those to be found in 
the same geographical region. 
D. LIMITATIONS 
1. In planning a completely co-ordinated classroom, one finds 
that the visual, the rmal, and acoustical environments are all inter­
related. This study dealt only with the thermal environment inasmuch as 
it was possible to divorce the thermal environment from other areas of 
the physical environment. 
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2. Research in the area of the effect of the thermal environment 
upon learning has been rather limited. Criteria identified for the 
purpose of analyzing classroom conditions were drawn from what was con­
sidered to be the best information available concerning thermal ennron­
ment at the time this stuczy- was conductedo 
3 .  It is an accepted fact that children must occuw classrooms 
where the temperature rises above lQOOF . during the early school months 
of July, Augast, and September and the late school months of May and 
June. Effective learning is always at a minimum under these conditions. 
This study was limited, hOW"ever, to a stuc:J.y or tm classroom thermal 
conditions which existed during the winter heating season of 196o-61. 
4. Although control of thermal environment poses a universal 
problem, this stuqy was concerned primarily with thermal condi tiona 
within classro OIDS as determined by applying the identified criteria to 
classrooms selected for this study. 
S. The selected classroOIDS were drmm from schools which repre­
sented various farms of design and building materials and which housed 
various types of heating and ventilating equipment. These schools were 
selected tram within as near a proximity of the University of Tennessee 
as it was possible to locate schools which met the requirements for the 
buildings desired for this study. 
6. Although this study included an investigation of various 
types of heating and ventilating equipment utilized in school buildings, 
no attempt was made to identify the cost of various items; nor was there 
any consideration given to technical differences between similar units 
produced by different manut acturers. 
E. DEFINITIONS 
6 
�r-conditioningo The term "air-conditioning" refers to the 
process ot treating air so as to control sinmltaneously its temperature, 
humidity, cleanliness, and distribution to meet the requirements ot the 
conditioned spaceo 2 
Air moveuento "Air movement" refers to the motion ot air within 
a given area. The velocity ot the motion is usually expressed in teet 
per minute . 
AE: t emperature. The "air temperature" is determined by thermom­
eters or thermocouples shielded from radiation ettects from walls or 
other objects at temperatures above or below air temperature . 3 
!!!, velocity. 8Air �elocity" refers to the average air movement 
in teet per minute ar centimeters per second, as determined by an 
anemometer ar kata thermametero4 
2American Society of Heating and Air-conditioning Engineers, 
Inc. ,  Heating Ventilating !!:,!: Conditioning Guide 1957, Vol. 35 (New Yol'ka 
American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. ) , p.  1. 
3winslow and Herrington, �· � .. , Po 258o 
�ido , P• 259 • 
Anemometer. An "anemometer11 is an instrument for measuring the 
velocity of air.5 
British Thermal Unit (Bo T.U.) . The term "B .T.U o "  represents the 
amount of heat re quired to raise the temperature of one pound or water 
one degree Fahrenheit. 
Calorie. A "calorie 11 is the amount or heat energy required to 
raise the temperature or one kilogram or water one degree Centigrade. 6 
Central � system. A "central fan system" is a mechanical 
indirect system or heating, ventilating, or air conditioning, in which 
the air is treated or handled by e quipment located outside the roams 
served, usually at a central location, and is conveyed to and from the 
rooms by' means or a fan and a system of distributing ducts. 7 
Com:t"ort. "Comfort" is a state of being characterized by the 
absence of effort or strain. 
Conduction. "Conmwt·ion" is the now of heat through an un­
equ� hea�ed substance from places of higher to places of lower 
temperature. It is the ·main process by which heat is transmitted 
through solids, but it also occurs in liquids and gases. 8 
SAmerican Society of Heating and Air-conditioning Engineers, 
Inc. ,  �· cit. 
6w1ns1ow and Herrington, �· ill,, P• 257. 
7American Society of Heating and Air-conditioning Engineers, 
Inc., �· �., p. 2. · 
8Thomas Bedford, Basic Principles of Ventilation and Heating 
(Londona H. K. Lewis and Company1 Ltd,, 1948), p. 7. -
7 
Convection. "Convection" is the process by which the diffusion 
of heat is facilitated by the motion ot the wanned tluid. 9 
Effective temperature . "Effective temperature" refers to the 
temperature ot air td.th 100 per cent relative humidity and min1mal air 
8 
movement which would exert the same influence upon heat sensation as any 
given combination of air temperature , air movement, and relative 
humidity 010 
Evaporation. "Evaporation" as used in this study represents  the 
amount of heat lm s due to evaporation from skin and oral. surfaces in a 
given tiE {expressed in calories per square meter of body surfaces or 
in calories per individual) . 11 
Fatigue. "Fatigue" is a term used to cover al.l those deter­
minable changes in the expression of an activity which can be traced to 
the cCiltinuing exercise of that activity under its normal operational 
conditions, and which can he shatm to lead either immediately or atter 
delay, to deterioration in the expression of that activity, or, more 
simply to results within the activity that are not wanted. l2 
9Ibido 
l.Owinslow and Herrington, loc. cit . 
ll:tbid. 
12r.rederick Bartlett, np�chological Criteria of Fati�e, n 
Fatigue, The Ergonomics Research Society (Londona H. K • .  Lewis and 
Company 1 Ltdo 1 1955) , p.. lo 
9 
Globe tmrmometero The "globe thermometer11 is an instrument con-
sisting of a six-inch diameter hollow copper sphere coated with nat 
black paint and having a thermocouple or thermometer bulb at its center. 
The globe thermOJI'Ster is commonly used to indirectly measure mean 
radiant temperature as the temperature assumed by the globe at equilib­
rium is the result of the balance between the beat gained or lost by 
radiation and loss or gain by convection.13 
Kata thermometer. The "kata themometer11 is an alcohol thermom-
eter with a very large stem, and with only two scale divisions etched on 
its stem, used for measuring air currents. 14 
!!!!_ radiant temperature. "Mean radiant temperature" refers to 
the temperature of a uniform black enclosure in which a solid body or 
occupant would exchange the same amount of radiant heat as in the 
existing nonuniform environment. Perhaps more simply expressed, ttmean 
radiant temperature" measuro.s radiation from the surroundingso l5 
Metabolism. The term "metabolism" refers to heat produced in the 
human body through the combustion of food; expressed as calories per 
square meter of body surface or per individuaL 16 
l3American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc. , Heating Ventilating Mr Conditio� Guide 1959, Vol. 37 (New 
York: American Society of Heating and r.-donditioning Engineers, Inc.), 
p. 634. 
J.4Ibido J Po 632o 
l5American Society of Heating and .Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc. , Heati� Ventilating Air Conditioning Guide 1957,-Vol. 35 (New 
Yorka ADier can Society of Heatiiig and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc . ) ,  p. 9.  
l.6winslaw and Herrington, .52• cit . ,  p .  258o 
10 
Operative temperatureo "Operative temperature" is the tempera­
ture representing the canbined effect or an environment exerting various 
inf'luences upon heat interchanges by convection and radiation, weighted 
to take account of air temperature and mean radiant temperature. (It 
air am walls are at the same temperature, operative temperature equals 
air temperature .. )17 
Plenum ventilation. "Plenum ventUation" refers to the forcing 
ot air into a room or building so that the result is slightly denser air 
than the surrounding air of equal temperature. The air is forced by 
means of a tan either through ducts trom a cent raJ.. compartment or by 
means of a unit ventilator located within each room. 18 
Psychrometer. A "psychrometer" is an instrument tor ascertaining 
the humidity or hygrometric state of the atmosphere.  19 
Badiant panel heating.. The term "radiant panel heating" repre­
sents (1 ) heating by means of hot water circulating through pipes 
embedded in concrete slabs in floors, ceilings, or walls; (2) heating by 
means of electric wires so embedded., 20 
Radiation. "Radiat.ion" raters to heat exchange between the bocf1' 
and its environment due to radiative interchanges with surrounding 
18 Carter V.. Good ( ed. ) ,  Dictionary of Education (second edition; 
New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. ,19.59), p • .598 .  
19American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc
7
., Heating Ventilating� Conditioning Guide 1957, Vol. 35, �· 2!!.•' 
p. 0 . 
20 Good, .22• cit . ,  p. 265. 
ll 
surfaces (expressed in calories per square meter of body surface or per 
individual) .. 21 
Radiatoro A "radiator" is a heating unit exposed to view within 
the room or space to be heatedo A radiator transfers heat by radiation 
to objects within visible range , and by conduction to the surrouaiing 
air, which in turn is circulated by natural. convection; a so-called 
radiator is also a convector, but the term radiator has been established 
by long usage . 22 
Relative lmmidity.. The term "relative humidity" refers to the 
ratio of the amount of water vapor present in a voltime of air at a given 
temperature to the maximum amount of water vapor that could be contained 
in that volume of air at that temperature o 23 
Temperature o "Temperature" refers to the thermal state of matter 
with reference to its tendency to CQlDJI!Ilnicate heat in contact with it. 
If no heat nows upon contact, there is no difference in temperature . 24 
Thermocoupleo A 11thermocouple" is an electrical device used to 
measure differences in temperature.. A thermocouple is formed when two 
wires of dissimilar metals are joined by soldering, welding, or 
twisting .. 2S 
2\rinslow and Herrington, �o �· 
22American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc. , �· cit . 
23 Good, �· cit. ,  P• Z75o 
24American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc., �· cit. ,  p .  9o 
2$ �0.9 P• 1, 220o 
Thermometer. A "thermometer" is an instrument used for deter-
m:lning t he temperature of a body or space. 
Thermostat . A "thermostat" is an instrument which responds to 
changes in temperature, and which directly or indirectly controls 
temperature. 26 
12 
Unit ventilator. The term "unit ventilator" repres ents equipment 
by means ot ldlich air is drawn into each room separate�, passed over 
heating or cooling coils and distributed through tbe room. 27 
Ventilationo "Ventilation" is the process of supp:cying or re­
moving air, by natural or nschanical nsans, to or from any space. Such 
air �  or� not have been conditioned. 28 
Vitiated !:!!:• The term "vitiated air" raters to air that is 
contaminated or polluted. 
F" SIGNIFICANCE OF THE S'IUDY 
R eaders ot this stuqy whose memories go back a generation or so 
may we ll  be reminded ot the long and pungent debates over questions ot 
school room ventilation which took place during the second and third 
decades of this century. Professional journals were fi lled with 
articles which were poncerned with mathods ot s ecuring proper classroom 
27 Good, £2• �., Po 598 .  
28 :American Society ot Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc. ,  .2£9 ,ill., p. 10.  
1.3 
heating and ventilation. Quite often, these debates centered around the 
relative mrits ot mechanical ventilation as opposed to window-gravity 
ventUation. 
The beg1nn1ng of interest in the thermal environment did not 
begin in this century. Man has long realized that human beings are 
affected by the climate in which they live. The writer of 
"Ecclesiasticus" referred to the effect ot heat on the workman in his 
writings. Even prior to the writing of "Ecclesiasticus, n Hippocrates 
was interested in the thermal environmeut and wrote describing the 
, 
effects of climate on the physique» temperament, and energy of peoples. 
Modem climatologists have fol1011ed the leadership or Hippocrates and 
the writer ot "Ecclesiasticus" and have als o  written about the effects 
of climate on civilization. 29. 
An awareness or the need for proper ventilation in the classroom 
was evidenced in this country as early as 1838 wen Samuel Lewis, the 
first State Superintendent of the Common Schools of Ohioll wrote re­
garding the necessity of proper school site selection, "· • •  I.t the 
house is dark and ill ventilated.ll the children may be expected to be 
dull, and careless and disorderly and perhaps unhealthy". n3° 
29Thamas Bedford, "Thermal Factors in the Environment Which 
Influence Fatigue, " Fatigue (Report of The Ergonomics Research Society, 
W. F. Floyd and A. T. Welford, editors; Londons H. K. Lewis and 
Company, Ltd. ) ,  P• 7. 
30T. c. Ho:cy, "Locationll Construction, and Equipment of School­
houses for Health, n The American School Board Journal, 104al (January, 
1942) .t 19-20.. 
-
Various innovations brought about by architects, engineers, and 
physiologists, made mu.ch improvement in the area of thermal control in 
the centu:ry following 1838;  yet misconceptions, misunderstandings, md 
open disagreement on the part of educators often failed to bring tlle se 
improvements into the classroom. Neutra quite adequate]J describes one 
effect of poor thermal control in the classrooms of a generation ago: 
.. o o The interior of the little red schoolhouse, with its 
cast�iron stove gladng in an unventilated room and the class­
rooms of its great successor, the monumental brick box of a 
metropolitan school district, with its wood-trimmed black­
boards and oiled or waxed noors, all had a peculiar sour 
smello Generations of boys and girls have been thorough]J 
familiar with the schoolroom odor which attaches itself to 
that wooden chalk rail with a wet sponge on it, the lockers 
loaded with rain-drenched ove:rroats, and the lunch kit scented by cheese sandwicheso.J 
Yaglou32 reported that tm basic requiremnts for providing the 
proper thermal ccntrol in the classroom are simple and have changed very 
little in the past thirty yearso These requirements consist of pro­
viding a comfortable temperature with natural or moderate humidity and 
supp:cyi.ng a sufficient quantity of outside air in order to avoid acCWDD.-
lation of unpleasant odors and to prevent overheating of rooms exposed 
to the sun. Objectionable drafts and sharp vertical temperature 
gradients must also be avoided. 
3lru_chard Neutra, Survival Through Design (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1954) , Po 14So 
32c. P. Yaglou, "Present Status of School Health Ventilation, " 
American Journal of Public Health, 46 (February, 1956) , 183o 
15 
Methods of meeting the basic requiremnts outline d by Yaglou run 
the g8DDlt from designing buildings for thermal comfort through orienta­
tion, natural ventilation, sun control, and roof insulation to the 
installation of air ccnditioning in the schoolso What method best pro­
vides the proper the rma1 environment in today' s schools? This study 
attempted to explore this question. 
As school administrators are faced with the gra�ing clamor for 
quality education for all American youth, and at the same time are faced 
with the task of providing economical.l,y new school structures which can 
be utilized by 1he exploding American population for the next twenty­
five to fifty years, they JIIllst make decisions bath of an educational and 
technical nature that may have an effect on the school's thermal 
environment. This study was planned to aid school administrators in 
tbeir decisionso 
m future thermal coa.di tiona of the schools of tomorrow are not 
the total responsibility of school administrators, hOH'ever. Although 
teachers have too often been called upon to become human thermostats 
because they have been responsible far the th ermal environment of the 
classroom by raising and lowering of windows, it is still vitally 
necessar,y that the classroom teacher understand the basic factors 
necessary in providing the proper thermal environment. And, what at the 
custodian? How etten can poor thermal condi tiona be prevented or cor­
rected by a simple correction which can be made by' the building 
custodian? This study was designed to be of value to al.1 people who 
have a share in the educational process as it explores thermal condi­
tions that exist in today' s classrooms. 
J.6 
Another important value of this stud;y is the possibility that the 
information gained will be used as the basis for additional basic 
research.. It is hoped that this atud;y will be used as a basis for 
further research in the area. that would deal more specifically with the 
effect of thermal factors upon learningo Specific recommendations for 
subsequent research are made o 
G.. RELATED STUDIES 
A voluminous amount of work has been done in the production of 
literature relating to  the thermal environment. A large portion of the 
literature is filled with individual opinions, however, and there seems 
to be a lack of agreement among the various fields which have an 
interest in control of the thermal environment .. 
Some research has been done regarding the influence of the class­
room environment on learning, but that research has quite often been 
characterized by the use of adult-aged subjects with the data obtained 
being applied to children of school age. At the present time JJI8IlY manu­
facturers of heating and ventilating equipment are conducting experi­
mental studies concerned with the effect of various types of heating and 
ventilating equipment on the classroom environment . 
One of the first organizations in the United States to conduct 
studies in the area of classroom thermal control was the New York 
17 
Commission on Ventila:tion33 which was originally constituted as the New 
York state Commission on Ventilaticn in 1913 .  After a reorganization of 
the State Government in the mid-19201 s, the Commission was reconstituted 
as the New York Commission on Ventilation with substantial financial aid 
being received from the Milbank Memorial Fund .. 
During both phases of the work of the Commission, the Commission 
from time to time published a series of technical reports regarding the 
Commission' s investigations. The experimental work of the original 
Commission was conducted between 19l3 and 1917 but was not published 
until 1923. Two types of studies were conducted during this period with 
one type involving studies of physiological and psychological reactions 
to  various atmospheric ccndi tiona which were produced in the experi­
mental chambers at the City College and the other type involving 
observation ot the ettect of various a:tmospheric conditions on school 
children in actual classroon·. situations. 
Some of the results of the City College studies are as follars :  
1 .  The conclusicn that overheating is the primary' factor in bad 
ventilation was contimed. 
2. With a glven thermal condition, the presence of chemical 
vitiation produced no physiological or psychological reaction except a 
slight decrease in physical work and in appetite .. 
. 3.3ziew York Commission on Ventilation, School Ventilation 
Principlss and Practices,  Final Contribution or the New York Ccmmdsaion 
on Ventilatraii (Hew York: Teachers College, Columia University, 1931) , 
pp .. v-vi. 
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3.  Overheating produced (a) fundamEntal physiological changes., 
(b )  marked decrease in physical work performed., and (c)  abnormal reac-
tiona of the mucous membranes of the nose and throat which interfered 
with 1heir adaptation to outdoor atmospheres. 
4. High moisture content aggravated the effect of high atmos­
pheric temperatures., but low humidities had no noticeable infiuence and 
could not be su.bjectiveq detected by the subjects exposed to them. 34 
The studies conducted in actual classroom situations produced the 
following conclusions : 
1. The ventilation of classrooms by windows alone was found to 
be big� unsatisfactory. 
2. A system of window-gravity ventilation with air admitted over 
slanted window boards and tempered by radiation belOil the v.LndCils and 
with grav.lty exhaust ducts for removing vitiated air from near the 
ceiling proved high� satisfactoey. 
3. 1he condi. tiona necessa.IY for satisfactory utilization ot the 
window-gravity system of ventilation were considered to be as follows: 
a) Radiators should be located beneath the windows and 
should extend the full width of the windows. 
b)  Deflecting boards should be placed at the bottom of 
windars ldlich open from the bottom. 
c) Two window shades should be attached to each windar 
frame, cme to be pulled upward and the other dowlllfard. 
3�d. , PP• 16-17. 
windows .. 
d) Exhaust ducts should be placed on the wall opposite the 
e )  The classroom should not be overcrwded. 
f) A large thermometer with 680,. clearq marked should be 
displayed in a prominent position on the teacher' s desk. 
4. Careful observations in the classroom showed no difference 
whatever in the health, physical condition, or mental performance of 
pupils in unhumidified as compared with humidified rooms. 
19 
S. Recirculation of classroom air had no harmt'ul effect upon the 
health or the pupils, but elimination of objectionable odors was 
difficult . 
6.  The choice for a suitable school ventilation method seemd to 
lie between plenum ventilation and window-gravity ventilation. The 
atmosphere, as measured by subjective impressions, was more agreeable in 
a room ventilated by the window-gravity system. Respirator,y illnesses 
were also less pronounced in rooms employing window-gravity ventilation.JS 
During the years 1926-1929, the Commission investigated, under 
actual classroom conditions, such areas as boqy radiation and drafts, 
rural school ventilation, relation of atmospheric temperature to health 
and efficiency, and the hygienic values of various systems or school 
ventilation. Some of the conclusions derived from the latter serie s  ot 
studles were a 
· ·· --------
3Sib �., PP• 17-22. 
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1. The major objective of classroom ventilation is the provision 
of such atmospheric conditions as will facilitate the elimination of 
heat fran the body surface without the production of objectionable 
drafts. An objective of a minor nature should be the elimination of 
unwanted b� odors by sufficient air change . 
2. Comfort, efficiency, and resistance against disease are 
maintained by avoiding overheating. 
3 .  Desirable thermal conditions may be obtained by (a) plenum 
ventilation, (b) by' local unit ventilation, or (c) window-gravity 
ventilation with window�gravity ventilation found to be the most 
comfortable and economical. 
4. The physiological effects of radiation and convection of heat 
and of vertical variation in temperature need further investigation. 
5. Laws requiring a supp� or thirty cubic feet of air per 
minute per pupil have no justification and should be replaced by laws 
which ouw.ne the maj or objectives of schoolhouse ventilation.36 
Although not investigating the area of thermal environment 
specifically, Harmon 1 s cone ept or the co-ordinated classroom37 contrib­
uted mch to the consideration or environmental factors as being statis-
ticalq related to the health and performance of children. Beginning in 
1936, Harmon and his research team began their stuqy of the health 
36Ibid. ,  PP• 65-67. 
37Darell Boyd Harmon, The Co-ordinated Classroom (Gram Rapids, 
Michigan a The American Seating Company, 19 L9) . 
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problems of 160,000 Texas elementary school children. By canpar:lng 
itinerant children who did not attend school with children lii. th regular 
attendance, Hamon was able to point out the effects produced by the 
stress of a child ' s  environment. A remark attributed to soDB of Harmon's 
research team as they analyzed the data was, "If you want to keep your 
child healthy, don • t send him to school. " Harmon has since becODS in­
terested in the thermal environment as an important factor in the co-
ord:l.nated classroom and has done some research in this area. 
In 1957, Slmpp38 set up a proposed stuc:tv on the effects ot air­
conditioning on classroom learning activities. Shupp was concemed 
primar.l.q with reviewing related literature and outlining a plan f'or 
act� deterndning the effects of air-conditioning on learning. After 
review:Lng related literature, Shupp set up a stue\f which included the 
description at tbe equipment needed, the nethod of selecting subjects, 
the selection of' school tasks, the method_, and the testing procedure to 
be utilized in the study. The proposed study has never been carried 
out. 
Of' particular interest are the unpublished Master' s theses by 
Stewart39 and Bqs·o40 stewart, in 1959, c:b served and recorded the 
3BDav1d Bugens Slm.pp, "A Proposed Research Study on the Etf'ects 
ot Air Conditioning on LearD:l.ng Activities Within a Classroom" {unpub­
lished project report, Leland Stanford Junior University, Palo.Alto, 1957). 
39Claude York Stewart, "A Study ot Thermal Environment in the 
Harrison-Chilhowee Baptist AcadeDijT, Seymour, Tennessee" (unpublished 
Master' s thesis , The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, l960) o 
4o
crofton McVeigh Bays.11 "A Study ot the Therml Environment in 
the Flatwoods Elementary School,11 Jonesville, Virginia" (unpublished 
Master' s the sis, The Universl ty of Tennessee, · Knoxville, 1960) .  
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conditions of temperature which existed in the Harrison-Chilhowee 
Baptist Acadeuv, Seymour, Tennessee, dur.i.ng a forty-school-day interval 
tram January to March. Readings were made with DBrcurial. thermometers 
and a Baoharach tempsoribe recorder. Even though the outside tempera­
ture du.r.l.Dg the test period ranged from 180p'. to on:Qr 670F. , the inside 
temperature ranged from S40f. to 930p'. Ot the 5,120 readings, 69.64 per 
cent were above 720J'. , thus ind:Loating tm need far cooling. The stu� 
indicated that heat gain was increased by arrival ot the students and 
the southern exposure ot some ot the rooms. stewart concluded that 
marl mom learning could not take place because ot a thermal enviroDDJSDt 
that was not conducive t o  leaming. 
Bqs conducted a similar study in the Flatwoods Elementary 
School, Jcmesv.Llle, Virginia, during the unusu� mowy heating season 
which prevailed during tbe thirty-school-dq testing period from Januar,y 
to March, 196o. Similar No�ording instrument s  were utilized and these 
instru.ments showed that 77.98 per cent of the reading s were above the 
optimum ot 720F. Slight� better than 81 per cent ot the 3 :30 p.m. 
readings were above 72"F. 
Bqs concluded that fatigue and less effective learning resulted 
tram the poor tbermal environment that prevailed at the Flatwoods 
Elementary School. The poor thermal envircmment was found to be 
partial.l;r due to the inadequacy ot the gravity ventilation system and 
the improper zoning method used to control classroom mat. 
While some at the studies menticmed above are more pertirlent to 
this study than others, all of the se studies and others were used as a 
partial basis for identifying criteria relating to thermal factors in 
the classroom. 
H.  PRocmmES 
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The purpose of this study was to analyze and appraise conditions 
relating to thermal. environment in the classroom that existed in 
selected schools. J.n assumption underlying this stuc:\y was that research 
findiDgs as revealed in literature and interviews with leaders in the 
field of thermal control would reveal the best available criteria for 
anaqzing and appraising classroom condi tiona relating to thermal 
enviroDment. These criteria were applied to the selected classrooms in 
order that the present status of thermal envircn.ment could be 
determined. 
Sub-problem ! 
� identirz criteria related � thermal factors affecting 
classroom euviranment . 
One of the primary sources utilized for collecting background 
information relating to thermal factors from which criteria were drawn 
was literature related to classroom heating and ventilating. This 
literature included graduate studies that related to thermal environ­
ment, publications of professional societies such as the American 
Society of Beating and Air-Conditioning Engineers� books b;y authorities 
in the field, reports on conferences� state heating and ventilating 
codes for schools, periodicals, reports from manufacturers of heating 
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and ventilating equipment, and other literature that was related to the 
problem in � w�. 
In order to identify criteria, special emphasis was given to 
literature that emphasized {1) the physiological and psychological 
effects of various thermal conditions upon human behavior; ( 2) various 
physical factors which affect the thermal environment in the classroom; 
(3) school heating and ventilating codes in various states; and 
(4) information regarding +..he various types or heating and ventilating 
equipment utilized in the schools included in this studyo 
Authorities in the fields of engineering, architecture, 
physiology, and education were contacted for the purpose or securing 
assistance in locating certain types of information that were related to 
the study. Effort was made to locate every possible source of back­
ground information in order to develop or identify a complete set of 
criteria to be used in anal�·�ing and appraising thermal ccnditicns in 
the selected schools. Chapters II and In are utilized as a background 
for identification of criteria in Chapter IV. 
Mter tentative criteria were identified by the investigator from 
the background sources that were utilized, practitioners from the fields 
ot architecture, engineering, and education were enlisted to serve as a 
sounding board to determine the working practicality of the criteria .. 
The judgments of these professional people served as a refinirlg process 
in the final identification of the criteria as stated in Chapter IV. 
Sub-problem _g 
.!2 appl;y criteria identified !2 .!  varied selection of classrooms 
.!!. ! means � detemining existing conditions relating !2 thermal 
environment in the classroom. - - �......;...;. ....-.;_ 
Using the criteria as a guide� a total of twenty-seven classrooms 
located in nine different schools were examined in order to determine 
existing thermal condi tiona . Permission of six school superintendents, 
nine principals, and twenty-seven teachers was secured for the iuvesti­
gator to examine classrooms that represented a number of varied physical 
condi tiona contributing to the therma1 environment . The selected class-
rooms were in schools that were located td thin a radius of one hundred 
miles from the Univers1. v of Tennessee. 
The schools to be investigated were selected caref�, keeping 
in mimi the type of educational program offered, size of school, 
organization of school, building construction materials, heating and 
ventilating equipment utilized in the building� directional orientation 
of the classrooms, and all other factors that would aid the investigator 
in including a representative cross section in the selection. 
Instruments that were capable of measuring such phenomena as 
temperature, h�dity, mean radiant temperature� and air movement were 
utilized in collecting data in the selected schools. These instruments 
were higb.:Q' valid and reliable instruments far purposes of this nature. 
A thermal environment data sheet was devised for recarding data that 
could not be recorded automatical:cy by the various instruments . 
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The investigation of classroom conditions vas conducted during 
the normal heating season months of Febru.ar;y and March, 19611 in keeping 
with the limitations of the studyo Outside weather conditions during 
February and March in the East TenDS ssee region are narmal.ly quite 
varied, thus creating a variety of problsms with which heating and 
ventilating equipment must cope . 
Sub-problem 1 
!2 analyze the findings !!!, !!!_ light of � criteria ,!!'! order � 
� conclusions relating � the present situation regarding thermal 
environment � classrooms in � !!!! investigated. 
�sl.s of the data and presentation in some meaningful form 
became a critical task of this study. After the data were collected in 
the selected schools, the investigator had in his possessl.on readings 
and observations concerning temperature, relative humidL t;y 1 :me an radiant 
temperature, odor, md air n1ovemnto The problem then was to arrange 
these data so that they were meaningful in light of the criteria; 
From a munerical standpoint, the most imposing problem centered 
around an�sis of temperature data secured through utilization of a 
twelve-point thermocouple recorder 1 an instrument that automatical.ly 
recorded a temperature per minute for each of twelve locations within a 
classroom. Approximately 1401000 temperature readings were recorded 
during the investigation period. A systematic random sampling of the 
total number was taken giving the investigator one out of ten ot the 
original. recordings . 
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Ranges, means , and standard deviations were computed for most of 
the data. TlB se computatials were then arranged in tables and graphs 
tor the purpose of simple inspection analysis in terms of app�g the 
criteria to the data. 
Through the analysis of the data gathered in light of the 
criteria, strengths and weaknesses of the existing thermal conditions 
were set forth. The analysis and presentation of the data were used as 
a basis for a set of conclusions of the present situation. 
A more complete description of procedures utilized in the solu­
tion of Sub-problems 2 and .3 is found in Chapter V. 
I .  ORGANIZATION OF THE BroDY 
Chapter I of the study presents an introduction to the study, 
the statemut ot the problem and sub-problems, basic assumptions, 
11m1tations1 and definitions of terms used in the study. The chapter 
also contains the significance of the study, a review of related studies 
and a brief description ot procedures used in gathering data. 
The development of a physiological and ps,ychological under­
standil'lg concerning effects of the thermal environment on human activity 
is the cone em of Chapter II. Discussion centers around the historical 
background of the thermal concept, peysiological aspects of heat produc­
tion and heat loss, and the effect of the thermal environment on health, 
comfort, am efficiency. 
Chapter III concludes the development of a thermal background 
essential for the identification of criteria. The chapter identities 
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four elements of the the :rmal environment and discusses physical factors 
that affect the control of these elements. One ot the more important ot 
these factors is the heating and ventilating equipment used in a school 
bu:fld:Jng. The cancl.uding portion of the chapter deals with beating and 
ventilating 878tems and their control. 
Chapter IV identities five criteria related to 'thermal factors 
atfecting the classroom environment. �e criteria were used for 1he 
�sis and appraisal of the thermal environment found 1D the selected 
schools. The criteria were identified partial.ly from the background 
presented 1D Chapters II and III. 
Specifl.o procedure techniques are dealt with 1D Chapter V. 
Included 1D the chapter are :  method of selecting schools, discusal.on 
of selected schools an.d classrooms, and description of equipment used 
am method of collecting thermal data. 
Chapter VI presents and ana:cyzes themal data perta1 n1 ng to air 
temperature and DIB&n radiant temperature collected in selected schools 
and utUiaes criteria developed in Chapter IV. Bumerous graphs and 
tables azoe used in presenting the data. 
Chapter VII continues the presentation at themal data collected 
1D selacted schools. Data presented pertains to relative hl1Dd.dity, 
ventilation and air movement. 
Chapter VII  contains tha summary, conclusions, and 
recaamendatians. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL .AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THE 
THERMAL ENVmONMENT UPON BIJMAN ACTIVITY 
A. INTROOOCTION 
The purpose of thi s  chapter is to establish the importance of 
ma1ntain:1ng an adequate thermal environment because of the effect which 
the thermal environment has on health, comfort, and efficiency. Before 
begirmiDg the writing of this chapter, the investigator made an ex­
haustive an�sis of all available literature which related in an,- W&7 
to the stud;y under consideration. The investigator also received mnch 
valuable assistance from C .  M. HumphreY'S, Ass:l.stant Director of 
Research, American Society of Heating, Retrigerating and Air..Condi­
tioning Bngineers J  Heney Wright, former managing editor of Architectural 
Fol'UJil and now a technical consultant tor the Heman Nelson Dl.vision of 
American Air Filter Compan:r; Dr. John W. Gilliland, Professor of 1!'4uca­
tional Administration and Supervision at the Universit:r of Tennessee ; ­
and other educators and professional people w1 th whom the investigator 
discussed the problem. 
A brief historical treatment of the development of the thermal 
concept of ventilation is given as a foundation tor the point of view to 
be developed in this chapter. Consideration is then given to the 
pqsiological aspects involved in maintaining an equ.Uibrium between 
heat production and heat loss in the human bod;y. The effects of the 
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absence of such an equilibrium are then treated in the remainder of the 
chapter. 
B. DEVELOPMENT OF THE THERMAL CONCEPT OF VENTILATION 
Although man has long recognized the effect of the atmosphere 
upon human health, comfort, and efficiency, it was oncy in the latter 
half of the eighteenth century that the .f'irst scientific hypothesis, the 
carbon dioxide tbaory, was advanced that would explain why such an in­
nuance existed. Since that time two other hypotheses, tba organic 
effluvia theory and the thermal concept of ventilation, have been given 
as explanations •1 These explanations have centered around the changes 
which Winslow and Herrington pointed out that occur in a poorly venti­
lated space as a result of human occupancy: (1) a reduction in the 
oxygen content of the air; ( 2) an increase in the carbon dioxide content 
of the air; (3) an increase in the amount of partially oxidized organic 
matter to be found in the air; (4) an increase in the air temperature 
due to heat liberation of tba human body; and (.5') an increase in the 
humidity of the air caused by the moisture given off by the body. 2 
lwew York Commission on Ventilation, School Ventilation Princi­
ples and Practices, Final Contribution of the New York Commission on 
Ventilation (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1931) , 
p. 1. 
%. -E .  A. Winslc:M and L. P. Herrington, Tanperature and Human 
Life (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, J.9Ii'9'), 
PP • 166-167. 
!!!,! Carbon Dioxide Theory 
Although early physiologists believed that a decrease in the 
oJcy"gen suppl:y in an inadequately ventilated room led to the sensations 
of discomfort which were produced, the French chemist, Lavoisier, in 
1777, presented the view that the presence of carbon dioxide, rather 
than the lack of QX1'gen, was the chief factor which led to deleterious 
effects . Lavoisier' s views were substantiated by Claude Bernard and 
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Lewes. The conclusion reached by these scientists was based on their 
observation of animals which were confined within a small enclosed area. 
The carbon dioxide theory of ventilation was exploded by 
Pettenkofer, a nineteenth century experimental hygienist, as he demon­
strated that the increase of carbon dioxide even in the worst ventilated 
rooms was not enough to bring about the toxic results of poorly venti­
lated rooms whi ch had been observed. Harmtul physiological effects due 
either to an QX1'gen decrease or a carbon dioxide increase were found to 
be impossible in the worst ventilated rooms because the oxygen content 
was not found to decrease below 20 per cent of the total content and the 
carbon dioxide content; was not found to increase above 0.5 per cent of 
the total content. These limits are far belOW' those wbi.ch have been 
proven to produce harmful physiological effects.3 
3rbid. ,  pp. 167-68J and New York Commission on Ventilation, .22• 
cit . , pp. 1-2. 
� Organic Effluvia Theory 
As well as helping to disprove 'the carbon dioxide theory, 
Pettenk:ofer, in 1863, advanced the belief that the harmful effects of 
poor ventilation were due to the presence of hypothetical organic 
effiuvia given off by the lungs and surfaces of the body. The organic 
substances 'Hhich Pettenkofer maintained were responsible for harmful 
physiological effects were not easily identified, so Pettenkofer•  s 
theor;r, which was supported by the French physiologist, Brown-Sltquard, 
was not easily substantiated or rejected. 
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Even though Pettenkofer did not believe the presence or carbon 
dioxide in the air to be an important factor in poor ventilation, he 
proposed that carbon dioxide be utilized as an index to measure the 
unlmown poisons, since the poisons and carbon dioxide were both waste 
products of the boqy and would be expected to vary together in amount 
produced. By using the lmown facts that the human individual produces 
about 0.6 cubic feet of carbon dioxide per hour and tha:t the normal 
outdoor air contains 0 .. 03 per cent or carbcn dioxide, advocates of the 
organic effiuvia theory assuJJSd that o.o6 per cent of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere represented a permissibls maximum figure and came up with 
the figure of thirty cubic feet of outside air per minute per person as 
being necessary for proper ventilation. A minimum outside air figure as 
well as minimnm space al.lCIW'ances per person for schools and other 
crowded places of assemb� became the object of legislation in many 
states in the country • .  Some states still have laws based on the thirty 
cubic feet formula which was intended to rid enclosed areas of the 
volatile Sllbstances emanating from human bodies, thus eliminating un­
pleasant odors and harmful effects at the same time . 4 
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Several proponents of the organic e.f.fl.uvia theory discussed and 
investigated their theory .for several years, but none were ever able to 
prove that human. beings emanate any organic poisons into the air. Even 
though the theory was disproved, Winslow and Harrington reported that 
the resulting "well-neant but misguided standards cost millions of 
dollars in the aggregate and greatly retarded the development of 
adequate and efficient m�thods of air cmditioning. n5 Meredith also 
stated that "as relics or that generation, we still have a few .fresh air 
fiends who believe they should live in a gale. n6 
The Thermal Concept of Ventilation 
SODB doubt as to the validity of the theory of organic effluvia 
was established by Hennans of Amsterdain in 1883 when he was able to 
demonstrate that the air of a chamber containing only 15 per cent ot 
oxygen and 2 to 4 per cent ot carbon dioxide was not toxic and the ill 
effects experienced in crowded_, inadequately ventilated rooms were not 
due to any chemical. poisons but to heat and humidity. Acceptance ot a 
new tbe ory was reached very slowly, however. 7 
�ew York Commission on Ventilation, �· cit . ,  p. 2; and Winslow 
and Herrington, �· cit . ,  pp. 168-169. -
5winslow and Herrington, �· �o' p. 169. 
6norence L. Meredith, Htgiene (third edition; Philadelphia: The 
Blakiston CompalJ1', 19lil), p. 559 
7winslow and Herrlngton, �· cit.,  p .  170. 
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Impetus to the thermal concept of ventilation was glven by Fliigge 
at Breslau in 1905 when he and his pupils perfonned the following 
experiments::  
1. A subject was kept in a poor:cy- ventilated room until the 
carbon dioxide content of the air became quite high and symptoms of dis­
comfort became very great . Fresh, outside air was then piped to the 
subject' s nostrils so that he was breathing fresh air while being sur-
rounded by bad air. There was no relief from the symptoms of 
discomfort. Neither did any relief come when air of the same tempera­
ture and humidity as the room a:ir, but with the correct oxygen and 
1 
carbon dioxide content, was allowed to enter the room. Immediate relief 
canB when sn electric fan was started in the "bad air. n8 
2. Air with a low OJC;Ygen and high carbon dioxide content but of 
low temperature and low humidity was blown into a room containing foul 
air. The uncomfortable subject immediately begsn to experience greater 
comfort even though the oxygen and carbon dioxide content remained the 
sans . Fliigge concluded that cool, dry, moving air was needed rather 
than air conta:J ning an increased amount of oxygen and a decreased amount 
of carbon dioxide. He also concluded that the subject needed the air 
around his boqy. 9 
3.  A subject was placed in a chamber with a content of 1.1 per 
cent carbon dioxide, a temperature of 86�. , snd a relative humidity of 




87 per cent. Symptoms of discomfort were recorded and these symptoms 
were not relieved b;y breathing fresh air from outside the chamber through 
a tube. Complete relief came when the chamber was cooled to 630F. al­
though the carbon dioxide content; had risen to 1.6 per cent •10 
4.  As a final experiment, the subject was taken into fresh air 
and asked to breathe bad air with a low oxygen and high carbon dioxide 
content through a tube. As long as the subject' s body was in good air, 
he was able to breathe the air which contained a l<lf percentage of 
oJcygen and a high percentage of carbon dioxide without any ill effects.l� 
Winslow and Herrington pointed out that the following conclusions 
v 
reached b;y Fltigge and his associates have been proven correct for 
several years: 
1. Experiments have demonstrated that chemical changes in the 
air produced b;y any type or gaseous excreta of hUJDBil beings do not 
exercise any deleterious effect on the health of the occupants or the 
space involved. 
2. When detrimental health ccndi tl.ons such as fatigue, headache, 
dizziness, and nausea are observed in closed or crc:Mded rooms, these 
conditions are to be attributed entirely to a deficient heat loss. 
1'\iinslow and Herrington, lee . cit. 
�redith, �· cit. 
3.  The thermal properties or the atmospmric environment, 
temperature, moisture, and air movement, are far more significant for 
human well-being than any supposed chemical properties of the air •12 
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Fliigge • s work was soon confined by Haldane and Hill in England 
and Benedict and the New York State Commission on Ventilation in the 
United States .13 As a result of the establishment at the thermal theory 
of ventilation, the New York Commission on Ventilation stated very 
adequately that "the major cbjective of ventilation, is , therefore, to 
remove the excess of heat given ott by the hmnan bod¥ so as to maintain 
an atmosphere which will be comfortably cool but not too cold. n14 
In helping to establish the thermal concept at ventilation, the 
New York State Commission on Ventilation also experimented extensively 
in the area of chemical vitiation and its effect upon appetite. 
Temperature conditions were kept constant in an experimental room, but 
fresh air was supplied sons dqs while on other days bod¥ odors were 
permitted to accumulate. Comfort votes indicated no preference for 
fresh air days, but there was a significant increase in the amount of 
calories consumed by the subjects from a standard meal on dqs when the 
air was fresh. The experiments shewed that slowly accnnml ating odors 
are not easily pet"ceived by room occupants. 
12winslow and Herrington, �· !:.!:!· , pp. 170-171. 
�redith, loc . cit. ; New York Commission on Ventilation, 2£• P• 3;  and Winslcw and Herrington, �· cit . JJ  p. 170. 
lbuew York Commission on Ventilation, loc. cit . 
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other experiments by Greenburg and Winslow with guinea pigs that 
were exposed to odors from dog feces Showed that temporar,y loss of appe­
tite was the only ill effect to be produced by accumulated odors. Total 
experiments seemed to indicate that unless subjects were excessively 
crowded together that ten rubic feet of outside air per person per 
minute would be sufficient to eliminate all odors, provided that a space 
allotment of four hundred cubic feet per person was provided. In roams 
occupied by only a few people, normal leakage would take care of such an 
air change. These findings did not completely eliminate tbe need for a 
larger amouut of fresh air than ten cubic feet per person per minute, 
but rather made the amount needed dependent upon the need for thermal. 
control in removing heat rather than control of organic efnuvia.l5 
C .  THE WMAN BODI AS A HEAT PRODUCING MACHINE 
Comparing the human body with a maclline is perhaps an analogy 
that is difficult for some to accept. Even tilough the human body is 
extreuely complex, it is subject to soue of the same las that govern 
the operation of simple machines. Real progress in the field of 
physiology did not come until scientists recognized that complete com­
bustion of a foodstuff in a bomb calorimeter and in the human body pro­
duced the same amount of beat. This simple analogy assumes a role of 
importance in dealing with the complete picture of thermal control. 
1.5winslow and Herrington, .22:. cit. , pp. 171-72. 
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The !2!! ,2! Metabolism 
In order that the energy needs of the body might be met, the 
basic physiological process called "metabolism" provides for the needs 
by tbe combustion of foods. All movement of living organisms along with 
the grCMth and repair of the various tissues require energy. Food serves 
as a source of t:te energy and is converted into energy by a union with 
the oxygen taken into the body through the breathing process. This 
process is analogous to the liberation of energy by burning fuel in a 
machine. The process of lll3tabolism, as other forms of combustion, 
liberates the emrgy contained in food, thus permitting work to be done 
and heat to be produced. There is a definite quantitative relationship 
between the intake of fuel, or food, and OJcy"gen on the one hand and work 
done and heat liberated on the other, but the human boqy is slightl,y 
more efficient than the steam engine by comparison, being able to con­
vert 20 per cent of the energy value of food into physical work as 
compared with 14 per cent efficiency for the steam Engine. 16 
Best and Taylor, in discussing the effects of var.Lous factors 
upon the metabolism rate for an individual, enumerated the following 
physiological condi tians which stimulate metabolisJU (1) muscular work; 
( 2) food; (3) a fall in environmental temperature; or (4) a ria e in boqy 
temperature.17 Table I illustrates the effect of one � . the factors, 
16 �., pp. 6-8. 
l7 Charles Herbert Best and Norman Burke Taylor, The Physiological 
Basis of Medical. Practice (Baltimore: The Williams and-wilkins Company, 
1950) 'p. 6ii. 
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TABLE I 







Metal worker, filing and hammering 
Painter ot furniture 
Carpenter making a table 
Stonemason Chiselling a tombstone 
Man sawing wood 
Women 
Seamstress, needlBwar k 
Typist, 50 words per minute 
Seamstress, using sewing machine 
Bookbinder 
Housemaid (moderate work) 
Laundress (moderate warlc) 
Housemaid (hard work)  



















Source: Charles Herbert Best and Norman Burke Taylor, The ie-
ological Basis at Medical Practice (Baltimore: The Williams and W s 
Company, l95o),p. 621. Used by permission. 
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muscular work, upon metabolism. The data presented here show that addi­
tional calories prcx:luced per hour by various occupations range from 6 
for needlework dane by a seamstress to 378 f'or sawing wood by a man .  
Because of the sweeping effect of variables upon nstabolism rate, 
physiologists have utilized the basic metabolism concept . Basic nstabo­
lism applies to the heat production of an individual who is awake but is 
as nearly as possible at complete muscular and physical rest. The rate 
for the individual is determined in a room where the air temperature is 
700f. and at a tine when the digestive processes are at their larest 
ebb. Basic metabolism cannot be determined immediately after nsals 
because metabolism may increase as mu.ch as 5 to 30 per cent due to the 
oxidation of' food. Winslow and Herrington reported that the basic 
metabolisn value is quite constant. The rate for an individual of 
average weight and boctr" build is roughly sixty calories per hour .18 In 
spite of the term, "basic" metabolism, harever, there are many
_ 
ather 
variables which cause a deviation from the mean metabolic rate . 
A dete:rmining factor in the amount of heat proda.ced by the indi­
vidu.al. at rest is the total surface area of the body. Best and Taylor 
gave an interesting analogy of a fasting adu.lt man and a starving dog. 
The total surface area and the total heat production of each are 
different, but each produ.ces remarkably similar smounts of heat per 
square meter of boqy surface. They poiDted out that a small animal • s  
surface area is always greater in proportion to its mass, so small 
1Bwinslow and Herrington, �· 2•, p. 16. 
animals generate more heat per unit of body weight than larger 
animal.s .19 Basal metabolism is usually expressed in terms of square 
units or surface area. 
Expressed in terms of boczy surf'ace, the average basal metabolism 
rate or normal mm who are between the ages or twenty and ti:fty years is 
from .38 to 40 calories per square meter or boczy surface per hour. This 
rate is constant far most normal men. The average surface area tor most 
American and Canadian adult males is about 1. 8 square meters and for 
most American and Canadian adult females is 1.6 square meters. The 
total basal heat production for the average adult ranges from l,LOO to 
l, Boo calories per dq. 20 
Best and Tqlor listed the follarlng seven physiological cmdi­
tions which influence the basal netabolic rate : 
Age md �· 21 Perhaps the metabolism d:l.t rerences between 
children and adults present the greatest problem in providing simul­
taneous]S an adequate thermal environment for adult teachers and 
children in the classroom. Heat production or humans pe r  square neter 
or boqy surface definitely decreases progressively from infancy to old 
age . Rising from a 1051 or about 25 calories at infancy, hwnan heat pro­
duction rises above 50 calories per square neter per hour during child-
hood and gradual.l.y reduces to a metabolism rate or about 32 calories at 
19Best and Tq-lor, �· cit . ,  pp. 610-611. 
20· �., P• 619 . 
21 Ibid • .t p. 620 . 
ninety years. The metabolic rate for females is slightly la�er than 
that for males at all age levels . 
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fuBois discussed the di:t:ticulty in establishing metabolisn norms 
for children because o:t the wide variance in metabolism rates to be 
found among children of the same age . 22 This difficulty is illustrated 
by the differences to be found among the various children' s  basal metab­
olism charts which are found in physiological literature . Table II is 
representative of metabolism charts for children. This chart was com-
pUed from d:Uferent sources by Herrington to show the basal metabolic 
rate o:t school age children, kindergarten age through high school age, 
as canpared with adults ldlo are resting in the same environment. The 
heat production o:t the kindergarten child as compared with the teacher 
in his sixties presents a contrast of nearly 20 calories per square 
meter per hour. While all differences are not as great as tbis 
contrast, a substantial difference in heat loss requirement exists be-
tween most school children and teachers . This contrast becomes even 
more apparent when one considers the increase in metabolism Which is due 
to the livelier activity of the child. 
Hannon emphasized the importance of considering the basal metabo­
lism of the child in planning for the thermal. environment by stating: 
The incompleteness of growth and development o:t the school 
chUd, differences of metabolic rate, and the mass-skin-area 
ratio o:t that child as compared to the adult, necessitate a 
2�. F. DuBois, Basal Metabolism in Health and Disease (Philadelphia& 
Lea and Febiger, 19.36), pp. 210-ll. 
- -
TABLE II 
BASAL METABOLISM OF SCHOOL PERSONNEL 
Age Male Female 
Kindergarten 4.S S4.9 Sl. 7 
Grade 1 6.0 S3.1 so.l 
Grade 4 lO.S 48 . 0  4S. 7  
Grade 8 14.0 46. 2  41. 2  
Senior High School 18.0 44.4 31 .9 
Personnel 22.S 40.9 3S.8 
Personnel 32.5 39.3 3S.8 
Personnel 42.5 38.0 3S.S 
Personnel 52.5 36. 7 34.0 
Personnel 62.5 35.5 32.7 
Source: L. P. Herrington, ''Effect of 'Ihermal Environment on 
Human Action, " American School � University, XXIV (1952-S3) ,  369. 
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different set of standards for control.Jjng the thermal en­
vironment of the school child than those used far controlling 
the work environment of the adult. 23 
44 
� � climate . 24 The uetabolism rate of some oriental races 
is from. 10 to 15 per cent higher than that of occidentale living in the 
sane climate. Conversely, some orientals have a higher rate than whites. 
The basic metabolism ot white persons in a tropical climate is usual.l7 
lCMer tban in a coolm- climate . 
Habits. 25 Persons who engage in some type ot occupation that re-
quires a considerable degree of muscular tissue development usually have 
higher basal metabolism rates tban those leading a sedentary life. 
Athletes are included in this group. 
Pregnancy. 26 Normal pregnancy exerts little specific influence 
upon the basal metabolism rate of women until the sixth ar seventh month 
when an appreciable increase of weight occurs. This increase, however, 
equals the metabolism of the new-born infant and the netabolism ot the 
mother returns to normal after giving birth. 
23nareu Boyd Hannon, Controlling tbe Thermal Environment of the 
Co-ordinated Classroom (Minneapolis : Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulitor 
Company, 1953), p. 32. 
�est and Taylor, loc . cit . 
25Ibid;. ,  P• 621. -
26:rbid. 
-
Diet . 27 The total diet pattern seems to have little infiuence 
upon the basal metabolism rate. Strict vegetable eaters are said to 
have an ll per cent lower rate than meat eaters, however. 
4$ 
Variations !!_! barometric pressures. 28 Breathing excessive or re­
duced amounts of O.Jcy"gen do not seem to have any effect upon the basal 
metabolism. A change does occur, hOiiever, when the barometric pressure 
fal.ls to a certain point. The metabolic rate decreases in varying 
amounts depending upon the individual. The reduction may range from S 
to 2$ per cent . 
Chemical substances.  29 Several chemical substances, including 
adrenaline, caffeine, and benzedrine, raise the basal metabolism rate. 
Of particular concern in cmsidering the optimum thermal environment of 
older school children is the fact that smoking a cigarette increases the 
metabolism of most subjects at an average of 9 per cent. 
The physiological concept of metabolism or heat production is of 
great concern to engineers who plan heating and ventilating systems for 
classroom use. The engineer must convert human heat production into a 
term which is compatible with his heat measurements. For such a meas­
urement engineers use the term, British Thermal Unit (B. T.U. ) . One 




In terms that are applicable to creating an optimum thermal en-
vironment in the classroom, what does human netabolism mean to the 
heating and ventilating engineer? It is interesting to note that the 
average sedentary adult or active school child generates as much heat as 
a 100 watt electric light bulb. Expressed in terms of B .T.U . 1 s  a school 
child will produce from 260 to 6.50 B. T. U .  ' s  per hour during normal 
classroom activities,  depending on age, sex, and the specific activity. 
Simple arithmetic enables one to estimate the heat prodUction of twenty­
five to thirty-five school children. A teacher walking slowly will 
dissi.pate from 400 to .500 B.T.U. ' s per hour. Light factory work or work 
in a shop class will raise the B. T.U. output to around 7.50 B.T.U. 1 s  per 
hour and heavier factory wozk will cause a heat production of 1,000 to 
1,4.50 B.T.U . ' s  per hour .30 
� Temperature !.!!!, Ita Control 
Most school children know that the temperature of the heal thy 
human boqy as determined by placing a thermorreter in the mouth is around 
98.60po. This temperature refers to the temperature of the interior o.f' 
the bo� as most skin tenperatures are larer than 98.60,. The bo� 
temperature figure of 98.60f o represents a maan figure, hcwever, as 
there is a slight variation from 98o6D.F. in the body temperature of sane 
people and measurement proves that variations in temperatUre also occur 
3011ThermaJ. Comt'ort Affects Learning, " from "Thermal Environment, '' 
portfolio on heating, ventl.lating and air conditioning .f'or tod�' s 
schools, The Nation' s Schools, LXII  (�, 19.59 ) ,  88. . 
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in the same individual throughout the day. Body temperatures also vary 
among the very young and the very old. As opposed to body tenperature, 
the temperature of the bare skin varies widely with the envirc:mnental 
temperature. 
Even though the bod;y temperature is capable of r.l.sing .or falling 
due to environmental condi tiona, man cannot survive a prolonged varia­
tion of more than a few degrees either way. Man is regarded as homoio­
thermic or wann-blooded. Boctr temperature ranains fairly constant 
regardless of the environment.. On the other hand, the human is able to 
adjust to extreme limits of outside temperatures .  The ability to adjust 
is partq due to the fact that man is capable of intelligently making 
use of temperature regulation aids. 
Homoiotmrmic bod;y temperatures are able to maintain a high de­
gree of constancy because of the continuous balancing of bo<tr heat pro­
duction and boe\v" heat loss in respect to each other, and balancing .of 
both against external beat applications. When heat prodl.lction and heat 
loss stop, life of the human organism will also stop. When production 
and loss are not adequately balanced, pre'Viously mentioned variations in 
bod;y temperature occur. 
Beat production, or metabolism, bas previously been discussed in 
light of coMitions 'Which influence metabolisn. Heat production will be 
further discussed in relation to its interaction with heat loss in main­
taining a constant bo<tr temperature . 
From the discussion of metabolism, the conclusion might be 
reached that the body is capable of overheating itself. This would be 
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true if it were not also capable of cooling itself in a way so that a 
compensating effect for the overheating mq be reached. Here again the 
analogy between man and machine is appropriate as this balance of 
heating versus cooling is similar to the energy prcxluction, heating, and 
need for cooling of a gasoline engine. 
A large per cent of bodil.y heat is lost through the sldn, while 
most of the remainder is given off through the lungs. Specifically, 
heat is lost from the body through: " (1) radiation, convection, and 
conduction; ( 2) evaporation of water from the lungs and skin; 
(.3) raising the inspired air to boey temperature; and (4) m-ine and 
feces . n31 
Since over 95 per cent of the total boqy heat loss occurs through 
radiation, cmvection, conduction, and evaporation, the discussion of 
heat loss will be centered around these means of heat regulation. 
Radiation. Heat from the boo_v is given off by radiation as is 
heat from all heated objects such as a hot motor, a hot stove, or the 
sun. Normally, radiation will account for about 55 per cent of the 
total. heat loss of the boey. Loss of heat by this source, as well as by 
the other sources discussed here, will vary with (1) conditions of the 
"thermal environment, n (2) type and amount of clothing wom, and 
(3) rate of metabolism. 
3�st and Taylor, � .. �. , P• 720 . 
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Physicists have named the human skin, regardless of color, a 
"black boqy radiator. " The "black bod;y, " as the term implies, is 
capable of radiating or absorbing infra-red rqs. Largely through loss 
of boqy heat through the process or radiation, the temperature of a room 
increases when human occupants are enclosed therein. Since radiation is 
concerned with exchange or heat between the body and surrounding 
surfaces, the primary factor influencing radiative heat loss is the 
temperature of surrounding objects relative to that of the skin. If the 
mean temperature of surrounding surfaces is below that of body tempera­
ture, the body is able to radiate heat to the surface . Conversely, as 
the mean temperature of surrounding surfaces approaches or surpasses 
that or the boqy, heat loss by radiation comes to a stop and the body 
begins to absorb heat from the environment. Because air with a high 
relative humidi. ty content is somewhat opaque to radiant heat, heat loss 
through radiation is slightly reduced in situations where the relative 
humidity is high • 
Convection. Approximately 15 per cent or total heat loss is 
blown awa:y on currents or air, a process lmown as convectiono Just as 
heat loss by radiation depends on the mean temperature or surrounding 
surfaces in relation to body tempe rature, heat los s by convection 
depends on the temperature of the atmosphere as related to bod;y 
tenperature. Since clothing tends to trap a large portion of the moist 
air which comes in contact with the skin, loss by convection is impossi­
ble unless the atmosphere is cooler than the surface or the skin, or 
so 
Wlless enough air movenent to caus e mixing is present.  Air movanent is 
actuall.y the most important factor affecting heat loss by convection. 
Conduction. Heat is given off by conduction when the body comes 
in contact with a cool object. The bcxiy 'When in contact with a cube of 
ice is cooled to the same degree that the ice is heated and melted. 
Obviously, nat too many ice cubes are to be found within the confines of 
a classroom; therefore, heat los s by conduction assumes a role of lesser 
importance than that or radiation and convection.  
Evaporation of water from the lungs and skin. Under normal con­
ditions, slightly more than 2S per cent of tot al heat los s is effected 
through evaporation from skin and lungs. As the environmental tempera­
ture approaches that of the body, heat loss by radiation and convection 
becomes less and less possib le .  When air and surface temperature reach 
98.6<7. , heat loss by the se two methods become s impossible. Above 
98.60F . ,  the body would gain heat, if it were not for the process or 
secretion and evaporation of sweat and the exhalation of water vapor. 
At a temperature above 9SoOOf. , evaporation account s for practically all 
the he at lost from the b odyo The ability or the body to maintain a con­
stant temperature by ueans of evaporation in an extremely high tempera­
ture, depends on the relative humidity of the air and air movement. 
These factors w:i.ll be dis cus sed in Chapter III . 
In order for the preceding four means of heat loss to become 
effective, three heat regulating functions of the body must be in opera­
tion to b ring  heat to the skin' s surface . The functions are : 
{1) vasanotion in the skin; (2) sweat secretion; and {3) respiration. 
These fUnctions are physical in nature and are activated by the body' s 
temperature-regulating center which is located in the brain. 
Vasomotion � the �· Because blood is  usual.ly warmer than the 
surface of the body, heat loss can be increased ar decreased through the 
inversion of blood from internal regions of the body to the surface, or 
from the surface to the internal organs. When the bcxfy has a need to 
lose heat, vasodilator nerves dilate the blood vessels in the Skin en­
abling a large amount of blood to now into them from the heated 
interior of the body. When heat conservation is needed, vasoconstrictor 
nerves contract the blood vessal.s in the skin, sending the blood in them 
to the interior of the body. Variations in blood volume also occur to 
control bo<tr temperature. A rise in temperature causes an increase in 
blood volume while low temperatures reduce the volume of the blood. 
Excessive temperatures also increase the rate of circulation. 
Secretion of sweat. Vasomotion enables the body to be cooled by 
radiation, convection, and conduction. Cooling of the body by evapora­
tion depends upon the activity of the sweat glands. A small amount of 
perspiration is constantly being produced, but normally this perspira­
tion cannot b e  seen because of rapid evaporation. Perspiration begins 
to increase when air temperature is about 660F. Visible perspiration 
appears at different temperatures for different individuals, but even 
women, who  perspire less freely than nen, have begun to perspire visibly 
once external temperature has reached about 900F. As mentioned 
previously, the humidity of the atmosphere determines the amoWlt of 
add:l. tional moisture it can take up, and consequently, the possibility of 
evaporative cooling. 
Respiration. Athletes can testify that breathing automatic� 
becomes faster when the boey is wamed and slower when cooled. Much 
moisture can be evaporated from the mouth, throat, and lungs on a hot 
Among the factors which stimulate heat production a low environ-
mental temperature is an important one . The nude bod;y loses heat 
: . 
rapidJ.y at air temperatures bela( about 82.4CT. The naked male body is 
able to maintain the balance between heat loss and heat proiuction with­
in the temperature range between 82.40F. and 86°F. or 87 . aoF. Because 
the subject .feels comfortable at these temperatures thi.s range is  called 
the comfort zone. The comfort zone for women is broader, being .from 
eo.60F. to 89.60,. or 91.40f.32 
A critical temperature exists belw which heat production must be 
increased in order to maintain a normal body temperature. Increase in 
heat loss .from the body at temperatures below the cr:l tical. level is 
primarily by increased radiation. Heat loss continues until the naked 
body loses more heat than it can produce in the basal state. A chill 
occurs at about 73.4<>r. and mat produ.ction then begins in an effort to 
restore boey temperature to its normal level. Heat proiuction does not 
32 �· " pp. 721-25 .. 
occur untU after the chill bas begun. For men, heat production remains 
constant within the range of air temperature from 9.50p-. to 71.60f. or 
73.40F. 33 
Unfortunately, a great many physiological publications refer to 
temperatures which have been reached experinsntall.y by collecting data 
from nude, adult subjects . One has only to h� that standards for 
clothed children are considered when classroom thermal environments are 
being planned. 
Just as the three previously nentioned physical functions or the 
body must be in existence in order that heat loss may be  controlle� two 
other £unctions, chemical in nature, effect changes in heat production 
when such changes are necessary. These functions include muscle action 
and endocr.i.ne gland action. 
Muscle action. Since a large portion or body beat occurs when 
oxidation takes place in the body' s muscles, involtmtary changes in heat 
production within muscles occur when conditions demand more or less bod;y 
heat. 
When the bod;y becanes averheated, muscle tone is reduced and 
muscles becoue limp, thus producing less heat. Conversely, when over­
cooling has takm place, muscle tone is increased and heat production is 
increased. The act of shivering is the result or additional demands for 
heat production. "Goose flesh11 also may accompany the chilling. The 
S4 
most important effect of such external phenomena is actually the larger 
DD1S cle  motions which are begun. 
Endocrine glands. The actual rate at which heat production 
occurs in the boqy is regulated by the endocrine glands. The adrenal 
glands play a twofold role in metabolism regulation, by stimulating heat 
production and constricting the skin blood vessels in order to restrict 
heat loss. Long range thermal control of the body is partially due to 
action of the thyroid gland. Those who secrete too little thyroxine may 
regularly have subnormal temperature, while those who secrete too much 
thyroxine may have above normal temperature . 
D. EFFECTS OF AN INADEQU�TE T.HERM.AL ENVIRONMENT 
One can see that the bo.d¥ is capable of maintaining an equilib­
rium between heat loss and heat gain under varying external conditions. 
This fact differentiates man from cold-blooded creatures who quick:cy die 
after �ecoming exposed to an unfavorable climate. Even thou£11 peysical 
and chemical functions of the bod;y are capable of maintaining such an 
equilibrium, what effect d:>e s extended use of the se functions brought 
about by a poor thermal environment have on the well-being and produc­
"tivity of the human indiv:idiJ.al, especially the school child? 
One' s concept of the need of an adequate classroom thermal en­
viromnent must, of necessity, be related to one ' s  belief"s concerning the 
nature· of the learner. As previously stated in Chapter I, basic assump­
ti.ons were made prior to the undertaking of this study which related the 
learner to bis environment. One assumption accepted the child as an in­
dividual wo grOW's, develops, and functions as an integrated whole and 
who is constantly solving new problem and learning through activity. 
EnviroiDilental factors affect the child 1 s 1e arning experiences, either 
beneticiallJr or detrimentally. The other assumption named the thermal 
environment as one of the environmental factors which affects, to a 
certain extent, the t eadling-leaming process. 
A dualistic view of the learner as an individual composed or mind 
and boqy, with the body assuming a role of little importance, definitely 
would not lend itself to any interest in the production of an adequate 
thennal environment. Such an environment would serve little purpose .  
Neither would thermal environment asSilllJ3 a role of importance for those 
who look upon learning as a process or training and disciplining the 
various faculties which supposedly make up the mind. A poor thermal 
environment might even enhance such a learning process. 
With the learner viewed as an integrated, whole organism, the 
classroom becomes more than just a shelter for the body while the mind 
absorbs and stores knowledge or while various functions of the mind are 
disciplined. Classrooms become significant parts of the organic child' s 
total educational experiences . Classrooms provide for those organiza­
tions of energies which purposeful education demands in developing 
healthy, productive manbers of society. Maximizing the learning 
process, then, becomes the primary purpose in establishing the best 
p�sical environment possible . 
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Thinking educators will not be mislsd by advertising which makes 
astounding claims concerning the effects of temperature shifts on the 
performance of studentso  A correct thermal environment will not in­
crease a child' s basic intelligence, nor will it substitute for purpose, 
the internal motivating force which is essential to learning. AJ.rea<\v' 
established is the fact that the body can adapt to poor thermal 
conditions. However, children p� for this adaptation in terms or dis­
tractions from their purpose because of useless discomfort. Health, 
comfort, and efficiency do increase as stress and strain due to unta-
. vorabls thermal conditions decrease. The child can then select stimuli 
which app� to his educational purposes best as he is permitted to wrk 
in a classroom which permits him to make full use or his abilities. 
While not being misled into attributing too much worth to classroom 
thermal environment, then, thinking educators must recognize at least as 
high a correlation between the thermal environment and the educational 
process as between the educational process and any other environmental 
factor. 
With this background, consideration is given now to effects of 
the thermal Environment m human action. Data concerning effects or the 
thermal environment on the human body are limited somewhat because they 
deal mainly ldth effects of air temperature only or air temperature and 
humidity. These data also refer primarily to adults. One must keep in 
mind that the organic differences between adults and children dictate 
slightly different thermal environments for each, especially in the area 
or temperature control. 
Thermal. Environment and Health 
In the studies on heating and ventilation, the New York Commis­
sion on Ventilation found that averheating was responsibls for two 
physiological. ills. Extreme averheating was found to increase b ody 
temperature, pulse rate, respiration and netabolism. A room temperature 
as low as 7S"F. with SO per cent relative humidity and no air movenent 
was found to cause a definite increase in boqy temperature and pul.se 
rate . The second ill, an anemic condition of the nasal mucosa which 
makes it high� receptive to microbic infection, was shOifll to be caused 
by exposure to high temperature follOW'ed by exposure to chill. Several 
English investigators have written concerning industrial absenteeism due 
to overheating, thus confinning the findings of the Commission. 34 
Another interesting effect of overheating is the effect on body 
posture. Normal�, wen one feels well he can assume any posture which 
he might desire without any voluntary concentration or feeling of 
stress. A sense of fatigue causes one to reinforce necessary postures 
by an act of will. This type of fatigue is often of clin:atic origin. 
Overexposure to heat can complstely override posture corrlirol and put an 
individual in a spread-eagled position on the floor with maximum bod;y 
surface exposed. Overexposure to cold has contrasti.ng resul.ts. Posture 
control is overridden again as all body musclss contract. The 
3�ew York Commission on Ventilation, �o �., PPo 43-45. 
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individual becones locked in a folded position in the body' s attempt to 
conserve heat. 3S 
Thennal Environment and Comfort 
Indication has been given previously that the child' s comfort is 
not the end result desired in providing an optimum thermal enviromnent. 
As a matter of fact, extreme comfort often describes conditions not con-
ducive to learning. Serious departure from the level of warmth desira­
bls for comfort will lsad to direct and natural reactions from children, 
however. A cold child has a tendency to becom restless, move about, 
and nex his muscles as his body involuntarily restores the equilibrium 
between beat production and heat loss. An overheated child is prone to 
cease his concentration on academic matters and relax into daydreams. 
Thermal Environment � Efficiency 
.lll.scomfort and health deficiencies due to an inadequate thennaJ. 
environment are supplemented by a loss in efficiency. Considerable data 
regarding accidents and errors in heavy manual work, light assembly work, 
and complsx mental tasks are available . So many of the data36 relate to 
3SL. P. Herrington, "Ef'fect of Thermal Environment on Human 
Action, n American School � UniversityJ XXIV (19S2-S3) ,  371. 
36Thomas Bedford, "Thermal Factors in the Environment Which 
Influence Fatigue , "  Fatigue (Report of the Ergonomics Research Society, 
W. F. Floyd and A. T. Welford, editors; London: H. K. Lewis and 
Company, Ltd. ) ,  PP• ll-15; L. P. Herrington, Ibid. , Po 368; and "Thermal 
Comfort Affects Learning, " from 11ThermaJ. Environment, " portfolio on 
heating, ventilating and air cmdi tioning far todS¥' s schools, The 
Nation 1 s Schools, Inn (Mey-, 1959) ,  87. -
mine workers and textile wcrkers that they are not elabcrated upon to 
any great extent here . 
Research bas shown that heavy tasks such as coal mining are done 
most efficiently in instances when the temperature can be held around 
600f. and that accidents increase two to threefold when the temperature 
approaches aoor. 
Light assembly work seens to be more void of accidents a;t; 670f. 
while accidents increase both above and below 670po. Accidents seem to 
be related to the involuntary postural condi ti.ons created both at the 
higher and l�er temperature levels. 
Most research in connection with skilled work or complex mental 
tasks has been done with wireless code reception, typing, and office 
wcrk. Most of these data available are in terms of effective tempera­
ture readings, readings which take into consideration both dry and wet 
bu.]]J temperature readings . All data show that errors increase as ther­
mal stress increases. 
Of course, the activities involved in classroom work do not range 
in heat production as much as the gamut from coal mining to office work. 
A valid deduction would seem to be, however, that if efficiency is re­
lated to the temperature of the classroom, then the temperature should 
be varied according to the type of activity and beat production involved 
in a given classroom activity and controlled at that particular level. 
6o 
E.  SJMMARY 
Chapter II has been concerned with development of a physiological 
and psychological understanding concerning effects of' the thermal en­
vironment upon human activity. As a background to this understanding, 
the thermal concept was traced historically as it developed throu@:l the 
carbon dioxide theory and the organic ef'fiuvia theory to its present 
form. 
Physiological aspects of' heat production and heat loss were dis­
cussed at length as an analogy was made between the human body and a 
heat producing machine. The approach to the physiological aspects of' 
thermal control was effected through discussions of' metabolism and body 
temperature control with emphasis given to bod;v functions which regulate 
heat production and he at loss . 
The final portion of the chapter linked the physiological tunc­
tiona of' temperature control to the classroom and the educational 
process. Control of' the thennal environment was determined to be 
essential because of the effect which the thermal environment has on 
one ' s  health, comfort, and efficiency. Perhaps a noticeable aspect of' 
this chapter has been the fact that slightly more emphasis has been 
given to  the proolems of' excessive heat gain and excessive environmental 
temperatures and their control than to heat loss and mcderate environ­
menta1 temperatures. This emphasis has been purposeful because over­
heating is by far a greater classroom problem than underheating. This 
phenomenon will be discussed in Chapter III as reasons for overheating 
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are explored. All aspects or the thermal environment and its measure­
ment al.ong v.i. th a description or heating and ventilating equipment that 
can be used to control the thermal environment will be discussed. 
CHAPTER III. 
ELEMENTS OF THE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
A. INTROUJCTION 
Different elements of the thermal environment, name]J, air 
temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative humidity, m.d air move­
ment, will be discussed in this chaptero Factors that are responsible 
for the difficulty entailed in controlling these elements in the class­
room are then presented. Particular attention will be given in the 
latter part of the chapter to a description of the various types ot 
. heating and ventilating equipment and their ccntrols which have a tre-
mendous intlu.ence upon the thermal environment of the classroom. 
B. 'IHERMAL FACTORS INFLUENCING THE 
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT 
Winslow and Herrington stated that ideal thermal comfort is ex­
perienced when three conditions are maintained� (1) a skin temperature 
of 91.5<?. ; ( 2) a minimal heat change in the boqy tissues; and (3) a 
minimal. evaporative rateo 1 The folladng discussion of the thermal 
factors that are partially responsible either for the presence or 
absence of these conditions is essential to an understanding o£ the 
subject .  
lc. -E. A. Winsla� and Lo Po  Herrington, Temperature and Human Lite (Princeton, New Jersey 3 Princeton University Press, 1949)-.--
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Air Temperature 
Since bodily functions produce from 250 B .  T.U . 1 s per hour at rest 
to over 1, 200 B .T.U .  1 s per hour at bard physical labor, the temperature 
of the air mat be such that these quantities of' heat mq be lost to the 
suiToundings if boqy temperature is to remain constant. Perhaps this 
fact prompted the British physiologist, Thomas Bedford, to state, "A room 
should be as cool as is compatible with cam.t'ort. n2 
The effect of' air temperature on human activity is perhaps the 
most important of an;y single thermal factor, even though all factors are 
interwoven. The importance of air temperature was stressed by Dr .  
Herrington in a speech when be declared, "Ambient temperature alone has 
been found to have a large effect on the precision of' skilled muscular 
acts as well as the execution of practiced 1ogic. n3 
Although American dress customs are somewhat standardized, the 
fact remains tba t different people also dress differently. Because of 
dress differences, differences in 1D9tabolic rates, and reactions of' di.t'-
ferent people to various air temperatures, there are sometimes differ­
ences of' opinions among the occupants of' a room concerning desirable 
temperatures.  In a classroom this situation is augmented because older 
people generally prefer warner rooms, thus often creating an averbeated 
situation for the childreno 
2rhomas Bedford, Basic Princi�les of Ventilation and Heating 
(London: H. K. Lewis and Company, L d. , 1948), p. 127 . . 
.3"Garden �f Eden Climate Cited as Man' � Ideal, 11 Heating, Piping, 
� !!!: Conditioning, 30 (February, 1958) , 64. 
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Taking the above factors into consideration, one might safe� say 
that optimum air temperatures, or any other thermal factor, depend upon 
tdlat activity will be experienced in a given space. Since this investi-
gation is concerned with normal classroom activity, any criterion devel­
oped concerning air temperature will take classroom experiences into 
consideration. 
Normal classroom air temperatures are usually measured either by 
thermometers or thennocouples .  Both instruments were utilized in meas­
uring air temperatures in the twenty-seven selected classrooms included 
in this study. A description of these instruments is contained in 
Chapter v. 
!1!!!! Radiant Temperature 
Every classroom has two temperatures :  the air temperature, and 
the mean temperature of the surrounding surfaces and objects in propor-
tion to the position in which they are located in reference to the 
body' s am-face . Mean radiant temperature is best defined as the tem­
perature of a uniform block enclosure in which a solid boqy, ar an 
occupant, would exchange the same amount of radiant heat as in the given 
non-uniform environment. 4 If excessive air movement is absent, air tem­
perature and man radiant temperature have nearly the same effect on 
comfort. The 1959 Beating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning Guide pointed 
4c. P. Yaglou, "Thermometry, " Physiology of Heat Regulation .!!!5! 
!!!!. Science .!!:. Clothi�, L. H. Newburgh, editar \Philadelphia: W. B .  
Saunders Company, 1949 , p. 72. 
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up the tact that different authorities give 0.3 to 1 degree increase of 
room temperature to compensate for one degree depression of the n2an 
radiant temperature . S This would indicate that for every degree the 
radiant temperature is raised or lowered above or belaw the air tempera-
ture, an opposite air temperature adjustment Dmst be made to produce 
equal sensations of comfort . 
Radiation accoUIIts for about 5S per cent of the total heat loss 
of the body. Heat loss by radiation is affected by the mean radiant 
temperature of the room surfaces . The cold outer walls, particularly 
window surfaces, have a very noticeable effect on body heat loss in the 
winter. On the other hand, surfaces that are hotter than 860f. radiate 
heat back to the skin, thus son2what offsetting the loss to the cooler 
surfaces of the room. Mean radiant temperature can be determined by 
computing the readings of a glooe thermometer. The temperature assumed 
by the globe after at least half an hour is the result of a balance be­
tween the heat gained or lost by radiation and the loss or gain by 
convection. 
Relative Humidity 
Both dryness and excessive relative humidity of the air are 
capable of influencing comfort. Since people lose about cne pound of 
moisture per hour by perspiration while at rest, and much more while 
5American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc . ,  Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning Guide 1959 (New York: 
Anerican Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. , 1959) , 
p. 66. 
engaged in strenuous activities, sld.n cJ.amminess must be prevented by 
evaporation to air dry enough to pick up the moisture readily, but not 
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so rapidl.y" that the skin, nostrils, and lips are left dryo 
Samu.el R. Lewis, 6 a consulting mechanical engineer and a member 
of the Heating, Piping and � Conditioning' s board of consulting and 
contribu.ting editors, considered that relative humidity was so important 
that if adjusted adequately, an individual may become quite cold in a 
temperature of lOQOF. ,  or become overheated in a temperature considera-
bly cooler than 70<>.F. , if the surrounding air is damp .  Possibly, the 
effect of humidity is not as great as Mr. Lewis suggested, but i£ air­
borne odors, either pleasant or unpleasant are present, the intensity of 
odor as far as human perception is concerned certainly is increased when 
the relative humidity is high and decreases as the moisture content 
decreases .  
Henry Wright7 and Winslow and HerringtonB are aril.ong those who 
limit the importance of relative humidity on the comfort of heated rooms 
in the wintertime. The three agreed that relative humidity has a great 
influence on comfort in hot, humid atmospheres but stated that the in .. 
fluence is practically nonexistent at otherwise favorable temperature 
conditions . Wright stated: "The humidity problem is actually physical 
6 Samuel R. Lewis, "Air Conditioning, " The American Peoples 
Encyclopedia (Chicago: The Spencer Press, Inc. , 19S.'3, I, 399 . 
7Henry Wright, "Classroom Heating and Ventilating, 11 American 
School � University, XXIII (1951-52) , p. 209 o 
l\.rinslaw and Herrington, £Eo �., pp. 187-88. 
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rather than physiological, and a matter or protecting the building more 
than one of protecting the pupils.n9 Despite the minimum influence of 
humidity at comfort temperature levels, an optimum relative humidity 
range does seem to exist . 
Relative humidity is conventionally determined from dry and wet 
bulb readings or the sling or aspirating psychrometer, using standard 
aspirating charts or tables. A sling psychrometer was utilized in re­
cording humidity in the twenty-seven selected classrooms included in 
this stuqy. 
!,!!: Movement 
Most heating and ventilating authorities are in agreenent that 
some air mavemeut is needed in the classroom. Herrington attached more 
importance to air movement than to relative humidity and considered air 
movement an important factor in comparing radiant and convective heating 
systems .10 
In pointing out that air movemant is necessary, Herrick stateda 
The human · boqy will not be comfortable in a pool of stagnant 
air. Air movement will prevent pockets or excessive humidity, 
equalize temperature throufl_out a given space, and remove odors 
and vitiated or stale air . 
� Wright, loc. cit .  
- -
10 L. P. Herrington, "Effect or The:nnal Environmeut on Human 
Action, " American School � University, XXIV (1952-53) ,  372 . 
11 John H. Herrick, et al. , From School Plant to School Program 
(New York: Henry Holt andCanpany, 1956), p. 442o -
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Under most classroom ccnditions, air in the classroom is in 
motion. Reasons for air motion include natural. differences in tempera­
ture, infil.tration, ventilation, and the heating and cooling systems. 
In measuring air movement, one is ccncerned primarily with turbu­
lence rather than with linear velocity. One of the principal instru­
ments used for measur.l.ng turbulent air motion is the kata thermoneter, 
the instrument used in this stuey. 
Thermal Indexes 
There is no satisfactory methcd of combining the four thermal 
factors into a single index that would indicate the degree of wamth or 
cold as perceived by an individual under varying circumstances. Physi­
ologists have tried for years to develop successful integrating instru­
mmts and various indexes have been devised to measure various combined 
factors . These indexes have been successful oozy UDder the same circum­
stances and condi tiona that each has been developed. The most common 
practice seems to be the separate JIS asurement of the four thermal 
factors with appropriate instruments .  A thorough description of various 
thermal indexes can be found in most current artie lea pertainiDg to 
tlsrmal research. There seems to be no need for such a descr.i.ption 
here . The investigator found same use in two indexes, however, as an 
integrated method of presenting data. 
Effective temperature. The effective temperature index was 
developed at the ResearCh Laboratory of the American Society of Heating 
and Ventilating Engineers several years agoo Effective temperature is 
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based upon subjective feelings or equal degree or comfort under differ­
ent cmditions or air temperature, relative humidity and air movement . 
The temperature cannot be read directly from a single instrument but 
DDlst be computed from dry and wet bulb readings and air movement 
readings . 
The ultimate results of the effective temperature concept was the 
development of the comfort charts for still air . Figures 75, 76, and 77 
in Appendix B, pages 303, 304, and 305, are charts which have reSillted 
from the effective temperature concept . Figure 75 gives the effective 
temperature for any combination of dry- and wet-bulb temperatures far 
still air . Figure 76 carries the concept one step further by embo�g 
the variable, air velocity. Figure 77 shells the ASHRAE Comfart Chart as 
published since 1950. This chart shows that a maximum number of people 
are cantartable at 68° effective temperature. 
Effective temperature charts were established empirically by 
trained workers l1ho compared the relative wannth of different combina­
tions of' temperature, humidity and air movement by passing back and 
forth from one roan to another. The nUlD3rical. value or any given 
combination of air conditions was dete:nnined by the temperature of 
slowly mewing saturated air which induced a similar sensation of warmth 
or cold. 
Some significant limitations or the Effective Temperature Comfort 
Charts are: (1) the charts were primarily developed tar still air; 
( 2 )  the researchers assumed that threshold comfort levels were the same 
as those experienced at equilibrium ccnditions; (3 ) the charts apply 
onl.y to convection type heat; and (4) radiant cmdi tions in the room 
were not considered significant.l2 
The limitaticns concerning the application only to convection 
heat and the lack of consideration for radiant condi tians caused the 
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investigator to consider another variation of the Effective Temperature 
Index. Vernon, Warner, and Bedford, l3 British physiologists, used the 
globe thermometer reading in place of the dry-bulb temperature in deter­
mining effective temperatures . Bedford proved that the radiation cor­
rection brought about an improved correlation between effective tempera-
ture and comtort votes . The Corrected Effective Temperature Index is 
used in this stuctr. 
Globe thermometer reading. Vernon suggested that s1.mple globe 
thermometer readings might serve as an index, since globe readings were 
affected by radiation . Bedford subsequently proved that a higher corre­
lation existed between comfort votes and globe readings used as an index 
of warmth than between comtort votes and both dry-bulb temperatures and 
effective temperatures .  
Even though the globe thermometer was developed by Vemon as  a 
means of determining maan radiant temperature, it is somtimes used in 
measuring what is called "black bo<tr resultant temperature. "  The black 
12a. H. Jennings, "Research on Human Comfort and Environment, n 
Heating, Piping � Air Conditioning, 30 (October, 1958) ,  111-12. 
1lrhomas Bedford, "Research on Heating and Ventilation in Rela­
tion to Human Comfort," Heating, Piping, and Air Conditioning, 30 
(December, 19.5'8) , 129 o 
globe assumes the "resultant temperature" when exposed to a given com­
bination of air temperature, radiant temperature, and air movement. 
Since the human body reacts to these factors in Dnlch the sane way be­
cause of surface area to volume proportions, the black body resultant 
temperature does seem to provide a better index of co:mtart conditions 
than air temperature alone. For this reason, the black bod1' resultant 
temperature is used also as an index in reporting some of the findings 
in this study. 
c. FACTORS IN SCHOOL PLANNING THAT AFFECT 
THE ClASSROOM THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
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Many school admjnjstrators are n<Xi beginning to give S Cilla intel­
ligent thought to selection of heating and ventilating equipment for 
their schools, but at the sanE time these same administrators continue 
to build buildings that would impose a terrific burden on the best 
heating and ventilating equipment. 
A number of factors that J11S¥ influence thermal environment are : 
(1) microclimatology; {2) solar control, fenestration, illumination, and 
insulation; and (3) classroom size, occupancy, and socio-economic status 
of occupants .14 The following brief discussion of these factors should 
give the reader soma understanding of the importance of intelligent 
p]annjng for the classroom thermal environment. 
14"Design Controls Temperature, "  from "Thermal EnvironmEnt, " 
portfolio on heating, ventilating and air conditioning for todq' s 
schools, ,!l!! Nation' s Schools , 63 (May, 1959) ,  91. 
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Microclimatolog;y. Microcl.imatology includes site selection, ori­
entation, landscaping, and base planting. Perhaps the most important 
factor affecting the indoor thermal environment of a classroom is the 
outdoor climate. Dapending on the season, the child mst be protected 
from outdoor climate, or outdoor climate mat be exploited to provide an 
adequate thermal emri.ronment. Because of this, school planners must 
give careful consideration to the compass orientation of the bu.Uding 
and its relation to the moving sun. 
Novakl5 reported such factors as the selection of the proper 
slope of a hill for a building site or proper evaluation of SUilllY versus 
shaded areas as being important . Even if the site selected is not can­
pletel.y desirable, proper orientation of the building on the site can do 
much to improve classroom comfort. Orientation should be effected in 
relation to summer and winter sun am to prevailing swmner and winter 
winds . Generally, classroom should face north or south with the main 
axis of the building east and west. Such an orientation minimi zes the 
tremendous solar heat gains on classroom windows and walls. Novak 
poinlied out that east and west window orientations are so ill-advised 
that normal roof overhangs or sunshades are almost valueless during most 
of the school day. 
If a selected school site cootains several large trees, the 
architect should attempt to design the building so that every tree may 
lSPaul M. Novak, "Microclimatology and the School 1 s Indoor 
Climate, " from "Thermal Environment, " portfolio on be ating, ventilating 
and air conditioning for today' s schools, The Nation' s Schools, 63 (May, 
19.59) , 101-103. -
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be utilized in eliminating excess solar gain. If trees are not growing 
on the selected site ,  so:ne should be planted as soori as possible . Base 
planting such as shrubs and vines can be used advantageously, also, but 
shcmld be used judiciously around ventilation intakes. 
Solar control, fenestration, illumination, and insulation. Any 
effort to provide the optimum classroom thermal envircmnent must be made 
with these factors considered as interrelated factors.  The selection of 
the site and orientation of the building also affect the importance of 
these factors in their relation to the classroom environment. 
Since mmy architects insist on creating walls of glass in their 
building designs, one of the greatest problems, then, becomes finding 
some way to keep the sun off the glass.. An attempt to accomplish this 
task has been made by the use of several ingenious devices such as over­
hangs, awnings, louvers, insulating screens, so-called heat absorbent 
glass, venetian blinds, draw shades and draperies. Without some method 
of controlling the sun• s rays, solar radiaticn through glass areas be­
comes a terrific problem due to the fact that the heat gain through 
single glass is higher than for almost any other material. 
An opposite effect on thermal control is provided by large 
amounts of glass cm.ring extremely cold weather. The temperature of 
windows ma;y be so far below the air temperature of tiE room that the 
pupils sitting near the window, and to a certain extent all pupi1s in 
the room, radiate large amoUIIts of boey heat to the windows. In 
addition, currents of cold air rush down the windows and spill out into 
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the room in the farm of a draft . Actually, it the sun is shining 
brightly on a very cold da;y, windows lllEJ1' admit great q1anti ties ot 
radiant heat fran the sun, and at the same time cool the air immediately 
adjacent to the window because the air is nat affected necessarily by 
the passage of solar heat. 
The phenomenon of window downdraft must be combatted becmse of 
the uncomfortabls effect which the draft creates .  Air must only be a 
few degrees colder than room temperature and moving at a rate of 40 or 
50 feet per minute to produce an uncomfortable draft. Mr. W. W. Kenneey-, 
Manager, Air .Qlstribution Development of the Barber-Colman Company, re­
ported measuring downdrafts from cold glass at a rate of 200 feet per 
minute.16 
Attempts to eliminate downdrafts include insulation of the walls 
beneath the windows, double glazing, and radiation from ceiling panels. 
The most widely utilized mthods of downdraft control, harever, are z 
(1) opposing a rising stream of heated air to the falling current of air 
coolsd by the window, sometimes simply effected by locating radiators 
beneath the windows; (2) heating the glass itself by directing a high­
velocity stream of heated air against it; or (.3) drawing off the falling 
column of cold ai. r at the bottom of the wind Oil and either exhausting 
same through vents or heating and using the air in the room. Regardless 
of the method used or the relative merits or one uethod over another, 
some control of downdraft mst be effected. 
16statement by W. W. Kennedy during a conference with Barber­
Colman consultants, January 24, 196lo 
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Fenestration, the arrangement and proportioning or windows, also 
competes with illuminaticn as a factor affecting thermal control. 
Evidence shows that archi tecta cannot provide a sunlighted environment 
that meta lighting requirements as well as artificial lighting does . 
Many expensive attempts to provide natural lighting have been tried, 
however, including window-wall fenestration, clerestory windows, sky­
lights and glass block. The expense is increased by the continued 
supplementary need for artificial lighting. All contribute to excess 
radiant heat in the classroom. 
Although many excellent insulating materials for use in existing 
buildl.ngs are now on the market, insulation reall.y can be considered an 
important factor in providing a good thermal environment if utilized in 
the original building design. Insulation in the outer walls, windows, 
roofs and fioors will help to maintain the inside surface temperature 
close to the classroom air temperature, an important factor in thermal 
comfort . 
Classroom size� occupancy, and socio-economic status . Classroom 
size and number ot occupants have a direct influence on thermal condi­
ticns within the classroom. Maintenance of an optimum thermal environ­
ment is difficult because the classroom is often as cre��ded as assembly 
halls and theaters. This density or occupancy makes a constant, minimum 
supp� of outdoor air mandatary. A common:cy accepted minimum quantity 
of outdoor air is 10 cubic feet of air per minute per person. This is  
called the ventilation rate.  This rate will need to increase as 
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wintertime cooling is needed. One must keep ll1 mind, however, that the 
cooling needs of individual rooms vary with size of classroom, number of 
occupants, activities, and heat gains from solar radiation. 
In addition to overheating, ventilation also serves the puxpose 
of freeing the classroom or odors, especial:cy" boqy odors. Even though 
the boczy- odors seem to be more objectionable aesthetically than 
physiologically, odors are still undesirable . 
The prdllem of body odor removal in schools in regard to the 
socio-economic status of the children is illustrated in Tabls III. This 
table shows minimum ventilation require:nsnts for various grade school 
children u.n:ier laboratory conditions. The suggested m.r circulation 
minimums vary w.i.th density or occupancy, which would depend upon the 
number of occupants, floor area or the room, and height of the ceiling. 
An interesting observaticn is that the minimum ventilation rate for odor 
control is  more than 10 cubic feet of m.r per minute per person. 
Classroom Overheatmg 
Provision of an optimum thermal environment essentially becanes a 
problem of controlling overheating. Even though the reascns for over­
heating are now obvious, a discussion of heat gains will serve as a 
SUllllJ1a1'Y for the physiological and physical background that has been 
presented. 
!!!.!:!! production of children. Menticn has already been made of 
· the density of occupancy of classrooms. Less cubic feet of air space is 
provided per person in a classroom than in most other types of public 
TABLE ni 
MINIMJM OUTDOOR AIR REQUIREMENTS TO REMOVE OBJIOOTIONABLE 
BODY OOORS UHlER LABORATORY CONDITI<ES 
Type of occupants 
Grade sChool Children of average 
socio-economic status 
Grade school children of lao1er 
socio-economic status 
Children attending private grade 
schools 
Heating season with or without 
recirculation. 
Air not conditioned 
Air space OlitdOor air 
per person supp:cy- cfm 














Source 1 American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers, Inc. ,  Heating Ventilating Air Conditioning Guide 1959 (New 
York a .American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc.,  
1959) , p .  61. Used by permission. 
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buil.dings . All of these pupils give of£ heat, with the amount vary:lllg 
according to such factors as age, sex, and activity. Estimates o£ the 
amount o£ heat, expressed in B.T .U . 1 s that a child will dissipate in an 
hour range from 250 to 400. Assuming the minimum figure of 250 B.T .U • 1  � 
a class o£ thirty liOuld emit 71500 B. T .u . ' s  per hour. This source of 
heat td.ll partial� compensate for the hourly heat loss that the 
building experiences because of the temperature differential between the 
interior and exterior of the building . In most parts of the United 
states, pupils will produce one-third of the heat needed tar ccmtort 
during most of the heating season class time. In southern parts of the 
country, when out side winter temperatures sonetine s rise even above 
6QOp>. during the dq, the point above which optimum classroom tempera­
tures cannot be maintained by tm introdn.ctim of outside air into the 
classroom, the excess heat provided by the pupils becones a critical 
factor . 
� gain E!_ artificial lighting. Rooms that contain incandes­
cent lighting usually require around 4,000 watts of lighting . Wattage 
output or nuorescent lights is sonewbat less . These lights burn most 
of the time the pupils are in the room and quite often when they are not. 
Fluorescent and incandescent lights add heat to the classroom at a rate 
of 3. 4 B .  T .  U .  1 s per watt per hour. Assuming that a classroom contains 
4,000 watts of incandescent lighting, the heat output would be l3,6oo 
B.T.U .  ' s  per hour. The heat gain of pupils and lighting remains fairly 
constant regardless of outside conditions. 
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Solar heat gain. In spite of the heat output of pupils and 
lighting, the greatest source of uncontrolled heat is the sun, especiall;y 
in classrooms that have large amO\lllt:; s of unshaded glass . The B.lJ10Ullt of 
Sllnlight entering a classroom through windc:M's or skylights will depend 
upon the directional orientation of the building and the location of the 
sun above the horizon. Solar heat gain is so:newbat uncertain, also, 
because of it s role of lesser importance on a cloudy day. For tltl.s 
reason, engineers do not consider solar heat gain in tmir winter 
heating calculations . 
The fact remains, however, that wherever the sun is shining, 
solar heat gain represents the greatest uncontrolled gain. Indirect 
solar radiaticn is also substantial, even on cloudy dqs. Conservative 
estimates of winter solar gain range from one hundred to two hundred 
B .  T .u . • s per hour per square foot of glass area. Using the minimum of 
one hundred B.T .U . • s with an assumed glass area of 250 square feet, a 
heat gain of 25,000 B.T.U .  • s  per hour could be  added to the heat gain 
of pupils and lighting. 
With several thousand B .  T .U . 1 s of heat gain being produced even 
before the heating system is turned on, one can see that the problem of 
maintaining a correct thermal envircnment must be solved by cooling 
rather than by mare heating .. 
D .  HEATING AND VENTILATDlG EQUIPMmT AND ITS CONTROL 
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After a new school building is designed with factors that affect 
thermal control taken into cmsiderat:i.on, a decision must be reached 
concerning heating and ventilating equipment to be used and method of 
control. The following discussion of beating and ventilating equipment 
was derived largely from material. found in the "School Systems" section 
of the 19.$9 Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning Guide .17 Only those 
heating and ventilating systems found in the selected schools are 
discussed. 
VentUat:Lng Systems 
Even though methods of heating and ventilating are interrelated, 
the two are discussed separately here. The need for ventilation has 
alreaqy been established. The school planner must consider the type of 
thermal. environment that he desires and the ease with which he expects 
to achieve it when be specifies a particular type of ventilation. 
Since circulatim of air is an important function of a ventila­
tion system, a nethod of supply and exhaust must be included. Ventila­
tion systems are often identified according to the nethod of supply 
(window or mechanical) or exhaust (window, gravity, or mechanical) . 
Air supPlY methods. The least expensive method of air supply is 
by windows. The reader may recall from Chapt;er I that the New York 
17American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc • ., E£• £!1 • ., PP• 657-62. 
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Commissiqn on Ventilation found that windows could be utilized to pro­
duce desirable the rmal  condi ticns. The truth is that even though this 
mq be possible, because of the human element involved, desirable 
thermal conditions are not usu� produced. When teachers become en­
grossed in som of their many other duties,  ventilation usually suffers . 
The other method of air supply is by mechanical neans . The air 
is usually carried through ducts and delivered through wall grilles, or 
else admitted into the room through a self-contained unit such as the 
unit ventilator. Stale air is pushed from the room by the incoming air. 
The incoming air may be fresh, partially fresh, or completely recircu­
lated air, depending on the thermal needs of the room. 
!!!:_ exhmst nethods. Windows are also the prima.ry method of ex­
haust in some buildings, even though this method does not do an effec­
tive job except in still weather because nearly as much air is intro­
duced through the exhaust area as is exhausted. 
Gravity exhaust systems admit the room air into exhaust grUles 
that are located in the wall opposite the windows or in the ceiling and 
carry it to roof ventilators. Mechanical exhaust systems do essential.l3 
the same job but utilize motor-driven exhaust fans instead of roof 
ventilators. 
Heating Systems 
Heating systems are often classified according to the heating 
medium utilized, such as air, steam, or hot water. Usually, though, 
systems are identified according to the method utilized in heating and 
cooling . Some types of heating systems are canbined with means of 
ventilaticn, while other types require a separate system or mechanical 
or natural ventilation. 
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Choice of a heating system is often related to other aspects of 
buildmg design. Some or these aspects include: the cold floor problem 
created by modem slab-on-grade construction; choice of heating medium; 
method of ventilation and cooling desired; cost; and method of control 
desired.18 
The following discussion of heating systems includes those 
systems found in the geographical area investigated: 
Radiation. The use of the word radiation in connection with the 
type of heater usually connected with the word is a partial misnomer 
because, actually, a large part of the room is heated by convection. 
Radiant heating usually includes cast-iron radiators, cast-iron ar non­
ferrous convectors, and continuous finned-pipe heating e lement s with 
steam or hot water used as the heating medium. The heaters are usually 
extended the entire length of the outside or window wall of the room. 
Controls may be manual, individual automatic controls for each room, or 
by valves controlling different zones of the building. 
Radiant heating ventilation is limited to an air supply from the 
windows with any type of exhaust. Since the heating load is quite often 
1�ucational Facilities Laboratories, The Cost of A Schoolhouse . 
A report from Educational Facilities Laboratories (New York: 
International Press, 1960) , pp. 92-94. 
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satisfied or over-satisfied early in the morning and no provision is 
available for nechanical cooling, teachers mst spmd a large amount of 
their tine opening and closing windows. 
Unit ventilators . A unit ventilator is an individual forced air 
heating unit equipped with dampers for introducing outdoor and recircu­
lated air in varying quantities with the fans running cmtinuously 
during periods of normal occupancy. The unit ventilator is used in 
classrooms for a conbination of heating, controlled ventilation and 
cooling, with outdoor air utilized as the cooling medium. The medium 
for heating can be either steam, hat water, or electricity. The heating 
ele:nsnt can be either a draw-through or blow-through arrangement . 
The unit ventilator, consisting of fans, motors, a heating 
element, dampers, filters, outlet grilles , or diffusers, and controls, 
pennits heating, ventilating, and cooling to be varied while the fans 
are in continuous operation. The discharge air temperature from the 
unit varies according to room requirements, rut the units usual.ly are 
equipped with control devices that prevent the admission of air cold 
enough to cause discomfort. The unit may be equipped to combat cold 
window downdrafts by using extended finned-pipe radiation along the 
wirxlcw sills, by directing a rising heated stream of air against the 
glass, or by drmd.ng off the falling column of cold air into grilles 
located on top of the unit . Unit ventilators using hot water for 
heating and cold water for cooling can be utilized for year-round air 
conditioning. 
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The efficient operation o£ unit ventilatcrs is dependent upon its 
automatic controls . Unit ventilators and controls canbine to provide 
the co-ordinated action needed for heating, ventilating, and cooling. 
Usually a room thermostat controls either a valve a.r b,ypass damper to 
regulate the heat Slpply and a damper to regulate the outside air 
supply. An air stream thermostat located in the unit prevents a dis­
charge of air bela-1 the desired minimum temperature. Other control 
devices somtimes operate to vary heating media such as hot water with 
the outside air temperature . 
All unit ventilator control cycles provide the sequence for the 
following stages recognized by the Ansrican Society of Heating and Air-­
Conditioning Engineers.  
Warm-up stage. !bring the warm-up stage all control cycles pro­
vide rapid warm-up by having the unit provide full heat with the outdoor 
damper canpletely closed. Tbrou€):lout this stage 100 per cent room air 
is recirculated and heated until the room temperature approaches the 
desired temperature level.l9 
Heating � ventilating stage . When the room temperature rises 
into the operating range o£ the thermostat, ventilaticn begins by the 
' 
partial cr complete opening of the outdoor air damper depending upon the 
cycle used. Auxiliary heating equipDSnt such as convecta.rs or radiators 
19American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc. ,  .22· �., P• 21.5 . 
are shut off. As the room temperature continues to rise, the heat 
supply of the unit ventilator is regulated in soDB way. 20 
as 
Cooling and ventilating stage . Often the temperature of the room 
rises above the desired level and cool air is needed for cooling 
purposes. The room thermostat accomplishes cooling by throttling the 
heat supply, final.ly shutting it off (either by valves or dampers) and 
opening the outdoor air damper to prevent overheating of the room. 
Dlring this stage the air stream thermostat frequently takes control to 
prevent the disCharge temperature from falling below a set leve1 . 21 
The three basic cycles of control usually called "ASHRAE cycles" 
by manufacturers are : 
Cycle !• One hundred per cent of outdoor air is admitted at 
all times except during the warm-up stage . 
Cycle !· 
Cycle !· 
A minimum amount of outdoor air (normally 2S to SO 
per cent ) is admitted during the heating and ven­
tilating stage . This percentage is gradually 
increased to 100 per cent , if needed, during the 
cooling and ventilating stage . 
Except dur.ing the warm-up stage a variable amount 
of outdoor air is admitted as needed to maintain a 
fixed temperature of air entering the heating 
element . This is controlled by the air-stream 
thermostat whiCh is set low eno�h (often SSoF. ) 
to provide cooling when needed. 22 
In normal classroom application, Cycle Y is the most commonly 
used. Cycle Y is also the most compatible cycle for combined winter 
and summer operation. 
2lrbid . 22Ibid. , 21r:' 16 pp. ;;- • 
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The unit ventilator normal.ly does not utilize any mechanical 
method of exhaust becaus e the ai r  is forced out of the room through 
cracks due to the slight increase or atmospheric pressure . This pres­
sure is sometimes relieved by ports or windows into the corridor or by 
an exhaust shaft. 
Fresh air admitted into the room is cleaned by passing through a 
filter. The efficiency of the unit is le ssened seriously if regular 
cleaning of the filter is not sCheduled. 
Central direct-fired air systems . These systems are forced 
circulation warm air furnace systems. Air is supplied for ventilation 
and heating. The type or central direct-fired sys tem most often used in 
sChools i s  one which mixes outdoor and return air through a fan and 
filter and disCharges it in eithe r or two path s, over the surfaces of a 
warm air heater cr through a bypass around the heater, with mixing at 
the outlet of the heater to control the temperature of the supply air . 
This system requires cne supply duct from the heater to each ro om  or 
zone controlled. 
There is usually a fixed quantity of outside air, with the 
balance being obtained by return from the he ated space . Air is admitted 
into the spaces through wall grilles or ceiling or windGJ outlets and 
released usually into the corridors through grilles.  Proper design 
should avoid window downdrafts .  
Panel heating. Panel he ating is a term used to describe a method 
of space he ating by raising the temperature of one or more or it s 
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interior Slrtaces.  Most schools utilize the heating ot floors, rut any 
other sortace can be heated. The heating elements usually consist ot 
wann water piping, wann air ducts or low temperature electrical resist­
ance elements embedded in or located behind the heated surface . Heat is 
essentia.lly by radiati on. Panel heating is used quite widezy in conjunc­
tion with slab-on-grade construction, especialzy in primary classrooms 
where children play on the floor . With heat gain £rom pupils and 
lighting, however, panels have a tendency to overhe at the room because 
ot the heat storage e££ect ot the panel. This is especially true when 
no provision is made tor mechanical ventilation. Use ot window venti­
laticn alone usualzy does not prevent overheating ; nor does the panel 
heating serve with any effectiveness in combatting downdraft . 
Electric m ating . Ele ctric heating is used in some areas where 
electric power rates are low enough to make such an operation feasible . 
Ele ctric heat eliminates boiler rooms and a separate fuel supply system 
and is flexible enough to serve as the heat source in unit ventilators, 
central wet systems, wall tin convectors and tor various types o£ panel 
heating. The operating cost is often so prohibitive that any original 
savings in capit al  out� are soon cancelled by operation costs .  
Usually ele ctric heating is considered in conmcticn with base­
board radiation exteming the entire length ot the w.indow wall or 
electric ceiling panels. Electric heating is automatically controlled 
by neans o£ individual room thermostats and can be utilized in connec­
tion with any ventilating system. 
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Controls 
The discussion of controls will be limited to a brief discussion 
of automatic controls . Manual controls are not really effective in pro-
viding an adequate thermal environment when placed in the hands of a 
busy teacher . 
The primar.v function of an automatic tlennal control system is to 
"maintain a predetennined thermal environment with minimum attention and 
expenditure of labor by teacher and custodian. n23 This can be done with 
modern control equipment b,y responding to and correcting minute changes 
in temperature through changes in water or steam temperatures or damper 
settings . 
Aut omatic controls are essential in reducing man-hours of attend-
ance at the heating plant; thus freeing the custodian for other dutie s. 
The reduction of man-hours plus the savings in fuel costs due to auto-
matic controls can bring about a reduction in operating costs.  This 
study was concerned primarily, however, with control of the thermal 
environment in a gi.ven occupie d space where density of occupancy varied 
and the space was constantly being affected b.r variation in solar 
density, wind, and the output of the heating equipment . 
Essentials of an automatic control system are : (1) a controller, 
(2) a controlled device , and (3 ) a source of energy. 
23ucontrols Reduce Guesswork , "  from "Thermal Environment , 11 
portfolio on heating, ventilating and air conditioning for today' s  
scllools, � Nation' s Schools, 63 (May, 1959) ,  93 . 
A controller is a device which measures a variable condition 
such as temperature, humidity, pressure, and liquid level, and 
produces a suitable action or impulse for transmission to the 
controlled devices. Thermostats, humidistats, and pressure 
controllers are examples . 
A controlled device reacts to the impulse received from a 
controller and varies the now of the control agent. It may be 
a valve, damper, electric relay, or a motor driving a pump, 
fan, etc. 
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The control agent is the medium manipulated by the con­
trolled device . It may be air or gas flowing through a damper; 
gas, steam, water, etc. , flowing through a valve ; or an elec­
tric current. 24 
Control systems are usually identified according to the primary 
source of energy utilized. Three types are used for purposes of class-
room control: 
Pneumatic controls . The som-ce of energy for pneumatic controls 
is compressed air, usually maintained at a pressure of 15 to 25 pounds 
per square inch. The compressed air is supplied to the controller which 
in turn regulates pressure supplied to the controlled device . 
Pneumatic controls are used to a great extent in controlling unit 
ventilators and central forced air systems . Collateral control devices 
allow for complex cycles such as day-night operaticn or heating-coollng 
cycle change-overs. 
Electric controls . An electric control system utilizes electric-
ity as the energy I!B dium. The controller regulates the electrical 
energy supply either directly or through re�s . Due to simplicity of 
24Junerican Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc . ,  �· cit. , P• 609 . 
operation, electric controls are used to c ontrol gas and oil furnaces 
and some unit ventilators .  
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Els ctronic controls . Electronic controls are the newest develop­
ment in classroom controls . They also use electric energy but take 
advantage of an electronic amplifier to increase the minute voltage 
variations of the measuring element; to values needed far operation of 
standard electrically controlled devices .  
The element; of automatic controls that is most familiar to room 
occupants is the thermostat. The thermostat is usually moumed on the 
wall but is sometimes moumed in return air ducts of central systems or 
in a return air sensing chamber of a unit ventilator. 
The degree ani method of thermal control is one of the most 
important factors in provision of an adequate thermal enviromnent . For 
sucll heating and ventilating systems as the unit ventilator, the control 
system plays as important a role as the heating and ventilating system 
itself . The que stion of providing individual. cmtrols for each class­
room as opposed to control of a zone of several rooms often become s a 
debatable cne when tre situation lends itself to either degree of 
control. Even assuming the same solar exposure , an important fact to 
remember is that as density of occupancy and activity vary from class­
room to classroom different beating and cooling needs are experienced. 
Zoned controls cannot always meet the se needs. 
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E. SJMMARY 
Chapter III concluded the developmeiit of a thermal background 
prior to the identification of criteria for the rmal control. The four 
eleDSnts of the thermal environment, i.e. , air temperature, me an  radiant 
temperature, relative humidity and air movement were identified and dis­
cus sed together with physical factors that affect the control of these 
element s. Special Emphasis was given tln'oughout the chapter to the con­
trol of overheating. 
The concluding portion of the chapter dealt with various types of 
heating and ventilating equipmeiit found in the area investigated and the 
nethods of automatic control essential to the proper regulation of the 
thezmal environnent .  Heating systems discussed included: radiation, 
unit ventilators, central direct-fired air systems, panel heating and 
electric mating .  Controls discussed were those that normally are 
utilized in the se heating systems . 
In Chapter IV criteria of thermal control for use in evaluating 
the rmal  conditions in selected schools are identified. Procedures 
employed in the identification process are discus sed. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
CRITERIA IDR THE ESTABLISHMmT OF A RANGE OF 
ACCEPI'ABLE CLAS::ROOM THERMAL CONDITIONS 
A. INTROIDCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to identify the best available 
criteria relating to thermal factors in the classroom environment so 
that these criteria may be utilized for the evaluation of the thennal 
envira:unent in selected classrooms. 
Identification of criteria was one of the maj or sub-problems of 
the study. The task was a delicate, time-consuming one and, in the 
opinion of the investigator, assumed a role of importance second to no 
other phase of the study. Materials utilized were so exhaustive that 
only a partial list is included in the bibliography at the conclusion of 
Chapter vm. These materials included standard reference works, physi­
ological and medical texts, graduate studies in the fields of education, 
engineering, and psychology, educational texts and periodicals which re­
lated in any way to the prdJ lam, reports of independent organizations 
such as the School Facilitie s Laboratories and the Ergonomic s Research 
Society, publicati ons of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating 
and Air-Condi. ti.oning Engineers, laws and regulations of the various 
states concerning school heating and ventilating, and advertising and 
public service material of various heating and ventilating equipment 
manufacturers. 
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Some background infonna.tion was obtained as a result or corre­
spondence between the investigator and other people throughout the 
countiY who were interested in the mutual problem of thermal environment. 
Of tremendous aid was the visit to the Environmental Research Laboratory 
of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating am Air-Conditioning 
Fngineers in Cleveland, Ohio, and the dis cussion there with Dr. B. H.  
Jennings, Director or Research, and Mr. Clark M. Humphreys , Assistant 
Director of Research. Of equal importance was tba discussion w1 th 
Henry Wright that resulted from his visit to the University of 
Tennessee. Mr. Wright , fonner managing editor of !!!! Architectural 
Forum, is a prolific writer on aspects of environmental control. Data 
obtained from professional personnel and materials from clifferent fields 
were integrated in the fonnulation of tentative criteria . . 
As investigatlon of the problem and formulation of tentative 
criteria continued, several obvious observations were made : (1) many 
widel;r held thermal environment beliefs were based on research, but 
others were based on opinions and tradition; ( 2) many conflicts were 
evident regarding standards for the various aspects of the thermal. 
environment; (3) thermal concepts were highly evolutionary in nature; 
(4) the most active interest in the field of thermal control as evi­
denced by research and literature was that expressed by the engineering 
profession and manu£ acturers of heating and ventilating equipment; and 
(5) perhaps the least amount of interest in the thermal environment; as 
it related to the educational process was shown by the education 
profession. 
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Since stu<tr of the thermal environment of the selected schools 
was to be conducted during the winter heating season, an obvious in­
ference was that control of the thermal environment within the classroom 
depended to a great extent upon the performance of the heating and ven­
tilating equipment utilized in the school. After tentatively selecti ng  
a number of criteria that were consistent wi th  each other and wi th  the 
basic assumptions made prior to the beginning of the study, the inves­
tigator then proceeded to find if these criteria were compatible ' with . 
the capabilitie s of modern heating and ventilating equipment and with 
operational b eliefs of thos e who were directly involved in some phase of 
providing for classroom thermal environment. For this aid in refining 
and strengthening the tentative criteria, the investigator turned to a : 
group of architects, engineers, heating and ventilating equipment manu­
facturer representatives, and education and engineering pr ofessors . 
Individuals who served as a sounding board for the final selec­
tion of criteria included: Dr. John W. Gilliland, Professor of Educa­
tional Administration, the University of Tennessee; Professor Mack 
Tucker, University of Tennessee College of Engimering ; Mr. George 
Gal.lowq and Mr. Charles Guthrey, architect and engineer, respe ctively, 
far the architectural firm of GallGiey and Guthrey, Knoxville, 
Tennessee ; Mr. Cheater A. MacCallum, engineer for the architectural firm 
of Barber and McMurry, Knoxville, Tennessee ; Mr. c. A. Spears, Jr. ,  
Mr .  Don Carter, Mr. Jim Ferguson, and Mr .  Gordon Rome, engine ers and 
heating and ventilating equipment dealers, Knoxville, Tenne ssee ; and 
Mr. W. W. Kennedy, Manager, Air Distribution Development, Mr. Bill Young 
and Mr. Dick Plattne r, engineers, all representing the Barber-Colman 
Company, Rockford, Illinois . 
B .  CRITERIA FOR CLASSROOH mERMAL CONTROL 
No claim is made that the five criteria of thermal control pre­
sented in this chapter represent the ultimate in ideas concerning the 
thermal environment . Many factors can produce a change in optimum 
thermal conditions for individuals or a group over a period of years. 
As an example of the veracity of the previous statement, one must con­
sider the gradual increase in the optinnun winter temperature over the 
past several years as indicated by research. The criteria set forth 
here do represent the most acceptable criteria known tod� for estab­
lishment of an optimum classroom thermal environment for grades 
kindergarten through twelve during the period of the winter heating 
season. The criteria that follow were develope d for the analysis and 
appraisal of the the rmal environment in the classrooms selected for 
this stuqy. 
Criterion Number 1 
!!!! provision and control of ! relatively narrow range of air 
temperature conditims which is coJID1lensurate with variations !!! air 
velocity, humidity, radiant effects, age, basic metabolism, human heat 
producti on .!:! !  result of work, � clothing !!:! important factors in 
providing .!!!. adequate classroom thermal environment .  An optimmn !:!!, 
temperature for most classroom activity � be found within .!:!!_ range 2£. 
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700,. to 750F. !!'! air temperature slightlY below 700F'. is needed for 
� strenuous activitie s such !! physical educ ation. For the optimum 
desired temperature for � activity, � temperature should � !!!Z 
!!!2!:! than ,!g degrees . 
The importance or temperature control was expressed by Winslow 
and Herrington when they stated: 11For ordinary winter conditions, the 
adjustment or air temperature to metabolic activity is the main issue 
involved. nl Research by Bedford in England showed the same c orrelation 
between air temperature and sensations of warmth as existed between 
effective temperature, an index consisting of aJr temperature, relative 
lmmidity, and air movement, and sensations of wannth. 2 Even though all 
factors or the thermal environment are interrelated, air temperature 
seems to assume a role of importance of its awn. 
As a point or departure, consideration should be given to the 
location or the indoor air tempe rature within a space that is int ended 
to reflect optimum aJr temperature conditions . For purposes or this 
study, one of the locations specifie d by the 1959 Heating, Ventilating, 
Air Conditioning Guide was used. The Guide stated: 
The indoor air temperature that must be maint ained within 
a building is understood to be the dry-bulb temperature at 
lc. -E. A. WinslCM and L. P. Herrington, T�rature and Human 
Life (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton Universivress, 19Ii9), p .  192. 
�omas Bedford, Basic Principles or Ventilation and Heating 
(London: H. K. Lewis and Company, Ltd. , 1948), p .  89. -
the breathing line, 5 ft. above the floor, or at the seating 
level, 30 in. above tba floor, and not less than 3 ft. from 
the outside walls. 3 
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In schools included in this study, air temperature was nsasured 
at thirty inches above the floor for purposes of relating air tempera-
ture to Criterion Number 1. Other measurements were taken from six 
inches above the floor to the level of five feet or sixty inches and 
averaged to dete:nnine what the investigator te:nned the "working area 
temperature . " 
The variables menticmed in Criterion 1, i.e . ,  air velocity, 
humidity, radiant effects, age, basic metabolism, human heat production 
as a result of work, and clothing, must be ccmsidered before the optimum 
temperature range for any activity is deter.mined. 
Table IV shows the importance of considering air velocity in 
determining optimum air temperature condi ticns and illustrates the fact 
that no single temperature can be considered the optimum but rather a 
range of temperatures. In Table IV, Herrington has shown the effect of 
variations in air movement em the air temperature required to produce a 
standard heat loss. The table illustrates the need for increased air 
tEmperature to balance the cooling effect of increased air  movement. 
For example, equal heat loss is experienced at a temperature of 73.2<?. 
with air movEment of 45 feet per minute as is experienced at a tempera­
ture of 69.6�. with air movement of l5 feet per minute . Air movement 
3American Societ.y of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc . ,  Heating Ventilating Air Conditioning Guide 1959 (New York: 
American Society of Heating and Air-Gondi tioning iiiifne ers, Inc . ,  1959) ,  
p. 157.  
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TABIE IV 
VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTS FOR CONSTANT HEAT LOSS 
Air OF. temperature Comparable air 
velocity difference to temperature loss for noted air Fpm transfer • 984 Meta velocities OF. 
9 16. 2  68.0 
15 14.6 69.6 
30 12.4 71. 8  
45 ll.O 73. 2 
60 10 .. 1 74.1 
75 9.4 74. 8  
88 8.8 75.4 
176 7 .0  77 . 7  
264 5.9 78.3  
352 5.4 78.8  
440 4.9 79.3  
528 4.5 79. 7  
616 4.1 80.1 
704 4.0 80.3 
792 3.8 80.4 
880 3.6 80.6  
� Met equals human heat production of 50 calorie s square liSter 
per hour. 
Source z L. P. Herrington, "Effect of . Thermal Environment on 
Human Action, n American School and University, .XXIV (1952-53) , 313. 
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of l5 feet per minute is somewhat typical of a radiantzy heated class­
room lihile air velocities around 45 feet per minute are often foUDi in 
classrooms heated with some type of forced air system. An obvious in­
ference see�to be that optimum air temperature conditions can vary 
easily with amowrli of air movement or type of heating and ventilating 
s.ystem utilized.4 
The individual factors named in the · criterion statement as being 
important variables, namely, age, basic metabolism, hwnan heat produc-
tion as a result of work, and clothing, are equally as important as the 
environmental factors. WinslOW' and Herrington$ considered those factors 
directly related to metabolic activity as being the most important of 
tm human factors. 
Perhaps clothing does not assume the role of importance held by 
metabolic activity in ascertaining an optimum temperature range, but, 
obviously, different; optimum temperature conditions exist for the nude 
individual and the fully clothed person. In e stablishing optimum air 
temperature c onditions for the classroom, an assumption must be made 
tha:t; most clothing worn by pupils ldll be fairzy unifom in regard to 
the individual' s  hea:t; gain or loss.  
A factor that was not named in the criterion statement; as being 
an important variable is acclimatization, the body' s adaptation to new 
�. P. Herr.Lngton, "Effect of Thermal Environment on Human 
Action, " Anerican School and University, XXIV (1952-53),  372-73 • 
.\tinslCJH' and Herrington, �. � o , p. 1S9. 
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environmental condi td.ons. Winslow and Herrington6 considered clothing 
and acclimatization to be responsible for the slight rise in optimwn 
temperature conditd.cns toda;y as compared wi ih those e stablished by the 
New York state Commission several years ago. Winter clothing is con-
siderably lighter today, while at the same time, the average American 
school child is acclimatized to a warner indoor climate than that ex-
perienced by his grandfather.  Clothing and acclimatization perhaps 
account; far the lower temperatures preferred in England, temperatures 
similar to those preferred in this country in the 19a:>1 s. 
AcClimatization is not always complete enough to prevent fatigue, 
however. Dr. Lucien Ao Brouha of the lhPont Compaey' a Haskell Labora-
tory of Toxicology and Industrial Medicine considers man as the owner of 
a "physiological capital" which he spends as he works. When man works 
too long or too hard without a rest, fatigue forces him into physiologi­
cal debt. Work in warm environments produces fatigue more rapicD..y than 
work in cooler environments. While the body' s wonderful ability to  
acclimatize itself is  helpful, health, efficiency, and productivity can 
be affected seriously in higher temperatures . 7 
In determining the optimum air temperature condition for any 
given classroom activity, effort must be made to control the environ-
mental factors. Becaus e of comparable ages, a typical class will be 
7Emily Heine, "Taking the Heat Off Industrial Workers, n DuPont 
Magazine (August-September, 1955),  2-4. 
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somewhat homogeneous in regard to the various individual factors that 
affect selscti.on of an optimum temperature, but complste homogeneity of 
all of these factors is high:cy- improbable. Perhaps this is the reason 
wey JllB.DY engineers who deal with thermal problems claim they can provide 
complete opti.miun conditicms for a given space, provided the re is onlJ 
one occupant of that space . Certain:cy- the necessity of an optimum range 
rather than a specific temperature is apparent . 
The selection of an optinmm air temperature range for classroom 
activities was a difficult task. Research in this area is still in the 
neopeyte stage, so identification of accurate temperature levels for a 
specific grade level or classroom activity was impossible . The identi­
fied range needed to be large enough to encompass nearly all normal 
classroom activities ,  kindergarten through grade twelve . The range also 
had to partial.:cy- ccnsider the needs both of children and adults.  The 
task was complicated mare by the fact that liUU\Y hygiene textbooks 
recommend an optimum classroom temperature of 68°F. tdlUe experience now 
proves that most children complain about being too cold at that tempera­
ture . The range identified in the criter.l.on statement was approved 
unanimous:cy- by all individuals who aided in the final selection with the 
exception of a few who ccnsidered the upper limit slight:cy- low for 
sedentary work in the smmner.. These criteria were used only to evaluate 
winter thermal conditions, however, and were considered high:cy- adequate 
for that purpose by all who aided in the identification. 
As expressed previous:cy-, more intormaticn is available concerning 
optimum temperatures for adults than for school age children, although 
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metabolic activity actually accounts far most needed differences between 
standards for adults and children. The latest research conducted by the 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers 
in the ASHRAE Research Laboratary has indicated that adults tested in 
the Laborator,y nOil find a mean temperature of approximately 7SOF.,  based 
upon feelings of those tested, to represent optimum air temperature 
comfort cmditions for sedentary activity. 8 Kaisezo9 fomxi that most 
people at rest or engaged in light work were able to lose excess heat 
and maintain a high degree of canfart at 7S"F. :1:20p. L. P. Herri.ngton,lD 
in tbe John B. Pierce Fowdation Laboratory of Hygiene, Yale University, 
found that adults engaged in complete sedentary activities wi1h no 
particular tasks involved preferred an air temperature of 78° or 79"F. 
Carrying out any ordered mental ar clerical work lowered the preference 
to 700f. or lower .  
standards for classroom air temperatures usual.:cy are somewhat 
lower than adult standards because of the differences between adult and 
child metabolic rates.  Many states have laws and regulations regarding 
school heating and ventilation with provisions within the regulations 
far air temperature standards for var.i.ous activities. Most design air 
tanperatures seem to be about 700po. as expressed in these standards. 
1960. 
8statement by Clark M. Humphreys, personal interview, November 7, 
9z. R. Kaiser, "How Thermal Factors Affect Comfort, " Heating, 
Piping and Air Conditioning, 29 (August, 19S7 ) ,  109 . 
10 Herrington, �· cit. ,  P •  371. 
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Some of the standards are confusing, haiever, as some specify optimum 
condi tiona in terms of operative temperature, the mean effect of the air 
of a room and of its walls, while others are concerned with air tempera­
ture ori:cy. The New York State Commissioner' s Regul.a.ticn on Heating and 
Ventilaticn is specific enough as the Regulation specifies a design 
operative temperature for classrooms of 700F'. and a correspoming room 
air temperature of 68°-720F •11 
The 1959 Heating Ventilating M!: Conditioning Guide listed tlle 
winter indoor ciry"-l:ulb temperatures usually specified as being 72°-740f. 
with optimum temperatures being slightJ.y higher when relative humidity 
is not controlled.12 Herrick pointed out that building codes usual.:cy' 
recommend a temperature of 680-720F. for sedentary activities.13 
Bucher,14 and Jacobson, Reavis, and Logsdonl5 agreed with tlle 68°-72�. 
figure . 
llwinslow and Herrington, �. cit . ,  p. 213 • 
12American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc . ,  loc. c:l. t.  
l3Jolm H. Herrick, et al. , From School Plant to  School Program 
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1956), p. 4li2. -
14charles A. Bucher, Administration of School Health and Physical 
Education Programs (second edition; St. Louis : The C. V. Mosby Company, 
1958), p .  220. 
15Paul B.  Jacobson, William c .  Reavis , and James D. Logsdon, 
Duties of School Principals (second edition; New Yorkz Prentice-Hall, 
1950), p. 679.  
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In a 1957, third edition of their secondary hygiene text, 
Meredith, Irwin, and Staton16 advised 70C>r. as a standard for indoor 
winter temperature. This standard was unchanged from the one advocated 
by Meredithl7 in a 19Ll college text. In a similar secondary text, 
Cl.emensen, et al . , 18 considered 68° to 70C>r. as being adequate far 
optimum heat loss . This range represented no change from their earlier 
editions dating back to 1942. 
Henry Wli.ght cast some criticism toward those who advocate 700p>. 
or less as an optilmun temperature when he statedz 
It is one of the shibboleths of the heating business that 
70 degrees, Fahrenheit, represents the temperature at which 
people "should" be comfortable . The fact that most class­
roans and offices are usually kept about 74 degrees during 
the heating season is quietly ignored.. One reason for this 
is that 70 is a nice round number; another is that the theory 
of thermal canfort has never quite caught up with the reali­
ties of the hei-t exchanges between the human being and his 
surroundings . J.'J 
With all of the above factors in mind, and the background infor­
mation presented in Chapters II and III considered, the investigator 
incorporated the statement, "An optimum air temperature for JII)St 
1�1orence L. Meredith, Leslie W. Irwin, and Wesley M. Staton, 
Health and Fitness (third edition; Boston: D. c .. Heath and Company, 
19S7J '  Po 92o 
l7Flarence L. Meredith, Hy�fne (third edition; Philadelphia: 
The Blakiston Company, 19Ll) , p. 2 .. 
18 Jessie Williams Clemensen, Your Health and Safety (fourth 
edition; New York : Harcourt, Brace and Company, 19.57), p.  92.  
19Henry Wright, "Classroom Heating and Ventilating, " American 
School and Universiipr, XXIII (1951-52) , p .. 209 . 
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classroom activity can be foun:i within the range ot 1oor. to 750,. , n in 
Criterion 1. To further strengthen the criterion, the optimum desired 
temperature for sny activity was nat permitted to vary more than plus or 
minus 2 degrees. The optimum desired temperature was regarded as the 
mean temperature for any given series of readings with a maximum allow­
ance for readings above or belOil the mean of 2 degrees either wsy. For 
example, an optimum range of 680-720F. aroun:i the mean ot 700F. would be 
possible for younger children while a range ot 73°-770F. around the mean 
of 750f. is possible for older secondary children. The reader mat 
understand that the plus or minus component of the criterion statement 
would set the lowest mean optimum for a specific activity at 700F. with 
no reading for that mean below 680F. , while the highest mean optimm for 
a specific activity would be 750F .. with no reading for the mean of 750F. 
permitted to vary above 770F. At least the lower limits of adult 
temperature needs are met also. No attempt was made to establish 
temperature standards for a specific age group or classroom activity. 
Criterion Number 2 
An ideal classroom temperature exists when both air temperature 
and !!!!!! radiant temperature .!!:!. identical and within � optimm range . 
Since this situation does not always exist, � provision must be  made 
!2!: counteracting £!: eliminating � �  loss of the � to cold walls 
and windows . 
The British have long regarded mean radiant temperature as an 
important factor in maintaining an adequate thermal envirmment. 
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Bedford reported that in 18$7 so:ue Commissioners appointed by the 
General Board of Health to investigate the warming and ventilating of 
dwellings listed as one of their essentials for canfort that the walls 
of a room should be at least as warm as the air. They listed cold walls 
or floors among the conditions causing discomfort. 20 
Due to the fact that the Commissioners had no eJq>erimental evi-
dance for their statements about :uean radiant temperature, Bedford and 
his colleagues later experimented with cold and warm surfaces .  Their 
findings substantiated the belief of the Commissioners. Their findings 
also enabled Bedford to list the following as one or his requirements 
for a pleasant and invigorating environment: 
The average temperature of the walls and ather solid sur­
roundings should not be appreciably lower than that of the 
air, 8.D::l should preferably be higher. The combination of 
cold walls and warm air often causes feelings of stuffiness. 21 
Henry Wright bemoaned the fact that the American Society of 
Heating and Ventilating Engineers for years ignored the importance of 
radiant temperature in determining comfort temperature. Even though the 
Society now states that for every degree the radiant temperature is 
raised or lowered above or below the temperature or the air an adjust­
ment of one-half degree should be effected in the air temperature in the 
opposite direction, Wright maintained that physiological data clsar� 
20Tbomas Bedford, "Research on Heating and Ventilation in 
Relation to Human Comfort, n Heating, Piping, and Air Conditioning, .30 
(December, 1958) , 1.31. 
- -
�homas Bedford, Basic Principles of Ventilation � Heating 
(London: H. K. Lewis and Company, Ltd� ,  l9Ii8), p .. 128. 
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indicate that any adjustment should be on a degree-for-degree basis for 
still air. The one-for-two basis recoDUilended by the Society should be 
the adjustment ratio only if air movement is around 65 feet per minute, 
according to Wright .  22 
Herrington, through his experiments at the Pierce Laboratory, 
concluded that cold walls have such an effect on thermal. comfort that 
air temperature may need to be elevated in order to compensate for the 
body heat loss experienced. For example, air temperature must be raised 
to 75.90f. in a room having three walls with a tenperature of 50.o<T. in 
order to produce equivalent heat loss and comfort effect as that foand 
in a room with air and wall temperatures of 700f. Conversely, 
Herrington also found that wann wall.s and windows created by the rqs 
of the sun and ather solid surfaces within the room such as lights that 
have become heated due to some particular function they perfom create 
an opposite effect on the thermal Ellvironment and provide the necessity 
for the air temperature to be lowered to compensate for the radiant heat 
gain directed toward the students . 23 
In add:L tion to the direct heat loss of the boczy- to cold wal.l.s and 
windows by means of radiation, the prcblem of cold downdraft produces 
addi tl.onal boqy heat loss through convection. As discus sed in Chapter 
III, these downdrafts must be combatted in sons effectl. ve manner. 
22wright, .22• cit. , p .. 210. 
2.3aerrington, �o cit . ,  Po 373 o 
Effort should be made to keep the air tenperature and mean 
radiant temperature identical and within the optimum limits. If the 
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mean radiant temperature is impossible to control, the alr temperature 
should be adjusted to compensate .tor the mean radiant conditicns . I.t 
the problem of heat loss of the body by direct radiation to cold sur-
faces or by convection because of downdrafts is great, the problem 
should be attacked by (1) directing a stream of air upward by natural 
convection from the beat source beneath the window; (2) blowing a high­
velocity stream of heated air directly against the glass; or {3 ) drawing 
o.t.t the falling column of cold air at the bottom of the windaw. 
Critericn Number 1 
� air temperature and !!!!!! radiant temperature at the optimum 
level, optimum relative humidity seems to be  around 50 per cent , ±J.O per 
cent. 
The greatest amount of controversy that surrounds any "thermal 
factor envelops relative humidity. The American Society o.t Heating, 
Befrigerat1ng and Air-Conditioning Engineers has emphasized the effec­
tive temperature concept .tor several ,ears� The 1959 Guide listed 67°-
680!'. Effective Temperature as optimum winter temperature .tor sedentary 
activities.  24 As one can see in Figure 75, Appendix B,  page 30.3, com­
binations of temperature and humidity that would create an optimum 
effective temperature o.t 680p-. range frCIIl 680F. , 100 per cent relative 
24American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc. , � !:!!•"  pp. 157-58 . 
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humidity to better than 77"F. at 10 per cent relative humidity. In 
order to illustrate the effective ·temperature concept, corrected effec-
tive temperatures using glebe readings instead of dry bulb readings are 
presented in Chapter VII . 
The latest experiments of the ASHRAE Research Laboratory have 
proven that within the optinmm temperature range relative humidity does 
not make the difference once attributed to it. 25 Wright stated: 
Actua�, mare recent investigatims have shown that whereas 
the relative humidity has a great deal to do 1d. th the sensation 
of comfort in hot humid atmospheres, it has practica.Icy no 
effect on � comfort temperature of heated rooms in the 
wintertime . 2o 
Despite the effective temperature concept, no evidence was found 
to indicate that a high relative humidity is desirable,  even at lOH' 
temperatures .  Bedford indicated this when he wrote : "·  • • from the 
standpoint of comi'art a humidity mch above 60 per cent is undesirabJ.e."21 
Kaiser was also interested in the physiological effects of 
hlimi.dity on comfort when he saidz 
Most people are comfortable when the relative humidity is 
between 30 and 70 per! cent . The optimum for comfort is 
probably near 50 per cent when the air is at 750F. 28 
25Statement by Clark M. Humphreys, personal interview, November 7, 
196o. 
26wright, EE• cit . ,  p .  209. 
27Thomas Bedford, "Research on Heating and Ventilation in Rela­
tion to Human Comfort, "  loc . cit. 
28 Kaiser, �· �· 
no 
Education and hygiem texts previously quoted recommend relative 
humidity ranges from 40 to 60 per cent . Some people, recognizing the 
fact that winter humidity is lower than swmner humidity recoJDDBnd 
forcing the warmed air to absorb moisture in order to keep the relative 
humidity above 40 per cent. 
Shupp29 indicated that relative humidity assumes a role of im­
portance only as it acts to increase the effects of heat. Herrington,30 
while agreeing that a relative humidity of Jt> to 50 per cent is more 
agreeable to many people than a lower humidity often found during winter 
conditions, urged a better regulation or combined thermal effects rather 
than too much attention to control or relative humidity. 
With all of the above factors being considered, a range of 40 to 
6o per cent relative humidity was selscted as representing optimum con-
di tiona with the la�er per cent app� more to temperatures at the 
upper limits or the temperature range and the hi€}:ler per cent app:cying 
more to temperatures at the lower limits of the tEmperature range . 
Slight deviatiom from the 40-60 per cent range are not regarded as 
serious at optimum temperature conditions. 
29David Eugene Shupp, "A Proposed Research Study on the Effects 
of Air-conditioning on Learning Activities Within a Classroan" 
(unpublished project report, Leland Stanford Junior University, Palo 
Alto, 1957) ,  pp. 46-49. 
30uerrington, .21?.• cit . ,  P• 375. 
1ll. 
Criterion NuJdler 1l 
Classrooms should be ventilated ad.equatel.y with clean, fresh, 
outdoor .!!::!:. � maintain control � overheating � � dissipate odors. 
In some respects, Criterion 1 and Criterion 4 are overlapping as 
both have sane regard for temperature control. Some people claim, 
however, that overheating can be con trolled by turning of£ the mat.  
Where radiant heating is involved, though, heat may continue to be  re­
leased in a classroom long after it is needed. The entire Thermal 
Theory o.t ventilation is based on the need .tor fresh outdoor air, at tb:l 
specific time needed, to control overheating. Some arguments still per­
sist concerning · the relative merits o£ mechanical ventilaticm as opposed 
to windCIN' ventilation, but regardless o£ nethod used one of the primary 
functions of ventilation is the prevention o£ overheating through 
cooling. 
other than .tor cooling purposes, the need .tor ventilation becomes 
a matter o£ aesthetics. Research indicates that no harmful. physiologi­
cal effects can result :from any type o.t chemical vitiation to be found 
in a classroom. The aesthetic prcblem still remains, hOW"ever, in the 
form o£ odors. 
Classroom odors usually occur in inverse proportion to the socio­
economic status o.t the pupils ani require V8l7ing ventilation rates for 
elimination. Unfortunately, occupant s o.t the classroom are usual.l.;y 
unaware o£ the gradual formation o.t odors and visitors to a classroom 
are sometines the first to be ot'.tended by the build-up o£ odors. This 
.tact necessitates sane continuous ventilation. 
ll.2 
The intensity of odors, at least as far as human detection is 
concerned, is increased when the relative humidity is high and decreases 
as the moisture content is lcsered. Perhaps one of the fortunate aspe cts  
of relatively low heating seasm relative humidity is the lessening of 
objectiona1 odors, yet odors still remain in crowded classrooms and the 
most desirable method of correction, ather than removing the source, is 
to dilute the odors with new fresh air .  
No numerical standard for ventilation rates was included in 
Criterion 4, partially because the investigator had no adequate means of 
measuring the ventilation rate in selected schools . Some ventilation 
should be present at all times for the control of odors, harever, and 
excess ventilation for cooling should be instantly availabl.e when needed. 
Criterion Number .2 
� movemmt within the classroom should be cmtimlous and suffi­
cient to distribute hea;t evenly throughout the working level of the � 
!!a � horizontal plane and to minimize excessive temperature gradients 
from the fioar _:!2 !!!..! ceiling. 
As was the case in Criterion 4, no specif'ic rate for air movement 
was set. Henry Wright believed that an important cri ter.i.on of air move­
ment was that those affected by it should nat be conscious ot it. He 
stated, "I do not believe that people will be unhappy without a lot of 
air movemnt . n31 His views were shared by Clark Humphreys who believed 
l96o. 
3lstatement by Henry Wright, personal interview, November 18, 
that air moveli'Snt perhaps should be so low that individuals are not 
conscious of it .32 
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Just what constitutes the ideal air moveJDSlt is not a completely 
established .tact. Bedford33 has conducted mch research in the area o£ 
air movement and has concluded that inii viduals become conscious o£ air 
moveli'Snt because of the temperature of the air rather than because of 
its velocity. An analysis of Bedford' s writings establishes an optimum 
air movement rate of 30 to 50 feet per minute for winter heating. 
Although believing in continuous movement, Bedford also believed that 
air moveli'Snt should be variable rather than unifonn and monotonous, 
whether by window or mechanical ventilation. He considered the preven-
tion of drafts the greatest air movement problem. 
Kenneqy-34 also recolllllBnded an alr moveli'Snt of 30 to 50 .teet per 
minute as being necessary for optimm well-being, while Kaiser35 adhered 
to a standard exceeding 15 feet per minute but not over 50 .teet per 
minute. Herrick, on the other hand, set a maximum of 2S feet per minute 
on heatlng season air movement . 
32statemeut by Clark M. Humphreys, personal interview, 
November 7, 196o. 
3�omas Bedford, Basic Principles o£ Ventilation � Heating, 
£2· �., pp. 107, 127-28 . 
34statemeut by W. W. KellD3 d;y during a conference with Barber­
Colman consultants, January 24, 1961. 
35Kaiser, .!2£• cit . 
The criterion stateuent has been limited to a description of two 
conditions that adequate air movement will bring about, namely, an even 
distribution of heat throughout the working level of the room at the 
horizcntal plane and the prevention of excessive temperature gradients 
from the floor to the ceiling. The importance of an even hor.i.zcntal 
distribution of heat is obvious if the same thermal conditions are de-
sired in all parts of the classroom. The importance of minimizing ex-
cessive temperature gradients may not be as obvious or as easily 
understood. 
WinslOW' and Herrington36 considered vertical temperature differ­
ences as being the most important effect of poor air movement and re­
ported situations with a 10° to l50f. differential between floor and 
ceiling air .  Bedford37 insisted that air at head level should not be 
distinctly warmer than that at fioor level and in another source38 
stated that the gradient from floor to head level should be less than 
50F. He mai.nt ained that feelings of stuffiness are experienced when the 
temperaliure at head level exceeds that at floor level by a greali extent. 
The New York State Commis sioner' s  Reg11lation on Heating and Ventilation 
36winslow and Herrington, Ql>• �., p. 189. 
37Bed!ord, �· cit . ,  p .  128 . 
3�edford, "Research on Heating and Ventilation in Relation to 
Human Comfort, " .2P.• cit . ,  p .  132. 
spe cif:l.es that "maximum air temperature gradient from fioOl" to 6o11 above 
fioor shall not exceed 5° and. preferab� shall not exceed 3o.n39 
AJ.though ceiling temperatures perhaps are nat as important as 
those at head level, excessive stratification from head level to ceiling 
should be avalded. Table V shows the temperature differentials normally 
expected between the breathing level and ceiling level in a room utiliz-
ing a forced air system. For rooms containing a direct radiation 
system, the values increase from 50 to 100 per cent . The figures in 
Table V are based on an increase of 1 per cent per foot of height above 
the breathing level. These figures are nat necessarily considered 
optimum conditions, but represent conditions that usual.:cy exist and are 
recommended by the American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers to be used with discretion in detennining ceiling heat loss. 
C. SUMMARY 
This chapter has presented five criteria of thermal control, 
identified by the investigator after an exhaustive an�sis of available 
literature relating to thermal environment. These criteria were identi-
fied for the analysis and appraisal of the thermal environment in 
selected schools. 
The criteria identified related to : (1) an optimum air tempera­
ture, ( 2) mean radiant temperature, (3 ) relative humidity, (4) ventila­
tion, and (5) air movement . No attempt was made to establish these 
39. Winslow and Herrington, �· cit. , p. 214 .  
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TABLE V 
APPROXIMATE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIAlS BE'1WEEN BREATHING 
LEVEL AND CEILING, APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN 
TIPES OF HEATING SYSTEMSa 
Ceiling Breathing level temperature (5 ft. above floor) 
height 60 65 70 72 74 76 78 80 85 90 .tt . 
10 3.0 3.3 3 .5 3.6 3 .7  3.8 3.9 4 .0 4.3 4.5 
ll 3. 6 3 .9 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.6 4. 7 4. 8 5.1 5.4 
12 4. 2  4.6 4.9 ,5.0 5. 2 5.3 ,., 5.6 6.0 6.3 
13 4.8 5. 2 5. 6 5.8 5.9 6.1 6. 2 6.4 6.8 7 . 2 
14 5 .. 4 5.9 6.3 6. 5 6. 7 6.8 7 .0 7. 2 7. 7 8.1 
15 6.0 6.5 7o0 7.2 7.4 7.6 7. 8  8.0 8.5  9.0 
B.rhe figures in this table are based on an increase of 1 per cent 
per foot of height above the breathing level (5 .tt . )  up to 15 .tt. This 
table is general� applicable to forced air types of heating systems. 
For dlrect radiation or gravity warm air, increase values 50 per cent to 
100 per cent. 
Source: Anerican Society of Heating and Air-conditioning 
Engineers, Inc . ,  Heating Ventilating � Conditioning Guide 1959 (New 
York: American Society of Heating and Air-conditioning Engineers, Inc. , 
1959), p.  159.  Used by permission. 
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criteria as the ultimate in ideas concerning the thermal environment. 
These criteria were considered, ha�ever, as representing the most 
acceptable ideas to be found at the present time in available literature. 
The criteria were also strengthened through acceptance b.1 professional 
people. 
Chapter V deals with a discussion of the schools and classrooms 
selected for study, mthod of selection, and equipment utilized in 
collecting data. 
CHAPTER V 
JBSCRIPTION OF SELECTED SCHOOLS AND INSTBIJMENTS 
UTILIZED TO COLIECT TmmMAL DATA 
A. INTROIDOTION 
The purpose or this chapter is to relate the mthod utilized in 
selecting the schools and classrooms used in this stuqy and to describe 
the physical characteristics of the schools and classrooms that contrib­
uted to the thermal enviroilliSnt. A description of the instruments used 
in collecting the thermal data is then presented for the putpose of 
familiarizing the reader with procedures involved in collecting the rmal  
data. 
B. SELECTION OF SaiOOLS 
Before attempting to gain entree into any school, an attempt was 
made to establish soDS guidelines for selection. 'lhe following criteria 
were developed by the investigator, some of the Dembers of his doctoral 
committee, and tellCII doctoral students for use in detennining schools 
that were appropriate for the study: 
� of building and directional orientation .5!!_ site. In order 
to select classrooms that were typical of classrooms to be toun:i in the 
geographical area, it was necessary to make an attempt to select 
buildings that utilized exterior building materials common to the area. 
These materials included masonry and various curtain wall materials. 
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Frame buildings were common at one time but usual:cy are not constructed 
in modem building programs. One frame building was selected, however, 
because other criteria were met . Although most modem school buildings 
are single story structures, some nmltistoried buildings are buUt on 
sites that lend themselves to such construction. An attempt was made to 
find one such structure. 
Extensive discussion has been givEn to the effect of glass on the 
classroom thermal environment. Selection of classrooms containing 
varied amounts of glass was cmsidered necessary in obtaining a cross 
section of buildings . Directional orientation of the building vas felt 
to be the factor that contributed most to the effect of window glass 
upon thermal environment, so it was felt necessary to select classrooms 
facing north, south, east, and west . 
Final:cy, in order that no phase of the building or its equipment 
might have an adverse effect on the classroom thezmal environment be­
caus e  of the age of the building or equipment, effort vas made to select 
o� buildings or portions of buildings that had been completed ten 
years or less. Using such selectiveness, perhaps buildings cmtaining 
the worst thermal condi tiona were avoided • 
.!lE! � heating and ventilating system. One of the most im­
portant guidelines used in selecting schools was the type of heating 
and ventilating system used, with more attention given to the method or 
heating. Schools were selected tha:t contamed the following systems ot 
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heating: radiation, unit ventilstors, central c:tirect-fired air systems� 
noor pane1, and electric heating. 
Proximity to the University of Tennessee. After the criteria had 
been ideirlii.tled, an immediate observation was that s everal large and 
rather expensive instruments that required time-consuming installstion 
were necessary to measure adequately the various aspects of the thennal 
environment . Because of this fact, selection of schools ani classrooms 
was limited to those found within a radius of one hundred miles from the 
University of Tennessee . 
Organi.zation � school. Due to the different thermal require­
ments of different age groups as expressed in literature, the need to 
discover thermal conditions experienced by children of various ages was 
fe1t to be important . An attempt was made to include classrooms that 
housed children of representative public school age groups. 
Size of school and classrooms. In order to have a choice of - - --�� 
classrooms possessing various window orientaticns and housing different 
age groups, the investigator felt that each school should contain a 
minimum of eight classrooms, that is, at least a room for each grade 
level provided the organization of the school was 1-8 .  No maximum size 
was established. No specific size was set for the classrooms with the 
exception that the classroom must have been a room originally buU t to 
serve as a classroom. 
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Willingne ss of school personnel � co-operate � !!!!, project . 
Without the complete assistance of school administrators, teachers, 
children, and building custodians, a project of such proportions would 
be impossible . Collection of the the rmal data entailed the placement of 
several instruments in various critical areas of the room that were 
often within the range of classroom activity. The nethod of collecting 
data also required the presence of the investigator within the class­
room for a period of one dq . 
Since the heating system utilized in the classroom plays such an 
importaat role in detennining thermal environment, the investigator made 
an initial survey to determine the most predominant system utilized in 
schools within a radius of one hundred miles from the University of 
Tennessee. Thi s survey showed that unit ventilators and some form of 
radiation heating, usually convectors, shared equally in popularity in 
schools in this area. The survey showed that occasionally floor panels, 
some form of electric heat, or central forced air systems were used. 
Using this lmowledge , a decision to collect thennal data in nine schools 
was made . These schools would in clude three that utilized unit venti­
lators, three that utilized radiation, and one each that utilized hot 
water floor panels , electric baseboards, and a central direct-f:ired air 
system. The tmrnel. environnent was to be studied for one dq in each 
of three rooms in every school, two rooms with opposite window orienta­
tions and a corner room, for a total of twenty-seven rooms in twenty­
seven days . 
�22 
The investigator then approached a group of architects, engineers, 
and heating equipusnt personne� with an invitaticn for them to submit a 
list or schools using the five methods or heating, and meeting the other 
criteria with the exception or willingness or school personnel to co­
operate with the project.. This group was asked to submit cnly schools 
in ldlich they considered the particular heating system in use to be 
doing the best job that the equipment was capable or doing under the 
specific condi tiona present • 
The list of schools contained schools in seven different school 
systems . As a first step in selecting schools, the investigator secured 
the pemission or the varl.ous school superintendents to investigate the 
thermal environment in schools on the original list within their system. 
The superintendents also were requested to recommend the schools in 
which the personnel might be more receptive to the project .  
After obtaining approval or the superintendents, the investigator 
selected a list or nine schools that contained the five required types 
or heatl.ng systems with at least one school being located in each of the 
seven school system . The schools were then visited and the project was 
explained to the building principals . The first nine principals con­
tacted agreed to co-operate and twenty-seven or the first twenty-eight 
teachers contacted pledged co-operaticn to the project .  One or the nine 
origl.nal. buildings selected did not offer the desired window orienta­
tions , so an alternate building was selected in the same system. 
C.. IESCRIPI'ION OF SCHOOLS AND CLASSROOMS 
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ot the nine schools selected, one was organized on a K-6 basis, 
three on a 1-6 basis, tour on a 1-8 basis, and one on a 7�9 basis. 
Although a senior high school was desired, none was included in the 
study. 
The following discussion more ful.l.y describes what is condensed 
in Tables VI and vn, pages 124-128, concerning the selected schools.  
School A 
School A, a smll town elementary school, grades 1-8, in a county 
school system had an enrollment or 657 0 The portion or the building in­
cluded in the study was constructed in 1959 and was or a sl.ngle story 
design. The complete building contained twenty classrooms and other 
educationa1 facilitieso  The new section or the building used in the 
study was constructed with a curtain wall exterior with no root overhang. 
Floors were concrete slab on grade .. 
The ventilation system, as m om  in Table VI ,  was mechanical and 
heating was by unit ventilators, that is, both heating and ventilsli:ing 
was by unit ventil.ators o The particular system utilized in School A was 
a hot water system employing unit ventilators located in the center ot 
the rooms tor heating or ventilating as required.. The unit ventilsliors 
had their own fresh air intake through the wall discharging air from the 
central. unit while at the same time drawing off the falling column ot 
cold air from window glass into grilles located on top of book shelves 
extending along the entire window walls tor the puxpose of combatting 
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A County 1-8 657 1959 20 Curtain Meehan- Unit ven- Hot water Electric 
wall ical tilator 
B County 1-8 500 1960 20 Masonry Window Radiation Steam Manual 
C City K-6 430 1943 20 Wood Meehan- Unit ven- Steam 
ical tilator 






E County 1-8 760 1959 25 Masonry Window Electric Electricity Electric 
baseboard 
F County 1-8 715 1958, 27 Curtain Window Panel Hot water Electric 
1960 wall and heating 
masonry 




H City 7-9 530 1959 17 Masonry Meehan- Unit Ven- Hot water Pneumatic 
ical tilator 
I County 1-6 467 1952 18 Masonry Window Radiation Hot water Manual 
J.t 
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A-1 2- 7-61 4th 35 
A-2 2- 8-61 5th 33 
A-3 2- 9-61 2nd 29 
B-1 2-16-61 5th 28 
B-2 2-17-61 5th 29 
B-3 2-20-61 4th 23 
C-l 2-22-61 5th 28 
C-2 2-23-61 5th 28 
TABLE VII 
DESCRIPTIVE DATA OF SELECTED CLASSROOMS 
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900 6 5  9 ' West In unit 
(South ventilator 
corner ) 
900 65 9 ' East In unit 
ventilator 
900 65 9 ' West In unit 
ventilator 
716 147 10 ' Northeast None 
716 147 10 ' Southwest None 
716 147 10 ' Southwest None 
(Northwest 
corner ) 
880 164 11 ' 9" Northeast Wall 
880 164 11 ' 9" Southwest Wall 
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960 W .  (white 
fluorescent ) 
960 w .  (white 
fluores cent ) 
960 w .  (white 
fluorescent ) 
3, 500 w .  
(frosted 
incandes cent ) 
3, 400 w .  
(frosted 
incandescent ) 
3 , 500 w .  
{frosted 
incandescent ) 
1, 240 w .  
( cool white 
fluorescent ) 
1, 400 w .  
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D-1 2-27-61 6th 29 758 
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D-3 3- 1-61 Special 18 816 
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E-1 3- 2-61 5th 27 816 
E-2 3- 3-61 5th 29 816 
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TABLE VII (continued) 
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at window 
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d.or wall 
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at window 
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Wall 1,400 w .  Sunny to 
( cool white cloudy 
fluorescent )  
On wall 3 3, 500 w . Clear and 
rooms down (frosted warm 
corridor incandescent )  
On wall 2 4, 000 w. Cloudy and 
rooms down (frosted rainy to 
corridor incandescent )  partly cloudy 
Wall 4, 000 w .  Cloudy and 
(frosted rainy 
incandescent ) 
Wall 3, 000 W .  ( clear Clear and 
incandescent warm 
with globe ) 
Wall 31000 W .  (clear Clear and 
incandescent warm to 
with globe ) overcast 
f-' � 
J.t CH CH 
Q) 0 0 
rd .Q fll Q) 
Q) r-1 � i  .p Q) .P O  .p Q) .P  Q) () Q) cd  e oM > CJ Q) cd Q) P!  0 fll Q) Q) 
Q) §t  
CH PI  C'H fll 
0 oM ,.; .,.., til F-I F-t  > Q) '§  � g  Q) �� tll Q) � a  �� Q) rd til J.t O  .p cd Q) &� Ct!i cd 5 a � 'a  O S:: � CJJ CH Ul ):  
E-3 3- 6-61 4th 31 816 167 
F -1 3- 7-61 6th, 7th 34 113 212 
and 8th 
Science 
F -2 3- 8-61 5th 27 744 212 
F-3 3- 9-61 5th 25 744 212 
G-1 3-17-61 6th 35 964 255 
TABLE VII (continued ) 
CH 
0 � !  
bll r-1 
or! ..-I 
� 8  
10 ' 10" 
at window 
to 9 '  6" 
at corri-
dar wall 
11 ' 4" 
at window 
to 9 '  6" 
at corri-
dar wall 
11 ' 4" 
at window 
to 9 '  6" 
at corri-
dar wall 
11 ' 4" 
at window 




at s= a 0 0 
s:: oM J.t 
0 of-3 til 
. oM (13 til fll 
.P .P cd ):  
CJ S:: r-1 0  
Q) Q) () rO J.t oM s:: 
..-! J.t CH -M  















0 fll ..-1 0
� � e CJ Q) 
.S .d CH .P ori 
Wall 
On wall 3 
rooms down 
corridor 
On wall of 
next room 




<O s:: a � 0 0 
..-! J.t  
.P tll C1J PI til � or! cd fll J.t r-1 .p 
.P O O .d 
.P tll bl) 
tl3 ID CH ..-!  
:;J: rd O r-1  
3, 000 w . (clear 
incandescent 
with globe ) 
3, 000 w .  (clear 
incandescent 
with globe ) 
3 ,000 W .  (clear 
incandescent 
with globe ) 
3, 000 W .  (clear 
incandescent 
with globe ) 








to c loudy and 
rainy to sun-








1-' 1\) -.1 
TABLE VII (continued) 
,.. ca � a> 0 
'd ! i  a> a� � �  a> r-1 � a>  .,P c.l  El � a> � Q> c.l  a> al  0 0 '" > c.l a> al  a> Pt ca � '" ,.. 0 co a> a> 
a> � IM P!  � co  0 � co 0 '" r-1 �  co bl) ...t al co  co ,.. ,.. > a> .g  � g  a> a> � ..., � .f.) .f.) al ):  CO G>  � 8  � rg  .S:: ...t c.l s:: r-1 0 � �  a> 'd co r.. o bO r-1  G> a> c.l 'd � al a> '" '" J.t ...t � al ,.. ,.. � ca  otr-1 ot...t a> a> ...t J.t � ...t u �  � {,!) 0  tll G-4 CO ):  trl c.l  � 0 0 ):  
G-2 3-20-61 5th, 23 964 255 10 ' South 
6th 
G-3 3-21-61 4th 33 964 255 10 ' North 
H-1 3-22-61 9th Eng . 35 750 45 9 '  Northwest 
8th His .. 
7th Geo . 
H-2 3-23-61 9th Alg. 31 963 55 9 ' Northwest 
Arith. ( Southwest 
Spanish corner ) 
English 
H-3 3-24-61 9th Sc . 21 1, 068 80 9 ' Southeast 
8th Sc . 
I-1 3-27-61 6th 29 9ll 260 11 ' North 
(East 
corner ) 
I-2 3-28-61 2nd 29 7 54 260 11 ' East 
I-3 3-29-61 2nd 29 754 260 ll '  West 
G-4 ... 
O i;S � �  0 co 
...t O § "tiS a 
c.l � 












'd � � � 0 0 '" ,.. 
� co 
a> Pt :3 :f '"  co 
J.t r-1 �  
� c.l c.l i 
� co 
al a> G-4 ..-i  :;3:: '0 0 .-1 
1, 920 w. (warm 
white fluores -
cent ) 
1, 920 w .  (warm 
white fluores.-
cent ) 
1,440 w .  (warm 
white fluores -
cent ) 
2, 160 w. (warm 
white fluores -
cent ) 
2, 400 w .  (warm 
white fluores-
cent ) 
2, 100 W. (clear 
incandescent 
with globe ) 
1, 800 W.  (clear 
incandescent 
with globe ) 
1, 800 W .  (clear 
incandescent 
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downdratt. Electric controls with unit mounted ·'thermostats and sampling 
chamber controlled on ASHRAE Cycle Y. Fm-ther control was provided by 
an electronic reset that varied the dis charge water temperature with the 
rut side temperature . 
ihe control cycls used a modulating face and bypass damper and 
modulating return air-fresh air mixing dampers set to gt ve a m::J nimum of 
2S per cent outside air and controlled by an additional thermostat which 
limited the discharge air stream to a m:Jn::JDDlDI of SSOf • 
Classroom A-1. Table VII, pages 12S-128, contains a S11li'JliiB.l7 of 
descriptive data relating to the different classrooms visited. Since 
each classroom is discussed, a reference is not made to the table at 
each discussion. 
Classroom A-1 was visited b.Y the investigator on Februar,y 7, 
1961. Outside weather on that � was cloudy and raiey. Classroom A-1 
was a fourth-grade classroom with thirty-five occupants for the entire 
day'. The classroom contained 900 square feet of noor space with 6S 
square feet of window space . The windars were oriented toward the vest 
with an outside wall facing the south. The height of the ceiling was 9 
feet wi tb. the room lighted by 96o watts of white fiuorescent lights . 
Classroom A-2. Classroom A-2 was visited on February 8, 1961, a 
clruqy dq. Thirty-three fifth grade pupils and adult occupants were 
present. Classroom windows had an orientation toward the east . All 
other physical features of the room were the sane as those found in 
Classroom A-1. 
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Classroom A-3.  Classroom A-3 was visited on February 9, 1961, 
another cloue\f dq with the sun finally shining at 2 p.m. Classroom A-3 
was a second grade classroom with twenty-nine occupants present . The 
windows were oriented toward the west. other physical features of the 
room were the same as those found in classrooms A-1 and A-2. 
School B 
School B, another school organized on a 1-8 basis, was a rural 
school located in a small county system. The enroll.nent of the school 
at the tiDe of the study was five hundred. The portion of the buildl.ng 
included in the study was constructed in 196o and was of a single story 
design. The complste building contained twenty classrooms and other 
edu.cational facilities.  The building was cmstructed with a masonry 
exterior and a roof overhang of three feet, including guttering. Floors 
were concrete slab-on-grade . Ventilation was by wincic:Ms with heating 
within the classrooms effected by convectors .  The heating med:l.um was 
steam supplied by a stoker-fed boilsr producing eight pounds of pressure. 
Control aver the heat was fu.rni.shed by suspending boiler operation cr by 
use of a band valve located in the classroom. 
Classroom 1!::!· Classroom B-1, a fifth grade classroom, was 
visited by the investigator on February 16, 1961, the first clear dq of 
the study.. Twenty-eight occupants were present . The classroom con­
tained 716 square feet of noor space with 147 square feet of window 
area, aver twice as much as that found in School A.. The windows were 
oriented toward the northeast . The height of the ceiling was 10 feet 
with the room lighted by 3,500 watts of frosted incandescent lights. 
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Classroom �· Classroom B-2, another fifth grade classroom, was 
visited by the investigator on February 17, 1961, a partly cloudy da.v. 
Twenty-nine occupants were present • Classroom windows were oriented 
toward the southwest . The room was lighted by 3,400 watts ot frosted 
incandescent lights with other physical features the sane as those found 
in Classroom B-1. 
Classroom B-3. Classroom B-3, a fourth grade classroom, was 
visited on February 20, 1961, a cloud;y and rainy day. Twenty-three 
occupants were preseut . Classroom windows were oriented toward the 
southwest with an outside wall facing the northwest. All other p�sical 
features or the building were the same as those found in Classroom B-1. 
School C 
-
School C, a city eleJIBntary school, grades K-6, admin:Jstered by a 
city scllool s;rstem had an enrollment ot 4.30. This building, constructed 
in 1943, was the o� building included in tm study more than ten years 
ot age. The building was also the on:cy building with frame walls aui 
floors. The building was of a single story design and contained twenty 
classrooms and other educatimal facilities. 
The building actually was selected because the heating and venti­
lating system was a new me installed to replace cast-iron radiators. 
The system was a lcw pressure steam system employing unit ventilators 
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for heating or ventilation as required. The room unit was a free 
standing noor mounted unit ventilator having its own fresh air intake 
through the wall discharging air from the central unit as well as from 
la.tera1 extensions on one or both sides .  Pneumatic controls installed 
with remote room thermostats controlled on ASHRAE Cycle Y.. Sone units 
of the previous cast-iron radiation, one per room, were left installed 
with a manual valve for emergency service. 
The control cycle used a modulating steam valve, modulating re­
turn air-fresh air mixing dampers set to give a minimum of 33-1/3 per 
cent outside air and limited by an additional thermostat which admitted 
steam to maintain a minimum supply air o£ 6oe>r. 
Classroom C-lo Classroom C-1, a fifth grade classroom, was 
visited on February 22, 1961, a rainy daiY. School C was departmen­
talized in its instructional program to a certain extent, so vaJYing 
numbers o£ pupils were present at var.:i.ous periods of the dq. An 
average of twenty-eight occupants was present for the day.. The class­
room contained 880 square feet of noar space and 16h square feet ot 
window area. The windows were oriented toward the northeast . Ceiling 
height was 11 feet, 9 inches with ligb:ti supplied by 1, 2ho watts of cool 
white fluorescent lights. The unit ventilator was located about mid­
point between the center and earner of the room. 
Classroom c-2 . Classroom C-2, anathe r .fifth grade classroom, was 
visited on February 23, 1961, a clear day. An average of twenty-eight 
occupants was present . Classroom windars were oriented toward the 
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southwest . Light was furnished by 1,400 watts of cool white nuorescent 
lights with ather physical factors the same as those found in Classroom 
C-1. 
Classroom C-3 . A sixth grade class was housed in Classroom C-3, 
the classroom visited on February 24, 1961. The day was SWlllY' to 
cloudy. An average of thirty-one was present throughout the day. 
Clilssroom windOW's were oriented toward the southwest w.1. th the classroom 
situated so that one wall was an outside wall facing northwest. All 
other features of tba room were the same as those found in Classroom C-2. 
School D 
-
School D, a small city elementary school, grades 1-6, located in 
a small city school system had an enrollment of two hundred pupils. The 
singls story buiJd:Jng was constructed in 196o. The l::uild:lng contained 
eight classrooms and administrative and cafeteria facilities. The ex-
terior walls were constructed from masonry with a roof overhang of two 
feet, ten inches. Floors were concrete slab-on-grade . 
Although some ventilation was obtained occasionally through open 
wimows, the school was designed to be heated and ventilated by a 
central direct fired air system. A mixture of outdoor and return air 
was taken through a fan and filter and dis charged in el ther of two 
paths, over the surfaces of the gas fired industrial heater or through a 
bypass around the beater, with m:i.xing, at the outlet of the hea:lier to 
control. the temperature of the air supplied to the rooms. One supp� 
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duct extended from the heater to each o.t the two zoned classroom areas, 
four rooms and auxiliar;y areas being served by each zone.  
The system oper«ted with a fixed, al.though manually variable 1 
011tdoor air quantity o.t 25 per cent, the balance of the air b eing ob­
tained by returning it from the spaces heated. The air was released 
into the classrooms by two wall grills s located ten .teet high on the 
corridor-room wall opposite the outside windows. No positive he«t 
source was directed toward the ldndows. Provision for return air was 
afforded by door grilles (although the doors usually were lett open) so 
that the return air might return down the corridor to the return grille 
and back to the unit. Such a procedure is forbidden by law in some 
states because at the smoke hazard in case at a fire. 
Each at the two room zones and the cafeteria zone were controlled 
by a zone thermostat which positioned a face and bypass damper motor to 
maintain the required space temperature. The automatic ccntrols were 
pneumatic. 
Classroom !!:!• The investigator visited Classroom D-1 on 
Febraar;r 'l1, l9611 a sunny to cloudy day. Twenty-nine occupants were 
present for most at the dq. The classroom contained 758 square .teet of 
noor space and 118 square feet of window area. Orient«tion at windows 
was toward the north. The height or the ceiling was 11 .teet, 5 inches 
with light .furnished by 3,500 watts of frosted incandescent lights. The 
thermostat for the particular zone affecting Room D-1 was located in the 
room at the end ot the corridor, D-3, three doors awq. 
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Classroom D-2 .  Classroom D-2 was visited the follaling day, 
February 28, 1961, a clouqy ani rainy to partly cloudy day. Twmty­
three occupants were present in the fourth grade classroom. The windows 
were oriented toward the south and the room was lighted by 4,000 watts 
of frosted incandescent lights . The thermostat controlling the tempera­
ture was located two doors down the corrodor. Other features or the 
room were the same as those foum in Classroom D-1. 
Classroom D-3 . Collection of tbernal data in Classroom D-3 was 
condu.ct�d m Marcil 1, 1961, a clouctr and rainy day. Eighteen occupants 
were presEnt in the classroom, a special edu.cation room. The room was 
slightJ.y larger than the other two, containing a noor area of 816 
square feet. Window or.i.entaticn was t01r1ard the north with cne outside 
wall facing east. The thermostat for cne zone or four rooms and auxil­
iary spaces was located on the wall o£ tba room. All other physical 
features were the same as those in Classroom D-2. 
School E 
School E, a suburban, county operated elementary school, grades 
1-8, had an enrollment or 760 pupils. The single story building was 
constructed in 1959 and consisted of twenty-five classrooms and auxil­
iary spaces. The exterior walls were constructed £rom masonry and the 
roo£ of the double-loaded corridors sloped downward from the wind<Jis of 
each side to the corridor. The roof overhang was approximately three 
feet . Floors were uncovered concrete slab-on-grade . 
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Rooms were heated by electric baseboards placed underneath the 
window wall and controlled by remote, wall mouuted room thermostats .  
Ventilation was by opEn windows with air escaping by an opening into the 
unheated corridor running continuously along the corridor wall at 
ceiling level. 
Classroom !:!· Thermal data pertaining to Classroom E-1 were 
collected on March 2, 1961, a clear and wann day. Twenty-seven occu­
pants were present for most of the dtv'. Floor area was 816 square feet, 
while the windoil area was 167 square feet. Orientaticn of wind<l&'s was 
toward -the north . Ceiling height varied from ten feet, ten inches at 
the window to nine feet, six inches at the corridor wall. Three 
thOllSand watts of clear incandescent lights with globes lighted the 
room. 
Classroom �· The investigator obtained thermal data in Class­
room E-2 on March 3 ,  1961, another clear and warm � that becama part:cy 
overcast for a sh9rt period beginning about 11 a.m. Like Classroom E-1, 
B-2 was a firth grade classroom. Twenty-nine occupants were present . 
The w.t.ndow wall of the room faced south with the other physical features 
of the room being similar to those in Classroom E-2 . 
Classroom E-3 . The investigator visited Classroom E-3 on March 6, 
1961, a dq presenting all of the var.l.OllS types of weather con:ii tiona 
indicated in Table VII, pages 125-128. A fourth grade class was con­
ducted in Classroom B-3 with thirty-one occupants present . The window 
wall faced south with an outside wall facing west . An auxiliary 
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baseboard heater extended the length of the outside wall within the 
classroom. other physical features were similar to those found in the 
other two classrooms. 
School F 
-
School FJ another suburbanJ county operated elementary schoolJ 
grades 1-BJ had an enrollment of 71.5 pupils. The single story building 
was constructed in 19.58 and expanded in 1960. Classrooms in both sec­
tions of the building were utilized in the study. The entire building 
consisted of twenty-seven classrooms and auxiliary spaces. The exterior 
walls were constructed from a combination or masonry and cnrtain wall. 
The roof overhang was approximately five feet wi ih the roof sloping 
domward from the corridor to the window, an opposite design from that 
found in School E. 
Ventilation in School F was by open windows with heat supplied by 
hot water floor panels embedded in the concrete fioor. Hot water was 
supplied by a combination gas-oil fired boiler. The building was d:l vided 
into seven control zones with seven wall mounted electric thermostats 
sensing the roam temperature and controlling the supp� of hot water. 
An electronic reset also varied the discharge water temperature with the 
outside temperature. In addition to air emanst by windows, air escaped 
into the unheated corridors through an opening of six inches between the 
corridor wal.l and the ceiling on ro om  F-1 and an opening of two feet, 
three inches between the corridor wall and the ceiling in rooms F-2 and 
F-3 . 
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Classroom F-1. Thermal data were obtained tor Classroom F-1 on 
March 7, 1961, a cloudy and rainy d.q. An average ot thirty-tour sixth, 
seventh, and eighth grade students were in the departmentalized science 
room throughout the da;y. Floor area ot the room was 773 square teet 
with a window area ot the room of 212 square feet. Orientation ot the 
room was toward the south with an outside wall tac:Lng east. The ceiling 
sloped from eleven feet, four inches at the corridor wall to ten feet, 
six inches at the window. Artificial light was furnished by three 
thousand watts of clear incamescent lights with globes. The thermostat 
was located on the wall ot the room three doors down the corridor. 
Classroom F-2. Partly clouqy to sunny weather ini'luenced the 
thermal environment of Classroom F-2 on March 8, 1961, the date of the 
visit to that roan. Classroom F-2 was a fifth grade classroom with 
twEilty-seven occupants present for the day. The window wall of the room 
faced south. The themostat was located on the wall of the :cext door 
room with other physical features of the room being the same as those 
found in Classroom F-1. 
Classroom F-3. An abrupt change of weather was evidenced by the 
oncy snow encountered during the project on March 9, 1961. Twenty-five 
occupants were present in room F-3, the fifth grade classroom visited on 
that day. The window wall of the classroom was positioned on the north 
side ot the blilding. The wall thermostat was located two rooms down 
the corridor with other factors similar to those encountered in the 
other two rooms. 
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School G 
School G, a city elementary school, grades l-6, located within a 
large city school system had an enrollment of 426 pupils . The structure 
was a two-story structure built in 1957 to take advantage of the sloping 
site. The three classrooms selected were located on the first noor. 
The entire building cmsisted of twenty-one classrooms and auxiliary 
spaces.  Exterior materials included face brick and aluminum curtain 
walls w.i. th porcelain enamel panels. The root overhang was four feet and 
nine inches . 
Heating was effected by a gas-oil fired steam boiler supplyi.Dg 
steam to room convectors . Flow of steam iiit; o the convectors was con­
trolled by individual wall-mounted electric thermostats located in each 
classroom. Ventilation was by open windows. 
Classroom Q:!• The thermal investigation was conducted on 
March 17, 1961, in Classroom G-1. The day was clear and thirty-five 
occupants were present in the classroom, a sixth grade room. Both 
floor area and window area were large with a noor area of 964 square 
feet and a window area of 255 square feet. The room was a corner room 
with the winda� wall oriented toward the north and the outside wall. 
facing west. Ceiling height was ten feet with light i'urnismd by 1,920 
watts of warm white fluorescent lights. 
Classroom G-2. Thermal data for Classroom G-2, a combination 
fifth and sixth grade class, were gathered on March 20, 1961, a clear to 
part:cy- clou� d�. Twenty-three occupants were present . The windows of 
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the classroom faced south with other physical factors similar to those 
found in Classroom G-1. 
Classroom G-3 . The final daiY of thermal investigation in School 
G was March 21, 1961, a clouqy and rairzy' dq. Room G-3, the fourth 
grade roam investigated on that day, had thirty-three occupants present 
for the dq. The window wall had a northern orientation and other 
physical factors were similar to those found in the other two rooms. 
School H 
School H, a city junior high school, grades 7-9, was located 
within the same large city school district as school G. The enrollment 
was 530. The two-story building was constructed in 1959 and consisted 
of seventeen classrooms and other auxiliary spaces. Exterior construc­
tion was masonry with small visual strips utilized instead of large 
windows. 
Heating and ventilation were by unit ventilators. The particular 
system utilized in School H was a hot water system employing unit venti­
lators for heating or cooling as required. The unit s used in School H 
were year-round units with no provision for chilled water to provide 
SUJ��J�er cooling having been made at the time of the study. The unit 
ventilators had their own fresh air intake through the wall discharging 
air from · the central unit toward the ceiling . No specific provision was 
made for combatting datmdrafts. Pneumatic controls installed with re­
mote roam thermostats controlled on .ASHRAE Cycle Y. Further control was 
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provided by a water temperature reset schedule that varied the discharge 
water temperature with the outside temperature. 
In cold weather room air was circulated through the heating ele­
ment for rapid warm-up. As the room approached the desired temperature, 
the units were de signa d so that the outdoor air damper would open to 
admit 33-1/3 per cent out side air for ventilati.m purposes. The room 
thermostat positioned the bypass dampers to vary the quantity or air 
passing through the heating elenent for precise control of discharge air 
temperature in accordance with the heating or natural cooling require­
ments. On further rise in room temperature, the outdoor air damper 
opened to take more than 33-1/3 per cent outdoor air, if needed, blt the 
air stream thermostat prevented the discharge of less than 600F. by re­
versing the movement of the outdoor air damper, and if necessary, 
opening the precool.er daJJt)8r for partial preheat. 
Classroom H-1. Investigatim of the thermal environment in 
Classroom H-1 was conducted on March 22, 1961. Classroom H-1 was used 
for ninth grade English, eighth grade biatary, and seventh grade 
geography with an average of thirty-five bed.ng present throughout the 
day. The day was cloudy to SllllilY. The floor area was 150 square feet 
with on:cy 45 square feet or window space, the windows oriented toward 
the north. Room H-1· was a ground fioor room with a ceiling height of 
nine feet. The warm white fluorescent bulbs furnished 1,440 watts of 
light . 
Classroom H-2. Ninth grade algebra, arithnetic1 Spanish md 
English were ccnducted in classroom H-2 on March 231 1961, the date or 
the thermal investigation in that room. An average of thirty-five 
pupils was maintained for the day, a cloudy to partly cloudy day. The 
fioor area was 963 square feet and the window area was 55 square feet . 
The room was located on the first fioor with the w:l.nd<Jrls facing north­
west and the outside wall facing southwest. The wam white fluorescent 
bulbs provided 2,160 watts of artificial light. Ceiling height was the 
same as in Classroom H-1, nine feet .  
Classroom H-3. An average of twenty-one pupils was present in 
Classroom H-3 on March 24, 1961, a cloudy d.a;y. The room was used as an 
eighth and ninth grade science classroom. Floor area was 1,068 square 
feet and the area of the visual strips was 80 square feet . The first 
fioor room provided a southwest winc:low oriEntation and 21 400 watts or 
war.m white fluorescent lights. 
School I 
School I, a suburban, county operated elsmentary school, grades 
1-6, had an enrol.l.nent of 467. The single story brick building was con­
structed in 1952 and ccnsisted of eighteen roams and additional. auxil­
iary educational facilities. The roof was not projected into an over­
hang but tenninated at the edge of the building. Floors were concrete 
slab -m-grade. 
Classroan heating was produced by room convectors with hat water 
used as the medium. One electric themostat for the entire building was 
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located in the pr.i.ncipal1 s  office with individual hand valves located in 
each classroom. Ventilatim was by open windows. 
Classroom !:!· Investigation of the thermal environment by the 
investigator was conducted on !<larch 'Z/ ,  1961, a cloudy and rainy to 
partly cloudy dey. The class was composed of sixth graders with twenty­
nine occupants present on the da;y of the investigation. Area of the 
floor was 911 square feet and window area was 260 square feet. Windows 
were oriented toward the north with an east comer wall on one side of 
the room. Ceiling height was ll feet with 2, 100 watts of clear incan­
descent lights with gldJes illuminating the room. 
Classroom I-2. Classroom I-2 was visited by the investigator on 
March 28, 1961, a cloudy and rainy da;y. Twenty-nine were present in the 
second grade classroom. Floor area was 7.54 square feet with the area of 
the eastern oriented windows 260 square feet . Wattage of the incan­
descent lights was 1,800 watts with ather physical factors being the 
same as those found in Classroom I-1. 
Classroom I-3 . March 29, 1961, marked the final dq of the 
investigation. Other than the presence of clear weather, and the fact 
that the windals of Classroom I-3 faced west, all other physical factors 
were similar to those found in Classroom I-2. 
D. DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THERMAL INSTRUMENTS 
UTILIZED IN THE STUDY 
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In order to obtain any thermal data relative to the identified 
criteria, it was necessar,y for the investigator to use several instru­
ments that were Imam to be higbl.y accurate in neasuring the phenomena 
or air temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative humidity, and air 
movement. The instruments used are identitie d under the phenomenon 
measured. 
Air Tempera:ture 
Measurement o£ air temperature was indeed the most important 
single themal element measured because the measurensnt of air tempera­
ture was needed either directly or indirectly for the application or all 
five criteria. The following instruments were utilized far collection 
of data in this study: 
Palmer mercurial the 1111ometer. Two Palmer mercurial thermometers 
with a range or 2Q0-120°F. were used throughout the study as calibration 
instruments . 
Wheelco twelve-point thermocouple recorder. A thermocouple is an 
electrical device used for neasuring differences in temperature . Whm 
two wires made or dissimilar metals such as copper and iron are joined 
by soldering, welding, or mere:cy by twisting, a thermocouple or thermo­
junction is formed. An electromotive force, which depends upon the 
temperature of the junction is foUIXi to exist between the two wires. A 
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thermocouple junction is formed by joining the wires at two points . I.t 
one junction is kept at a temperature different from the other, an 
electric current il.a�s through the circuit due to the difference in 
electromotive force developed by the wo junctions . In the potentiom­
eter, an instrument for measuring or comparing electromotive forces, the 
electromotive force generated by the thennocouples is balanced against 
an electromotive force from the batte:r,y so that observations are made 
with no .f'low of current through the thermocouple circuit . 
The Series 8000 Recorder used in the study was a continuous mll 
balance type d-e potentiometer. The recorder was capable of' recording 
thennocouple readings from 0° to 2000f. with the recorder calibrated at 
the factory to an accuracy of one-fourth of' 1 per cent . The recorder 
printed ihe thermocouple readings in Dllllticolor in a cycle of' one 
reading per five seconds or all twelve points within a minute. The 
chart speed was twenty inches per hour .. 
To insure ma:x:i.mum accuracy of the thermocouple readings, the 
investigator calibrated the recorder twice daily with a Palmer mercurial 
thermometer. This was accomplished by adjusting the set screw in the 
micro-adjust block that held the point wheel to the shaft .. 
Bristol' s Thenno-Humidigraph. The Thermo-HWD:idigraph was an in­
strument used to record continuously temperature and humidity on a 24-
hour chart. The instrument was equipped wi 1h an electric fan, thus 
drawing air over the sensitive coil from throughout the room. The range 
of' temperatures that the instrument was capable of' recording was 0°­
lOOCT. with ihe range of' relative humidity from 0 to 100 per cent . 
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Short � Mason Hygro-Thermograph. The Hygro-Thermograph served 
the saDe purpose as the Thermo-Humidigraph except that the chart for the 
Short and Mason product operated on a seven-day rotating drum with the 
chart cti. vided in 2-degree divisions . The relative humidity elene.nt was 
composed or composite strands of specifically treated hair. The temper-
ature was measured by a bi-netal coiL 
Bacharach tempscribe temperature recorders . The Bacharach 
tempscribe recorder was an instrument that continuously printed air 
temperature for a seven-day period over a range of -30° to 1200f. The 
last three mentioned instruments are all easily calibrated with a 
mercurial thermometer. 
� Radiant Temperature 
Measurement of the mean radiant temperature was necessary in ob­
taining data relative to Criterion 2. The instrument used was a hone-
made instrument that was developed by Vemon in England . 
Globe thermometer. The globe thermometer norma� consists of a 
hollow copper sphere, six inches in dianeter, coated with nat black 
paint and having a thermcmeter or thermocouple at its center. 
Herrington1 pointed out that the diameter of the sphere was not critical 
within a range of several inches and recommended the use of a copper 
float sold for toilet tank use . The investigator made two such instru-
menta from ordinary toilet floats, painted them flat black, inserted a 
lr.. P. Herrington, "Effect of Thermal Environment on Human 
Action, n Am:lrican School � University, XXIV (1952-53) ,  374. 
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Palmer mercurial tlBrmometer, range 20°-1200f. ,  in each of two corks, 
and placed the corks in a small hole that had been cut into one end of 
each float . 
In order to detennine the nean radiant temperature from a globe 
readl.ng, the air temperature and air velocity around the globe DDlst also 
be determined. Once all three factors are determined, the charts found 
in Figures 78 and 79 in Appendix B, pages 306 and 307, can be used to 
estimate radiation of the surroundings. 
In determining the nean radiant temperature from Figures 78 and 
79, a line is  drawn from the appropriate point on Scale A, through the 
poiiiii on Scale B which corresponds with the air velocity, and it is 
produced to cut Scale C .  From the poiiiii of intersection on Scale c, 
another line is drawn to the point in Scale D which represents the 
observed globe thermometer temperature, and the point at which this line 
cuts Scale E indicates the mean radiant temperature . 
Relative Humidity 
}leasurement of the relative humidl.ty was essential to the appli­
cation of Criterion 3o The following instrument was the one used to 
measure relative humidity throughout the study: 
Sling psychrometero Normally, any instrument used to measure the 
humidity of the air is called a hygrometer. A psychrometer is a partic­
ular kind of bygroneter consisting of two mercury thermometers, one of 
which has a cloth wick applied to its bulb. In the sling psychrometer, 
the two thermonsters are mounted side by side on a frame fitted with a 
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handle by which tm device can be whirled through the air after the 
cloth wick is wetted. The whirling motion is arrested for reading the 
themometers and continued until the thermometer readings become steady. 
IUe to evaporation of the moisture in the wick, the wet-bulb thermoneter 
will indicate a lOW'er temperature than the dry-bulb thermometer. The 
difference between the two is known as the wet-bulb depression. Charts 
and tablas (not included in this study) are available for the purpose of 
determining relative humidity from the dr,y-bulb and wet-bulb readings. 2 
The particular sling psychrometer used in this study contained 
two Taylor Etched-stem mercury thermometers with a range of 20°-120<>F'. 
Air Movement 
- ....-....---..;.-. 
Air movement plays an essential role in detennining thermal 
comfort and measurenent of ai.r movement was essential in applying 
Criterion 2 and helpful in Criterim 5. The folla-ring instrument was 
used to measure air movement during the study: 
� thermoneter. The Kata therm0IIl3ter used in tm study was an 
alcohol tmrmoneter with a very large bulb and the scale divisions 95°­
lOO<>F'. etched on its stem. In use, tm thermometer was heated in a 
bottle warner until the alcohol had risen above the lOOOF. calibration 
on the stem.  It was 1hen dried with a cloth and held in the spot where 
2American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
Inc . ,  Heating V entilatiff Air Condi tioninfi Guide 1959 (New York: 
American Society of Hea ng and Air-Condi · oning Engineers, Inc. , 1959) ,  
p. 633. 
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the air velocity was to be ueasured. The number ot seconds necessary 
for the temperature to drop from 100° to 9SOJi'. was recorded with a stop 
watch. From the cooling time in seconds and the calibration factor 4.52 
inscribed on the thermometer, the air velocity was detennined from the 
chart pictured in Figure 80, Appendix B, page 308. 
Figure 1 shows the elevation and plan ot a typical classroom and 
the locatim within that room of tm instruments described above that 
were used to collect the thermal data. Figure 2 shows a schematic 
diagram ot the same typical classroom with locations of the ueasuring 
instruments designated. 
Far convenience in tabulatl.ng some ot the data, all classrooms 
were divided into five imaginary zones. Zone I extended the entire 
length ot the wall opposite the outside window and from the wall far a 
distance equal to me-third the width ot the room as illustrated in 
Figure 1. Zone n included an area in the middle third of the room 
going away from the wimow en the right side and running parallel to the 
window far a distance ot one-third of the length of the room. Zone III 
included an area in the middle third of the room going away from the 
windcu on the left side and rumli.ng parallel to the window for a dis­
tance of one-third ot the length ot the room. Zone IV was located 
between Zones II and III and comprised one-ninth of the total fioor 
space as did Zones II and ITI . Zone V included the third of the roan 
next to the winda� wall. 
The thezmocouple recorder was always placed in operating position 
. and tested on the aftemoon or night before a particular room was to be 
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Figure 1. Elsvation and plan of typical classroom shONing 
locations ot the rdL8l measurement instruments .  
l50 
Figure 2. Schematic ot typical classroom shCMiDg locatiCI18 
of the nnal measurement instrumenlis .  
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visited, an operation that required two or more hours. Locations of the 
thennocouple points are as follaJs : position 1, four and one-half feet 
from the corridor wall of the room at a spot perpendicular to the center 
of the length at the wall in Zone I (The position was located a:1i the 
thirty-inch level. ) ;  position 2, within Zone II at a point equidistant 
between the center of the  room and the end of the room at a height of 
thirty inches; position 3, within Zone III at a point equidistant be­
tween the center of the room and the end of the room at a height of 
thirty inches; position 4, within Zone IV at the center of the room six 
inches from tlB ceiling but designated as a mean figure of one hundred 
twenty inches in order that the same figure for each room might be used; 
position 5, directly below position 4, sixty inches above the floor; 
position 6, directly bel<Jf position 5, thirty inches above the noor; 
position 7, directly belCM position 6 six inches above the floor; posi­
tion 8, about one inch above or in front of the heating unit used in the 
classroom; position 9, taped to the window at a height of approximately 
one-half the hei.ght of the window; position 10, just outside the class­
room windar with the window securely fastened; position ll, four and 
one-half feet from the wind<Jf at a spot perpendicular to the center of 
the length of the w:lndcw wall in Zone V, six inches from the tloor; and 
position 12, directly above position ll, thirty inches above the floor. 
These arrangements can be seen from three different vantage points in 
Figures 1 and 2.  The reader DUlst keep in mind that the temperature of 
each position was recorded automatically once a minute . 
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Figures 1 and 2, pages l50 and 151, also sha� the permanent loca­
tion of each of the two globe the rmometers. One globe was located in 
Zone I at the identical thirty-inch position as thermocouple position 1 
and the other globe was located in Zone V at the identical thirty-inch 
pos:i. tion as thermocouple position 12 .  Globe thermaneters were read and 
recorded once each hour along with the corresponding thermocouple 
reading for future nean radiant temperature calculations • 
.Air movement readings were taken with the Kata thermometer at 
each of the four locations shown in Figures 1 and 2 once each hour un­
less sane emergency detained the investigator. The locations utilized 
to measure air movement are as folla-rs: (1) four and one-half feet from 
the corridor wall of the room at a spot perpendicular to the center of 
the length of the wall in Zone I, five feet above the floor; (2) direct­
ly below the first locat:.ion, six inches above the floor; (3) four and 
one-half feet from the window at a spot perpendicular to the cauter of 
the length of the window wall in Zone V, five feet above the floor; and 
(h) directly below the third location, six inches above the fLoor. 
Not shown in Figures 1 and 2, pages J$0 and 151, is the locat:.ion 
of the sling psychrometer reading. Once each hour the investigator re­
corded the outdoor relative humidity and the relative humidity of the 
inside working area, that is, beneath the height of five feet. 
A phenomenon not previously mentioned in this discussion, but one 
that directly applied to Criterion h is unpleasant odors . No scientific 
instrwnent was obtained to measure classroom odors. After failing in an 
attempt to obtain some type of odor detecting instrument, the 
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investigator attempted to secure the services o£ a jury to che ck the 
odor in each classroom. This attempt also failed because of' the 
scattered locations of' the selected schools. In order to present some 
evidence o£ this thermal factor� the il'IV'estigator subjectively measured 
the intensity of odors within the classroom immediate:cy- after returning 
from his outdoor measurement o:t the relative humidity . For this purpose 
the Sensory Scala developed by ASHRAE f'or tobacco-smoke evaluaticns was 
used. The scale is as f'ollc:Ms :  
0 - Imperceptible odor, or irritation. 
1 - Perceptible odor� or irritation, but not obje ctionable. 
2 - Moderate odor, or irritation, little or no objection, 
acceptable level. 
3 - Objectionable odor, or irritation; condition regarded 
with di sf'avor . 
4 - strong odor, or irritation, but endurable . 
5 - Very strong odor, or irritation, intolerable . 3 
The Bristol Therrno-Humidigraph was placed in each room on the 
af'temoon or evening before the data were to be collected in that 
particular room and pennitted to operate f'or twenty-four hours� or until 
the next af'temoon. The data obtained from th ese charts were used pri-
marily to strengthen the data ootained from the the mocouples and sling 
psychrometer. 
The two Bacharach tempscribe temperature recorders and the Short 
and Mason Hygro-Humidigraph were each placed in one of' the three class-
rooms used in each school and left f'or the entire period of' three days. 
3w. F. Kerka an d  c .  M. Humphreys, "Temperature and Humidity 
Ef'f'ect on Odor Perception, 11 American Society of' Heating � � 
Conditionin� Engineers Transactions, Vol. 62 (New York: American 
Society of eating and Air-condi tl.oning Engineers) , p. 534. 
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The readings from the se instruments also were used to strengthen data 
obtained from the thermocouple and sling psychrometer. The reading s of 
the two d�s in which the complete thermal check was not made were used 
in a particular room in order to locate any drastic changes in the ther­
mal environment of a room from one dei\Y to another. 
Occasionally the writer checked air movement within the classroom 
with the use of a titanium tetrachloride snoke gun. Use of the gun was 
very distracting to the regular classwork of the pupils, however, and 
use of the gun was kept to a minimum. 
Several of the readings that have been discussed were recorded 
automatically en charts . Many other readings and observations required 
manual. re cording by the investigator, quite often on an hourly basis. 
The two data sheets included in Appendix A were used by the investigator 
to record readings, observations, and other pertinent facts related t o  
the the nnal environment of th e  school or selected classrooms. 
E .  SUMMARY 
Chapter V has listed criteria for the selection of schools and 
classrooms, described the nine schools and twenty-seven classrooms 
selected, and discussed the various instrument s used in collecting 
thennal data. The exact loc ation of each of the thermal instruments in 
the data collecting process was dis closed. 
The following chapter presents the anazyses of the data obtained 
from the thermal study in light of the criteria identified in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSES OF AIR TEMPERATURE AND MEAN RADIANT 
TEMPERATURE DATA 
A.  INTROIDCI'ION 
The purpose of Chapter VI is to present the data relating to air 
temperature and mean radiant. temperature in a meaningful w� in textual, 
tabular, and graphic forms after it has been classified and condensed, 
and to analyze the data as related to the criteria. Although references 
will be made to physical factors that have affected the the mal environ­
ment in certain instances, data are basically presented in terms of 
their relationship to the first two criteria. 
Because of the large quantity of numerical data obtained, the 
arithmetic mean often was used to describe the mass of data in terms of 
a ceiitral tendency. Since one of the disadvantages of the mean is that 
its val.ue JJUzy' be greatly distorted by extreme values and therefore it 
may not be typical, the range and standard deviation, statistics often 
used to determine dispersion, also were utilized. These data, sometimes 
reduced to mean figures, are presented in figures aai tables in this 
chapter. Analysis of data pertaining to each criterion is by inspection 
from the tables and figures. 
In order to aid the reader, the investigator has applied four 
terms in describing to what extent classroom thennal ccnditions met 
specific criteria. The te:nns are:  complstely, adequately, 
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inadequatezy, and not at all. The term "completely" implies that every 
phase of the criterion was met as stated. The term "adequately" was 
used to describe the relationship at themal conditions to a criterion 
in sltuat:Lons where the criterion was not completely met, but enough of 
the componelll;s of the criter.Lon were met to produce satisfactory 
results. "Inadequate:cy-11 was used in situations where some phase of the 
criterion was met but not to the extent that thenoal condi ticns were 
favorable. The term, "not at all, " implies that no segment of the 
criterion was :nst to any degree . The investigator was able to utilize 
this procedure better with some data than with others . 
Because of the varying factors that make each classroom an entity 
within it sell' in regard to the rmal conditions, the rmal data are pre­
sented in terms of each classroom. 
B .  ANALYSIS OF THER.l-IAL DATA PERTAINING 
TO AIR TEMPERATURE 
Criterion 1. The provision and control of !; relativelz narrow 
range of !:!!:. temperature condi. tiona which is commensurate with varia­
tions in air velocity, humidity, radiant effects, age, basic metabolism, 
human heat production !! !. result of work, � clothing !!!_ important 
factors in providing � adequate thermal environment . !!! opti.Jm.lm air 
temperature for � classroom activitz � be found within the range Ef. 
700F. to 750f. An .!!!, temperature slightly below 700p>. is needed !!!£. 
� strenuous activitie s such !! physical education. For � optimum 
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desired temperature !!!£. !!!l activity, � temperature should not !,!!Z 
� than :1:2 degrees .  
Most of the thennal data relating t o  air temperature were ob­
tained through use of the thermocouple recorder. Thermocouple record­
ings yielded approxi.mate]Jr 140,000 air temperature readings. Because of 
the great volu:ae of readings, the decision was made to utilize a system­
atic random sampling of one out of ten of the original temperature 
readings . The numbers zero through nine were each written on a piece of 
paper and one was drawn from a hat to determine which recording from a 
ten-minute sequence would be used for analysis purposes.  The number 
zero was drawn, so all readings beginning at the first recorded time 
ending in zero and continuing at ten-minute intervals until the end of 
the school da!v were used. 
A complete listing of all sample thermocouple reading s for each 
ten-minute interval and location is presented in Appendix c. othe r  
pertd.nent data such a s  notes recorded by the investigator and calcula­
tions such as means, ranges, variances, standard deviations , an d  
standard errcrs of the mean are presented for th e  convenience of the 
reader. 
All analyses in relation to individual criteria were based upon 
all sample readings for the da\Y, regardless of outside temperature . 
Separation of readings into categories relating to classroom readings 
when the outside temperature exceeded or fell belairl a certain point 
would have been outside the scope of the study. However, because of the 
fact that outside temperature has such an innuence upon classroom 
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temperature and because engineers claim that refrigeration often is 
needed if an appropriate classroom temperature is mailrt. ained after the 
outside temperature has risen above 6o<T., sone attention was given to 
outside temperature in regard to classroom temperature. 
Table VIII points out the fact that of the 1,158 sample outside 
temperature readings recorded during the twenty-seven da;rs during which 
thermal conditions were investigated, 419 readings, or 36. 2 per cent, 
were above 600F. On on]J" ten of the twenty-seven days were no tempera­
tures above 600p'. recorded. On two da;rs, all readings were above 6oOF. 
and on elsven other days over .50 per cent of the outside air recordings 
were above 6oOF. This perhaps would indicate need at tines for some 
type of cooling other than tre introduction of outside air alone . 
Since, technically, the heating season exists only when the out­
side air is 6o<T. or below, Table IX, page 161, indicates the percent­
ages of various temperatures found in the working area of each selscted 
classroom when the outside temperature was 6oor. or below. Underheating 
seems not to have presented a problem as on:cy- 3.4 per cent of the total 
readings were below 700F. On the other hand, 31 per cent of the class­
room readings were above 7.5 or. 
Table X, page 162, presents the percentage of all sample class­
room working area thermocouple readings at different temperatures . 
Since none of the classrooms utilized � refrigeration for cooling 
purposes, 20. 2 per cent of all working area readings were above 770F. 
and 44 per cent of the readings were above 75�. Conversely, 1e ss than 
1 per cent. of the total working area readings were below 680f. and on:cy-
TABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGE OF 1,158 SAMPlE OUTSIIE AIR TEMPERATURE 
THERMOCOOPLE READINGS ABOVE 6QO F.AHRENHEir& 
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Classroom Date Percentage of readings above 6oOF. 
A-1 2- 7-61 
A-2 2- 8-61 









D-3 3- 1-61 
E-1 3- 2-61 
E-2 3- 3-61 
E-3 3- 6-61 
F-1 3- 7-61 
F-2 3- 8-61 





































Total percentage of all readings above 6o�.b 36. 2 
�emperature above lid ch an optimwn classroom temperature cannot 
be maintained by the introduction of outdoor air into the classroom. 
bComputed by dividing 1,158, the total number of sample outside 
air temperature readings, by 419, the total nlllli>er of sample outside air 
temperature readings above 6o<>F. 
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TABLE IX 
PERCENTAGE OF 5, 779 SAMPLE CLASSROOM WORKING AREA THERMOCOOPLE 
READINGS AT GIVEN TEMPERATURES WHEN OUTSIIE AIR 
TEMPERATURE WAS 600 FAHRENHEIT OR LESS 
Te�erature 
Below Above 
Classroom 68o:F 68o:F 690f' 70C>f 71 Of' 720F 730F 740F 75� 760f 77o:F 770F 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
A-1 None 1.0 1.0 2.6 3.9 7.1 13.3 39 .0 29 . 2  2.9 None None 
A-2 1.9 0.3 3. 2 3.8 11.4  9 .2  20.0  39.4  10. 8 0.3 None None 
A-3 None None None 0.3 5.6 ]3.3  2.6 6. 2 22. 1 40.6 a. a 0.3  
B-1 2.3 2.8 4.0 6.8 7.3 17.6  15.3 14. 2 4.0 4. 0 1.7 19.9 
B-2 None None None None None 5.0 1.3 4.4 5.0 5.6 25.0 53. 1 
B-3 9.7 5.0 7. 8 15.0 14. 2  16.7 10.6 10.0 3.7 1.1 1.4 5.0 
C-1 None None None None None 10.1 17.0 37.5 30.6 3.3 1.5 None 
C-2 None None None None 0.6 10.1 43.5 34.5 11.3 None None None 
C-3 None None None None 5.2 5.2 11.5 19.8  30 .2  16. 7  5.2 6. 2 
D-1 None None 0.6 1.9 4.4 8.8 9.4 8.8  29.4 14.3 a. a 13.7 
D-2 None None None None None None None 5.4 19.6 16.1 34.0 25.0 
D-3 Nom None None None o.5 1.1 3 .5  10.4 33. 2  31.1 18.3 1.9 
E-l None None None 0.3 1. 2 10.1 25.3 30 . 7  30 .4 2.1 None None 
E-2 1. 2 2.4 4. 8 1. 2 4. 8 9.5 12 .5 16. 7  29.8  16.1 1.2 None 
E-3 None None None None None None None None None None None None 
F-1 None None None None None None None 6.3 12 .5 37.5 25.0 18.7  
F-2 None None None None None None None None None None None None 
F-3 4.0 1.7 3.7 7.9 11.1 15.9  7 .7  17.9 26. 7  3 .4 None None 
G-l 0.6 0.9 0.9 1. 2 3.8 5.3 9.7 17.5 23. 8 22. 8 9.4 4.1 
G-2 None None None None None 2.3 12.5 27 .3 29.5  18.2  7.9  2.3 
G-3 None None None 0.9 1.2 1.9 5.6 11.3 19.1 20.6 28.4 10.9 
H-1 None None None None None None None None 3 .6 15.4 23.9 57.1 
H-2 None None None 0.3 0.6 2.6 4.6 9.4 21.0 34.7 23.0  3.7  
H-3 None None 2.0 11.9 8.4 22 .1 32.6 16.9 6.1 None None None 
I-1 None 2.9 1.9 1.0 None 14.4 9.6 6.7 8.7 16.3 7. 7 30 .8 
I-2 None None None 1.1 0.5 4.3 7.6 17.4 17.4 18 .0 6. 5  27 . 2  
I-3 None 2.1 2.1 3 .1 4.2 8.3 11.5 5. 2 7.3  8.3 15.6  32.3 
Total 
Percentage 1.1 o. a 1.5 3.0 4.3 8.8 12. 2  17.9  19.4 l3.2  8.7 9.1 
TABtE X 
PERCENTAGE OF ALL SAMPLE CLASSROOM WORKING AREA 
THERMOCOOPLE READINGS AT GIVEN TEMPERATURES 
Temperature Percentage 




71'7. 3 .1 
72f>r. 6 .6 





Above 770pt. 20. 2  
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2.1 per cent were below 700f. Since 72"F. probably is referred to in 
the literature as an optimum classroom temperature more than any other 
temperature, an interesting note is that 86. 2  per cent of the total 
readings were above 72°F. , a figure on� slightly higher than the 80.5 
per cent above 72"F. when the outside temperature was 6o<>F. or less. 
Table XI presents the mean temperature readings of all thermo-
couple points within the working zone of each room. The la�est mean 
temperature, 69.07<>F. ,  was recorded in position 11 of Classroom B-3, a 
six-inch reading four and one-half feet from the window wall. The 
highest mean temperature at any one point in a classroom was 82"F. and 
was recorded at the position 5, sixty-inch level in the center of 
Classroom E-3. 
The highest single temperature reading for any point anywhere 
within the air space from the .floor to the ceiling was the 7 :50 a.m. 
lOOOF. reading at the position 4, 120-inch level in Classroom B-3, while 
the lowest single temperature recorded was the 58 0F. position 11, 6-inch 
. 
reading taken at 9 t50 a.m. in the same classroom. This substantial dif­
ference resulted from the shutting down of the boiler at 8 a.m. These 
data are shown in Appendix C, pages 322-324. 
The following description of air temperature c cndi tiona in each 
classroom relates the text to the accompanying illustrations and 
analyzes the data in terms of Criterion 1. Table XII, page 165, lists 
the mean temperature of all sample thermocouple readings at the thirty­
inch level for the purpose of relating the mean to the criterion, while 
Figures 3-29 show, among other important data, the mean working area 
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TABLE XI 
MEAN DAILY TEMPERATURE READINGS FOR 'lHERMOCOUPLE 
POINTS WITHIN THE WORKING zONEa 
Thermocou le level 
Classroom No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. No. 7 No .ll No.l2 30" 30" 30" 60" 6n 6" 3011 
level level level level level level level 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
A-1 74.09 73. 86 74.)) 74.95 74.66 70.91 None 73 .30 
A-2 73. 29 73 .. 29 73. 29 73.98 73.38 69 .98 None 72.98 
A-3 75.07 75 .. 00 75.11 75. 25 75.07 73 .. 41 None 74. 84 
B-1 75. 62 75.60 75.91 77.96 15.89 73.29 73 .. 13 75. 87 
B-2 77.36 77.40 77.18 19.09 77..58 74. 89 74.04 77. 29 
B-3 72. 24 71.98 71.64 73.49 72. 02 70. 73 69.07 71. 36 
C-1 74. 19 74. 17 74.21 74.33 74.26 73 .45 73. 60 74.14 
C-2 75.37 75.26 75.67 76. 21  75.60 74.12 74. 21 15.19 
C-3 15.33 15.56 75.47 75.84 75.44 74. 37 74.93 75.69 
D-1 77. 29 77. 25 77.34 78.43 77 .48 74. 45 74. 27 77.14 
D-2 79. 80 79. 61 79.46 80.02 79.87 78.41 80.57 80.65 
D-3 75. 67 75.45 15.39 75.98 75. 77 74.32 74. 74 77. 26 
E-1 71.43 71.57 71 .. 71 74. 67 74 .. 36 73.07 12.59 74.19 
E-2 74.93 74.68 15.55 15. 89 15.39 73 .30 72. 82 75.34 
E-3 81.73 81. 36 81.45 82.00 81. 80 80.55 81. 59 81.98 
F-1 76. 74 76.26 77.19 77.44 76 .. 86 76. 33 74. 23 15.55 
F-2 74. 63 74.18 74.95 15.05 74. 98 74.36 73 .11 74. 23 
F-3 73.18 73.41 73.45 74.34 73.66 10.93 69. 19 72. 86 
G-1 75. 21 74.64 75 .. 38 76. 24 75. 27 73 .64 72.98 74.19 
G-2 76.49 76.39 76.65 77.42 76. 72 75.19 75.07 76. 77 
G-3 76.02 15.95 71. 29 77.51 71.46 74.37 73.56 75.88 
H-1 77.98 78.02 78.05 78.72 78.68 77. 85 77 .30 77.50 
H-2 75.91 75. 77 76.25 76.70 76. 23 15.25 73 . 86 74.98 
H-3 73.51 72 .. 63 73.12 73 .37 73 .. 14 72. 72 70. 47 70 . 74 
I-1 75.43 15.90 15.50 78.02 75.73 72.14 72. 24 75.62 
I-2 78. 21 78.16 78.16 80.26 78.58 15. 53 75.32 78.39 
I-3 75.90 75. 94 76.06 77.90 76.32 73.26 72. 84 76.03 
�erer to F.l.gure 1 ror a more complete description or thermo-
couple point locations . 
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TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF THERMAL DATA WITH CRITERION 1 
Component A C�onent B 
Temperature within the Temperature should not var,y more than 
range of 700F .-750F. ±2or. 
Range of the mean 
temperature of 
Mean temperature of all sample ther-
all sample thermo- mocouple readings Standard deviation 
couple readings at the at the 30n level from mean of all 
30" level for each ten- sample thermo-(Expressed to nearest minute sampling couple readings at 
Classroom whole degree) interval the 30" level 
A-1 74"F .. 75°-73°F .. :I:Oo 75$0F. 
A-2 730F .. 750-720F. ±1. 233oF. 
A-3 7$"F. 770-720F,. :i:l .. 7580F. 
B-1 760F. 860-690F .. :i:4.0020F. 
B-2 77°F .. 87°-730F. ±3..5470F. 
B-3 7A' .. 880-630F .. ±3. 7020F. 
C-1 74CT. 76°-720F. ±J..o58oF. 
C-2 760F. 85°-730F. ±J.245°F. 
C-3 750F .. 77°-730F .. :i:l.2170F. 
D-1 77C>r. 81°�72°F .. ±2.283C>r. 
D-2 800F .. 83°-75°F .. ±2 .. 0150F. 
D-3 760J'. 77°-730F. :1:1. 2370F. 
E-1 74°F .. 75°-72or .. :to. 286"F. 
B-2 75C>r .. 77°-720J' .. :t2.6290F. 
E-3 77"F .. 84°-780F. ±J..l75°F. 
F-1 770F. 79°-72°F .. :t1..9ooor. 
F-2 750F. 78°-710F .. :tl.49J"F. 
F-3 73"F .. 76°-670F. ±1.9820,. 
G-1 75°F. 78°�700F. ±1. 772CT. 
G-2 77°F .. 79°-73°F. ±1.3670F .. 
G-3 760,. 78°-730F .. ±1.4280F. 
H-1 78<>r. 80°-760, .. ±1. 2290,. 
H-2 760F. 77°-73or .. ±1.,153oF. 
H-3 730F. 75°-71°F. ±1.5460F. 
I-1 75°F. 80°-720F. ±2.3430F. 
I-2 780F. 84°�74°F. :1:3 . 2030F. 
I-3 760F. 800-720F .. ±2. 23�. 
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temperature tor each ten-minute iiiterval, that is, the nean or each set 
ot sample thermocouple readings tor thermocouple positions, 1, 2, 3, 6, 
7, 11, and 12. To strengthen the analysis of the data relating to 
Criterion 11 the standard deviation or temperatures from the mean was 
used in addi. tl.on to the range . A range can give one a false impression 
of the dispersion fran the nean if the highest and lowest items are 
representative o:r only one or two readings. Assuming a normal distribu­
tion of temperatures 1 one standard deviation would indicate the maximum 
distance that approxlmately two-thirds or the observations would lie 
above and belar the mean. If both the mean temperature and range o:r a 
specific classroom failed to meet the criterion requirenents, yet one 
standard deviation was :1:2 degrees or less, the criterion was considered 
to be met inadequately rather than not at all. 
Classroom A-1. Figure 3 indicates a mean classroom working area 
temperature of 73. 750p-o , a mean windm glass temperature or 66.360F. and 
a mean outside air temperature ot 39 o 590F o An interesting comparison of 
the effect of soDS type of posi. tive heat on the temperature o:r winc::lc:::M 
glass can be made by comparing the glass temperature in Figure 3 with 
the glass temperature of Classroom F-3 in Figure 20, page 192, a class­
room with hot water floor panel heating . Difference in mean outside air 
temperatures was only about three degrees, difference in mean working 
area temperatures was less than one degree, but difference in mean glass 
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Classroom A-1 had a mean thirty-inch level temperature of 74�. ,  
expressed to the nearest whole degree, and a range of 7S0-73<>f. To 
strengthen the favorable thermal condition, the standard deviation was 
only ±o. 7550f. The investigator considered air temperature conditions 
in Classroom .A-1 to have met Criterion 1 complete:cy. 
Classroom A-2 . Figure 4 shows the mean of the working area 
readings to have been 72Q88CT .. for Classroom A-2, while the mean inside 
window glass temperature was 64. 730f .. and the outside temperature was 
38 .890f. The 10:20  a.m. window glass reading presented an interesting 
example of the effect of the sun upon glass when the glass temperature 
immedi.atezy climbed above the room temperature men the sun came out 
from behind the clouds for the on:cy time that d�. 
Thermal conditions in Room A-2 also complete:cy met Criterion 1. 
The mean temperature at the thirty-inch level was 73�. ,  the range of 
mean thirty-inch readings for the dey was 75°-720F'. and the standard 
deviation was ±1. 2330F. 
Classroom A-.3 . In studying Figure 5, page 170, the reader can 
see the general effect of sunlight:. on the total room air temperature 
when the sun shines for a short period in a room that utilizes unit 
ventilators while the outside air temperature is still at a low level. 
Over a thirty-minute interval the sun shone intermittently bringing the 
outside temperature up nine degrees and the window temperature up nine­
teen degrees, while the mean room temperature went up on:cy one degree. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of the 
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Figure 5. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
the cl.assroam working area, inside window glass, and outside air for 
Classroom A-3.  
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l1Dlch as one degree for a period beginning at 9:10 a.m. and eming when 
the class went to lunch at 11:50 a.m. The lower temperatures recorded 
in the ear:cy- afternoon resulted from sone nd.nor maintenance work, in­
cluding changing of filters, that the mstodisn performed on the unit 
ventilator while the children were out of the room. 
The reader must keep in mind that rooms in School A had small 
visual strips for w:Lnciow s, but at the same time had no roof overhang or 
venetian blinds. The effect of sun on glass is sham immediately in 
both Classrooms A-2 and A-3. The effect an the classroom air tempera­
ture was not evident in the short period that the sun was shining, but 
the reader JIDlSt remanber that most of the tine spent in School A was 
during clouqy weather conditions . The real effect of the brief sunlight 
upon the roam will be presented in connection with Criterion 2 .  
Of interest was the effectiveness of the unit ventilator mounted 
electric thermostat in School A. Colunm. 11, in the School A section of 
Appendix C, pages 310-315, contains air sampling chamber readings . A 
look at those readi.ngs indicate why temperatures were controlled so well 
in the three School A classrooms. 
The mean working area temperature, mean window glass, and mean 
outside air temperature on the dq thermal conditions in Classroom A-3 
were studied canpared favarab� with those found in Classrooms A-1 and 
A-2. Table III, page 165, Sl.ows that Criterion 1 was met adequately and 
was prevented from being :net complete:cy on:cy because the range was one 
degree too low during a time wJ:en the children were out of the room and 
the custodian was performing maintenance on the unit ventilator. 
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Classroom .!!:.!• Data presented graphically in Figure 6 illustrate 
intelligent decision-making on the part of the building principal and 
custodian, even though the decision was nat an ordinary one for mid­
February. Boiler operation was completely suspended ear� in the 
morning as one can see in Figure 6. Since no automatic controls were 
afforded the classrooms for this radiantly-heated school, the action was 
a wise one. The mean working area temperature had risen to 790F'. with­
out another source of heat, when the outside temperature reached 680]'. 
at 1:50 p.m. This situation existed even though the orientation and 
roof overhang kept the sun from shining directly on the large windows 
and windows were open most of the day. 
The classroom thermal conditions in Classroom B-1 did not meet 
Criterion 1 at all� 1he standard deviation of t4.0020f. was the highest 
of any found in the twenty-seven schools . This was brought about partly 
by the 27-degree range in all of the sample working area readings that 
the children experienced throughout the d8i1. 
Classroom B-2. Figure 7, page 174, shows much the same pattern 
for Classroom B-2 that existed for B-1. Boiler operation was suspended 
again, a beneficial move for everyone if early morning temperatures were 
indicative of those that would have ensued throughout the  d8iY if heat 
had continued to have been provided by the heating system. Criterion 1 
was not met at all in Classroom B-2 .. 
Classroom B-3 . Figure 8, page 175, depicts the best conditions 
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Figure 6. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
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Figure 7.  Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
the classroan working area, inside window glass, and outside air for 
Classroom B-2. 
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Figure 8. Comparison o£ thermocouple temperature readings of 







classroom, even though the conditions shown were far from ideal. The 
working area cmditlons shown in Figure 8, page 17.5, were produced even 
though boiler operation was suspended from 8:00 a.m. to 11:.50 a.m. and 
the hand valve in the classroom was in the off position for the re­
mainder of the dq although the highest outside temperature recorded was 
.500F . The reader also must remember that there was no sunshine. There 
were a few complaints about the coldness of the classroom when the chil­
dren returned from morning re cess to find a mean temperature of 63°F. , 
but heat from the children plus less heat loss because a few wind�s 
were closed raised the working area temperature seven degrees in five 
minutes.  There were no more complaints throughout the day. 
Criterion 1 was met inadequately in Classroom B-3 , thus per­
mitting none of the three classrooms in School B to meet the criterion. 
The mean thirty-inch temp;�rature of 72"F. was acceptable but the disper­
sion from the nean as illustrated by the range and standard deviation 
really tended to make the mean meaningless.  
Classroom C-1.. Figure 9 illustrates air temperature that varied 
only t2 degrees .  With outside air conditions nearly constant , ha�ever, 
and no sunshine, the primary variables with which the heating and venti­
lating system had to cope were those inside the classroom. Criter.Lon 1 
was completely met . 
Classroom Q::g. Figure 10, page 178, is a classic portrqal of 
the operation of a unit ventilator on a very warm day. The custodian, 
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Figure 10. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 





boilers completely off at exactly 8:30 a.m. when the children began to 
come into the classrooms. The unit then utilized only recirculated room 
air and outside air for the remainder of the day. An assumption is made 
that conditions would have been the same if the heat had remained on. 
From 8 :30 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. the mean working area tempera:ture 
varied cnly one degree even though the outside temperature climbed six­
teen degrees during the same period. At 1:10 p.m. , though , the class 
had returned from lunch and sunlight was streaming directly into the 
room through the large windows. For the remainder of the day outside 
temperature was above 680f. ,  thus creating condi tiona that out side sir 
could not solve . The unit ventilator was able to maintain perfect 
temperature conditions within the classroom even without any heat while 
the outside temperature was in the fifty' s, and failed only when outside 
temperature reached the high sixty' s. 
Thermal ccnditions in Classroom C-2 did not meet Criterion 1 at 
all. Conditions were meeting the criterion completely, hwever, until 
the outside temperature reached 680p-. 
Classroom C-3. The custodian again cut off the boiler after 
bearing the weather report for the da;y, this tine at 9 :15 a.m. Figure 
11 sha�s the working area readings were generally with:in the optinmm 
range even though the outside temperature reache d 690F. at 1:50 p.m. 
This was possible because of the cloudy condition that prevailed during 
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Figure ll. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
the classroom working area, inside win dow glass, and outside air far 
Classroom C-3 . 
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Classroom D-1. One of the weaknesses of a zoned, central-direct 
fired system is evident in Figure 12. Even though the room was located 
on the north side of the building, thus allowing no sun through the 
windOW's, the mean working area had reached 80�. by 1:30 p.m. when the 
outside temperature was on:cy 66�. This ccndition existed in spit e  of 
the low thermostat setting. An inference here would be that each room 
needs its individual fresh air supp:cy for cooling. Classroom D-1 did 
not meet Criterion 1 at all. 
Classroom D-2.  Figure l3 ,  page 183, indicates the type of room 
temperature ccnditions that would exist in near:cy any situation when 
high outside air conditicns and excessive glass unite to create un­
favorable ccnditions . The children in Classroom D-2 probably were 
fortunate that the sun shone very little that day. Needless t o  say, 
room temperature conditions did not meet Criterion 1 at all. 
Classroom D-3 . With a mean outside t anperature of an:cy 48.62<7. ,  
with the highest temperature on:cy 52�. ,  a north windOW" orientation, and 
a cloudy dq, temperature conditions in Classroom D-3 were very constant 
as evidenced by Figure 14, page 184. Air temperature condi ticns met 
Criterion 1 adequate:cy, even though the thirty-inch mean temperature of 
760f. was one degree higher than the ma.x:l.mm criterion figure. 
Classroom E-1.. Air temperature condi tiona in electrically heated 
Classroan E-1 were similar to those found in Classroom D-3, as shown in 
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Figure 12. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
the classroom working area, inside window glass, and outside air for 
Classroom D-1. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of thennocouple temperature readings of 
the classroom working area, inside window glass, and outside air for 
Classroom �2. 
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Figure 14. Comparison or thermocouple temperature readings or 
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Figure 15. Comparison of the:nnocouple temperature readings of 
the classroom wcrking area, inside window glass,  and outside air for 
Classroom E-1. 
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overhang, no sun mone into the room throughout the day. Maximum out­
door temperature was 59°F. so classroom temperature ccnditions complete­
ly met Cr:i. teri on 1. 
Classroom E-2. Figure 16 again indic ates soDS of the effects of 
solar gain upon the classroom. The room was slightly overheated through­
out the dq in spite of real attempt s to cool by window ventilation, 
manipulation of the draw drapes that covered the 167 square feet of 
window area, and the fact that maximum outside temperature was only 
64�. The mean thirty-inch reading was only 75oF. , but the 77°-720f. 
range and the ±2.629oF. standard deviation indicate that the criterion 
was inadequately met. 
Classroom E-3 . Temperature conditions in Classroom E-3 were some 
of the worst found in any school. Figure 17, page 188, shows that the 
mean outside temperature was 67.57"F. , with a low of 64�. for the dq, 
so aizy" heating and ventilating system would have experienced difficulty. 
Fortunately, conditions were not aggravated by the sun. Although heat 
was not needed at all, the three baseboard units operated intermittently 
throughout the day, thus adding to the beat .  With a mean temperature of 
770f. and a range of 84°-780f. ,  no component of Criterion 1 was met. 
With a standard deviation of ±1.175oF. , however, the criterion was con­
sidered to have been met inadequately rather than not at all. 
Classroom F-1. Even though rigid controls kept the supply of 
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Figure 16. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
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Figure 17. Comparison or thermocouple temperature readings or 
the classroom working area, inside windOW" glass, and outside air for 
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Figure 18. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 





shows again why a classroom needs no heat on days when the outside 
temperature rises above 6QOp'. The room temperature, without positive 
heat and with no wimow ventilation, was 760f. when the outside tempera­
ture was 6o0f. The low period of 72'T. beginning at 12 a30 p.m. illus­
trates a fall in room temperature of six degrees when the class had gone 
to lunch. The mean thirty-inch temperature readings inadequately met 
the criter.i.on. 
Classroom F-2. A slightly more conscientious teacher in regard 
to classroom thermal environment was able to create slightly better 
temperature conditions than those that existed in Classroom F-1, even 
though Figure 19 indicates that outside temperature conditions were 
comparable . The teacher simply used window ventilation to a greater 
advantage and was aided by a higher td.nd velocity outside . As was true 
in Classroom F-1, the heating system supplied no heat. Thermal condi:­
tions were considered to have met Criterion 1 adequately, even though 
the range was 78°-71 <>]'. The standard deviation was only �1.4930F. 
Classroom F-3 . Figure 20, page 192, illustrates temperature con­
ditions similar to several other north oriented classrooms with cloudy 
weather and lOW' outside temperatures, regardless of heating system 
involved. The investigator considered the temperature conditions in 
Classroom F-3 to have adequately met the criterion even though the range 
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Figure 19. Comparison of thennocouple temperature readings of 
the classroom working area, inside windai glass, and outside air for 
Classroom F-2. 
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Figure 20. Comparison of thennocouple temperature readings of 
the classroom working area, inside w:indCM glass, and outside air for 
Classroom F-3.  
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Classroom G-1. Individual room controls, a north window orienta­
tion, a four-foot, nine-inch overhang, and window ventilation all inter­
acted to create the somewhat favorable condi tiona in Classroom G-1 
pictured in Figure 21. The mean thirty-inch temperature reading was 
75�. , ha�ever, while the outside temperature was onlJr 61 �. at the end 
of the school dq. The investigator ccnsidered temperature ccnditians 
in Classroom G-1 to have met the criterion adequately although the range 
of 78o-700f. was not acceptable . 
Classroom G-2. With a mean of 77oF. and a range of 79°-730f. , 
the thirty-inch temperature condi tiona in Classroom G-2 were considered 
to have inadequately net Criterion 1. Figure 22, page 195, shows that 
the window glass temperature rose to a high of 82°F. , but classroom 
temperature conditicns did not rise proporticnate4'" as had been observed 
in other classrooms, probably becaus e the blinds were drawn all day. 
Classroom G-3 . Classroom temperature conditions in Classroom G-3 
also inadequately net Criterion 1 because both the nean thirty-inch 
temperature (760f. ) and range (78°-730f. ) were considered to be too 
high. Since the outside weather was cloudy and rainy, and the outside 
temperature was below 60�. nearly all dq, as shown in Figure 23, page 
196, overheating could have been prevented by more adequate ventilation. 
Classroom H-1. Figure 24, page 197, illustrates a classroom em­
ploying a unit ventilator for heating and cooling that did not complete­
ly control the room temperature at the desired level, even though the 
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Figure 21. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
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Figure 22. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
the classroom working area, inside window glass, and outside air for 
Classroom G-2. 
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Figure 24. Comparison of thennocouple temperature readings of 
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outside temperature only rose to 61 Op>. at 2:40 p.m. Investigation 
shewed three factors that perhaps were jointly responsible for the 
overheating : (1) poor engineering in regard to the placement of hot 
water pipes throughout the building; ( 2) failure or the pneumatic 
thermostat to adequately admit outside air for cooling; and (3 ) failure 
of the custodial staff to clean the unit filters for seven months . 
In spite of the overheating, the investigator considered the 
criterion to have been �t adequately because of the four-degree range 
and the low standard deviation of ±1. 2290p-.. 
Classroom H-2 .. Figure 25 shows that Classroom H-2 was slightly 
overheated als o, but that the temperature was quite constant. The same 
factors that produced the overheating in Classroom H-1 were responsible 
for the slight overheating in Classroom H-2. The classroom seems to 
have met Criterion 1 adequately, ha�ever, even though the mean thirty­
inch readlng was one degree high at 760f. 
Classroom H-3 . Upon the request of the investigator, the custo­
dial staff or School H cleaned the un1 t ventilator filters before the 
dq' s  investigaliion began. The results depicted in Figure 26, page 200, 
were much more satisfactory than those found in Classrooms H-1 and H-2. 
Same teen-age girls complained about being too cold, however, when the 
mean working area temperature registered 71oF. from 12 :50 p.m. to 
slightl1" after 1:00 pom. Other girls in the room were questioned then, 
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Figure 25. Comparison of thennocouple temperature readings of 
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Figure 26. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 





Thermal c mditions reported in Classroom H-3 met the standards of 
Criterion 1 in every way. 
Classroom I-1. The mean thirty-inch Cl.assroom I-1 temperature of 
75'7. is quite misleading when one notes the 80°-72"F. range and the 
±2.,343epo.. standard deviation of the thirty-inch readings. The investi­
gator considered temperature conditions to have met Criterion 1 
inadequately. 
Figure 27 illustrates the fact that temperatures had already 
risen above the desired level even before the oulidoor temperature 
reached 61 Op'. The brief effect of stmshine upon the windOW's in the 
afternoon is shown also .. 
Classroom I-2. Figure 28, page 203, adequately illustrates the 
effect of manually controlled convectors that are permitted to operate 
most of the dq while the room temperature dem�ds cooling. When the 
mean working area temperature reached 830F. in the afternoon, the second 
graders were complaining about being too hot. By laOO p.m. the window 
gl.ass temperature had reached 840f. even though the sun did not shine 
all dq. The winda� glass evidently was heated from the convectors. 
Classroom I-2 did not meet Criterion 1 in any way because of the 78oF. 
mean, 84°-740F. range, and ±3.2030F. standard deviation. 
Classroom I-3. Figure 29, page 204, sha�s that the :nean woricing 
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Figure 27 . Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
the classroom working area, inside winda� glass, and outside air far 
Classroom I-1. 
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Figure 28. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
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Figure 29. Comparison of thermocouple temperature readings of 
the classroom working area, inside window glAss, and outside air for 
Classroom I-3. 
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the outside temperature was only 580r. With hardly any ventilation to 
supply cooling, the criterim was not met in any Wfq. 
Earlier in the chapter, mention was made that all criteria did 
not lend themselves to as rigid an analysis of the data as did Criterion 
1. Because air temperature is such an important element of the the rmal  
environmEnt an evaluation of room temperature conditions in terms of the 
type of heating system employed seems appropriate. The reader must keep 
in mind, harever, the following limitations of such a comparison : 
(1) air temperatures were judged in light of Criterion 1 with the assunp­
tion that all other factors were favorable, since each factor was as­
sessed separately. This assumption was not always a valid one ; (2 ) the 
temperature conditions found in each cl.assroom represented only the 
readings of that room for one particular day; and (3 ) thermal data were 
not collected for any two rooms on a single dEq. 
Consider.i.ng the above limitations, the folladng percerrtages of 
roams utilizing var.l.ous heating systems were found to completely or 
adequately met Criterion 1:  (1) unit ventil.ators, 88.9  per cerrt (8 out 
of 9 ) ;  {2) radiant heat, ll.l per cent (1 out of 9) ; (3 ) central direct­
fired air system, 33.3 per cent (1 out of 3) ; (4) electric baseboard, 
33. 3 per cent (1 out of 3) ; and (.5) hot water flom- panel, 66. 7  per cent 
{2  out of 3)  o 
C .  ANALYSIS OF THERMAL DATA PERTAINING TO 
THE MEAN RADIANT TEMPERATURE 
206 
Criter.lon 2.  An ideal classroom temperature exists � �  air 
temperature � �  radiant temperature � identical and within � 
optimum range. Since this situation does nat alllays exist., � provi­
sion � be made for counteracting 2!. eliminating the heat 12!! .2£ � 
� � � walls and windows . 
Classroom mean radiant temperatures were not as easily analyzed 
as air temperature readings. The reader td.ll recall thECt the :nsan 
radiant temperature was measured hourly at the thirty-inch level in 
Zones I and V. These findings are presented in graphs and a table and 
brief:cy discussed. Table XIII compares that data with the criterion., 
whils Figures 30-38 compare the comparable air temperature., globe 
thermometer., and :uean radiant temperature readings for each classroom. 
Classroom !::!• Table XIll and Figure 30, page 208, both indicate 
that tlB mean of the hourly :uean radiant temperatures in both zones ex­
ceeded the equivalent air temperature reading and the upper limits of 
the optimum range. Perhaps because of the feature employed in the unit 
ventilator to prevent downdrafts or because of snall visual strip 
windows., the average mean radiant temperatures were nearly identical ( .3 
difference) for both zones . In order for the globe thennometer reading 




COMPARISON OF 1HERMAL DATA Wri'H CRITmtiON 2 
Criterion 
Air temperature and mean radiant temperature 
identical and within the o�imum range (700F .-750F. ) ��!!9 _I_ (!e!�llfl s _a! JO� !B!e_!l_ ean of hourzy- Mean of hourzy- J� !. LR!_a�� :!_ � .)Q." _1!"!11 Mean of hour:cy · Mean of hourly 
air mean radiant air mean radiant 
Classroom temperatures temperatures temperatures temperatures 
A-1 74.6o:F. 79.00F. 74 .. oor. 78.7o:F . 
A-2 75.0°F. 77.00F'. 74.3<>r. 76. 2o:F.  
A-3 74.90p'. 77.0<7. 75.40r. 82. 30F'. 
B-1 75.40]'. 78.50]' 0 76. 3°F. 78.4CT. 
B-2 76. 70F. 79o4°F. 76.3°F. 79o50r. 
B-3 70.40p'. 74.40p'. 70.00F. 73.00F. 
C-1 74o 30F'o 73o8°F. 74.oo:F. 72.7o:F. 
C-2 76.oo:F. 75. Bo:F .. 76.6°F. 77.00F. 
C-3 74. 70r. 74.8<>F. 74.8<7. 74.8<7. 
D-1 76.8CT. 78.8or. 76.4<7. 76.o<>r. 
D-2 80.2o:F. 8o.4o:F .. 81.40F. 90.10F. 
D-3 75.70f. 76.o0p'. 76. 3°F. 75.00F.  
E-1 74. 2o:F. 74.4or. 74.3<>r. 74. 5o:F. 
E-2 75.oo:F. 75. 40F. 75. 10F. 80. 70F. 
E-3 81.4<T. 82.2<>F'. 82. 20F'. 88.3<7. 
F-1 77.00F. 77 .3<7. 75.90F 0 74.90F. 
F-2 75.60F. 76.2<7. 75.1°F. 77. 50F'. 
F-3 73.4<>r. 73.5<7. 73.40F. 69.9<>F. 
G-1 75o40p-o 74. 1ar. 74. 40p-. 74.60F. 
G-2 77.00F. 75. 80F. 77 .1°F. 79. 20F'. 
G-3 76.00F. 76.60F. 76.30F. 76.10F. 
H-1 78. 20F. 78.10F. 77o70Fo 77.90F. 
H-2 75.8or. 76.00F. 74.9°F. 74 .9°F. H-3 73.30F'. 74. 70F. 70..50F. 71.1o:F. 
I-1 75o40Fo 16.3ar. 75.6°F. 76. 3°F. 
I-2 78.40F. 80.40F. 78.5°F. 81.40F. I-3 75.9o:F 0 76. 40F. 75 . 80F. 77.10F. 
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Figure 30o Comparison of air temperature, globe thermometer 
readings, and mean radia.rrli temperature in classrooms in School Ao 
209 
Classroan A-2. With practically the same type of situation 
existing in Classroom A-2 as in Classroom A-1, as shown in Table XIII, 
page 207, and Figure 30, page 208, the saDB reconunendatim would have 
aided that particular situation, that is, a slight lOW'ering of the air 
temperature within the room. 
Classroom A-3. Thermal conditions in Classroom A-3 represent a 
different mean radiant temperature problem than the one that e.xisted in 
Classrooms A-1 and A-2, but one which would have been encountered in 
those rooms had the sun shone any on the two days the two rooms were 
investigated. Table XIII, page 207, shOW's that the average mean radiant 
temperature of Zone V next to the window was over five degrees higher 
than the average far Zone I, while bath mean radiant readings were 
higher than the air temperature readings for the same locations. This 
situation was brought about when the sun shone directly into the room 
bringing the globe reading up to 98C>r. Lcuering 1he room air tempera­
ture enough to compensate for the high mean radiant temperature in Zone 
V would have made the air temperature in Zone I too low. Perhaps 
venetian blinds over the windOW's would have kept out the solar effects. 
Classroom B-1. Even though the heating system was not functioning, 
the nean radiant temperature in both zones of Classroom B-1 exceeded the 
upper limits of the optimum range as illustrated by Figure 31, page 210, 
and Table XIII, page 207. Some farm of cooling other than outside air 
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Figure 31. Comparison of cdr temperature, globe thermometer 
readings, and :nsan radiant temperature in classrooms in School B .  
2ll 
Classroom B-2. Table XIII, page 207, and Figure 31, page 210, 
show tlB t the air temperature and mean radiant temperature of both zones 
were above the upper limits of the optimum range. Some form of cooling 
other than outside air would have been necessary to have provided the 
proper combimd conditions or globe reading . 
Classroom B-3 . Table XIII, page 207, and Figure 31, page 210, 
show that, although air temperature readings and mean radiant readings 
were not identical, the me an  radiant temperature was higbe r than air 
temperature md both were within the opti.nmm range . 
Classroom c-1. Although Table XIII, page 207, and Figure 32 shaw 
that the mean radiant temperature was gemrally slightly lower thm the 
air tenperature, both were within the optimum range. The differences 
that exl.sted between these readings and those recorded on similar� 
rainy days during the investigation of School A were probably brought 
about by the larger window wall and higher ceilings of rooms in School c. 
Classroom Q:g. Figure 32 shows that the me an  radiant temperature, 
air temperature, and globe readings of Classroom C-2 were often identi­
cal, although slightly above the upper limit of the optimum range . 
Solar gain through the window glass, even though venetian blinds were 
utilized, probably accounted for the fact that the mean radiant tempera­
ture was as high as the air temperature in Classroom C-2 and lCMer than 
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Figure 32. Comparison of air temperature, globe thermometer 







Tabls XIII, page 207, helps to shOW' that the average mean rad:ian:t tem­
peratures in both zones were within one degree of each other. 
Classroom C-3. Excellent; conditicns relating to the nean radiant 
temperature were present in Classroom C-3.  Table XIII, page 207, and 
Figure 32, page 212, show that air temperature and mean radiant tempera­
ture were identical in both zones and within the optimum range . 
Classroom D-1. Without any positive heating at the window wall 
of Classroom D-1, Table nii, page 207, and Figure 33 show that the mean 
radiant temperature far Zone V was slightly lCMer than the corresponding 
mean radiant temperature at Zone I, although the mean radiant tempera­
ture and air temperature for Zone V were identical. Readings for both 
zones were above the optinmm level. 
Classroom D-2. Mean radiant temperature for Zone I, Classroom 
D-2, was identical with the air temperature for the zcne, but the mean 
radiant temperature average of Zone V as shown in Table XIII, page 207, 
was nearly nine degrees higher than the corresponding air temperature. 
Figure 33 shows that the mean radiant temperature clillbed to better than 
lllOf. at 2&30 Porn. in Zone V because of the radiant effects of the sun 
upon the window glass .  Conditions in neither zone were within the 
optimum range. 
Classroom D-3 . Tabls XIII, page 207, and Figure 33 reveal that 
mean radimt temperature and air temperature of Zone I, Classroom D-3, 
were practically identical, but both slightly high, while the mean 
214 
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Figure .3.3. Comparison of air temperature, globe thermometer 
readings, and mean radiant temperature in classrooms in School D. 
radiant temperature was slightzy lower than the corresponding air tem­
perature of Zone V because of the lack of heat at the windar waJ.l. 
Classroom E-1. Table XIII, page 207, and Figure 34 indicate that 
mean radiant temperature conditions in both zones of Classroom E-1 were 
identical and within the optimum range. 
Classroom E-2. Mean radiant temperature and air temperature were 
practicalzy identical and w.i. thin the optimum range in Zone I of Class­
room E-2, according to Table XIII, page 207, and Figure 34. Solar gain 
again boosted the maan radiant temperature of Zone V, harever, to an 
average of better than five degrees higher than the corresponding air 
temperature in spite of the use of drapes. 
Classroom E-3.  Radiant conditicns in Classroom E-3 were somewhat 
similar to those enccnmtered in Classroom E-2 with the exception that 
the entire room was too hot. Table XIII, page 207, and Figure 34 indi­
cate that mean radiant temperature and air temperature in Zone I were 
identical but far too high, while the mean radiant temperature of Zone V 
was six degrees higher than the 8�. air temperature. The difference 
in Zone V can be attributed to some solar gain and excessive radiant 
he a to 
Classroom !::!• The need for some type of positive heat at the 
window wall can be seen in anacyzing radiant cmditians in School F. 
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Figure 34. Comparison of air temperature, globe thermometer 
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Figure 35 .  Coreparison of air temperature, globe thennometer 





condi tiona in Zone I of Room F-1, with slightly lower air conditiCilS and 
still lower nean radiant conditims in Zone V. 
Classroom F-2 . Radiant conditions in Classroom F-2 were siml.lar 
to those found in Room F-1. Table XIII, page 207, and Figure 35, page 
217, show that air temperature and mean radiant teiJi)erature readings 
were nearly identical and just about within the upper limits of the 
optimum range in Zone I, while the average of the nean radiant tempera­
ture readings for Zone V was higher than the corresponding air tempera­
ture. However, the individual Zone V mean radiant reading for 1:30 p.m. 
was over three degrees lower than the air temperature when a cloud 
momentarily covered the sun. This would indicate that solar gain helps 
to provide the needed radiant temperature in Zone V of a room heated 
with floor panels • 
Classroom F-3. The mean radiant temperature and air temperature 
of Zone I, Classroom F-3, were identical and within the optimum range as 
indicated by Table XIII, page 207, and Figure 35, page 217. The need of 
sons type of positive heat directed toward the window wall of rooms 
heated with floor panels is indicated by a look at conditions in Zone V, 
however, especially when outside weather is cold and there is no sun­
shine. At 8 :30 a.m. the mean radiant temperature at Zone V was only 
620f . ,  with a downdraft very much in evidence . At no tine during the 
dq did the mean radiant temperature equal the air temperature. 
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Classroom G-1. Table nii, page 207, and Figure 36 present data 
that show the mean radiant temperature and sir temperature of Classroom 
G-1 to have been almost identical and within the optimum level. 
Classroom G-2 . Mean radiant temperature of Zone I, Classroom G-2, 
was slightly below the air temperature of that area of the room while 
the mean radiant temperature of the window wall area was slightly above 
the air temperature, according to Table XIII, page 207, and Figure 36 . 
Both air temperature and mean radiant temperature were above the optinmm 
range . 
Classroom G-3 . With no effects from the sun on the da.Y Classroom 
G-3 was visited, Table Ini, page 207, and Figure 36 show mean radiant 
temperature and air temperature to have been nearly identical but 
slightly high. 
Classroom H-1. Perhaps because of the small windows, the lack of 
any auxiliary heat for downdraft protection, and the absence of sunshine, 
mean radiant conditions in the classrooms studied in School H were more 
nearly b alanced 'With air temperatures than in any other school as evi­
denced by analyzing Figure 37, page 221 in its entirety. Conditions in 
Classroom H-1 were identical but too hat . 
Classroom .!!::,g. Mean radiant temperature was identical to air 
temperature in each zone of Classroom H-2, with Zone I one degree warmer 
than Zone V.  Zone I had a man of about 76�. whi ch  may have been just 
a little too warm. 
220 
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Figure 36 .  Comparison of air temperature, globe themoJIJ9ter 
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Figure 37. Comparison of air temperature., globe thennometer 
readings, and mean radiant temperature in classrooms in School H .  
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Classroom H-3. According to Table XIII, page Z:l7, and F�ure 37, 
page 221, the man radiSJit temperature and air temperature of Zone V, 
Room H-3, were approximately three degrees lower than the nean radtant 
temperature and sir temperature of Zone I. All readtngs were within the 
optimum range, hcwever. 
Classroom I-1. Figure 38 and Table XIII, page 207, show no 
-
special radiant problems for Classroom I-1 other than that the nsan of 
both zones were about one degree too high. 
Classroom !:,g. Although Classroom I-2 was not subjected to any 
appreciable solar gain because of the rainy outside weather conditions, 
Table Xlli, page 2D7 , and Figure 38 show mean radiant temperatures in 
bath zones to have been in excess of 80�. Excessive radiant heat from 
the convectors created this situation. 
Classroom I-3 . The .final graphs in Figure 38 indicate that 
excessive radtant heat fran the convectors was responsible for the some­
what higher radiant temperature found in lx>th zones . Since the sir tem-
perature was too high also, conditions outside the optimum range existed 
in I-3 . 
G. SJMMARY 
Chapter VI has been concerned with analyses of the thermal data 
pertaining to air temperature and man radiant temperature collected in 
twenty-seven classrooms in nine selected schools . Raw data were 
22.3 
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converted to mean scores, wbm advisable and dispersions from the mean 
were :indicated in terms or ranges and standard deviations . Presentation 
was made in textual, tabular, and graphic form, with analyses of the 
data effected by inspection in terms or the thermal criteria iderrliified 
in Chapter IV. 
Attention was gl.ven to the thermal environment that existed in 
each classroom rather than to the school as a whole because of the 
various thermal factors that can affect each individual classroom. The 
investigator used the terms, complete:cy, adequate:cy, inadequately, and 
not at all, when the situation warranted their use, to explain to what 
extent specific room conditims met the different criteria. 
Temperature conditicns were not found to be too compatible with 
Criterion 1. Forty-four per cent of all working area readings were 
above 750p'.,  the upper limit of the optimum range. Since 720F. is 
often considered the optimum temperature by some, an interesting finding 
reveals d that 86. 2 per cent of the working area temperatures recorded 
were above 72'>!'. Only six of the twenty-sevEn classrooms completely met 
Criterion 1, while seven did not meet the criterion in any wa;, .  Five of 
the six complstely meting Criterion 1 were classrooms using unit venti­
lators for heating and ventilating. 
Most classrooms did not meet adequately Critericn 2 relating to 
mean radiant temperature. Sun shining through window glass was the 
factor that quite often created considerably higher mean radiant 
temperatures than air temperatures. 
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Chapter VII will be concerned with the anal;yses of data related 
to the relative humidity, ventilation, and air movement of the twenty­
seven classrooms in the nine selected schools. 
CHAPTER m 
ANALYSES OF RELATM HUMIID:TY, VENTilATION 
AND AIR MOVEMENT DATA 
A. IN'l'ROIDCTION 
The purpose or Chapter VII is to present analyses of data per­
taining to relative humidity., ventilation, and air movement in the 
twenty-seven selected classrooms. Measurements of these phenomena were 
converted to means and ranges, presented in textual, tabular, and 
graphic form and analyzed through inspection or the graphs md tables 
in terms or the various criteria. 
B. ANALYSIS OF THERMAL DATA PERTAINING 
TO REIJ.TIVE HUMIIJ[TI 
Criterion 1• � air  temperature .!.!!! !.!!!!! radiant temperature 
.!'!! � optimwn level, optimum relative humidity seems � �  around 2Q 
per �� t1o per cent . 
The criterion, as stated, could have been met either completely 
or not at all. Table XIV and Figures 39-47 enable the reader to denote 
which rooms met the criterion and which did not. The relative humidity 
figures presmted are means of the hourly humidity readings that were 
taken each d•. 
In add1 tl.on to denoting the classroom relative humidity in rela­
tion to Criterion 3, Figures 39-471 pages 228-236, also graphical.ly 
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TABlE XIV 
COMPARISON OF THERMAL DATA WITH CRITERION 3 
Criterion 
Relatd. ve humidity of 50 per cent Mean 
±10 E!r cent corrected 
Relatd.ve humidity effective 
Classroan (To nearest 'Whole per cent ) temperature 
A-1 40% 68.50F. 
A-2 36% 68.00F. 
A-3 3� 69.50]'. 
B-1 34% 70.0<lF. 
B-2 38% 7l.OOF. 
B-3 4.3% 67.00F. 
C-1 5� 69.00F. 
C-2 45% 70.50F. 
C-3 Ia$ 69. 00F. 
D-1 37% 70.00F. 
D-2 42% 74.50F. 
D-3 38% 69.50F. 
E-1 4:1$ 68. 50F. 
E-2 31% 69.50]'. 
E-3 5� 74.50F. 
F-1 61% 72.00F. 
F-2 44% 69.50F. 
F-3 4:1$ 67.25�. 
G-1 26% 67. 50F. 
G-2 38% 7l.OOF. 
G-3 43% 70.00F. 
H-1 4� 71.00F. 
H-2 38% 69.00F. 
H-3 32% 67.00J. 
I-1 44% 69.50F. 
I-2 5L% 74.00F. 
I-3 4L% 7l.OOF. 
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0 10 20 30 40 50 
Classroom A-1 
Clas sroom A-2 
Classroom A-3 
Figure 39. Comparison of mean classroan relative lmmidity with 
mean outside relative hwnidity for classrooms in School A. 
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Classroom B-1 
Clas sroom B-2 
Classroom B-3 
Figure 40.  Comparison ot mean classroom relative humidl. t;y ld.th 
mean outside relative humidity tor classrooms in School B. 
0 10 2 
2.30 
Classroom c-1 
Clas sroom 0-2 
M R L I E...::H�u;.:.:M:=.I.::;.DI=-=-=Y:....-_______ ..,. 
30 
Classroom 0-3 
Figure !il. Conparison of mean classroom relative humidity with 
mean outside relative humidity for classrooms in School C .  
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Classroom D-1 
Clas sroom D-2 
Clas sroom D-3 
Figure 42. Comparison of mean classroom relative humidity with 
mean outside relative humidity for classrooms in School D. 
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Figure 43 .  Comparison or mean classroom relative humidity with 
mean outside relative humidity for classrooms in School E.  
Classroom F-1 




Clas sroom F-3 
Figure !dJ .  Comparison of mean classroom relative humidity with 
mean outside relative humidity for classrooms in School F. 
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Figure h5. Comparison of mean classroom relative humidity with 
mean outside relative humidity for classrooms in School G. 
Classroom H-1 
Classroom H-2 
Clas sroom H-3 
Figure 46. Comparison or mean classroom relative humidity ld. th 
mean outside relative humidity for classrooms in School H .  
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Classroom I-1 
Classroom I -2 
Clas sroom I-3 
Figure 47. Comparison of mean classroom relative humidity with 
mean outside relative humidity for classrooms in School I .  
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portrq the nsan outside relative humidity for the particular ds;y 
involved. As illustrated by the figures, each of the twenty-seven dqs 
but one recorded a mean relative humidity or at least 40 per cent . The 
one exception was the 33..5 per cent recordl.ng on March 17, 1961, when 
data were col.J.scted in Classroom G-1. 
Tabls XIV, page 227, also presents the mean corrected effective 
temperature for each day. The mean corrected effective temperature was 
derived by utilizing the mean globe readings for the day instead or the 
mean dry bulb reading, the mean air movenent as measured by the Kata 
thermometer and the nean wet bulb reading taken from the sling psy­
chrometer. ihe corrected effective temperature was then derived from an 
enlarged copy at the effective temperature chart sho'Wll in Figure 76, 
Appendix B, page 304. 
Although this stuey did not endorse the effective temperature car 
cept as being a 'criterion for thermal control, an interesting comparison 
of the mean corrected effective temperature with the optilrmm winter tem­
perature of 670-680F. Effective Temperature listed in the 1959 Guide and 
previously discussed in this report can be made. The reader must keep 
in mind that the use Of the globe readings added a correction factor 
that increased most of the corrected effective readings because JJSan 
radlant temperature was higher than air temperature in most instances. 
Only the mean corrected effective temperature of five rooms met 
the standard of 67°-680f.  Effective Temperature . The five rooms are 
A-2, B-3, F-3, G-1, and H-2 . In meeting the Effective Temperature 
standard, an interesting observation is that three of the rooms did not 
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meet the 40 per cent minimum named in Criterion 3 of this stuqy; in 
fact, the mean figure of 26 per cent recarded in Classroom G-1 repre­
sented the lowest mean relative humidity of all schools studied. This 
certainly seems to indicate that control of a combinatim of factars is 
essential for the establishment of an optimum Effective Temperature; yet 
the range of combinations of factors is relati vezy wide. The range did 
not seem to be wide enough for twenty-two of the rooms, hcwever. The 
adjustment of the mean corrected temperature recarded in the various 
rooms to 67°-680,. Effective Temperature would have required an adjust­
ment of either air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air movenent, 
or relative humidity, or a combination of all four factors .  
Turning spe cificalzy to  Criterion 3, fifteen of the wenty-seven 
rooms investigated (A-1, B-3 , C-1, C-2, C-3, D-2, E-1, E-3, F-2, F-3, 
G-3, H-1, I-1, I-2, aDi I-3 ) had relative humidities within the desired 
range . Seven of the fifteen rooms had temperatures above the upper 
limits of Criterion 1, hcwever. The temperature could have been reduced 
to the criterion level in all seven of the rooms and optimum relative 
humidity still have been maintained. Only the temperature of one of the 
rooms, H-1, could have been reduced completely with the use of outside 
air for cooling, though, on the specific days studied because of high 
outdoor temperatures .  
The ne an  relative humidity of eleven of the twenty-seven rooms 
(A-2, A-3, B-1, B-2, D-1, D-3, �2, G-1, G-2, H-2, and H-3) fell below 
40 per cent o The temperature of all of the rooms but G-1 could have 
been reduced enough to have allowed a minimum relative humidity of 40 
per cent and still maintained a thirty-inch temperature within the 
Criterion 1 range. On the particular days studied, the temperature 
could have been reduced to the desired level completely by the use of 
outdoor air in six of the eleven rooms (A-2, A-3 , D-3, G-1, H-2, and 
H-3 ) .  
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The relative humidity of one room, F-1, was one degree above the 
Criterion 3 range at 61 per cent . This deviation, of course, is not 
critical; nor were many of the readings that were 2 or 3 per cent below 
the miniJm.un per cent listed in the range. The room temperature o£ Room 
F-1 was too high, hOW'ever, and normal cooling would have increased the 
relative humidity. If strict adherence to the criterion were desired 
in this case, some methcd o£ wringing excessive moisture fran the air 
would have been needed. 
Although only :f'ii'teen o£ the classrooms investigated JDBt the 
criterion in a literal sense, the data would seem to substantiate 
Herrington' s  belie£ that a better regulation of combined thermal effects 
would be mare desirabls than too much attention to the ccntrol of rela­
tive humidity. 
C.  ANALYSIS OF THERMAL DATA PERTAINING TO VENTILATION 
Criterion .!!• Classrooms should be ventilated adequately with 
clean, fresh, outdoor air to maintain control � overheating � to 
dissipate odors. 
Table XV indicates whether the particular functions of ventila­































COMPARISON OF THERMAL DATA WITH CRITERION 4 
Criterion 
Classroom ventilated adequately with 
outdoor air to: 
clean., fresh., 
Maintain control over 
overheating 





























Degree of odor 
ImperceptiDle odor (o.o) 
Imperceptible odor (o.o) 
Imperceptible odor (0.0) 
Obje ctionable odor ( 2.9)  
Moderate odor (2.0)  
Imperceptible odor (0.4) 
Imperceptible odor (0.0) 
Imperceptible odor (0.0) 
Imperceptible odor (0.0) 
Percep tible odor (0.7)  
Perceptible odor (0.9)  
Objectionable odor (.3 .0) 
Perceptible odor ( 0. 8) 
Perceptible odor (1.0)  
Objectionable odor (.3.0) 
Moderate odor (1.9)  
Perceptible odor (1.0) 
Moderate odor (1.9)  
Moderate odor (1.9)  
Moderate odor (1.9)  
Moderate odor (1. 7)  
Imperceptible odor (0.1) 
Imperceptible odor (0.0) 
Imperceptible odor (0.0)  
Obj ecticnable odor ( 2.6) 
Objectionable odor ( 2.9 )  
Moderate odor (2.2) 
carried outo OVerheating is considered a mean thirty-inch reading in 
excess ot the maximum of 75"F. specified in Criter.i.on 1. Degree ot odor 
presented in Table XV, page 240, represents a mean or the hourly subjec­
tive odor checks made by the investigator. The reader may note the type 
of ventilation employed in each school by referring to Table VI, page 
124. 
Fourteen of the twenty-seven rooms were overheated including 
three out of the nine rooms employing unit ventilators, all three rooms 
using a central. system of ventilation, and eight of the fifteen using 
window ventilation. Seven of the fourteen could have had the aver­
heating problem greatly improved by adequate outdoor air, while four 
could have maintained canplete control aver overheating by admitting 
adequate outdoor air. Of the remaining three, the unit ventilator did 
an excellent job in one until the outside temperature reached the high 
sixties, and the outside temperature was in the sixties and seventies 
for the complete mw- when the thermal environment of the other two rooms 
was investigated. 
The investigator considered that ten of the rooms had impercepti­
bls odor, five had perceptible odor, seven had moderate odor, and five 
had obj ectionable odor . Four of the five rooms having objectionable 
odor aJ.so were overheated . Four of the five ro oms  with ob jectionable 
odors were rooms depending upon windows for ventilati on while the fifth 
room was a room with a central system of ventilation. The objectionable 
odors in the fifth room perhaps were more closely related to the low 
socio-economic status of the retarded class than to overheatingo 
Using the data presented in Table XV, page 240, the investigator 
considers the classroom thermal catditions present on the day investi-
gated to have met Criterion 4 in the following manner: A-1, completely; 
A-2, complete�, A-3, completely; B-1, not at all; B-2, inadequately; 
B-3, completely; C-1, completely; C-2, adequately; C-3, complete�; D-1, 
inadequately; D-2, inadequately; D-3, not at aJ.l; E-1, adequately; E-2, 
adequate�; E-3, not at all; F-1, inadequately; F-2, adequately; F-3, 
adequately; G-1, adequately; G-2, inadequately; G-3, inadequately; H-1, 
adequately; H-2, adequately; H-3, completely; I-1, inadequately, I-2, 
not at aJ.l; and I-3, inadequately. 
D. ANALYSIS OF THERMAL DATA PERTAINlNG 
TO AIR MOVEMENT 
Criterion 5. Air move:rrent within the classroom S1ou1d be contin-..;.;;;o,--.;-..;;,.;.o;.;;. - - - - ...;....;... ...;;=.. 
� .!!!.<! sufficient to distribute heat evenl.,y throughout the working 
level of the � � the horizontal plane and to minimize excessive tem­
perature gradients from tl:B :t'loor to � ceiling. 
Pert:i.nent data relating thermal conditions in all classrooms to 
Criterion 5 are found in Table XVI. The mean differential between maxi-
mum and rn:Urbnun 30-inch readings, the mean differential. between the 6-
inch and 60-inch readings at the center of the room, and the nean 
differential between the 60-inch aid 120-inch readings at the center of 
the room are presented in order to determine to what extent Criterion 1 
is met . Since no optimum air move:rrent was stated in the criterion 
statemnt, the range of air movements as measured by a Kata thermometer 
TABlE XVI 
COMPARISON OF THJ!RMAL DATA WITH CRITERION 5 
Criterion 
Air movement continuous and sufficient to : 
mstribute heat 
evenly through-
out the working Minimize excessive 
level of the temperature gradiem s 
room at the from the floor to the 
horizcntal plane ceil.ine: 
Mean differen-
tial between Mean differential 
max:hmun and between 
Range of masured minimum 3011 1 611 and 6011 0011 and 120" 
Classroom air movement readings readings readings 
A-1 10-50 fpm 1.450F. 4.090]'. 0.980F. 
A-2 5-50 fpm 0.820]'., 4.ooor. oo56or. 
A-3 2-55 fpm Oo 77or. 1.840F. lo090F. 
B-1 1-ll fpm l.040F. 4.670F. 6.780p'. 
B-2 Imperceptible .. 32. fpm 0.930F. 4.240f. 5.120f. 
B-3 Impe rceptible-42 fpm 1.560f. 2. 840F. 5.720F. 
C-1 3-18 fpm o.450F. o.880F. 0.360F. 
C-2 1-18 fpm o.65<>r. 2.070F. 3.120f. 
C-3 2-24 fpm o.670f. 1.460F. 1.400F. 
D-1 Imperceptible-10 fpm o.570f. 3 .980F. 2.68or. 
D-2 7-25 fpm 1.980F .. 1.6l<>.F. 0.780f. 
D-3 2-13 fpm 1.51 <>.F. 1.850f. 1.700f. 
E-1 4-20 fpm o.67<>r. 1.60or. O.l60f. 
E-2 Imperceptible-20 fpm 1.180f. 2.550F. o.nor. 
E-3 2-50 fpm 1.180F. lo 45"Fo 2. 230F. 
F-1 9-20 fpm 2o 090fo 1.120f. 1.160f. 
F-2 8-100 fpm 1. 250r. 0.910f. 1.140f. 
F-3 7-20 fpm lo040fo 3 .410F. o.480r. 
G-1 2-30 fpm 1.450F . 2.60°F. 3o64<>.F • 
G-2 Imperceptible-5 fpm o.6oor. 2.230f. 2. 89<>.F. 
G-3 Imperceptible-10 fpm o.880f. 3.l5or. 2.870F. 
H-1 5-25 fpm lo200F. o.8Bor. -0.03oF. 
H-2 5-31 fpm lo 270F'o lo450Fo o.12or. 
H-3 10-31 fpm 2.670F .. o.65oF. o.420F. 
I-1 Imperceptible-50 fpm 1.14or. 5o83°Fo 4. 720f. 
I-2 2-28 fpm 0.920F. 4.530f. B.ooor. 
I-3 Imperceptible :mvement ! o. 770f. 4.650F. 4o030fo 
' 
that are recorded in Table XVI actually serves more as a guide than as a 
component of the criterion. Some types of classroom heating systems do 
not require as much air movemant as do othe rs in order to perform the 
functions specified in Criterion 5. 
Figures 46-74 that follow graphically illustrate temperature 
gradients at the 6-inohJ 30-inohJ 60-inch, md 120-inoh levels from the 
floor to the ceiling at the center of each room. The discussion to 
follow w.l.ll refer to the var.ious figures as they relate to the discus­
sion, while the data contained in Table XVI ,  page 24.3, should be assumed 
to be incorporated in the conclusions regarding conditims found in each 
classroom. 
Classroom A-1. Figure 46 illustrates a mean difference of 
slight� more than four :Inches from the 6-inch t o  the 60-inch level, 
with less  than a degree difference from the 6o-inch to the liD-inch 
level. The reader will note throughout Figures 48 -74 that the gradient 
between the 6-inch and the .30-inoh level is actually greater than that 
existing between any other two levels o Cold slab-on-grade floors par­
tial� account for such a dlf ferential. at the floor level o The recorded 
6-inoh reading was 660F o while the maximum 120-inoh reading was 76<>F. 
Neither extreme of the range were typical readings . Air movement was 
ccntinuous. The investigator cmsidered the criteri on to have been met 
adequately. 
Classroom A-2. Figure 49, page 246, shows the same difference of 
10 degrees that existed between the :mininn.un 6-inch reading and the 
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Figure 49.  Temperature gradients from floor to ceiling at center of Classroom A-2 . 
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maximum 120-inch reading that existed in Classroom A-1. The mean dif­
ferential at the 30-inch horizontal plane was less than a degree. Air 
movement vas contimlous so the criterion was considered to have been met 
adequate:cy. 
Classroom A-3.  Figure .50 shows gradient condi tiona that existed 
in Classroom A-3. Although the range of air movement was as great as 
that found in Rooms A-1 and A-2, mean air movement was less, and the 
results  seem to have been better. A mean difference of less than two 
degrees existed between the 6-inch and 60-inch reading. All data 
enabled the criterion to have been met complete:cy. 
Classroom B-1. Air movement evidently was insufficient in Class­
room B-1. Figure .51, page 249, shows a mean floor to ceiling difference 
of better than 10 degrees with a difference range of 3.5 degrees . 
Average air mcwement was less than six feet per minute as recorded by 
the Kata thermometer. Thermal conditions seemed to have net Criterion .5 
rather inadequately. 
Classroom B-2. Conditions relating to air movement in Classroom 
B-2 were alm.ost as bad as those in B-1. At one time, the Kata thermom­
eter could reveal no air movenent in Zone V at the .5-foot level and the 
range between the highest 120-inch reading and the la�est 6-inch reading 
was 'Z7 degrees. The mean differential at the 30-inch horizo:rrl;al level 
was less than 1 degree, but cmditions over-all inadequately net the 
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Figure 50. Temperature gradients from floor to ceiling at center of Classroom A-3 ·  
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Classroom B-3 . Figure 53 shOW's the three lOW'er readings,  6-inch, 
30-inch, and 6o-inch, to be grouped close� together with less than 3 
degrees separating the 6- and 60-inch levels .  The nsan differential be­
tween the 6o-inch and 120-inch level was within the differential nor­
mal.� expected with radiant heat. The average air movement for the day 
was near� 17 feet per minute. Despite the tremendous range of 37 de­
grees between the max:i.mwn 120-inch reading and the larest 6-inch reading, 
the criterion seems to have been net adequately for the day investigated. 
Classroom £:!• Classroom C-1 contained some of tm best examples 
of good air movement; of any room visited. Figure 54, page 253, illus­
trates a mean differential of slightly more than one degree between the 
floor and ceiling. The reader also can observe the close relationship 
that existed between temperatures a:t the lower two levels .  Continuous 
air movement and a mean horizontal differential of less than one-half of 
a degree enabled the classroom to completely meet the criterion. 
Classroom C-2. The reader can observe tm same type of relation­
ship between the lower levels of readings in the C-2 graph, Figure 55, 
page 254. Perhaps 1he wooden floors influenced the pleasant envirol'lJJeiit . 
Cart� 1he adequacy of the ventilation and air movement system is 
evident and the criterion was completely met. 
Classroom C-3 .  The criterion also was complete� met in Class­
room C-3 as shown by Figure 56, page 2.55. The mean horizontal differ­
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Figure 53 · Temperature gradients from floor to ceiling at center of Classroom B-3 ·  
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Figure 54. Temperature gradients �rom �loor to ceiling at center of Classroom C-1. 
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classrooms in School C.  The ne an d:i£ferential from floor to ceiling was 
less than 3 feet. 
Classroom �· No air movement was recorded in Zone I of Room 
D-1 beneath the discharge grilles of the heating and ventilating system, 
and maximum air movement on the w.i.ndCJW"-wall side of the room within the 
work:i.ng zone was only 10 feet per minute .  Figure 57 shows conditions 
not as good as those in School C but good enough to neet the criterion 
adequately, the only criterion that Classroom D-1 met. 
Classroom D-2. For some reason, air movement in Classroom D-2 
was higher than that found in D-1, and the differential between the 
floor and ceiling was correspondingly better. As shown in Figure 58, 
page 258, a mean d:i£ferential of slightly over 2 degrees existed between 
the 6-inch and 120-inch level. A fairly large mean differential of 
nearly 2 degrees existed between maximum and minimum 3>-inch horizontal 
readings.  This differential was due partly to slight differences be­
tween the corridor wall and window wall temperatures.  The criterion was 
met adequately, however. 
Classroom D-3. Figure 59, page 259, shows gradients for Class­
room D-3. Of interest is the 3-hour and 30-minute span beginning at 
lOaOO a.m. when the differential between the 60-incll and 120-inch levels 
were constant at 2 degrees apart. Excessive gradients were avoided and 
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Figure 58 . Temperature gradients from floor to ceiling at center of Classroom D-2 . 
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Classroom E-1. Good conditions were evident in Classroom E-1 as 
-
depicted in Figure 60. Mean air movement was only about 10 feet per 
minute, but warm air was constantly escaping into the unheated corridor 
through the ceiling level opening IIEiltioned in Chapter V. Total differ-
ential between floor and ceiling was less than 2 degrees . All data 
enabled the room to completely meet the criterion. 
Classroom E-2o The air movenent recorded at the $-foot level of 
Zone v, Room E-2, was not perceptible at 8:00 a.m. The results of a 
strong breeze shortly thereafter resulting from window ventilation are 
evident in the drop of the 6-inch reading in Figure 61, page 262, illus­
trating one of the disadvantages of both air movement and ventilation 
produced by open windows. The total end results were favorable, 
however, and the criterion was considered to be adequately met . 
Classroom E-3 . Figure 62, page 263, shows conditions that existed 
in Classroom E-3 .  Opening and closing of windows produced acme unneces­
sary temperature wavering, but mean condi tiona adequately met the 
criterion. 
Classroom F-1. Criterion S was considered to have been met 
adequately in Classroom F-1 because of the gradient situation pictured 
in Figure 63, page 264. The mean horizontal differential was actually 
the second worst recorded. 
Classroom F-2. Temperature gradients in Classroom F-2 are shown 
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Figure 60 . Temperature gradients from floor to ceiling at center of Classroom E-1 .  
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Figure 62 . Temperature gradients from floor to ceiling at center of Classroom E-3·  
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Figure 63. Temperature gradients from floor to ceiling at center of Classroom F-1. 
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no heat supplied to Classrooms F-1 and F-2 from the heating system be­
cause or the hi@l outside temperature. Figure 64, page 265, depicts 
conditions created by air coming into tile room at a rate approach:ing 100 
feet per minute all day. The conditions adequately' net Criterion 5. 
Classroom F-3. Figure 65 shows some results  of downdraft from an 
unheated window wall. However, the .3 .41 °F. differential between the 6-
inch and the 30-inch reading was offset by the closeness of the ather 
three levels . Classroom F-3 met Criterion 5 adequately. 
Classroom .Q:!. A ty-pical convector-heated room is shown in 
Figure 66, page 268. The larer two levels probably are closer to each 
other than normally is true becaua e the room was a secmd story one, 
thus affording warmer fioors. The conditims in G-1 were considered to 
have DSt the criterion adequately becaua� or the lCM nean temperature 
difference between the 6-inch and .30-inch level. 
Classroom .Q.::g_. Although window ventilation was afforded, air 
movenent in Classroom G-2 was very leN, at om point in the dey" not even 
registering m the Kata thermoneter. Condi tiona pictures in Figure 67, 
page 269, were quite good, however, and the la1 mean horizontal gradient 
of only' o.6o� . enabled Classroom G-2 to completely meet Criterion 5. 
Classroom G-3. Conditions in Classroom G-3 were generally good 
enough for the criterion to be met adequately'. Figure 68, page 270, 
shows the temperature gradients :in the room. 
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Figure 68 . Temperature gradients from floor to ceiling at center of Classroom G- 3 ·  
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Classroom H-1. Figure 69 graphically illustrates an amazing feat 
of minimizing excessive gradients from floor to ceiling. The nean tem­
perature dif'ferential between the 6-inch and 120-inch level in Classroom 
H-1 was less than 1 degree with a good air movenent thrrughout the roam. 
A rather unique si.tuation that also existed was that tm mean differ­
ential between the 6-inch and 120-inch level was actually o.030F. less 
than the differential between the 6-inch and 6o-inch level. Because the 
mean horizonta1 differential was slight:cy over 1 degree, however, the 
criterion was considered to have been met adequately rather than 
completely. 
Classroom H-2. Figure 10, page 273, shows ccnditions existing in 
Classroan H-2 similar to those that existed in Classroom H-1. Mean dif­
ferential between the 6-inch and 120-inch readings was only 1.570f. 
Classroom H-2 also was kept from neeting Critericn 5 completely because 
the mean differential at the horizontal level was slightly over 1 degree. 
The criterion was met adequately. 
Classroom H-3 .  The lowest differential between the 6-inch and 
60-inch reading found in any school was the 0.65�. differential that 
existed in Classroom H-3 . Figure 71, page 274, also shOW's  that the 
maximum d:l.fferentia1 between the highest ceiling reading and the lowest 
floor reading was only 4 degrees .  Far some reason, the mean horizonta1 
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Classroom !::!· Figure 72 presents quite a contrast from Figures 
69, 70, and 71. With a mean differential of more than 10 degrees be­
tween the floor and ceil:ing, the criterion was very inadequately met in 
Classroom I-1. 
Classroom I-2. The mean floor to ceil:ing di.f'ferential in Class­
room I-2, as shown in Figure 73, page 277, was the largest differential 
found in any classroom examined. The 8-degree mean range from the 6o­
inch to the 120-inch level was exceptionally high, so the inadequate 
rating seemed quite appropriate. 
Classroom I-3 . Classroom I-3 was the only classroom visited by 
investigator in which the Kata thermometer did not register any air 
movement at any location within the room. Figm"e 74, page 278, shows 
the excess temperature gradients that were pro<hlced, thus causing the 
room to meet the criterion inadequately. 
E. SUMMARY 
The primary purpose of this chapter has been to present the data 
relating to relative humidity, ventilation, and air movement found in 
the twenty-seven selected classrooms investigated. 
Fifteen of the twenty-seven classrooms had humidities within the 
desired criterion range. If coupled with temperatures, however, the re­
sulting effective temperatures were not always at the optimum level 
because of the many room air temperatures or globe readings outside the 
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Figure 73 • Temperature gradients from floor to ceiling at center of Clas sroom I-2 . 
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Seven classrooms met Criterion 4 pertaining to ventilation com­
pletely, eight met the criterion adequately, eight nst the criterion 
inadequately, and four failed to meet the criterion at all. Odors were 
not too unpleasant because of the relatively low relative humidities 
during the beating season, but fourteen of the rooms were overheated. 
Air movement within the classroom was folllld to range from no 
movement to one hundred feet per minute, while resulting nsan vertical 
differential.s fran the floor to the ceiling ranged from less than one 
degree to mare than twelve degrees and maan horizontal differential.s 
ranged fran less than om degree to nearly three degrees. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SJMMARY, CONCIDSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study has been to analyze and appraise condi­
tions relating to thennal environment in the classroom that existed in 
selected schools . Solution of the problem was effected through the 
following sub-proplems: 
Sub-problem ! 
� identify criteria related � thermal factors affecting class­
roam environment. 
After establishing a thermal background, attention was given to 
identification of the best available criteria relating to thennal 
factors in the classroom environment in order that th e  criteria could be 
utilized for the evaluation of the thennal environment in selected 
classrooms. 
The core of the five selected criteria is as folla�s: 
Criterion Number 1. • • •  An optinrom air temperature for � 
classroom activity .£!!:!! be found within the range of 70°F. to 750F • • • •  
!2!, � opt:l.nmm desired temperature f2!: any activity, the temperature 
should not !!!7. !!'!2!:! !!'!!a ±2 degrees . 
Criterion Number �· An ideal cla.ssroom temperature exists when 
both � temperature and � radiant temperature .!!:! identical � 
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within the optimum range. Since this situation does � alwa;ys exist, 
� provision � be � f2!:_ counteracting � eliminating the heat 
!2!! _2!:. the � to cold walls and windows. 
Criter.:l.on Number J.• With air temperature and !!!.!!! radiant tem­
perature at the optinmm level, optinmm relative humidity seems to be 
around 50 .E!!: cent ±10 per �. 
Criterion Number ]!. Classrooms should be ventilated adequate]¥ 
with clean, fresh, outdoor air to maintain control � overheating � 
� dissipate odors. 
Criter.:ton Nwnber 2.· Air mavensnt within the classroom should be 
continuous and sufficient to distribute heat evm1y throughout .!!!! 
wo:rlcing level � the � at the horizontal plane and to minimize 
excessive temperature gradients from the floor to the ceiling. 
Sub-problem g 
To app1y criteria identified to ! varied sele ction of classrooms 
!! .! means !!f. detennining existing conditions relating to thermal 
environment in the classro om. 
_ _  ..;.,;,;,;...;;;...�...;;,;;.;;; 
Nine schools, with three classrooms from each school were 
selected for the study. Included were : (1) eight buildings less than 
ten years of age and one constructed in 1943, constructed from wood, 
masonry, and curtain wall materials with classroom windows in selected 
rooms oriented toward every direction; ( 2) three schools utilizing unit 
ventilators for heating, three utilizing radiation, and one each 
utilizing hot water fioor panels, electric baseboards, and a central 
direct-fired air system; and (3) schools ranging in size fran eight 
roams and two hundred pupils to twenty-seven rooms and seven hundred 
fif'ty pupils. 
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In order to evaluate thennal conditims in the selected class­
rooms, the investigator spent a day in each of the selected classrooms 
dlri.ng the nonnal heating season months of February and March, 1961, for 
the purpose of collecting data that could be utilized in analyzing 
thermal conditims . Data collected included classroom and outdoor air 
temperatures, mean radiant temperature, outdoor and indoor relative 
humidity, air movement readings, and subjective odor ratings.  
Instruments that were capable of neasm-ing thermal phenomena with 
consistent accuracy were used. The instrwnents included: two Palmer 
mercurial thermometers, a Wheelco twelve-point thennocouple recorder, a 
Bristol Thermo-Humidigraph, a Short and Mason Hygro-Thermograph, two 
Bacharach tempscribe temperature recorders, a homemade glebe thermometer 
with mercurial thennometer inserts, a Taylor sling psychrometer, a Kata 
thermometer, and a titanium tetrachloride smoke gun. 
Sub-problem _d 
!.£ analyze the findings in the light of the criteria in order to 
� conclusions relating to the present situation regarding thennal � 
vironment in classrooms in the .!!:!!. investigated. 
Approxima.te4r ll!>, 000 temperature readings alone were recorded 
during the pericx:l of the investigation, as well as many other ldnds of 
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data. In order to put the various data into some type of working order, 
selected random sampling was utilized with various temperature readings, 
the arithmetic mean was used to describe central tendency, and the range 
and standard deviation were used to determine dispersion. The organized 
data were presented in textual, tabular, and graphic fo:nns nth analyses 
by inspection in terms of the criteria. 
Forty-four per cent of all classroom world.ng area temperature 
readings were above 750F., the upper limit of the optimum range, with 
86. 2 per cent above 720F. � 2.1 per cent of the readings were below 
70�., the lower limit of the optimum range. The maximum single tem­
perature reading for any point within the air space from the floor to 
the ceiling was a reading of lOOOF. recorded at the l20-inch level, 
while the minimum single temperature reading for any point within the 
same air space was a 58CT. reading at the 6-inch level. 
Onl.y six of the twenty-seven classrooms net Criterion 1 per­
tai ni.ng to air temperature completely, while seven did not meet the 
criterion in any way.. Five of the six completely meeting the air tem­
perature criterion were classrooms using unit ventilators for heating 
and ventilating. 
More classroans failed to meet Criterion 2, the mean radiant 
temperature criterion, than any other criterion, owing to the fact that 
mean radiant temperature often rose above the air temperature and out­
side the optimum range. Sunshine on window glass was the chief 
offender, producing high ne an  radiatt temperatures near the window 
wall or the roam. 
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The mean classroom relative humidity was within the criterion 
range on fll'teen of the twenty-seven days of the investigation. Eleven 
mean classroom humidities fell bela-r the minimum of liD per cent, with 
on:cy- one classroom above tm upper limits of the optimum range at 61 per 
cent, a one per cent deviation. 
The need for more adequate ventilation was foUDi with fourteen of 
the twenty-seven classroans overheated and five roams containing objec­
tionable odors. No perceptible odors were found in any of the class­
rooms employing unit ventila:tors. 
Air movensnt within the selected classrooms ranged fran no per­
ceptible movement to one hundred feet per minnte as recorded by the Kata 
thermometero Mean vertical temperature differentials from the fioor to 
the ceiling ranged from o. a so to 12 .S3DF. , while mean horizontal temper­
ature differentials at the thirty-inch level of the classroom ranged 
from 0.4_$0 to 2.670f. 
Alter app�g the- thermal data to the rigid yardstick of the 
criteria, only two classrooms were considered to have met all five cri­
teria completely on the day of investigationo One classroom nst all but 
one criterion completely, whil.e nine met at least four out of the five 
adequately or better. Five classrooms DEt at least three of the cri­
teria Ed. ther completely or adequately. Three or more of the criteria 
were met inadequately <IE' nat at all in ten classrooms . 
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B. CONCIDSIONS 
The following con clusions were derived as a result of this study: 
lo The identified criteria represent the best ideas concerning 
therml environment and with onq slight modificati on could be used to 
evaluate classroom thennal condi tiona in any section of the United 
States. 
2. Too large a percentage of classroom temperatures was above 
the optimum range, regardless of whether the outside temperature was 
above or below 6oe>r. 
3. There was no consistent pattern of classroom temperatures 
for various age groups in the classrooms studied. 
4. Outside air utilized for ventilation by unit ventilators can 
effectively combat overheating until the outside temperature rises above 
60�. 
5.  Closing dam the boiler on days when the outside temperature 
approacmd 6oOF. contributed favorably to the thermal environment of two 
schools . 
6. The proper maintenance of unit ventilator filters is essen­
tial to their efficient operation. 
7 .  Excessive glass seems to have been one of th e  greatest 
deterrents to the maintenance of optimum thermal conditions in the 
classrooms studied. 
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8. Orientation, roof overhangs, blinds, and drapes should all be 
used, if necessary, to keep the sun away from the wind<M area. A 
simpler solution would be to eliminate much of the large amount s of 
window glass now prevalent in modem s chool construction. 
9.  Becaus e of the effect of the sun upon the windc:Ms of the 
classrooms studied, mean radiant temperature presented a slightly dif­
ferent problem than expected, since tl:B mean radiant temperature was 
seldom below the air temperature, and was always above the air tempera­
ture when the sun was shining directly en the windCM wall. 
10. The situation described in Conclusion 9 is not ne cessarizy 
applicable to the entire United States, or even to the area investigated 
if colder weather conditions prevail. Outside temperatures during the 
time of data collecti cn perhaps were not low enough to create cold wall 
and damdraft problems. 
11. Since no serious damdraft prd:> 1ems were encountered except 
in the two schools that had no positive heat at the window wall, the 
purchase of sp ecial down-draft equipment in the Southeastern Region is 
perhaps questionable if visual strips are used for windc:Ms and the 
heating unit is located by the window wall. 
12. The deviations of relative humidity from the optimum range 
that were encountered in the study could have b een corrected in most in­
stances by lowering the temperature to a point ·still within the optimum 
range . 
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13. The data seemed to indicate the importance ot adequate out­
side a:lr and considerable air movement for the control of odors and 
overheating. 
14. Coulirol of air temperature is the critical issue in main­
taining an optimum therDBl environment� however, the control of a 
combination ot factors is essential. 
l5 . Those responsible for the provision and maintenance or the 
thermal mvironment in the selected schools seemed to be largely unmrare 
of the thermal needs of growing children of different age groups and how 
to provide for these needs . 
16. When unit ventilators were used for heating and ventilating, 
classrooms with nine-foot ceilings were found to have as good a thennal. 
environment as those having twelve-foot ceilings. 
17 . Individual automatic room controls are essential for the 
maintenance of optimum classroom thermal conditions, regardless of the 
type of heating system utilized. 
18 . Unit mounted electric controls and pneumatic remote-controls 
both responded favorably in unit ventilators . 
19. The best thermal conditions found in the classrooms investi­
gated on the particular days investigated were those found in schools 
using unit ventilators for heating and ventilating. 
C .  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CLASSROOM THERMAL CONTROL 
The following recommendations for thermal control of classrooms 
now in use are made: 
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1. All who are in a position o£ controlling the classroom 
thermal environment should utilize every available uethod to maintain a 
thermal environmEnt that meets the criteria identified in this stud;y'. 
2 .  I£ a change or conversion o£ the type o£ heating and venti­
lating system presently used is contemplated, serious consideration 
should be given to installation o£ unit ventilators with individlal room 
controls . 
To effect an adequate thermal environment in classrooms con­
structed in the future, the following recommendations are given : 
1. School buildings should be designed for max:l.rnum thermal con­
trol by incorporating such consideratims as minimum window area, 
covering o£ window space provided, building orientation, and lc:wered 
ceilings. 
2. .Unit ventilators with individual room controls should be pro­
vided for heating and ventilating on days when the outside temperature 
does not exceed 6o<>F. 
3. Unit ventilators used should be the type that will allow for 
air conditioning or future air conditioning during periods o£ the year 
when the outside temperature cmsistently rises above 6o<>F. 
D. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHm RESEARCH 
The following recommendations are made for further research: 
1. A similar stuey should be made with collection or data going 
on simultaneously in a nwnber or selected classrooms rather than one at 
a time. 
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2. Material included in the Appendix of this study could be 
given a more elaborate statistical treatment to determine more fully the 
differences that existed among the thermal conditions in the different 
classrooms. 
3.  A study could be made utilizing materials in the Appendix of 
this investigation that would integrate all data into some thermal index 
as the Temperature Humidity Index. 
4. Each of the elements included in the criteria should be 
utilized as a basis for research within a classroom with all other 
factors controlled at the optimum level and the experimental factor 
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Thermal Environment Data Sheets 
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SCHOOL DATA SHEET 
Name of School ------------------------------------------------
Address of School;,..._ __________________________ _ 
Number of Classrooms in Building, __________________ _ 
Organization of Schoolz 
K-6 ; 1-6 ; 1-8 ; 1-9 __ _ 
School Enrollment --------------
Ventilation System: Air Supply Method 
__ 
_ 
Heating and Cooling System ---------
Date of Construction 
Exhaust Method ---
-----------------------
Brief Description of Building Construction and Materials 
_____ _ 
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CLASSROOM THEID1AL ENVIRONMENT DATA SHEET 
Classroom No. 
------------------
Total Floor Area 
---------------
Height of Ceiling ------
Location of Thermostat, 
if any ----------




Degree of Odor or Irritation 
0 .  Imperceptible odor, or 
irritation. 
1. Perceptible odor, or irrita-
tion, but not objectionable . 
2.  Moderate odor, or irritation, 
little or no objection, 
acceptable level. 
3 .  Objectionable odor, or irri-
tation, condition regarded 
with disfavor. 
4. Strong odor, or irritation, 
but endurable. 
5. Very strong odor, or irrita-
tion, intolerable 
Number of bqys present 
Number of girls present 
Number of adults present 
Classroom Activit,y 
Are lights on? 
Thermostat setting (if heating and 
cooling system utilizes thermostat ) 
Grade Level, or 
Subject -----------
Total Window Area 
at Outside Wall 
------------
Dtrectional Orienta­











Outside relative humidity 
Physical appearance of 
occupants 
Other pertinent data; 
Relative humidity 
(within zone of occupancy) 
KATA THERMOMErER REAmNG 
Zone I 




Average cooling time 
Air temperature 
6 inch level of air movement 
Zone I 




Average cooling time 
Air temperature 
5 feet level of air movement 
Zone V 




Average cooling tine 
Air temperature 
o inch level of air movement 
Zone V 




Average coo�ng_ time 
Air temperature 




Globe Thennometer Reading 
(30 inch level.) 
Zone I 
Zone V 




Figures 7S, 76, 11, 18, 19, and 80 
Figure 75. Psychrometric chart, persons at rest, ncrmal.ly 
clothed, in still air. 
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Source 1 American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engi­
neers, Inc . ,  Heating Ventilating Air Conditioning Guide 1959 (New York: 
American Society of Heating and Air-conditioning Engineers, Inc . ,  1959) ,  







Figure 76. Effecti. ve temperature chart showing normal scale of 
effective temperature, applicable to inhabitants of the United States 
under the following conditions : (a) Clothing a customary indoor 
clothing. (b) Activity: sedentary or light muscular wcrk.  (c)  Heating 
Methods : convection type, i.e. ,  warm air, direct steam or hot water 
radiators, plenum s,ystems. 
Source : American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engi­
neers, Inc. ,  Heating Ventilating Air Conditioning Guide 1959 (New York: 
American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc . ,  1959) ,  
p .  69. Used by permission.  
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AIR MOVEMENT OR TURBULENCE 
15 TO 25 FT PER MIN 
801-----t-
60 70 90 100 
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE F 
a. Both SUDDiler and winter comfort lines app:cy to inhabitants ot 
the United States only. Application ot winter comfort line is further 
limited to room heated by central system or the convection type. The line 
does nat app:cy- to roams heated by radiant methods. Application ot swmner 
comfort line is limited to homes, offices and the like ,  where occupants 
become £'ul.:cy- adapted to artificial air condi tiona. The line does nat ap­
p:cy- to theaters, department stores, and the like where exposure is less 
than 3 hours. The summer comfort line shown pertains to Pittsburgh and to 
other cities in the northem portion ot the United States and Southern 
Canada, and at elevations not in excess of 1,000 feet above sea level. An 
increase ot one degree ET should be made approximately per S deg reduction 
in north latitude. 
b .  Dotted portion of winter cantort chart was extrapolated beyond 
test data. 
Figure 77. ASHAE comfort chart for still air.ab 
Source: Anerican Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engi­
neers, Inc. , Heating Ventilating AY: Conditioning Guide !2.22 (New York: 
American Society of Heating and Air-Gondi. tioning Engineers, Inc.,  1959), 
p .  70. Used by permission. 
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Figure 78. Chart for the estimation of radiation from globe 
thermometer readings. (Globe themoneter temperature range 400-750F. ) 
Source: "Charts for the Calculation of Environmental Warmth, " 
Supplement to War: Manorandum. No. li (Londonz Her Majesty• a Stationery 
Office, l940J, Chart 4. Used by permission af the Controller of Her 
Britannic Majesty' s Stationer,r Office . 
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Figure 79. Chart for the estimation of radia:tion from globe 
thermometer readings. (Globe thermometer temperature range 75°-1050F. ) 
Source: "Charts for the Calculation of Environmental Warmth, " 
SupPlement to War Memorandum No. 17 (London: Her Majesty' s Stationery 
Office, l940J,Ciiart; 5. Used by permission of the Controller of Her 
Britannic Majesty' s Stationery Office.  
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Figure 80. Chart for the computation of air velocities from 
readings of the dry bulb kata tmrmometer.  (Cooling range 1Q00-950F. ) 
Source : Kata-thermometer direction sheet supplied by James J. 
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Sample Thermal Data Secured from 
Thermocouple Recordings 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM A-1 
February 7, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out- Samp-
Temp. or side ling 
or window air cham-
Time 30" 30" 3011 12011 6Qn 3011 6" heat glass temp. ber 3011 
OF. OF. OF. OF. oF. OF. OF.  OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
7 :50 74 73 74 78 76 74 68 100 69 36 72 72 
8:00 75 73 74 77 75 74 68 94 67 36 73 74 
8:10 75 74 74 76 75 74 69 91 67 39 71 72 
6 :20 74 13 73 76 75 74 70 91 66 36 72 73 
Bz30 74 74 74 77 75 75 70 97 66 39 72 73 
6 :40 74 74 74 77 75 74 70 93 67 39 73 73 
8:50 74 75 75 77 76 75 70 93 67 39 72 73 
9 :00 74 74 74 76 75 74 70 63 66 39 72 73 
9:10 74 74 74 76 75 75 71 90 66 39 73 73 
9 :20 74 74 74 76 75 75 70 90 67 39 72 73 
9 :30 74 74 74 75 75 75 71 63 65 39 72 73 
9z40 73 73 74 75 75 74 71 84 65 40 73 74 
9 :50 74 74 74 75 75 75 71 84 66 39 72 73 
10 :00 74 74 74 76 75 75 71 84 67 39 73 74 
10 :10 73 73 74 75 74 74 72 63 65 40 72 72 
10 : 20 75 75 75 76 75 75 71 88 67 40 73 74 
10 :30 75 75 75 76 75 75 72 84 67 39 73 74 
10:40 75 75 76 77 76 76 72 84 68 40 73 75 
10:50 75 75 76 76 76 75 72 74 66 40 73 74 
11:00 75 75 75 76 76 75 72  73 66 40 73 74 
11:10 74 74 74 74 74 74 72 80 65 40 13 73 
11: 20 74 74 75 76 75 75 72 63 66 40 73 74 
ll.:30 74 74 74 75 74 74 72 63 65 40 72 73 
11:40 74 74 74 76 75 75 71 86 66 40 13 74 
11:50 73 74 74 76 75 75 70 87 65 40 72 13 
12 :00 73 73 74 76 74 74 69 93 67 40 73 13 
12:10 73 73 13 76 15 74 68 93 66 40 71 72 
12:20 73 74 73 76 75 74 69 93 67 39 71 72 
12:30 74 74 74 76 15 75 71 87 66 40 72 73 
12:U> 74 74 74 75 74 74 70 85 66 40 72 73 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS Fat ClASSROOM A-1 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Temp. Out-
Temp.  of side 
of windOW" air 
Time 30" 30" 30" 13:>" 60" 30" 6" heat slass te!!!E• 
OF. 6F. OF. OF. or. or. OF. OF. OF. oF. 
12 :50 74 74 74 76 75 75 71 86 67 40 
1:00 75 74 75 76 75 76 71 84 66 40 
1:10 74 74 74 76 75 74 72 83 66 39 
lza:> 74 74 75 76 75 75 72 83 66 40 
1:30 74 74 75 76 75 75 72 83 65 40 
1:40 75 75 75 76 75 75 73 83 67 jJ) 
1:50 74 74 75 75 75 75 72 81 65 40 
2 :00 74 74 74 75 75 75 72 82 66 40 
2:10 74 74 74 75 75 75 72 81 66 4o 
2 :20 73 74 74 76 74 74 71 88 67 40 
2:30 74 73 74 75 74 74 71 88 67 1!1 
2:40 74 74 74 76 75 75 72 89 67 40 
2:50 75 75 75 76 75 75 72 89 68 40 
3 :00 75 75 75 76 75 75 72 88 68 40 
Mean 74.09 73.86 74.30 75. 89 74.95 74.66 70.91 86.39 66.36 39 .59 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3, 5,6,7,  & 12) = 73 . 750F. 























Variance = 2ol30F. Standard deviation = :l:l.4590F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.0830F. 
Mean of readings at center of room from fioor to ceiling = 74.100F. 
Range 780-680F. = lOOf. Sample size = 176 
Variance = 4. 220f. Standard deviation = ±2.0540f. 
Standard error of mean = ±.J.550f. 
Mean of all 30" readings = 74o070f. 
Range 76°-720f. = 40F o Sample size = 220 
Variance = • 57 0F o Standard deviation = ±. 755or. 
Standard error of mean = ±oo51 °F. 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM A-2 
Februa:cy 8, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out- Samp-
Temp . of side ling 
of window air cham-
Time 3011 3011 30" 120" 60" 30" 6" heat slass temE• ber 3011 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
7 :40 71 72 71 74 72 71 66 94 62 37 68 69 
7 :50 71 71 71 74 72  71 66 94 62 37 68 70 
8 :00 71 71 71 73 72  71 66 94 62 36 69 70 
8 :10 72 72 71 74 72 71 66 94 63 37 69 70 
8 : 20 71 71 70 73 72 70 66 94 62 36 68 70 
8 :30 71 71 71 74 73 70 67 94 63 37 70 71 
B :W 73 73 73 75 74 73 69 95 64 37 71 72 
8 :50 73 73 73 76 74 73 68 94 64 37 70 73 
9 :00 74 74 74 76 75 74 69 94 66 39 71 74 
9:10 74 74 74 76 75 76 69 95 66 37 71 73 
9 :20 74 74 74 76 75 74 69 94 65 37 71 74 
9 :30 74 74 74 76 75 74 69 94 65 37 71 74 
9 :U> 74 74 74 76 75 74 69 95 66 38 71 74 
9:50 74 74 74 76 75 74 69 94 66 38 71 74 
10 :00 74 74 74 76 75 74 70 95 67 38 73 74 
10 :10 74 74 74 76 75 74 70 91 67 39 72 74 
10: 20 75 75 75 76 75 75 71 89 77 39 72 75 
10:30 74 74 75 76 75 75 71 83 63 38 73 74 
10:40 73 73 73 74 74 74 70 81 63 37 72 73 
10:50 74 74 75 75 75 74 72 82 63 38 73 74 
11:00 74 74 74 74 74 74 71 81 63 38 72  74 
11:10 73 73 73 74 74 73 71 81 62 37 71 73 
11: 20  75 74 73 74 74 73 71 81 69 38 72 73 
11:30 73 73 72 74 74 73 70 90 63 39 71 72 
11:40 73 73 73 74 75 73 69 91 63 39 73 74 
11:50 74 74 74 75 75 73 69 91 63 39 71 72 
12 :00 74 74 72 75 74 73 71 92 65 41 71 73 
12:10 75 75 75 76 75 75 71 92 66 40 72 75 
12: 20 74 74 74 74 74 74 72 76 64 40 73 73 
12 :30 73 73 73 74 74 74 72 79 65 40 73 74 
THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM A-2 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Temp. Out-
Temp. o£ side 
of wi.alow a:ir 
Time 30" 30" 30" liD" 6011 30" 6" heat slass tam-e. 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. ot. 
12:40 73 73 73 74 74 74 72 78 � w 
12:50 74 73 74 74 74 74 72 79 65 40 
1 :00 74 74 74 74 74 74 72 19 66 40 
1:10 74 74 74 74 74 74 72 79 65 41 
1&20 74 74 74 74 74 74 71 80 64 w 
1:30 73 73 74 74 74 74 71 78 65 41 
1:40 74 74 75 74 74 74 71 78 66 40 
1:50 74 74 75 75 75 75 72 79 66 41 
2 r00 73 73 74 74 74 74 72 77 65 Ll 
2 :10 73 73 73 74 74 73 71 81 66 Ll 
21 20 73 73 73 74 73 73 70 80 66 42 
2:30 73 73 73 74 73 73 71 80 � 42 
2 :40 73 73 74 74 74 74 71 82 64 ll 
2:50 73 73 73 73 73 73 71 78 64 40 
3 :00 71 72 72 72 72 72 71 78 64 40 
Mean 73. 29 73. 29 73. 29 74.53 73.98 73.38 69.98 86. 22 64.73 83. 89 
Mean of working area (1J 2J3J 5,6J7, & 12) = 72. 880F. 
























Variance = 3.190F. Standard deviation = il.7860F. 
Standard error of mean = t .lOlOF'. 
Mean o£ readlngs at center of room from floor to ceiling = 72.970F'. 
Range 760-660F. = lOOF'. Sample size = 180 
Variance = 4.940f. Standard deviation = ±2.2230,. 
Standard error of mean = ±.166<>F. 
Mean of all ))" readings = 73. 24�. 
Sample size = 225 Range 76°-69<>F. = 7<>F'. 
Variance = 1.520F. Standard deviation = ±1.2330F. 
stamard error of mean = ±.082°F. 
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THERMOCOOPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM A-3 
February 9, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out- Samp-
Temp. of side ling 
of window air cham-
Time 30" 30" 30" 12011 6on 30" 6tt heat slass tem12• ber 3011 
<>F. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
7:50 76 75 75 78 76 75 71 102 63 38 73 73 
8 :00 76 75 75 78 76 75 71 100 63 .38 74 74 
8tlO 75 74 75 78 76 75 72 99 62 .38 73 74 
8 :20 75 75 75 79 76 74 71 106 63 38 75 75 
8:30 76 76 75 80 77 76 73 102 62 38 74 75 
8:40 76 75 76 78 76 76 72 97 62 37 74 75 
8 :SO 76 76 76 79 77 76 73 96 64 39 75 76 
9 :00 75 75 75 76 75 75 74 83 61 38 74 75 
9:10 76 76 76 77 76 76 74 88 62 38 75 75 
9 : 20 76 76 76 78 76 76 74 89 62 .38 75 76 
9 :30 76 76 76 78 76 76 75 89 62 38 75 76 
9 :40 76 76 76 78 77 77 75 86 63 39 75 76 
9 :50 76 76 76 78 76 76 75 86 64 39 75 76 
10 :00 76 76 76 77 76 76 74 86 63 39 75 76 
10 :10 76 76 76 77 76 76 75 86 63 39 75 76 
10:20 76 76 76 77 76 76 75 86 63 38 75 76 
10:30 76 76 76 77 76 76 75 85 63 38 75 76 
10:40 76 76 76 77 76 76 75 86 64 39 75 76 
10:50 76 76 76 77 76 76 75 85 63 39 75 76 
11:00 76 76 76 77 76 76 75 86 63 40 75 76 
11:10 76 75 76 76 76 76 74 86 63 40 74 76 
11: 20 75 76 75 77 75 75 74 85 64 41 74 75 
11:30 76 76 76 77 76 76 75 85 65 Ll 74 75 
11a40 76 76 76 77 76 76 75 85 65 Ll 75 76 
11:50 76 75 76 77 76 76 75 85 65 Ll 75 76 
12 :00 75 75 75 76 75 75 74 85 63 40 74 75 
12 :!1.0 75 75 75 76 75 75 73 84 63 40 74 75 
12 :20 75 75 75 76 75 75 73 85 61 40 73 74 
12:30 74 74 74 75 74 74 73 85 62 40 73 74 
12:40 72  72  72 73 72 72 71 55 61 41 69 71 
THERMOCOUPIB READINGS FOR CLASSROOM A-3 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 , 6 7 8 9 10 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of wind<7W air 
Time 3011 30" 30" 12011 6Qn 30" 611 heat slass temE• OF. OF. dF. 6F. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
12 :50 71 71 71 71 71 71 71 64 6o � 
1:00 72 72  72 72 72 72 71 70 62 � 
lalO 72 72  72  72 72 72 71 66 60 40 
1 :20 72 72  72 72 72 72 72 68 61 40 
1:30 72 72 73 72 72 72 72  68 61 40 
1:40 72 72 73 72 72 72 72 70 61 40 
1:50 72  72  72  72  72 72 72 68 61 LO 
2:00 76 76 76 79 77 76 74 103 63 40 
2 :10 76 77 77 78 77 77 75 85 63 � 
2 :20 76 77 77 78 77 77 71 85 65 � 
2:30 77 77 77 78 77 77 71 83 67 43 
2 :35 (a) 
2 :40 77 77 77 78 77 77 76 84 77 47 
2:50 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 80 50 
3 :00 75 75 76 75 75 75 75 75 74 50 
Mean 75.07 75.0  75.11 76.34 75.25 75.07 73.41 84. 27 63.68 w.16 
Mean of working area (1, 2  3,5,6, 7, & 12) = 74.820F'. 























Variance = 3.380F. Standard deviation a z1.8380F'. 
Starriard error of nean = ±.105<>F. 
Mean of readings at center of room from fioor to ceiJ.ing = 75.020F. 
Range 800-710f. = 9oF. Sample size = 176 
Variance a 4. 51<>]'. Standard deviation a ±2.1240F. 
Standard error of nean = ±.160f. 
Mean of all 30" readl.ngs = 75.02�. 
Range 81°-700F'. a llOF'. Sample size = 220 
Variance = 3. 090F'. Standard deviation = ±1.7580F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.U9°F. 
(a) Sun came out. 
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THERMOOOOPIE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM B-1 
February 16, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. out-
Temp. or side 
of window air 
Time 30" 30" 30" 120" 6011 30" 6tt heat s1ass temp. 6" 30" 
or. OF. or. OF • •  OF. oF. OF. OF. or. OF. OF. OF. 
7 :50 85 86 85 99 91 86 76 93 89 49 77 78 
8:00 (a) 
8:00 85 85 85 100 92 85 76 91 90 46 78 87 
8 :10 85 85 85 98 91 85 76 96 87 41 77 85 
Ba18 (b) 
B z20 86 86 85 94 90 86 77 99 78 46 so 88 
B a30 84 84 84 91 88 85 78 105 74 56 79 86 
B a33 (c) 
B aU> 73 73 74 86 81 74 66 90 71 55 68 75 
Ba50 68 69 70 81 73 69 65 88 70 54 67 71 
B z50 (d) 
9 a00 73 73 73 81 76 73 71 74 67 56 69 74 
9 :10 74 74 74 80 75 74 72 70 64 56 71 74 
9 : 20 72 72 72 79 74 72 70 71 63 Sl 69 72 
9 :30 72 72  72 79 74 72 70 67 63 52 69 72 
9 :40 72 71 72 79 73 71 69 68 62 53 68 72 
9 :50 72 71 72 79 74 72 71 69 63 55 70 72 
10:00 (e ) 
10:00 70 68 70 73 70 70 68 67 62 54 67 69 
10 :05 (a) 
10:07 (r) 
10 :10 71 71 72 77 72 72 70 70 62 55 70 71 
10: 20  72 72 73 79 74 73 71 71 64 55 71 73 
10:30 72 72 73 79 74 73 72  72 64 56 70 73 
lO:!t> 73 73 73 79 75 73 72 70 65 57 71 73 
10:50 73 73 73 Bo 75 73 72 71 65 58 72 73 
ll:OO 74 74 74 80 76 74 73 72 67 59 72 74 
11:10 74 74 74 81 76 74 73 75 67 6o 73 75 
11:16 (g) 
11: 20 74 74 74 81 76 75 73 74 68 60 73 75 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM B-1 (continued} 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Time 3011 3011 30" 12011 6011 3011 6" heat slass temE• 6rt 30" 
OF. <SF. dF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
11:30 73 73 74 81 74 73 72 74 68 61 72 73 
ll:40 74 74 74 81 75 74 73 74 69 62 73 74 
ll:48 (h) 
ll:50 76 76 76 82 77 76 75 76 69 63 74 76 
12 :00 76 76 76 83 78 76 75 74 70 61 75 76 
12:10 76 76 76 84 19 77 75 75 70 63 75 77 
12·: 20 76 76 76 85 19 76 75 74 71 63 75 77 
12: 28 (i} 
12 :30 75 75 76 84 77 75 74 75 71 63 74 75 
12 :40 75 75 76 85 77 76 74 73 70 63 74 76 
12:50 75 75 75 85 76 75 74 76 70 64 74 75 
1:00 (j } 
1:00 77 77 77 85 78 77 76 75 71 65 75 77 
1:10 76 76 76 86 78 76 75 73 71 65 74 76 
1:20 77 77 78 87 80 78 76 76 72 66 75 77 
1:30 78 78 78 88 80 78 76 74 72 67 76 78 
1:40 78 78 19 88 80 19 76 76 73 68 76 19 
1 :50 80 80 80 88 81 80 77 77 74 68 77 19 
1:56 (k} 
2:00 76 76 76 88 77 76 75 76 73 71 75 76 
2:10 77 77 77 88 19 78 75 76 73 70 74 78 
2:20 76 76 76 89 78 76 74 76 73 70 74 76 
2:30 75 76 76 89 77 76 74 75 73 66 73 75 
2:34 (1) 
2:40 75 75 76 88 76 75 74 74 71 67 74 75 
2 :50 75 75 76 89 77 75 73 76 72 70 73 76 
3:00 76 76 76 89 77 76 74 75 72 62 73 75 
3:10 77 77 77 88 78 76 75 76 71 68 75 76 
Mean 75.62 75.60 75. 91 84. 78 77.96 75.89 73.29  76.64 70.31 59.78 73.13 75. 87 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM B-1 (continued) 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3, 5,6, 7,ll, & 12 )  
Range of worlting area 92°-65"F. = 270F. 
Variance = 17.4DOF. 
Standard error of' mean = t. 220F. 
= 75.4l<>f. 
Sample size = 360 
Standard deviation = z4.171oF. 
Mean of' readings at center of' room from floor to ceiling = 77.9801. 
Range l000-650F. = 350F. Sample size = 180 
Variance = 38 .890F. Standard deviation = ±6. 2360f. 
Standard error of mean = ±.4650F. 
Mean of' al.l )) " readings = 75. 780f. 
Range 88°-68�. = 200f. 
Variance = 16.o2or. 
Standard error of' mean = ±. 2670F. 
(a) Chil.dren in room 
(b) Windows opened 
(c) Outside door opened 
(d) Boiler cut off 
(e) Morning recess - children out of room 
(f) Windows closed 
(g) Class went to lunch 
(h) Class back from luncll 
(i) Class out far play pe riod 
(j)  Class back from plq �riod 
(k) Brief break 
(1) Seven students caught early bus 
Sample size = 225 
Standard deviation = ±4.002"F. 
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THmMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM B-2 
Februar.y 17, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Time 3011 30" 30" 12011 6011 3011 6tt heat slass tem:e. 6" 30" 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. or. OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. 
7 :50 87 86 86 98 92 87 78 161 86 44 80 88 
7 :53 (a) 
8 :00 (b) 
8 :00 78 79 80 92 90 84 73 161 74 46 72 81 
8 :10 84 84 84 92 89 84 77 171 73 46 78 85 
8 : 20 65 65 85 91 89 65 78 167 71 48 79 86 
8:30 (c )  
8:30 86 85 65 92 90 86 79 167 72 47 79 87 
8 :40 86 86 86 91 89 86 79 167 73 48 81 86 
8 :50 83 83 83 87 86 83 79 122 72  55 so 84 
9:00 Bo so 80 65 82 80 77 65 69 53 77 Bo 
9110 78 78 78 84 80 78 76 71 68 53 72  78 
9 :20 77 78 77 83 80 78 75 71 68 53 72 78 
9 :30 77 77 77 83 79 77 75 71 68 55 72 78 
9 :40 77 77 77 83 79 77 74 70 68 54 72 77 
9:50 77 77 76 82 78 76 74 69 69 55 72 77 
10 :00 76 76 76 83 78 77 74 76 70 59 72  77 
10 :10 77 77 77 82 79 77 75 68 70 58 73 77 
10:12 (d) 
10: 20 (e ) 
10: 20 74 74 74 82 75 74 74 74 68 61 72 74 
10:30 77 77 77 82 78 77 75 75 69 58 74 77 
10:40 77 77 76 82 78 76 74 76 69 60 72 76 
10:50 78 78 77 83 79 77 75 75 70 74 77 
11:00 78 78 78 83 79 78 75 76 71 59 75 77 
11:10 77 77 77 83 79 77 75 74 72 60 74 77 
11:19 (f) 
11: 20 76 77 76 83 78 77 74 75 70 61 71 73 
11:30 74 74 74 79 15 74 72 73 69 61 7 2  74 
11:40 73 73 73 78 73 73 71 73 70 62 71 74 
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THERMOCOOPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM B-2 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Oilt-
Temp. of side 
of window m 
Time 3011 3011 3011 120" 6Q1t 3011 6" heat glass tem:e• 611 30" 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. <SF. OF. 
11:49 (g) 
ll:50 75 75 75 78 75 75 73 72 70 62 72 74 
12:00 75 75 74 80 76 75 73 73 70 63 73 74 
12:10 75 77 75 82 77 76 73 75 71 62 72 75 
12 : 20  75 76 75 82 77 76 74 73 73 64 73 75 
12 :30 75 75 75 82 76 75 74 75 75 66 73 74 
12:32 (h) 
12 :40 74 74 74 82 75 74 73 74 73 65 72 74 
12 :50 74 74 74 83 75 75 73 75 74 67 73 75 
1:00 74 74 74 83 75 74 73 74 73 68 73 74 
1:01 (e) 
1:10 75 75 75 82 75 75 73 75 72 67 73 74 
1: 20 75 76 75 83 76 76 74 73 71 66 73 75 
1:30 76 76 76 83 77 76 75 75 71 65 74 76 
1 :40 76 76 76 84 77 76 75 75 70 65 74 76 
1:50 74 72  73 82 73 73 72 74 69 65 72 72 
2:00 74 74 74 81 75 74 74 74 69 65 73 74 
2:10 76 76 76 83 77 77 75 74 71 65 74 76 
2 : 20  77 77 76 84 78 77 76 75 73 68 74 77 
2:30 77 77 77 84 78 77 76 74 74 70 75 77 
2 : 40  77 77 76 85 78 
2:42 (i) 
77 76 76 73 69 76 77 
2:50 78 78 78 85 78 78 76 76 74 68 75 77 
3:00 78 77 78 85 78 78 76 76 76 68 76 78 
3 :10 79 79 78 85 79 79 78 77 76 69 76 77 
Mean 77.36 77.� 77.18 84.02 79.09 77.58 74.89 87.� 71.49 6o.07 74.04 77. 29  
Mean of working area (1, 2,3,5,6, 7 ,11, & 12) = 76. 850F. 
Range of working area 920-71 OF. = 21 OF. Sample size = 360 
Variance = 14. 250F. Standard deviation = =3. 7750F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.199�. 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR ClASSROOM B-2 (continued) 
Mean of readings at center of room fran floor to ceiling = 78.890F. 
Range 98°-710f. = 270f. Sample size = 180 
Variance = 24.71<7. Standard deviation a ±4.971Dr. 
Standard error of m:�an = ±.3710f. 
Mean of all 30" readings = 77 .360f. 
Range 880-71 OF. = 17"F. 
Variance = 12.580f. 
Starxlard error of mean = t. 2360f. 
(a) WindOW's opEned 
(b) Children in room 
(c) Heat turned off in bailer room 
(d) Morning break 
(e ) Children back in room 
(f) Lights turned off - Pupils went to lunch 
(g) Class back from lunch - Lights on 
(h) Class out to play 
(i) Class back in room 
(j ) Bight students caught early bus 
Sample size = 225 
Standard deviation = :!:J.5470f. 
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THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM B-3 
February 20, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Time 30" 30" 3011 120 11 6011 30 11 611 heat s1ass temE· 611 3011 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
7 :50 87 87 88 100 93 87 80 158 89 47 80 89 
8aOO (a) 
8 :00 8o 80 80 89 85 80 77 130 75 47 78 82 
8 :10 78 78 77 84 79 77 75 92 65 49 75 77 
8 : 20 75 75 75 83 77 75 73 73 61 47 71 74 
8 :30 74 74 74 82 75 73 71 71 60 46 70 72 
8 :40 72 73 71 81 74 72 71 69 6o 47 69 72 
8:50 73 73 73 80 74 72 71 65 59 47 69 72 
9 :00 72 72 71 80 74 72 70 66 59 46 67 71 
9 a10 72 72 71 79 73 71 70 67 59 47 68 70 
9:20 71 72 71 79 73 71 70 64 60 47 68 71 
9:30 70 70 69 79 72  70 70 65 59 47 66 70 
9:40 71 71 70 79 73 70 69 64 60 47 66 71 
9 :44 (b) 
9 :50 66 64 63 78 66 63 63 62 58 47 58 61 
9 :55 (c) 
10:00 71 70 70 77 71 70 69 62  59 47 68 70 
10:10 72 7 2  72 78 74 73 71 69 6o 48 70 72 
10:20 72 72  72 78 73 72 70 65 60 47 69 71 
10:30 71 71 71 77 72  72 70 65 60 47 68 70 
10 :40 71 71 72 78 73 72  71 65 6o 47 69 72 
10 : 50 72 72 71 78 73 72 70 65 60 47 70 71 
ll:OO 72 72 71 77 73 72 71 64 60 47 69 71 
11:10 71 72 70 77 73 71 70 65 60 47 70 71 
ll: 20 71 71 69 77 71 71 70 64 59 48 68 70 
ll: 24 (d) 
ll:30 68 69 67 77 69 68 67 62 58 48 66 68 
ll:40 68 68 67 76 69 67 67 61 59 48 66 68 
ll:50 (e) 
11:50 69 68 67 77 69 68 67 65 58 47 65 67 
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THERMOCWPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM B-3 (continue d) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Time 30" 30" . 30" 12011 60 11 3011 6" heat s1ass temp. 6tt 3011 OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. or. OF. OF. OF. OF: OF. OF. 
12:00 70 70 70 77 71 70 69 64 59 47 66 69 
12:10 70 67 69 77 70 69 66 67 59 47 65 66 
12: 20 70 70 70 77 71 71 70 65 58 48 66 70 
12:30 72  71 71 77 72 71 70 65 60 50 69 70 
12:40 68 67 66 76 67 66 69 67 60 49 65 65 
12 :50 70 69 70 78 70 69 69 69 60 49 67 69 
1:00 73 73 74 78 74 74 72  71 61 49 70 73 
1:10 74 73 74 79 75 74 73 71 62 h9 72 73 
1: 20 74 73 74 79 76 74 73 73 61 18 73 74 
1:30 74 74 74 79 76 15 73 72 61 18 72 74 
1:40 74 74 74 80 76 75 74 72 61 49 73 75 
1:50 74 74 74 79 76 75 73 72 62 49 73 74 
2:00 74 74 74 60 75 74 72 73 62 50 72 73 
2:10 72 72 72 79 74 72 70 70 61 50 70 72 
2: 20 73 73 72 79 74 73 71 71 61 L9 70 72  
2:30 72 72 71 78 73 72 70 70 60 49 69 71 
2:40 72 72 72 79 73 73 72  71 60 L9 70 72 
2:50 (f) 
2 :50 71 69 66 76 70 69 70 66 60 L9 65 66 
3:00 72 71 71 79 73 70 70 70 60 L9 66 69 
3:10 73 72 72 78 73 72 72 71 61 50 70 71 
Mean 72. 24 71.96 71.64 79. 29 73.49 72.02 70.73 71.33 61.02 47 .95 69.07 71.36 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3, 5,6, 7,11, & 12) = 71.570F. 
Range of working area 93°-580F. = 350p-. Sample si.z e = 360 
variance a 14.7 20p'. Standard deviation = ±3.8370f. 
Standard error of nsan = :I: .. 020°F. 
Mean of readings at center of room from floor to ceiling = 73. 660f. 
Range 100°-630f. = 370f.. Sample size = 160 
Variance = 24.560f. Standard deviation = ±4.9580f. 
Standard error of mean = % .3700f. 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM B-3 {continued) 
Mean of all .3011 readings = 71.85CT. 
Range 89°-61 OF. = 28"F. 







Sample size = 225 
Standard deviation = ±3. 702°F. 
Standard error of mean • ±. 247°F. 
Boiler Cllt off - Windows opened - Children in room 
Morning break 
Scms windows closed - Children complained about coolness of room 
Class went; to lWlch 
Students back from lunch - Heat turned on in boiler room, but off in 
classroom 
Seventeen children caught bus 
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THERMOOOOPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM C-1 
Februar,y 22, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. or side 
of window air 
Time 3011 ))II 3011 12011 6011 3011 6" heat s1ass tamE• 6tt 30" OF. OF. oF. OFo OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
8 :35 (a) 
8 :40 73 72 72 73 73 73 72 68 66 55 72 73 
8 :50 73 73 73 75 73 73 72 91 67 55 73 74 
9 :00 (b) 
9 :00 76 77 77 81 77 76 73 107 69 55 74 76 
9 :10 76 76 76 77 76 76 75 84 69 55 74 76 
9 :20 75 15 75 75 75 75 73 69 67 55 74 75 
9 :30 74 74 74 74 74 74 73 68 68 55 73 74 
9:40 74 74 74 74 74 74 73 67 67 55 74 74 
9 :50 (b) 
9 :50 74 74 74 74 74 74 73 67 67 55 74 74 
10 :00 74 74 74 74 74 74 73 67 67 55 74 74 
10:10 75 74 74 74 74 74 74 67 67 55 74 75 
10 : 20  75 74 74 74 74 75 74 67 67 55 74 75 
10:30 75 74 74 74 74 75 74 67 67 55 74 75 
10:40 (b) 
10:40 75 75 75 75 75 75 74 67 67 55 74 75 
10 :44 (c) 
10:50 74 74 15 74 74 74 74 67 67 55 74 74 
10:53 (d) 
11:00 74 74 74 74 75 74 74 66 66 55 74 75 
11:10 74 75 75 74 74 15 74 66 67 55 74 75 
11: 20 74 75 74 74 74 75 74 67 67 55 74 75 
ll :30 75 75 75 75 75 75 74 66 66 55 74 75 
11:40 74 75 75 75 75 75 74 67 67 55 74 75 
ll.:50 75 15 15 74 75 15 74 66 66 55 74 75 
12:00 15 15 15 15 15 15 74 66 66 55 74 74 
12 :10 15 15 15 15 75 15 74 67 67 55 74 74 
12 :16 (e ) 
12:20 74 74 74 74 75 75 74 67 67 55 74 74 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM C-1 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of wiD:low air 
Time .30" 30" 30" 120" 60" 30" 611 heat slass temE• 6n 30" 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
12:30 74 73 73 73 73 73 73 66 66 55 73 73 
12:40 73 73 74 73 73 73 73 66 66 56 73 73 
12:50 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 66 65 55 73 73 
12 :54 (f) 
1:00 73 73 73 73 73 73 72 66 64 55 72 73 
1110 74 74 74 74 74 74 73 67 � 55 73 73 
1:13 (g) 
lz20 73 73 73 73 73 73 72 67 64 55 72 72 
1:30 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 66 64 55 72 72 
l:LO 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 67 64 55 72 72 
1:50 72 72 72 76 72 72 72 100 65 55 72 72 
2:00 74 74 75 79 75 74 73 108 66 55 73 73 
2:10 75 75 76 80 77 75 74 86 67 55 74 75 
2:20 74 74 74 75 74 74 73 69 67 55 74 74 
2 :26 (h) 
2 :30 74 74 74 74 75 74 74 67 67 55 74 74 
2:40 75 75 75 75 75 75 74 66 66 55 74 74 
2:50 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 67 68 55 75 75 
3 :00 75 75 75 75 75 75 74 66 68 56 75 75 
3:10 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 66 68 56 74 75 
3:20 75 75 75 75 75 75 74 64 67 56 74 75 
3 z30 75 75 74 78 77 76 74 71 68 56 74 75 
Mean 74.19 74.17 74. 21 74.71 74.33 74. 26 73.45 71.00 66. 55 - $5'.12 73 .60 74.14 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3,4,5,6, 7,11, & 12) = 74.o40f. 
Range of working area 77°-720F. = 5<>r. Sample size = 336 
Variance = 1.150F. Standard devia ti en = %1.07 20F. 
Stazxlard error of mean = t.o58<>r. 
Mean of readings at center of roam from floor to ceiling = 74.190F. 
Range 810-72oF. = 9oF. Sample size = 168 
Variance = 1.860]-. Standard deviation = ±J..3�0F. 
Standard error of mean = :t.lo50f. 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM C-1 (continued) 
Mean ot all 30" readings .,. 74. 2'T. 
Range 77°-72o:F. = 90F. 
Variance = 1.12o:F. 
Standard error ot mean = t. 07 3°F. 
Sample size = 210 
Standard deviati.cn = ±1.0S8�. 
(a) Children coming into room - Hall door opened 
(b) Classes changed 
(c) Class left room 
(d) Class back in room 
(e) Lunch 
(f) Class back from luncll 
(g) Class gone to art room 
(h) Class back from art 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM C-2 
February 23, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of wio:low a:ir 
Time 30" 30" 30" liD" 6011 30 11 611 heat slass temE• 6n 30" OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. oF. OF. OF'. OF.· 
8 :30 (a) 
8 :30 73 74 74 79 75 73 72 100 64 52 71 74 
B :LO 73 73 74 77 74 73 72 78 64 52 72 74 
8:50 73 73 75 76 74 74 72 69 64 51 72 74 
9:00 (b) 
9:00 73 73 73 76 74 73 72 65 64 52 72 73 
9:10 73 73 74 76 74 73 72 64 64 52 72 74 
9 :20 73 73 73 76 74 74 73 63 64 53 72 74 
9:30 73 73 74 76 74 74 73 63 64 53 73 75 
9:40 73 73 74 77 75 74 73 63 64 54 73 74 
9:50 (b) 
9 :50 74 74 74 77 75 74 73 63 65 54 73 74 
10:00 74 73 74 77 74 74 73 63 65 54 72 74 
10:10 74 73 74 77 75 74 73 63 65 55 73 74 
10:20 74 74 74 77 75 74 73 64 66 56 73 74 
10:30 74 74 74 77 75 74 74 64 66 56 72 74 
10:40 74 74 75 77 75 75 73 64 67 57 73 75 
10:50 74 74 75 77 75 75 74 64 67 57 73 75 
11:00 (c) 
ll:OO 74 74 75 78 75 75 74 65 67 57 73 74 
11:10 73 73 73 77 74 74 73 65 67 58 72 73 
11:20 73 73 73 77 73 73 7 2  65 68 59 73 73 
11:30 73 73 73 77 73 73 73 65 68 59 72 73 
ll:Ic 73 73 73 77 73 73 73 65 69 60 72 73 
11:47 (d) 
11:50 73 73 73 77 73 73 73 66 69 60 72  73 
12:00 73 72 73 77 73 73 72 66 69 62 72 73 
12 :10 73 72  73 77 73 73 72  66 69 61 72 73 
12 :13 (e) 
12:20 74 74 74 77 75 74 73 66 70 61 73 74 
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THERMOCOOPIE RBADINGS FOR CLASSROOM c-2 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. out-
Temp. of side 
of window a:lr 
'l':l.m3 30ft JOlt 3011 12011 6on 3011 6" heat �lass temE• 6" 3011 6F. OF. 6F. OF. oF. OF'. OF. OF. OF'. <>F. OF. OF. 
12z 'Zf {£) 
12 :30 74 73 74 77 75 74 73 67 70 67 73 74 
12 :11:> 73 73 73 78 73 73 73 68 71 68 73 74 
12:50 74 74 74 78 74 74 73 68 77 68 73 74 
1:00 {g) 
1:00 74 74 74 78 74 74 73 69 79 68 73 74 
1 :07 {h) 
1:10 75 75 75 78 75 75 74 70 82 71 74 75 
1 :20 75 75 75 79 76 75 74 71 83 68 74 75 
(i) 
1:30 75 75 75 79 76 75 74 72 85 68 74 76 
1 :40 76 76 76 80 77 76 75 73 86 69 75 76 
1:50 76 76 77 80 77 77 76 73 88 70 78 77 
1:52 (j ) 
2a00 78 78 78 81 79 78 75 72 91 70 75 78 
2tl0 79 78 79 82 80 79 76 73 91 72 76 79 
2 :20 79 79 79 83 80 79 76 72 92 72  76 80 
2 :30 80 80 80 84 81 80 77 72 93 71 77 80 
2:40 79 79 8o 85 81 80 76 72 94 7 2  77 80 
2 :50 80 80 80 86 82  80 76 72 94 71 78 80 
3 :00 81 81 81 86 82 81 78 73 94 70 80 81 
3:10 83 83 83 89 84 83 79 74 97 73 81 84 
3: 20 84 84 84 90 85 84 80 75 97 71 83 85 
3 :30 as 85 86 91 86 85 82 75 98 72  84 86 
Mean 75.37 75. 26 75.67 79.30 76. 21 75.60 74.12 68. 84 75. 6o  63.58 74. 21  75.79 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3, 5, 6, 7,11, & 12) = 7S. 280F. 
Range of working area 860-710F. = 15°F. Sample size = 344 
Variance = 10.37<>F. Standard deviation = ±J.2IDOF. 
Standard error of mean = :t.l740F. 
THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM C-2 (continued) 
Mean of readings at center of room from noar to ceiling = 76.3].0F. 
Range 91 o_7 2or. = 190F. Sample size = 172 
Variance = 14.470f. Standard deviatim = ±J.8o4or. 
Standard error or nsan = ±. 2900F. 











Range 86°-7.30f. = 1.30F. 
Variance = 10.5 JOp'. 
Standard error of nsan = ±. 221 Op'. 
Sample size = 215 
Standard deviation = ±J .2450F. 
Children started coming into room - Boiler cut orr 
Classes changed 
Children out or room for play practice 
Corridor door opened 
Class back in room - Corridor door still open 
Lunch - Class out or room 
Class back from lunch 
Class gone to play practice - Sun shining in room 
Rise in discharge temperature perhaps caused by sun shining in window 
by discharge grille 
Blinds closed - Children back in room 
.3.30 
1 2 
Time .30" 30" 
OF. 6F. 
81.30 76 77 
8:40 73 73 
8:50 73 72 
9:00 75 76 
9 :08 (a) 
9 :10 78 78 
9 a15 (b) 
9:20 76 77 
9 :30 75 76 
9 :40 75 76 
9:50 (a) 
9:50 75 75 
10 :00 74 75 
10:10 74 75 
10:20 74 75 
10:.30 75 75 
10:40 75 76 
10:41 (c) 
10:50 77 75 
11:03 (d) 
11:04 75 75 
11:10 74 74 
ll:20 74 74 
11:30 73 73 
11:31 (e) 
11:36 (£) 
11:1� 75 75 
11:50 75 75 
12:03 {g) 
12:04 76 76 
THERMOCOUPLE READmGS FCR CLASSROOM C-3 
February 24, 1961 
3 4 5 6 7 
30" 120" 6011 30" 6" 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. 
76 81 78 76 71 
73 75 74 73 71 
72 75 73 73 71 
75 80 77 76 72 
78 82 79 77 75 
76 78 77 76 74 
75 77 76 75 74 
75 77 76 75 74 
75 77 75 75 74 
74 76 75 74 73 
75 76 75 74 73 
75 77 75 74 74 
76 77 76 75 74 
75 77 76 75 75 
76 77 76 76 75 
75 76 75 75 74 
74 75 74 74 73 
74 74 74 73 73 
73 74 73 73 73 
75 76 75 75 74 
76 77 76 76 76 
































s1ass t;:· . 6n 
OF. • OF. 
65 so 71 
64 so 71 
64 52 72 
66 53 72 
68 55 75 
68 55 75 
68 56 75 
68 56 75 
68 57 74 
68 58 74 
68 59 74 
69 59 74 
70 61 74 
71 62 75 
72 62 75 
73 64 75 
7 2  64 74 
72 64 74 
72 64 73 
73 65 75 
73 65 76 




































12al0 76 76 77 78 
12:20 76 76 77 78 
12:30 75 75 75 77 
12 :40 75 75 76 75 
12 :41 (h) 
12:50 75 75 75 75 
1:00 74 74 75 75 
1a10 75 75 75 75 
1 a20 75 15 75 76 
la30 76 76 76 77 
la40 77 77 77 78 
1:50 77 78 77 79 
1:57 (i) 
2zOO 76 77 76 79 
2:10 76 76 76 78 
2 : 20  76 76 76 79 
2 z30 75 75 15 78 
2:39 (j ) 
2a4o 75 75 75 78 
2:50 76 76 76 78 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
60" 30" 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. <SF. 
77 77 76 
77 76 75 
15 15 74 
75 7S 75 
15 15 74 
15 15 74 
75 75 74 
75 75 15 
77 76 75 
77 77 76 
78 78 76 
77 77 75 
76 76 75 
76 76 75 
75 75 75 
75 75 75 
76 76 75 
69 73 65 77 77 
69 73 66 76 77 
69 73 67 7S 75 
70 74 68 76 75 
70 76 68 75 15 
70 77 69 74 75 
71 76 67 75 15 
71 77 68 76 76 
71 75 68 76 77 
72  75 68 77 77 
72  76 69 78 78 
72 75 68 76 77 
72 74 68 76 76 
71 72 67 76 76 
69 72 66 75 75 
69 71 66 15 75 
69 71 66 76 76 
3:00 76 77 76 79 77 77 76 70 7 2  66 76 76 
65 76 77 
65 76 77 
65 76 77 
3 al0 77 77 76 79 77 77 76 70 72 
3 a20 77 77 77 79 77 77 76 69 72 
3a30 77 77 77 79 77 77 77 72 72 
Mean 75.33 75.56 75.47 77. 23 75.84 75.44 74. 37 71.35 71.49 62. 84 74.93 75.69 
Mean of working area {1, 2,3,5,6, 7,11, & 12) = 75.320F. 
Range of working area 790-710F. = 800F. Sample size = 344 
Variance = 1.830F. Standard deviation = %1.3530F . 
Standard errcr of mean = ±.073°F. 
THERMOCOOPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM C-3 (continued) 
Mean of readings at center of room fran nor to ceiling = 75. 720f. 
Range 81°-710F. = lOCT. Sample size = 172 
Variance = 3.150f. Standard deviation = ±1.775°F. 
Standard error of man = ±.l350f. 











Range 780-72CT. = 60f .. 
Variance = 1.48°F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.083"F. 
Classes changed 
Boilers cut off 
Classes changed - Break taken in room 
Sample size = 215 
Standard deviation = ±1. 217<7. 
Recorder off approximately 11 minutes with blown fuse. Pupils gone to 
Spanish - Lights off - Sky becoming a little overcase 
Class back from Spanish 
A;..tew. dtildrel:tGCQiiiplained .aliOQ.t 'being.'too cold. 
Fuse had been blown approximately 7 minutes 
Lunch 
Class gone for physical education 
Class back from physical education 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR ClASSROOM D-1 
Februar.y 27, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Tine 3011 30" 30tt 12011 6011 30" 6tt heat slass tamE• 6" 3011 OF. 6F. OF. OF. oF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. 
8:20 (a) 
Ba20 72 72 72 81 73 72 69 121 62 36 70 71 
Ba30 73 72 73 84 75 73 70 122 63 37 70 73 
8 a40 74 74 74 82 76 74 71 100 64 38 71 74 
B:So 75 74 75 78 76 75 71 87 64 39 71 75 
9 :00 75 74 75 77 76 75 71 86 64 J.J) 71 74 
9:10 75 75 75 77 76 75 72 85 64 42 72 75 
9 : 20  75 75 76 76 76 75 72 84 64 43 72 75 
9 &30 75 75 75 77 76 75 73 86 65 45 72 75 
9:40 75 75 75 77 76 75 72 85 66 46 72 75 
9 :50 75 76 75 77 77 75 72 as 66 48 72 75 
10:00 75 76 75 77 77 75 73 85 67 48 73 75 
lOalO 76 76 76 77 77 77 73 as 68 50 73 76 
10:04 (b) 
10a 20 76 76 75 78 76 76 73 85 68 51 73 75 
10:30 75 75 75 78 76 75 73 84 68 52 73 75 
10z34 (c) 
10:40 76 77 76 78 77 76 74 84 69 53 73 76 
10:50 77 77 77 so 78 77 74 86 70 56 74 77 
11:00 77 78 78 80 19 77 74 86 71 56 74 77 
11:10 78 78 78 80 19 78 75 86 71 58 74 78 
11: 20 78 78 78 81 79 78 75 as 72 58 75 78 
11:30 78 78 78 80 19 78 75 81 72 60 75 78 
11:40 78 78 78 80 19 78 75 79 72 61 75 78 
11:50 (d) 
11:50 78 78 78 81 79 78 75 19 72 61 76 78 
12:00 78 77 77 81 78 77 76 78 72 62 75 77 
12:10 77 77 77 81 78 77 74 78 72 62 74 77 
12: 20 77 77 77 82 78 77 74 76 72 61 74 77 
12:30 77 76 77 81 77 77 75 73 72 63 75 77 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM D-1 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Time 30" 3011 30" liD" 60" 30" 6n heat slass tem:e. 6n 30" 
OF. OF. oF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF., OF. OF. OF. 
12 :32 (e ) 
12:40 77 77 77 81 78 77 75 73 72 64 75 77 
12 :50 77 78 78 82 78 78 76 73 7 2  64 75 77 
lzOO 78 78 78 82 79 78 75 73 73 64 75 78 
1:10 78 78 78 82 79 78 76 73 73 64 76 78 
1:20 79 79 79 84 80 79 76 77 74 65 76 79 
1:30 80 80 81 84 82 81 76 86 75 66 76 81 
1:40 81 81 81 85 82 81 76 88 77 67 77 81 
1:50 81 81 81 86 63 81 77 88 76 66 77 81 
2:00 (f) 
2a00 81 81 81 86 83 82 78 89 76 65 78 81 
2:10 80 80 80 86 82 81 76 89 77 67 76 80 
2 : 20 80 80 80 86 82 80 76 69 77 67 75 80 
2a30 79 79 80 86 81 80 76 82 77 67 76 79 
2:40 80 80 80 86 81 81 77 78 76 68 77 80 
2:50 80 80 80 85 81 81 78 77 76 67 77 80 
3 :00 (g) 
3 :00 81 80 80 85 81 81 79 76 75 68 78 80 
3:06 (h) 
3 :10 78 78 78 82 79 79 76 75 75 68 75 78 
3 :20 78 78 78 80 79 78 76 75 74 67 75 77 
3:30 78 77 78 80 78 78 76 75 74 68 75 76 
Mean 77. 29 77.25 77.34 81.10 78.43 77.48 74 .. 45 84. 79 70. 89 57.23 74. 27 77.14 
Mean of working area (1� 2,3, 5,6� 7,11, & 12) = 76. 700F. 
Range of working area 830-690F. = 140F. Sample size = 352 
Variance a 7 .OlOF. Standard deviation = :1:2.6480]-. 
Standard error of mean = :1:.141 OF. 
Mean of readings at center of room from floor to ceiling = 77 o 870F. 
Range 860-690F. = 170F. Sample size = 176 
Variance = 11. 770F. Standard deviation = ±3.4310F. 
Standard error of us an = t .  2590F. 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSBOOM D-1 (continued) 
Mean of all 30" readings = 77 .30CT. 
Range 82°-710F. = llOF. 
Variance = S. 21 o:F. 
Standard error or mean = ±.l,S40F. 
(a) Children coming into room - Lights on 
(b) Recess begins 
(c) Recess aver 
(d) Inncb 
(e) Children back from lunch 
(f) Recess 
(g) End of school d&.r - Pupils out 
(h) Lights off 
Sample size = 2m 
Standard deviation = i2.283�. 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR ClASSROOM D-2 
February 28, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•' Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of windar air 
Time 30" 30" 3011 120" 6o" 30" 6" heat slass teml!• 6" 30" 
OFo OF'. OF. o:Fo OF. "F. OF. OFo 6F. OF. OF'. OF. 
8:00 (a) 
8aOO 75 75 75 79 75 75 74 94 64 54 74 75 
8 :10 76 75 75 79 76 76 74 95 64 54 75 75 
8 a 20 76 76 77 79 77 77 76 91 65 57 75 77 
8 a 29  (b) 
8 a30 77 77 77 78 77 77 76 87 66 58 76 76 
8 a40 77 77 78 78 78 78 77 84 66 59 77 78 
8 :49 (c) 
8a50 78 77 78 78 78 78 77 84 67 59 77 78 
9a00 78 77 78 79 78 78 77 83 67 60 77 78 
9 a10 78 77 78 79 78 78 77 82 68 62 78 79 
9 t 20 78 78 79 80 79 79 77 82 68 61 78 79 
9 :30 78 78 79 79 79 78 77 82 68 61 77 78 
9:40 78 78 78 79 79 79 77 83 69 63 78 79 
9a50 79 79 80 80 79 79 78 80 70 63 78 79 
10a00 80 80 80 81 80 80 78 83 71 64 79 80 
10al0 80 80 80 81 80 80 78 83 71 63 80 81 
10 :17 (d) 
10t 20  80 79 80 81 80 80 78 83 71 65 79 80 
10a30 79 78 79 80 79 79 78 83 70 62 77 78 
10:33 (e) 
10:40 79 79 79 80 80 80 78 82 70 62 79 80 
10a50 80 80 81 81 80 80 78 83 70 62 79 80 
11 :00 81 80 81 81 81 80 79 83 71 65 80 81 
llz10 81 81 81 82 82 81 79 84 72 64 80 81 
lla 20 82 81 82 83 82 81 80 82 72 64 80 82 
11:30 82 81 82 83 82 81 79 79 72 63 80 81 
lla38 (£) 































































THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM D-2 (ccntinued 
2 3 4 5 6 
30" 3011 120" 60" 30" 
6F. OF'. 6F. OF. OF. 
81 81 82 81 81 
80 80 81 80 80 
79 79 79 79 79 
79 80 79 79 79 
81 80 80 Bo 79 
80 81 81 81 81 
80 79 80 80 80 
80 78 so 80 80 
80 78 80 80 80 
80 78 81 81 81 
80 78 81 80 80 
81 79 83 81 81 
81 79 83 82 82 
82 80 84 82 82 
82 80 84 82 82 
81 80 83 81 81 
81 81 82 82 82 
83 82 83 83 83 
83 82 83 83 83 
82 81 83 82 82 
81 81 82  81 Bo-· 
80 80 81 81 81 





















































































79.80 79.61 79.46 81.o2 8o.o2 79. 87 78.41 8o.so 73.13 66.52 80. 57 80.65 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS F<R CLASSROOM D-2 (continued) 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3 ,5,6,7,11 & 12) = 79 .79° 
Range of working area 870-740F. = 130F. Sample size = 368 
Variance = 4.71or. Standard deviation = ±2.1700F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.1130F. 
Mean of readings at center of roam from floor to ceiling = 79.780F. 
Range 87°-740F . ..  lOOF. Sample size = 184 
Variance = 3.520F. Standard deviation = *1.8760F. 
Standard error of mean = :t:.1)80F. 
Mean of all 30" readings = 79. 880F. 
Range 87°-75°F. = 12�. 
Variance • 4.060F. 
Standard error of mean = *.133�. 
(a) Children coming into roam 
(b) Bell 
(c) One-third of venetian blinds pulled 
(d) Recess 
Sample size = 230 
Standard deviation = :1:2.01SOF. 
(e ) Recess over - Fifth grade coming in for demonstration of equipment 
(f) Fifth grade class left roam 
(g) Sun shining on noor 
(h) Class gone to lunch 
(i) Class back from lunch 
( j )  Recess begins 
(k) Recess over 
(1) Windows opened 
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THERMOOOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM D-3 
March 1, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out -
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Tins 3011 30" 30" 120" 6o" 30" 6" heat slass temE• 6" 30" 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
7:50 73 73 72 75 74 73 71 82 65 47 71 75 
8a00 (a) 
6 :00 74 74 73 76 74 74 73 83 66 48 72 75 
8 :10 75 74 73 76 74 74 72 84 65 47 72 75 
8 : 20 74 74 73 77 74 74 73 83 66 48 73 75 
8 :.30 75 75 75 77 75 75 73 83 66 48 73 76 
BaLD 75 75 75 77 75 75 73 83 65 48 74 76 
8:50 75 75 75 77 76 75 73 83 66 48 74 76 
9 :00 76 75 15 77 76 75 74 84 65 L8 74 76 
9:10 75 75 75 77 75 75 74 83 65 48 74 76 
9 :20 75 15 75 77 75 75 74 83 65 48 74 76 
9 r30 75 15 75 77 75 75 74 83 65 47 74 76 
9:40 15 15 15 77 76 75 74 83 65 48 75 77 
9 r50 15 75 75 77 76 75 74 82 66 48 75 76 
10 &00 75 75 15 78 76 75 74 82 66 48 75 77 
10 :10 75 75 75 78 76 76 74 83 65 47 75 77 
10:15 (b) 
10:20 75 76 76 78 76 76 75 83 66 47 75 76 
10 :30 (c) 
10:30 76 76 74 78 76 76 75 83 65 47 74 77 
10:40 75 75 75 78 76 76 74 83 65 47 15 76 
10:50 75 75 75 78 76 76 74 83 66 47 15 77 
11:00 76 75 76 78 76 76 74 83 67 48 75 77 
11:10 76 75 75 78 76 76 74 82 67 48 75 77 
11:20 76 76 76 78 76 76 74 82 67 48 75 77 
11:30 76 75 75 78'' . 76 76 75 83 66 48 75 77 
11:40 75 75 75 78 76 75 75 83 65 48 75 77 
11:50 15 75 15 78 76 76 75 83 65 47 75 77 
12:00 76 15 15 78 76 76 75 83 66 48 76 77 
12 :10 76 76 75 78 76 76 74 83 66 48 75 77 
THERMOCOUPIB REAmNGS FCR CLASSROOM D-3 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Tenp. of side 
of window air 
Time 3011 30" 3011 120" 6011 30" 611 heat s1ass te!!!E• 6tt 30" 
OF. OF'. OF. oF'. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. oF. oF. OF. 
12:20  75 75 75 78 76 75 74 82 66 47 75 77 
l2 :30 76 76 76 78 76 76 76 82 66 48 75 76 
12:40 76 76 76 78 76 76 74 82  65 48 75 77 
12:50 76 76 75 78 76 76 74 82 65 LB 75 77 
1:00 76 76 75 78 76 76 75 8 2  66 L9 75 77 
1:10 76 76 76 78 76 77 75 82 66 49 76 77 
1:20 76 76 76 78 76 76 75 83 66 49 76 77 
1:30 76 75 76 78 76 76 75 83 66 49 75 77 
1:40 76 76 76 79 77 76 75 83 68 so 76 77 
1:50 77 76 76 78 77 77 75 83 68 50 75 77 
2:00 (d) 
2:00 77 76 77 79 77 77 75 83 69 51 75 78 
2:10 77 76 77 79 77 77 75 83 69 51 75 77 
2 :20 76 76 76 79 77 76 75 83 68 51 75 75 
2:30 76 76 76 79 77 76 74 83 68 52 74 77 
2 :32 (e) 
2 :l!l 77 76 76 79 77 77 75 83 68 51 75 78 
2:50 77 76 77 79 77 77 75 83 68 51 75 78 
3 :00 77 77 77 80 77 77 76 83 68 51 76 78 
3 :10 77 77 77 79 77 77 75 83 68 51 76 78 
3:20 77 77 78 79 77 77 76 83 67 51 77 78 
3:30 77 77 77 79 77 77 76 83 67 51 77 78 
Mean 75.67 75.45 75.39 77.89 75.98 75 . 77 74.32 83.02 66.26 48.62 74.74 77. 26 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3 ,5,61 71111 & 12) = 75.310F. 
Range or wolking area 780-71 OF. = 70F. Sample size = 376 
V arisnce = lo390F. Standard deviation = ±1.1790F. 
Stamard error or mean = ±.061 OF. 
Mean or readings at center of roan from noor to ceiling = 76.5 20F. 
Range 80°-710F. = 90F. Sample size = 188 
Variance = 2.470F. Standard deviation = ±1.5720F. 
Standard error of nean = :t:.nSOF. 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS F<B CLASSROOM D-.3 (continued 
Mean of all 3011 readings = 75.51 Of. 
Range 780-720]'. = 60F. 
Variance = 1.5.30f. 
Stamard errc:r of mean .. ±.o810f. 
(a) Children coming into roam 
(b) Recess - Games in roam 
(c) End of recess 
(d) Recess begins 
(e ) Recess over 
Sample size = 235 
Standard deviation = tJ.. 2370f. 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CIASSRO(Jol E-1 
March 2, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Ollt-
Temp. of side 
of windCM air 
Tins 30" 30" 3011 120" 6011 30" 6" heat slass telnJ2• 6" 30" OF. OF. oF. OF'. oF. 6F. OF. oF. oF. OF. OF. OF. 
8:04 (a) 
8 :10 74 75 74 75 75 75 74 95 58 38 74 75 
8 : 20 74 74 74 74 74 74 73 78 56 35 73 74 
8 a 30 74 74 74 75 75 74 73 78 56 37 72 74 
8a40 73 74 74 75 75 74 73 78 57 38 72 74 
8 a50 74 73 74 75 75 74 73 77 57 39 72 74 
9a00 74 74 74 75 75 74 73 76 sa 40 72 74 
9alD 74 74 75 75 75 75 74 77 59 42 73 74 
9 &20 74 74 75 75 75 75 73 76 59 43 73 75 
9 a30 74 74 74 75 75 75 73 77 59 43 73 75 
9 a37 (b) 
9 a40 74 74 74 74 74 74 73 76 59 45 74 75 
9 :Ll. (c) 
9:45 (d) 
9:50 73 74 74 74 74 74 72  75 59 45 73 74 
10:00 74 74 74 75 75 74 73 76 59 45 73 75 
10 :10 74 74 74 75 75 75 73 75 60 45 73 74 
10&20 74 74 75 75 75 75 73 75 60 46 73 74 
10 :30 75 75 75 75 75 75 74 75 60 47 73 75 
10a40 75 75 75 76 75 75 74 76 61 48 73 75 
10a50 74 75 75 75 75 75 73 75 60 47 73 75 
llaOO 74 75 75 75 75 75 73 75 61 48 73 75 
llalD 75 75 75 76 76 75 74 76 61 50 73 75 
11: 20 75 75 75 76 76 75 74 76 62 L9 74 75 
lla30 75 75 75 76 76 75 74 74 62 50 73 75 
ll:LO 74 75 74 75 75 
11:42 (e) 
75 73 73 62 18 72 74 
11:50 74 74 74 75 75 75 73 73 62 5o 72 74 
12a00 74 74 74 75 74 74 73 75 62 51 72 74 
12 a10 73 73 73 74 74 74 72 74 62 50 72 73 
3h4 
TBERMOCCDPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM E-1 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of wind Oil air 
Time 30" 30" 30" 12011 60" 30" 6" heat slass tamE• 6" 30" 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. 
12:20 73 73 73 74 74 73 72 74 62 52 72 73 
12:30 73 73 73 74 74 73 72 74 63 52 72 73 
12:40 73 72 73 74 73 73 72 73 62 52 71 72  
12:50 (f) 
12 :50 73 73 73 74 73 73 72 74 63 53 72 73 
1a00 73 73 73 75 75 75 74 74 64 53 73 75 
1:10 75 75 75 76 75 75 74 72 64 54 73 75 
1:20 74 74 74 75 75 75 73 72 64 52 72 75 
1:30 75 75 75 76 76 75 74 73 65 54 74 75 
1:34 {g) 
1:Jt) 73 73 73 74 74 73 72 71 64 54 72 73 
1:50 72 72 73 73 73 73 72 71 64 54 72 73 
2 &00 72 72 73 73 73 73 72 70 64 56 73 83 
2:10 (h) 
2 :10 73 74 73 74 74 74 73 72 65 54 71 73 
2 :20 74 74 75 75 75 75 74 72 65 56 73 74 
2:30 73 74 75 75 75 75 73 72 65 56 74 75 
2 :40 75 75 75 76 75 75 75 73 66 59 74 76 
2:50 75 75 75 76 76 76 74 70 66 57 71 75 
3 :00 72  72  72 74 73 72 71 70 64 55 70 72 
Mean 71.43 71.57 71.71 72.45 74.67 74 .36  73.07 74.71 61.45 48.64 72.59 74.19 
Mean or working area {1, 2, 3,5,6, 7,11, & 12) = 73. 84°F. 
Range of working area 760-70°F. = 60F. Sample size = 336 
Variance = 1o180F. Standard deviation = il.0860F. 
Standard error or mean = i.0590f. 
Mean of readings at center of room from fioar to ceiling = 74. 230f. 
Range 76°-71 o:F. = 50f. Sample size = 168 
Variance = 1o170F. Standard deviation = ±1.0820f. 
Starxlard error of mean = ±.o8J�. 
THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM E-1 (continued) 
Mean of all 3011 readl.ng_s = 74.08�. 
Range 76°-72°F. = 4or. 
Variance = .820F. 
Standard errar of mean = t.o2o0p'. 
(a) Class in progress - Recorder on 
(b) Moming break 
(c) Windcw open slightly 
(d) Class back from break 
(e) Class going to music and then lunch 
(f) Class returned fran lunch 
(g) Class out for play period 
(h) Class involved in group work 
Sample size c 210 
Standard deviation = t. 2860F. 
1 2 
Time 30" 30" 
OF. OF'. 
7 :45 (a) 
7 :50 74 74 
8:00 75 75 
8 :10 76 76 
8:16 (b) 
8 :20 72  71 
8 :30 72 72 
8:40 71 71 
8:50 71 72 
9 :00 73 72 
9:10 72 72 
9 : 20 72 72 
9 :30 74 73 
9:40 75 75 
9:50 75 75 
10:00 75 75 
10:04 (c) 
10 :10 75 75 
10:20 75 75 
10 :30 75 75 
10:40 75 75 
10:49 (d) 
10:50 75 75 
11:00 76 75 
11110 74 74 
11:20 75 75 
11:30 76 76 
11:40 77 77 
11:50 77 77 
12 :00 77 76 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM E-2 
March 3, 1961 
3 4 5 6 7 
30" 120" 60" 30" 6" 
OF'. OF. OF. OF'. OF. 
74 74 74 74 74 
76 75 75 75 74 
76 76 76 77 75 
73 75 75 74 69 
73 74 74 73 69 
74 74 74 72 68 
76 74 74 73 68 
73 74 74 73 69 
73 75 75 73 69 
73 75 75 73 70 
74 76 75 75 70 
75 76 76 75 71 
75 77 76 76 72 
75 76 76 75 72  
75 75 76 75 74 
76 77 76 76 74 
76 77 77 76 74 
75 75 76 75 74 
76 76 76 76 75 
76 76 76 76 73 
75 75 75 75 73 
75 76 76 75 74 
76 77 77 77 75 
77 78 78 77 75 
77 78 78 77 75 
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THERMOCWPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM E-2 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of windOW' air 
Tine 3011 3011 3011 12011 6o" 30" 6" heat slass temE• 6" 30" 
OF. OF. 6F. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. or. oF. 
12t07 (e ) 
12 :10 75 75 75 76 76 76 74 75 77 61 74 75 
12: 20  75 74 75 75 75 75 74 75 74 60 74 75 
12a 26 (f) 
12 :30 74 74 74 74 74 74 74 76 76 64 74 75 
12 :40 75 75 76 76 76 76 75 76 74 62 74 75 
12:50 76 76 77 77 77 76 74 76 73 63 74 76 
l aOO 76 76 77 77 77 76 74 77 73 64 74 76 
ltlO 77 76 77 77 77 77 75 77 75 64 75 76 
1:20 77 77 78 77 77 77 76 78 75 64 76 77 
l t30 77 76 77 77 77 77 75 76 73 63 74 76 
1:31 (g) 
1:40 75 75 75 75 75 75 74 77 72  65 74 75 
1:50 75 75 75 75 75 75 74 77 72 64 74 75 
2 :00 74 74 75 75 74 75 74 77 71 65 74 74 
2:10 75 75 76 76 76 75 74 75 71 65 74 77 
2:20 76 75 77 77 76 76 74 76 72 64 74 76 
2 :30 76 75 76 77 77 76 75 76 71 62 74 77 
2:40 76 75 77 77 77 76 75 76 71 64 75 77 
2:42 (h) 
2t50 77 77 78 78 77 77 76 78 72 64 76 77 
3:00 77 76 78 78 78 78 77 77 72 64 75 77 
Mean 74.93 74.68 75o55 75o95 75 .89 75o39 73. 30 77. 25 77.45 59oll 72. 82 75.34 
Mean of worldng area (1, 2,3, 5,6, 7 ,11, & 12) = 74. 74°F. 
Range of working area 81 °-67"F. = 14 �. Sample size = 352 
Variance = 4.18"F. Staniard deviation = :1:2.045�. 
Stan::lard error of mean = ±ol09"F. 
Mean of readings at center of room from f'loar to ceiling = 75ol3"F. 
Range 780-680F. = lO"F. Sample size = 176 
Variance = 3. 620Fo Standard deviation = ±1.903�. 
Standard errar of mean = *.1430F. 
THERMOCCJJPIB READINGS FOR CLASSROOM E-2 ( continued) 
Mean of all 3> "  readings = 75.h50f. 
Range 81°-710,. = lOOF. 
Variance = 2.550f. 
Standard error of mean = ±.1710F. 
Sample size = 220 
Stan:iard deviation = :t2.6290,. 
(a) Drapes drawn - Children coming into roam 
(b) Windows opened 
(c) Drapes opened 
(d) Drapes opened - Sky somewhat overcast 
(e) Class gone to lunch 
(f) Class back from lunch 
(g) Class out to pla;y" - Lights out 
(h) Committee work in class 
348 
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THERMOOOUPLE READINGS FOR ClASSROOM E-3 
Mar en 6, 1961 




Tima ))" 30" 3011 30" 611 6" 30" 
OF. • OF. 0 OF. OF. OF. OF. 
7 a42 (a) 
7 a50 82 81 81 86 83 81 80 134 77 65 81 83 
8:00 (b) 
8:00 83 83 83 87 85 83 81 136 77 65 83 84 
8 :10 83 81 82  86 83 82 79 142 76 66 80 82 
8 a 20 82 82  81 86 83 82 79 138 75 66 80 82 
8a30 82 82 82 84 82 83 82 114 75 65 83 84 
8 a40 83 83 83 86 84 83 81 124 74 64 82 82 
8:50 83 83 83 86 84 84 82 130 74 65 84 84 
9 a00 83 83 84 . 87 84 84 83 132 74 65 83 84 
9a10 83 83 83 86 84 84 83 129 74 65 84 84 
9 a 20 82 83 83 86 84 83 82 127 75 64 83 83 
9 a.30 8.3 83 8.3 86 8.3 8.3 82 126 74 64 82 83 
9a40 85 8.3 8.3 86 84 8.3 82 127 75 64 82 83 
9:43 (c) 
9 a50 80 80 81 85 82 81 79 J32 74 65 80 81 
10:00 79 79 79 8.3 80 79 78 122 7.3 64 78 79 
lOalO 81 80 81 85 81 81 79 1.34 75 65 81 81 
10a18 (d) 
10 :20 81 81 81 85 82 81 80 132 74 65 80 80 
10:.30 82 82  81 86 82 82 81 131 75 65 80 81 
10:40 81 81 81 85 82 82 80 1.30 75 66 81 82 
10:50 82 81 81 85 82 82  80 125 75 66 82 82 
llaOO 82  82  82 85 82 82 81 126 76 66 81 82 
11a10 82 82 82 84 82 82 81 
-
12.3 75 67 82 82 
11a 20 82 82 8 2  86 82 82 81 114 75 67 8.3 83 
lla28 (e) 
11:.30 8.3 82 82 86 8.3 8.3 81 125 75 67 83 8.3 
llz3.3 (f) 
11:40 81 80 81 85 81 81 79 124 76 68 82 82 
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THERMOOOUPIE READI:NGS FOR CLASSROOM E-3 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of w.indaw ajr 
Tine 30" 30" 30" 120" 6011 30" 6" heat slass tem:e. 6" 3011 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
11:50 a1 a1 a2 as a2 a2 79 12a 76 69 a2 a2 
12:00 a1 a1 a1 a6 a2 a2 ao 12a 77 69 a2 a3 
12 :03 (g) 
12 :10 al a1 a2 a4 a2 a2 al 127 76 6a a2 a3 
12: 20 a3 a2 a2 as a3 83 82 124 76 69 a2 a2 
12:30 a1 81 a1 a2 81 81 al 102 76 69 82 ao 
12 :40 81 a1 a1 a3 al a2 al 92 7a 69 a1 83 
12 :50 81 a1 a1 al a1 81 81 a a 79 71 a3 a2 
1:00 al 82 82 a3 82 82 81 69 ao 72  a3 a3 
1:10 a2 al a1 a4 a2 a2 80 a7 7a 71 a1 81 
1 :20 a1 a1 ao a2 al a1 ao a7 7a 72 a1 a2 
1:30 a2 a1 a1 a2 al a1 a1 a7 77 71 al 81 
1 :40 a1 a1 ao a2 ao a1 80 as 77 72 a1 a1 
1:50 a1 a1 80 a1 al 81 80 a6 77 71 a2 a2 
2 :00 81 ao 81 a2 a1 a1 ao 85 7a 73 a1 81 
2:10 a2 a1 al 83 81 a1 80 as 77 71 a1 a1 
2 :20 a2 a1 ao a3 al a1 79 86 77 72 a1 al 
2:30 a3 a2 a3 a4 a2 82 a2 a3 76 71 a2 82 
2:40 79 77 79 ao 79 79 79 al 75 69 ao 79 
2:50 a1 a1 al ao a1 81 al a2 75 69 al al 
3:00 a1 a1 ao ao ao ao ao 82 73 66 a1 a1 
Mean a1o73 a1.36 a1.45 84.18 82.00 81.a0 ao.55 110.70 75.77 67.57 a1.59 81.9a 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3, 5,6, 7,11, & 12) = a1.$60F. 
Range of working area a5o-770F. = aor. Sample size = 352 
Variance = lo790F. Standard deviation = t1.33a0F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.071oF. 
Mean of readings at center of room from floor to ceiling = a2.130F. 
Range a70-790f. = a�. Sample size = 176 
Variance = 3.ao<>p-. Stmxlard deviation = il.9490f. 
Standard error of nean = ±.J.47°F. 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM E-3 (cant inued) 
Mean of all ))" readings = 77.12�. 
Range 8$0-77�. = BOF. 
Variance = 1.38�. 
standard error of DBan = :t:.0790F. 
(a) Children coming into room 
(b) Three windCils opened 
(c) Class out of room for music 
(d) Class back from Dllsic 
Sample size = 220 
stan::lard deviation = :1:1.17$0p'. 
(e) Class gme to lunch 
(f) Thermostat setting changed to 6S<l:F. by principal 
(g) Class back from lunch 
3$1 
352 
THERMOCOUPLE READDlGS FOR CLASSROOM F-1 
March 7, 1961 




Time 30" 3011 30" 120" 6Q11 3011 611 
OF. • OF. OF. OF. • OF. • 
8 :20 76 77 76 77 76 76 76 71 69 60 74 75 
8 t30 77 78 78 77 78 77 77 71 69 6o 75 76 
8:34 (a) 
8:40 78 77 78 78 78 78 78 71 70 62 72 77 
8:50 77 77 78 78 78 78 77 71 71 64 76 77 
9 z00 77 77 78 19 19 78 78 71 71 63 76 77 
9:10 78 77 19 19 19 78 77 71 71 65 75 77 
9 : 20 78 77 19 19 19 19 78 71 71 70 76 77 
9:30 77 76 77 19 78 78 77 71 71 64 72 75 
9 :40 78 77 78 19 19 78 78 73 73 70 76 77 
9 :50 76 75 77 19 77 75 74 71 72 65 72 74 
10:00 77 75 77 78 77 76 76 72 72 67 74 75 
10 :10 77 77 78 19 19 78 77 72 72 68 75 76 
10: 20 77 75 77 78 77 77 77 71 71 66 74 75 
10 :30 77 76 76 19 77 77 76 71 71 64 73 73 
10:31 (b) 
10:1.0 74 74 74 78 75 75 74 72 71 66 74 74 
10: 46 (c) 
10:50 77 77 77 19 77 77 77 72 72 66 75 75 
11:00 77 77 77 19 77 77 77 72 72 66 76 76 
11:10 77 77 77 19 77 77 77 73 73 69 74 76 
11:20 76 76 77 19 77 76 76 72 72 65 75 76 
11:30 76 76 76 19 77 77 76 72 72 67 75 76 
11:40 77 76 77 19 77 77 77 72 72  68 76 76 
11:45 (d) 
11:50 78 78 19 19 19 78 78 72 72 71 76 77 
12:00 78 78 78 19 19 19 78 72 73 70 76 77 
12:10 75 73 75 19 77 75 74 71 72 65 71 76 
12 :19 (e) 
12 :20 74 72  74 76 75 76 74 71 72 65 70 73 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FCR CLASSROOM F-1 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of windOW" air 
Time 30" 30" 30" 120" 6011 30" 6n heat �lass temE• 6" 30" 
OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
12 :30 73 72 72 76 74 72 71 71 71 65 70 73 
12:40 73 72 73 75 73 73 73 71 70 65 71 71 
12 r48 (f) 
l2 :50 73 71 73 78 74 72 72 71 70 64 71 72 
lrOO 76 76 78 77 77 76 76 71 71 66 74 74 
1:10 79 79 79 79 79 79 78 72 72 70 76 76 
1 :20 77 77 79 79 78 78 77 72 73 70 75 77 
1 :30 78 79 79 79 78 78 78 72 73 70 77 78 
1:40 78 78 80 79 79 78 77 72 74 70 76 78 
1:50 79 78 79 80 79 79 79 73 74 70 78 79 
2:00 77 77 77 80 78 76 76 72 73 67 73 75 
2110 77 77 78 80 77 76 75 71 72  68 72 74 
2: 20 78 77 79 80 78 78 78 72 73 68 72  76 
2:30 75 74 75 80 77 74 73 71 72 65 72 73 
2:40 76 74 75 80 77 75 74 71 72 65 71 72 
2:44 (g) 
2:50 77 77 79 78 77 77 77 72 72 72 75 75 
3:00 78 78 79 79 79 79 78 72 73 77 77 77 
3 :10 78 78 79 79 79 79 78 72 73 75 77 77 
3 a 20 79 80 79 79 79 79 78 72 73 74 77 78 
Mean 76.74 76. 26 77.19 78.60 77.44 76.86 76.33 71.6o 71.58 67.14 74. 23 75.55 
Mean of worlcing area (1, 2,3,5,6.�� 7.�� ll, & 12) = 76.330F. 
Range of working area 800-700F. = lOOF. Sample size = 344 
Varianee = 4.350F. standard deviation = ±2.0860f. 
Standard error of man = z.1120F. 
Mean of readings at center of room from floor to ceiling = 77 • .3l.OF. 
Range 80°-71 Of. = 90F.. Sample size = 172 
Variance = 3.380f. Standard deviation = ±1.838or. 
Standard error of mean = ±. 1400F. 
THERMOOOUPLE READllmS FOR CLASSROOM F-1 (continued) 
Mean of all 3011 readings = 76.51 OJ!'. 
Range 80°-71 OF. = 90F. 
Variance = 3.610f. 
standard error of mean = �.130"F. 
(a) Window open 
(b) Milk break 
(c) Class out of room 
(d) Students coming into room 
(e) Lunch period 
(f) Class in roam 
(g) Classes changed 
Sample size = 215 
Stamard deviation = ±:L.900<>.F. 
354 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM F-2 
March 8 J 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp . Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Time 30" 30" 30" 12011 6011 30" 6" heat slass temp. 6" 30" 
OF. OF'. "F. OF. OF. OFo OF. OF. OF. oF: oF. OF. 
8:15 (a) 
8 :20 76 76 76 77 76 76 76 77 69 63 75 76 
8 s 24 (b) 
8 a30 77 77 77 77 77 77 76 77 70 64 75 77 
8:40 75 74 75 77 76 76 73 77 70 69 71 74 
8 a50 75 74 74 77 75 74 73 77 70 71 72 75 
9&00 75 75 15 75 76 76 15 78 71 72 74 75 
9a10 15 75 76 76 76 76 75 78 71 72 74 77 
9 a20 77 77 78 78 78 77 76 78 72 71 75 77 
9 :30 76 76 76 78 77 76 75 78 72 72  74 76 
9a40 77 76 77 77 77 77 76 80 73 73 77 77 
9 :50 76 75 76 77 76 76 74 80 71 72 74 75 
10 :00 74 73 73 76 74 74 73 78 68 66 72  74 
10a10 72 71 7 2  75 73 72 71 77 66 65 69 71 
10:20  75 75 76 77 76 75 75 77 67 65 72 75 
10:30 76 76 76 78 77 76 74 77 69 65 72 75 
10 a40 75 75 76 77 76 76 75 77 70 67 72 74 
10:46 (c) 
10:50 15 - 75 75 77 75 75 75 78 72 69 75 76 
11t00 15 74 75 77 75 75 74 78 71 68 73 75 
11:10 75 74 74 77 75 75 15 78 72  70 75 75 
11:18 (d) 
11:20 75 74 75 77 75 75 74 77 70 72 74 75 
11a30 76 75 76 78 76 76 75 78 72 70 75 15 
lla40 76 75 76 77 75 75 74 77 71 68 73 75 
11&50 75 15 76 77 76 76 75 77 71 69 73 75 
12&00 76 75 76 77 76 76 75 77 72 70 75 75 
12 :03 (e) 
12 :10 76 75 76 78 76 76 75 77 72 70 75 75 
12:20 74 74 74 76 75 74 74 77 72 71 73 74 
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THERMOCaJPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM F-2 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. or side 
of window air 
Time 30" 3011 3011 120" 60" 3011 6tt heat sl.ass tamE• 6tr 3011 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
12:30 74 74 74 75 74 74 74 77 72 69 72  73 
12:38 (f) 
12:40 75 75 76 75 75 75 75 77 73 71 73 74 
12:50 75 74 75 76 74 15 74 77 72 70 72 73 
1:00 (g) 
1:00 76 75 15 76 75 75 74 77 72 70 73 74 
1 :10 75 75 75 76 75 75 15 77 73 70 74 74 
1:20 73 73 74 73 74 74 74 77 71 69 73 73 
1:30 73 72 73 72 74 15 75 77 70 66 73 73 
1 :40 75 15 75 76 75 75 75 77 72 69 74 74 
1:50 74 73 75 74 74 75 75 77 73 69 73 74 
2:00 74 73 15 73 74 75 15 77 72 69 73 73 
2:10 74 74 75 74 75 15 75 77 72 69 73 73 
2a12 (h) 
2 :20 73 73 75 74 73 74 74 77 72  68 73 73 
2:30 (i) 
2:30 72 72 73 72 73 73 73 77 72 69 73 73 
2:40 75 74 75 76 74 74 74 77 72 68 73 74 
2:50 75 75 76 77 76 76 75 77 72 67 74 75 
3:00 72 72 73 70 73 74 74 76 70 66 71 72 
3:10 72 72 72 72 74 74 74 77 70 66 71 72 
3 :20 71 71 73 73 73 72 72 76 68 64 70 70 
3 :30 72  71 73 73 73 72 72 75 69 65 70 71 
Mean 74.63 74. 18 74.95 75.68 75.05 74.98 74.36 77 .25 70.93 70.02 73.11 74. 23 
Mean of world.ng area (1, 2,3 ,5,6, 7 ,ll, & 12)  = 74.440F. 
Range of world.ng area 780-690F. = 90F. Sample size = 352 
Variance = 2.460F. Standard deviation = il.5680F. 
Standard error or mean = ±.o84oF. 
THERMOOOOPLE READlNGS FOR CLASSROOM F-2 (continued) 
Mean at readings at center of room from fl.oor to ceiling = 7S.020F. 
Range 78°-700F. = 80F. Sample size = 176 
Variance = 2.230f. Standard deviation "" ±J..4930F. 
Staniard error at mean = ±.ll30F. 
Mean at all .J)tr readl.ngs = 74.60°F. 
Range 78°-700f. = 8�. 
Variance = 2.SOOF. 
Standard error of mean = !.1070F. 
(a) Students coming into room 
Sample size = 2aJ 
Standard deviation = :tl..S810F. 
(b) Sun partial:cy shining - Some windows open - Drapes cl.osed 
(c) Class gone to music room 
(d) Class returns 
(e) Lunch - Lights off 
(f) Class back from lunch - Lights on 
(g) Drapes open 
(h) Play perl.od 
(i) Play period aver 
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THERMOCOOPLE REA.li[NGS FOR CLASSROOM F-3 
March 9' 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Tins 3011 30" 3011 12011 6011 30" 6" heat glass temp. 6" 30" 
dF. OF. OF. 6F. OF. OF. OF. OF . OF. OF. OF. OF. 
8 a 20 71 71 71 74 7 2  71 69 72 $0 34 67 70 
8 : 22 (a) 
8 :30 68 66 66 74 69 67 65 71 50 34 64 66 
8:32 (b) 
8a40 70 70 70 74 72 70 68 72 50 34 66 70 
8 :50 70 70 71 74 72 71 68 72  50 34 66 69 
9 :00 (c) 
9a00 71 70 70 74 71 71 69 72 5o 34 67 70 
9:10 71 72 71 74 73 72 69 73 50 35 67 70 
9 :20 71 71 72 74 73 72 69 73 50 35 67 70 
9 :30 71 71 71 74 73 72 69 73 49 35 67 71 
9a40 70 71 71 74 73 71 68 73 $0 36 66 68 
9 :50 71 71 71 74 73 71 69 73 50 36 68 71 
10 :00 72 73 73 74 74 72 69 73 50 35 69 72 
10:10 72 73 73 75 74 73 70 73 51 36 69 72 
10:20  73 73 73 74 74 73 70 73 5o 37 69 73 
10:30 74 74 74 75 74 74 72 73 52 36 70 73 
10 :40 73 74 74 75 75 74 71 73 50 36 70 73 
10a50 73 74 74 75 75 74 72 73 51 36 70 74 
11:00 74 74 74 75 75 75 7 2  73 51 36 70 74 
11:10 74 74 74 75 75 75 71 73 52 36 70 74 
11:20 74 75 75 75 75 75 72 73 51 36 70 74 
11:30 74 74 75 75 75 75 72 74 52 36 71 74 
11:40 74 74 74 75 75 74 72  73 51 37 71 74 
11:50 74 75 75 75 75 75 72 74 51 37 71 74 
11:57 (d) 
12 :00 74 74 74 75 75 74 71 73 51 36 70 73 
12 :10 72 72 72 73 75 74 70 73 51 36 70 72 
12 :20 72  72 72 73 73 73 70 73 51 36 69 72 
12:30 73 73 75 75 73 73 72 73 51 36 70 72 
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THERMOCOUPIE READ[NGS FOR CLASSROOM F-3 (continued) 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Time 3011 3011 30" 12011 6011 30" 6" heat s1ass temE• 6" 3011 
OF. OF. OF. oF. Of. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
12z31 (e) 
12 :40 74 74 74 75 75 74 72 73 52 36 71 73 
12 z50 74 74 74 75 75 75 71 73 53 38 70 74 
1:00 74 75 75 75 75 75 72  74 51 37 71 74 
1:10 74 75 75 75 75 75 72 74 51 Jl 71 75 
1 :20 75 75 75 75 75 75 72 74 52 37 72 74 
1 :30 74 75 75 76 75 75 72 74 52 Jl 71 75 
1:40 74 75 75 76 75 75 72 74 52 37 72 74 
1z50 75 75 75 76 76 75 73 74 53 38 72 75 
2:00 75 75 75 75 76 75 72 74 54 39 71 75 
2:10 75 75 74 75 75 75 73 74 53 38 71 75 
2 :20 75 75 75 75 76 75 72 74 54 39 72 75 
2 :30 75 75 75 76 76 75 72 74 53 38 72 75 
2:40 75 75 75 76 76 76 72 74 54 38 72 75 
2:50 75 75 75 76 76 75 72 74 54 38 72 74 
3:00 74 75 75 75 75 75 72  74 53 38 72 74 
3:10 76 76 75 76 76 75 74 74 54 39 72  74 
3 :20 74 75 75 75 75 75 72 74 54 39 71 75 
3 z30 76 75 75 76 76 75 73 74 53 39 72 75 
Mean 73.18 73 .41 73.45 74.82 74. 34 73. 66 70.93 73 . 27 51.52 36.5 2 69. 79 72. 86 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3,5,6, 7 ,ll, & 12) = 72. 700F. 
Range of working area 760-640F. = 12<>F. Sample size = 352 
Variance = 5.680F. Standard deviation = ±2.3830F. 
Standard error of mean = ± .1270F. 
Mean of readings at center of room from floor to ceiling = 7 3.44�. 
Range 760-650F. = ll OF. Sample size = 176 
Variance = 4.630F. Standard deviation = ±2.152<>F. 
Staa:lard error of nemi = ±.1620F. 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM F-3 (continued) 
Mean of' all 30" readl.ngs = 73.31 Or. 
Range 760-660F. = 100f. 
Variance = 3.930F. 
Standard error of' mean = :1:.1340F. 
(a) Window opened slightzy 
(b) Class gone to gymnasium 
(c) Class back from gym 
(d) Class gone to lunch 
(e) Class retumed from lunch 
Sample size = 220 
Standard deviation = :1:1.9820F. 
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1 2 
Time 30" 30" 
OF. OF. 
8:15 (a) 
8 :20  74 74 
8 :30 75 75 
8 :40 76 76 
8 :43 (b) 
8:50 (c) 
8 :50 76 75 
9 :00 (d) 
9 :00 76 76 
9:0$ (e) 
9 :10 72 71 
9 : 20 72 70 
9 130 71 69 
9:32 (f) 
9 :40 73 73 
9:50 75 74 
10:00 75 74 
10 :10 76 75 
10:20 77 77 
10:30 77 76 
10:40 77 76 
10:$0 78 77 
11:00 (g) 
11:00 78 78 
11:10 75 75 
11:20 74 74 
11:26 (h) 
11:30 76 74 
11:40 76 76 
11:50 77 76 
THERMOOOUPLE READINGS FCR CLASSROOM G-1 
Mardl 17' 1961 
3 4 5 6 7 
30" 120" 60" 30ft 6" 
OF'. 6F. or. OF. OF. 
74 81 75 74 73 
75 81 76 75 74 
76 80 77 76 75 
76 82 76 76 74 
76 82 77 76 75 
73 77 75 72  70 
72 76 74 71 68 
71 75 73 71 69 
74 19 75 74 72 
75 79 76 75 73 
75 80 76 75 72 
76 80 77 76 74 
77 81 78 77 75 
77 81 78 77 75 
77 82 78 77 75 
78 80 78 78 75 
78 81 78 78 77 
76 79 76 76 74 
74 78 75 74 74 
76 80 76 75 73 
76 80 77 76 75 
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THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR ClASSROOM G-1 ( continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp . Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Time 30" 30" 30" 120" 6Qn 30" 6" heat slass tem;e. 6"  30" 
OF. OF. 6F. OF. OF. OF. OF. oF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
12:00 (i) 
12:00 77 76 77 82 78 77 74 83 66 54 75 76 
12 :10 75 74 75 82  76 75 72 81 65 53 73 74 
12:20 76 76 76 83 77 76 74 81 66 54 74 76 
12:30 76 75 76 82 77 76 74 81 67 53 73 74 
12:40 74 74 75 79 76 75 73 80 66 55 71 73 
12:40 (j ) 
12 :50 73 73 74 77 75 74 72 80 66 54 70 73 
1:00 73 72  73 75 73 72 71 79 65 55 70 71 
1:09 (k) 
1:10 73 72 73 75 73 73 72 78 65 56 71 72 
1 :20 75 74 75 80 76 75 74 79 67 57 74 75 
1:30 75 75 76 80 76 75 74 80 67 56 72 75 
1:40 76 76 76 80 77 76 75 80 68 57 74 76 
1:50 76 75 76 81 77 76 74 80 68 59 74 76 
2:00 75 75 76 81 77 75 74 80 68 57 72 73 
2:10 75 75 75 81 77 76 74 80 68 57 72 73 
2 :20 76 76 76 81 76 76 75 80 68 58 74 75 
2:30 75 74 75 80 76 75 74 80 68 58 72  74 
2:40 75 74 75 79 76 75 74 80 68 59 71 74 
2 :50 75 75 75 79 76 76 75 81 69 59 74 75 
3:00 76 76 76 82 77 76 75 81 69 61 75 76 
3:01 (1) 
3 :10 77 77 77 81 77 77 76 81 70 61 76 76 
Mean 75.21 74.64 75.38 79.88 76.24 75.29 73.64 80.71 64. 12 51.62 72.98 74.19 
Mean of wo:rlcing area (1, 2,3,5,6,7 ,ll, & 12)  = 74. 700F. 
Range of worldng area 78°-650F. = 130F. Sample size = 336 
Variance = 4.llOF. Standard deviation = ±2.02701. 
Standard error of mean = %.ll10F. 
THERMOCOOPLE READINGS FCR ClASSROOM G-1 (continued) 
Mean of readings at center of room from floor to ceiling = 76. 20'7. 
Range 83°-680F. = l50f. Sample size = 168 
Variance a 9.740f. Standard deviaticn = ±3.1210F. 
Standard error of mean = ±. 241 0]'. 
Mean of all 30" readings = 74.94°F. 
Range 780-680f. = lOOf. 
Variance "" 3.14 Of. 
Standard error of mean = ±.1220f. 
(a) Bell - Children cond.ng into room 
(b) Class left room to get milk 
(c) Class retumed from milk break 
(d) Light off - T.v. period 
Sample size = 210 
standard deviation = il. 772°F. 
(e) Wind�s opened for ventilation 
(f) T.v. class over - Lights on 
(g) Class go� to gym - Two rows of lights off 
(h) Class retumed - Lights on 
(i) More windows open 
(j ) Class gone to lunch 
(k) Class back from lunch 
(1) Most of class gone 
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THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM G-2 
March 20, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of w.indow air 
Time 30" 3011 30" 12011 6011 3011 611 heat �lass temE• 6" 3011 
OF. OF. oF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
8:00 73 73 73 79 74 73 72 89 66 54 72 73 
8 :10 74 74 74 78 74 74 73 85 66 56 73 74 
8 : 20 74 74 74 78 75 75 74 83 67 56 73 75 
8 :30 (a) 
8 :30 74 74 74 79 75 74 74 81 66 55 73 75 
8 :40 (b) 
8 :LO 75 74 75 78 75 75 74 80 67 56 73 75 
8:50 75 75 75 78 75 75 74 79 67 58 73 75 
9:00 75 75 75 78 76 75 74 79 67 60 74 75 
9:10 76 76 76 79 76 76 74 79 68 58 74 76 
9 :20 76 77 76 79 76 76 74 78 70 63 74 76 
9 :30 76 76 76 79 78 76 75 79 70 57 75 76 
9:40 76 76 77 80 77 76 74 79 69 60 75 76 
9 :50 76 76 76 80 77 76 75 79 71 64 75 77 
10:00 {c) 
10 :00 76 76 77 80 77 77 75 79 70 62 74 76 
10:06 (d) 
10:10 76 75 75 80 77 77 74 79 71 61 74 76 
10:20 76 76 76 80 77 76 74 79 71 62 74 76 
10:30 76 76 76 80 77 76 75 79 71 61 75 76 
10:40 77 77 77 81 78 77 75 79 74 63 75 77 
10:50 77 77 77 81 78 77 75 79 73 60 75 77 
11100 78 78 77 81 78 78 75 80 74 65 76 78 
11:10 77 77 78 82 79 78 76 80 74 61 75 78 
11:20  78 78 79 82 79 79 77 80 77 63 76 79 
11:30 78 78 79 83 80 79 76 81 78 67 77 79 
11:40 77 77 77 82 79 78 76 81 77 64 76 78 
11:50 77 77 77 82 78 77 75 80 79 67 75 77 
12:00 (e) 
12:00 76 76 76 81 78 76 75 81 80 72  75 77 
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THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM G-2 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Time 3011 3011 30" 12011 60 11 3011 6n heat s1ass tem_E. 6" 30" 
OF. 6F. or. OF. OF. or. or. OF. or. OF. OF. OF. 
12tl0 76 76 76 79 77 76 75 81 80 67 75 76 
12 :20 76 76 76 78 77 76 75 81 80 68 75 76 
12 :30 76 76 76 78 77 76 75 81 80 71 75 76 
12z38 (f) 
l2 t40 76 76 77 78 77 77 75 80 80 72 75 77 
12:50 78 77 78 81 78 78 76 81 81 69 76 78 
1:00 78 78 79 81 79 78 76 81 81 71 76 78 
1:10 79 78 78 82 79 79 76 81 81 72  77 79 
1&20 78 78 79 82 80 79 77 81 81 71 77 79 
1:30 79 79 79 82 80 79 78 82 82 71 77 79 
1:35 (g) 
1:40 77 77 78 82 79 78 76 82  82  74 76 77 
la50 77 77 77 81 78 77 76 82 82 73 76 77 
2:00 (h) 
2 :00 77 77 77 81 78 77 76 82 82 72  76 77 
2:10 78 77 78 81 78 77 76 82 81 71 76 78 
2 :20 77 77 77 82 78 77 76 82 82 72 76 77 
2&.30 77 77 78 81 78 78 77 82 79 70 76 78 
2 a40 77 77 77 81 78 78 76 82 82  73 76 78 
2:50 77 77 77 82 78 77 76 82 80 76 76 77 
3 z00 77 77 77 81 77 76 76 82  81 73 76 77 
Mean 76.49 76.39 76. 65 80.30 77.42 76. 72 75.19 80.79 75.35 65.37 75.07 76.77 
Mean of world.ng area (1, 2,3 ,5,6, 7 ,11, & l2) = 76.340F. 
Range of working area 800-7 20F. = 80F. Sample size = 344 
Variance = 2.350F. Standard deviation = ±1.5330f. 
Standard error of DEan = ±.o830F. 
Mean of readings at center of room from fioar to ceiling = 77.LlOF. 
Range 830-720F. = llOF. Sample size = 172 
Variance a 5.380F. Standard deviation = :t2.3190F. 
Standard error of DEan = ±.1770F. 
THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM G-2 (continued) 
Mean of all 30" readings = 76.6oDF. 
Range 79°-7 3'T. = 6DF. 
Variance = 1.870f. 
Standard error of mean = :t.093°F. 
(a) Class gone to get milk - Blinds drawn 
(b) Class retunle d 
(c) Break - Children gone to rest room 
(d) Children back in room 
(e) Lunch - Lights off 
(f) Class back from lunch - Lights on 
(g) Class gone to physical education 
(h) Class back from physical education 
Sample size = 215 
Standard deviation = :tl.367DF. 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM G-3 
March ZL, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of wind a� air 
'l'1me 30" 3011 30" 120" 60" 30" 6" heat slass tamE• 611 30" 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
8 :13 (a) 
8 :m 76 76 77 85 80 78 75 186 70 51 15 77 
8 : 28 (b )  
8 :30 77 77 77 84 80 78 76 180 69 56 74 77 
8 :31 (c) 
8 :38 (d) 
8 :40 76 76 76 81 78 76 15 163 67 55 74 76 
8 :50 77 77 77 81 78 77 74 152 67 55 15 77 
9 :00 77 77 76 82 79 77 74 143 67 55 74 77 
9a10 77 77 77 82 79 77 15 133 68 54 74 77 
9 : 20 15 15 76 81 78 76 74 124 67 54 73 76 
9:30 76 76 76 80 77 76 74 117 66 54 73 76 
9:40 75 75 15 81 77 75 73 111 66 54 72 74 
9:UL (e ) 
9:45 (f) 
9 :50 74 73 74 81 15 74 73 110 65 54 70 73 
9:55 (g) 
10:00 75 75 76 79 77 76 74 110 65 53 73 76 
10:10 77 77 77 80 78 77 75 107 66 54 15 76 
10:20 77 77 77 81 78 77 75 105 66 54 75 77 
10:30 77 77 77 81 79 77 75 102 66 54 75 78 
10:40 77 77 78 81 79 77 75 100 66 53 75 77 
10:50 77 77 77 81 78 77 15 98 66 55 15 76 
11:00 77 77 77 81 78 78 76 96 66 55 75 76 
11a10 77 77 76 81 78 77 15 95 66 54 74 77 
11:20 77 77 77 80 78 77 15 93 66 55 76 77 
11a30 77 77 77 81 78 77 75 92 67 54 74 77 
11:40 77 77 77 81 78 77 76 92 67 55 74 77 
11:45 (h) 
11:50 75 15 75 78 77 76 74 91 67 57 74 76 
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THEHMOCOUPIE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM G-3 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of winda� air 
TiDB 30" 30" 30" 120" 6Qn 3011 6" heat slass tem.2· 6" 30" 
OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF • .  OF. OF. OF. 
12&00 75 74 75 77 76 75 74 89 66 55 72 74 
12&10 74 74 74 76 75 75 73 88 66 55 71 73 
12al7 (i) 
12 : 2:>  75 75 75 76 75 75 73 87 65 56 72 75 
12:30 76 76 76 78 77 76 74 87 66 55 74 76 
12:40 77 77 77 80 78 77 76 88 67 56 75 77 
12:50 78 78 78 80 78 77 76 90 67 56 75 77 
1:00 77 77 78 81 79 78 76 91 68 56 76 78 
1:02 (j ) 
1:10 77 76 76 80 78 77 75 91 68 55 75 77 
1:20 76 76 76 80 77 76 75 90 67 56 74 76 
1:30 76 76 76 80 77 76 75 89 67 56 75 76 
1:32 (k) 
1 :LO 78 77 77 80 78 77 76 88 68 S1 76 78 
1:48 (1) 
1:50 76 76 76 81 78 76 73 87 68 57 71 72  
2:00 73 73 74 83 75 74 72  86 67 60 71 74 
2:10 74 74 75 81 76 75 72 85 68 58 70 74 
2al3 (m) 
2:20 74 15 75 81 76 15 73 84 68 64 73 75 
2:)) 75 75 75 80 77 76 73 83 68 58 73 75 
2 :40 15 75 75 80 77 76 73 82 68 57 71 74 
2:50 15 75 76 81 77 76 73 82 68 56 70 74 
3 :00 76 76 77 80 77 76 74 81 68 59 73 76 
Mean 76.02 75.95 71.29 80.44 77.51 71.46 74.37 103.61 66.93 55.66 73.56 75.88 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3,5,6, 1,11, & 12) = 75.730F. 
Range of working area 80°-700F. = lOOf. Sample size = 328 
Variance = 2.14 OF. Standard deviati en = %1. 4630F. 
Standard error of mean = z.o81oF. 
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THERMOCOUPLE READmGS FOR CLASSROOM G-3 (continued) 
Mean ot readings at center or roam from fioor to ceiling = 77 .160f. 
Range 850-720F. = 130F. Sample size = 164 
Variance = 2.]30F. Sta.niard deviation = ±J..459"F. 
Standard errcr of mean = :t.l.l.4CT. 
Mean of all. 3>" readings = 76.070F. 
Range 78°-720F. = 60F. 














Sample size = 205 
Standard deviation = tl.4280F. 
Standard error ot mean = ±.0990F. 
Thermocouple for position 8 raised sligptly above convector because the 
temperature of the convector was above 2000F. causing Nwnber 8 not 
to print . 
Windows opened 
Class gone for milk 
Class returned 
Break - Class out or room 
Break over - Class back in room 
Windows closed 
Lights off - Class gone to lunch 
Class back from lunch - Lights on 
Class gone to physical educatim class 
Class back from physical education 
Windows opened (upon suggestion from principal) 
Some wind<Jrls closed (children complained about .being cold) 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM H-1 
Mar cil  22, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. or side 
of window air 
Time 30" 30" 30" 120" 60tt 30" 6" heat �as temp. 6n 30" 
OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. DF. oF. or. bF. OF. OF. • 
8:51 (a) 
9 :00 75 76 76 76 76 76 75 68 65 so 75 75 
9 :10 75 75 76 77 77 77 75 69 66 so 75 76 
9 : 20  76 76 77 77 77 77 76 70 66 51 76 76 
9 : 28 (b) 
9 :30 76 77 77 77 77 77 76 69 67 50 76 76 
9 :U> 77 77 76 77 77 77 76 69 66 51 76 77 
9 :48 (c) 
9 :50 77 77 76 77 77 77 76 73 66 52 77 76 
10 :00 77 77 77 77 77 78 77 77 67 52 77 77 
10:10 78 78 76 78 78 78 77 76 68 52 77 77 
10: 20 77 77 78 78 78 78 77 77 69 54 77 77 
10: 23 (d) 
10:30 77 77 77 77 77 77 76 74 69 54 76 76 
10:40 76 76 75 76 76 76 76 74 71 56 76 76 
10:50 (e) 
10: 50 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 73 69 54 76 75 
11:00 77 77 77 78 78 78 77 74 72 56 77 77 
11:10 78 78 78 79 79 79 78 75 74 59 78 79 
11:20 79 79 79 79 80 79 79 75 73 56 79 79 
U:30 79 79 79 80 Bo 80 79 75 72 56 79 79 
11:40 79 79 79 80 80 
11:50 (b) 
80 79 75 72 57 78 79 
ll:SO 79 79 79 79 80 79 79 75 71 56 78 78 
12:00. 79 79 79 8o 80 80 79 75 72 57 79 79 
12:01 (f) 
12 :10 77 77 77 78 78 78 77 75 73 58 77 77 
12:20 77 77 77 79 77 78 77 76 73 59 77 77 
12 :27 (g) 
12 :30 78 78 78 79 79 79 78 75 74 56 78 78 
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THERMOOaJPIE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM H-1 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Ou.t-
Temp. of side 
or window air 
Time 3011 3011 ·30" 120" 6011 30" 6" heat sl.ass temp. 6n 3011 
OF. OF. OF.  OF. oF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF: O.F. OF .  
12:40 78 78 79 79 79 79 79 75 73 59 78 78 
12 :50 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 74 71 58 77 78 
1:00 79 79 79 80 Bo Bo 79 75 71 56 78 78 
1:10 79 79 79 80 Bo Bo 79 75 71 57 78 78 
1a1B (h) 
1: 20 78 78 79 79 79 79 78 75 70 56 78 78 
1:30 78 78 78 79 79 79 78 74 69 56 77 77 
1:40 78 78 77 79 79 79 78 74 68 55 77 77 
1:50 78 78 78 79 79 79 78 73 68 56 76 76 
2:00 78 78 78 79 79 79 78 74 70 57 76 77 
2:10 78 78 79 79 79 79 78 75 69 51 76 77 
2:19 (h) 
2 :20 78 78 78 79 79 79 78 75 69 57 77 78 
2:30 79 79 Bo . Bo 80 80 79 75 71 56 78 78 
2:40 Bo 80 79 80 Bo Bo 79 76 73 61 79 Bo 
2:50 Bo Bo Bo Bo 81 80 80 77 73 60 79 Bo 
3:00 80 80 81 81 81 81 80 78 74 61 Bo 80 
3 :10 80 Bo Bo 81 81 81 81 78 74 61 80 80 
3 : 20  81 81 81 81 81 81 Bo 77 74 61 75 75 
3 :30 Bo 80 Bo Bo 81 80 79 73 7 2  63 79 79 
Mean 77.98 7Bo02 7Bo05 7Bo 68 7Ba72 7Be68 77o B5 74.30 70.37 56.12 77.30 77.50 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3, 5,6,7,ll, & 12 )  = 7B.Olo:F. 
Range of work:l.ng area 810-7 50F. = 60F. Sample size = 320 
Variance = 3.000Fe 
Standard error of :nean = !.097<>F'. 
Standard deviation "" ±1. 7320F. 
Mean or readings at center or room from fioor to ceiling = 7Bo42DF. 
Range 81°-75Df. = 6DF. Sample size = 16o 
Variance = B.12DF. Standard deviation = :t2.B4BOF. 
Standard error or :nean = ±. 2250F o 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOl-1 H-1 (continued) 
Mean of all 30" readings = 78.o40f. 
Range 81 °-75'7. = 60f. 









Sample size = 200 
Standard deviation = ±I. 229�. 
Standard error of mean = ±.o870F. 
Class alread;y" in progress - Adjusting recorder 
Change of classes 
Change or position far number 8 wire 
End of class period - Room vacant 
Themostat setting changed from 70�. to 640]'. to detennine i£ the 6C1f. 
lag is due to faul. ty calibration or the thermostat 
Class gone to lunch 
Class back in roam 
Classes changed 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM H-2 
March 23, 1961 




Time 30" 3011 30" 120" 6011 30" 6" 6" 30" 
OF., OF., OF. 0 OF. F., OF. OF. F., 
8 :20 72  72 73 73 73 73 72 105 58 46 70 72  
8 :30 (a) 
8 :30 73 73 73 74 73 73 72 103 57 46 71 72 
8 :k> 74 74 74 75 75 74 73 101 59 47 71 73 
8 :50 74 74 75 75 75 75 73 90 61 47 72 74 
9z00 75 75 75 76 76 76 74 85 61 47 72 74 
9:10 75 75 75 76 76 75 74 82 62 48 72 74 
9 :20 75 75 75 76 76 76 74 82  63 le 73 74 
9 :30 75 75 76 76 76 75 75 81 62 49 73 74 
9 :32 (b) 
9:40 75 75 76 77 76 76 75 78 63 50 73 75 
9:50 77 76 77 78 78 77 75 79 63 49 74 75 
10 :00 76 76 76 77 77 76 75 80 63 49 73 75 
10:10 76 76 76 77 77 76 75 81 63 50 74 75 
10: 20 76 75 76 77 77 76 75 81 63 50 74 76 
10:22 (b) 
10:30 76 76 76 77 77 77 76 81 63 50 74 76 
10:40 75 76 75 77 77 76 75 81 63 51 73 75 
10:50 76 76 76 77 77 77 75 81 63 51 74 75 
11:00 (b) 
11:00 76 76 77 77 77 76 76 81 64 51 74 75 
11:10 76 76 77 77 77 76 76 81 64 51 74 75 
11: 20 76 76 76 77 77 77 76 81 63 51 74 76 
11:30 76 76 76 77 77 76 75 80 62 49 74 76 
ll:LO 76 76 76 76 76 76 75 80 61 50 74 76 
11:50 76 76 76 77 77 76 75 80 63 50 74 76 
ll :51 ��� 12:00 
12 :00 76 76 76 77 76 76 76 8o 65 51 75 76 
12:10 76 76 76 78 77 76 75 80 64 51 74 75 
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THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR ClASSROOM H-2 (continued) 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. o:f side 
o:f window air 
Time 3011 30" 30" 12:>" 6011 3011 611 heat �lass t;:· 611 3011 
OF. oF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
12 :20 15 15 76 76 76 76 75 73 66 52 74 74 
l2: 2l (d) 
12:30 76 76 77 77 77 76 75 72 64 51 74 75 
12 :1!> 76 76 76 77 77 76 76 72 65 52 74 75 
l2 z50 76 76 76 77 77 76 76 72 66 54 74 76 
l:OO 77 76 77 77 77 77 76 71 67 52 75 76 
l:lO 78 76 78 78 78 77 76 73 68 54 75 76 
l:l6 (b) 
1:20 77 77 78 78 78 77 76 72  67 53 75 75 
1:30 77 76 77 77 77 77 76 72 64 52 74 75 
1�40 76 76 77 77 77 77 76 72  64 53 75 76 
1:50 76 76 77 78 78 77 76 73 66 54 75 76 
2:00 77 77 78 78 78 78 76 73 67 53 75 76 
2 :10 77 77 77 78 78 77 76 72 67 53 75 75 
2:20 76 77 78 78 78 77 76 71 64 52 75 15 
2 :30 77 76 77 77 77 77 76 72 64 52 75 75 
2:40 76 76 77 77 77 77 76 72  64 52 75 75 
2 :50 77 77 77 77 77 77 76 72 65 53 74 75 
3:00 77 77 77 77 77 77 76 73 67 55 75 75 
3 :10 77 76 77 77 77 77 76 72 67 54 75 75 
3:20 (b) 
3 :20 77 77 77 77 77 77 76 72 66 54 75 75 
3 :30 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 73 66 54 75 75 
Mean 75.91 75.77 76. 25  76.79 76.70 76. 23 75. 25 76.59 64.00 50.95 73.86 74.98 
Mean or working area (1, 2,3, 5,6,7,ll, & 12) = 75.620F. 
Range or working area 780-700F. = 80F. Sample size = 352 
Variance = l.880F. Standard deviation "" zl.3710F. 
Standard error or mean = ±.073�. 
'IHERMOOOOPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM H-2 (continued) 
Mean of reading s at center of room from noor to ceiling = 75 .670f. 
Range 78°-72"F. = 60f. Sample size = 176 
Variance = 1.49<T. standard deviation = *1. 22l<>F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.0920F. 
Mean of all 30" readings = 75.83°F. 
Range 78°-720F. = 6<>F. 
Variance = 1.33"F. 
Stazxlard error of D'S an = ±.o78<lF. 
(a) Students coming into room 
(b) Classes changed 
(c) Lunch 
(d) Students coming back from lunch 
Sample size = 220 
Standard deviation = ±J..l530F. 
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1 2 
Time 30" 30" 
OF'. OF'. 
8:30 (a) 
8 :30 72 71 
8 :32 (b) 
8 :40 73 73 
8 :43 (c) 
6 :50 73 72 
9:00 73 72 
9:10 73 72 
9:20 74 73 
9 : 28 (d) 
9 :30 74 73 
9:40 74 74 
9:50 75 75 
10 :00 74 74 
10:10 75 75 
10:20 75 75 
10: 24 (e) 
10:30 74 74 
10:40 74 74 
10:50 74 74 
11:00 (f) 
11:00 75 74 
11:10 73 72 
11:20 73 72  
ll:.J) 73 72 
11:39 (g) 
11:40 73 72  
11:50 (d) 
11:50 13 73 
12 :00 73 72 
THERMOOOUPIE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM H-3 
March 24, 1961 
3 4 5 6 7 
30" 12011 60 11 30 11 6" oF. OFo OF'o OF. OF. 
71 72  72 71 71 
73 74 73 73 73 
73 73 73 73 73 
7 2  73 73 73 73 
72 73 73 73 73 
73 73 73 73 73 
73 74 74 74 73 
74 75 75 74 73 
74 75 75 75 74 
75 75 75 75 75 
75 75 75 75 75 
75 75 75 75 74 
74 74 74 74 74 
74 74 74 74 74 
74 74 74 74 74 
74 74 74 74 74 
73 13 73 73 72 
13 74 72 72 72 
72  73 72 72 72 
73 73 73 72 72 
73 73 73 73 73 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM H-3 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of win dew air 
Time 3011 3011 30" 12011 60" 3011 6" heat s1ass te!!!E• 6" 30" 
OF. OF. Ofo OF. OF., OF. oF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
12 :10 73 72 72  73 73 73 72 61 67 51 70 70 
12 : 20 73 72 73 73 73 73 73 61 73 55 70 71 
12:30 73 72 73 74 73 73 72 62 66 51 70 70 
12 �34 {h) 
12:40 73 72 73 74 72 72 72 61 63 49 70 70 
12:50 72 71 72 73 72  72 72 62 64 51 70 70 
1:00 72 71 71 74 72 72 72 61 63 50 69 69 
1z04 {f) 
1:10 73 72 72 73 73 72 72 62 64 51 69 70 
1sl3 {i) 
1:20 {d) 
1 :20 73 72 73 74 73 73 73 62 66 50 70 70 
1 :30 73 72 73 74 73 73 72 62 67 57 71 71 
1:40 74 72 73 74 73 73 72 62 66 55 70 70 
1 :50 74 73 74 74 74 74 73 63 67 57 71 71 
2:00 74 73 73 74 74 73 72 62 64 51 70 70 
2:10 74 73 73 74 74 73 73 61 62 50 70 70 
2 :18 (d) 
2 :20 73 73 73 75 73 73 72 61 61 49 70 70 
2:.30 74 72 73 74 74 73 72  62 62 51 70 70 
2 :40 74 72 73 74 73 72  72  62 64 51 70 70 
2:50 73 72 73 74 74 73 72 61 62 50 70 70 
3:00 74 72 73 74 73 73 72  62 62 52 70 70 
3 :10 74 72  73 74 74 73 72 63 65 57 70 70 
3 :20 74 7 2  74 75 73 73 73 63 65 54 71 71 
3 ::30 74 73 74 74 74 74 73 63 64 51 71 71 
Mean 73.51 72. 63 73.12 73. 81 73.37 73. 14  72.72 65.44 63.30 49.47 70.47 70.14 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3,5,6, 7,11, & 12) = 72.460f. 
Range of world.ng area 750-690F. = 60!'. Sample size = 344 
Variance = 2.420F. Standard deviation = ±1.5560F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.o840F. 
THERMOOOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM H-3 (continued) 
Mean of readings at center of room from floor to ceiling = 73.25� o 
Range 750-710Fo = 4�. Sample size = 172 
Variance = 1.54<T. Standard deviation = ±1. 24J.OF. 
Standard error of mean = :t.o9.5� o 
Mean of all 30" readings = 72.63�. 
Range 75°-69�. = 6°F. 
Variance = 2.390F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.lo50f'. 
(a) Class coming into room 
(b) Custodians changing filter 
(c) Filter cleaned - Class in roam 
(d) Classes dlanged 
(e) Change of classes - Room vacant 
(f) · Class back in roam 
(g) Sun shining 
(h) Class gone to lunch 
(i) Girls complained about being too cold 
Sample size = 21.5 
Standard deviation = ±1.5460f. 
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THEm<IOCOUPIE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM I-1 
March 27, 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window a:ir 
Time 3011 3011 30" 12011 60" 30" 6" heat glass temE• 6tr 30" 
OF. OF. OF. oF. OF. OF'. OF. oF. OF'. OF'. OF. OF. 
7 z50 (a) 
7 :50 72 72 73 85 78 73 68 133 70 51 68 73 
8 :00 73 73 74 86 79 73 68 159 72 53 69 74 
8 :10 74 74 74 87 80 74 69 164 72 54 70 75 
8 :20 (b) 
8 :20 75 76 77 88 81 76 72 163 74 55 72 77 
8 :30 78 78 78 90 83 78 72 164 75 55 73 78 
8 :32 (c) 
8 :14> 75 75 76 83 77 75 72 163 73 56 73 76 
8 :50 75 76 76 84 78 76 72 165 73 58 72 77 
9s00 78 78 78 88 81 78 72 166 74 58 73 78 
9 :04 (d) 
9 :10 79 77 76 86 80 76 7 2  143 75 6o 72  76 
9:16 (e) 
9 :20 76 77 76 87 80 76 72  179 75 59 72 77 
9 :30 (f) 
9 :30 76 76 75 86 79 76 72  179 75 60 72  76 
9 :40 80 80 80 88 82 80 75 185 76 61 76 80 
9 :48 (g) 
9:50 79 79 78 86 81 79 74 182 76 61 74 79 
10 :00 (h) 
10:00 77 78 78 87 81 78 73 184 75 63 74 78 
10:10 78 79 78 89 82 78 73 188 76 60 74 79 
10: 20 (i) 
10 t20 77 79 78 88 81 78 75 187 76 60 75 78 
10: 25 (j ) 
10:30 (k) 
10t30 78 79 78 88 82 78 73 188 75 61 74 78 
10 :40 77 78 77 88 81 77 73 182 76 61 73 77 















12 &08 (p) 
12 :10 74 
12:ID 72  
12:30 72 
12 :34 (q} 
12 :40 73 
12 �50 72 







2 :00 ( a) 
2 :00 73 
2:10 74 
2&20 74 
2 :30 75 
2 :}4) 74 
THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM I-1 (continued) 
2 3 4 5 6 
.30" 30" 120" 60" 3011 OF,. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
77 76 86 81 77 
77 77 86 80 77 
80 80 86 81 80 
79 79 86 81 79 
80 78 85 80 78 
78 77 83 79 78 
75 75 81 76 75 
74 74 81 76 75 
72 73 79 74 78 
73 72 78 74 73 
74 73 77 74 74 
7 2  72  75 73 72 
72  72 76 73 72 
73 73 76 75 73 
74 73 76 74 74 
75 74 77 75 75 
75 74 77 76 75 
74 74 77 75 74 
73 73 77 74 73 
75 74 76 75 75 
74 73 75 74 74 
76 75 75 75 75 



















































































Mean 75.43 75. 90 75.50 82. 69 78.02 75.83 72 .. 14 129.38 72. 21 61.67 72 .. 24 75.62 
THERMOOOUPLE REAmNGS FOR CLASSROOM I-1 (continued) 
Mean of working area (1, 2, 3, 5,6, 7,11, & 12) 
Range of working area 830-680F. = 150F. 
Variance = 8.850F. 
= 15.090F. 
Sample size = 336 
Standard devis:t.ion = ±2. 9750F. 
Standard error of mean = ±.1620F. 
Mean of readings at center of room from floor to ceiling = 77.170F. 
Range 83°-680F. ... 150f. Sample size ... 168 
Variance = 25.looF. Standard deviation ... ±5.010°F. 
Standard error of mean = :.3870f. 
Mean of all 30" readings = 75.180F. 
Range 800-71 OF. = 80F. 
Variance = 5.h9or. 
Standard error of mean = ±.1620F. 
Sample size = 210 
Standard deviation = ±2.3430F. 
(a) No windows opened - Children not in room 
(b) Children in room 
(c) Windc&s opened for ventilation 
(d) Nunber eight wire slipped - Temperature of pipe actua.l.zy above 2QOOp'. 
(e) Number eight wire adjusted but still slightly above hot water pipe 
(f) Door to corridor closed 
(g) Corridor door opened 
(h) Recess - Class out of room - Corridor door still opened 
(i) Class back in room 
( j )  Class out of room to  reading club 
(k) Thennosta:t in office completely turned off 
(1) Class back in room - Door closed 
(m) Thirteen glee club members left the room 
(n) Boiler off 
(o) Glee club members back 
(p) Lunch - Door left open 
(q) Class back from lunch 
(r) Recess - Part of class out of roam 
(s) End of recess 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM I-2 
March 281 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window all-
Time 30" 3011 30" 12011 6011 3011 6" heat glass te�. 611 3011 
OF. OF. oF. OF. OF. or. OFo OF. OFo OF. OF. OF. 
8 :00 (a) 
8 a00 76 76 76 88 80 76 73 198 71 58 73 77 
8:09 (b) 
8 :10 78 78 78 89 81 78 76 181 70 57 75 78 
8 s18 (c) 
8 : 20 80 80 80 89 83 80 76 173 69 57 75 81 
8 t 22 (d) 
8 :30 (e) 
8:30 76 76 76 87 78 76 74 173 66 56 73 76 
8t40 80 80 80 91 82 81 76 175 68 57 75 81 
8 t43 (f) 
8 z50 76 76 76 88 80 78 74 185 66 56 74 78 
9a00 79 79 79 90 81 79 75 180 69 57 76 79 
9 :10 78 78 78 88 81 78 75 174 69 57 75 78 
9 :20 78 78 78 88 80 78 75 172 68 57 76 78 
9 :29 {g) 
9 :30 77 77 76 87 79 78 75 160 68 58 75 78 
9 s40 76 76 76 86 79 77 74 122 71 58 73 76 
9 :50 74 74 74 85 75 74 72 106 70 58 70 72 
9 t51 (h) 
10 &00 74 74 74 85 76 75 72 94 67 58 71 75 
10:10 74 73 74 84 75 74 72 87 65 58 70 72 
10:12 (i) 
10& 20 76 76 76 85 78 76 74 89 68 58 73 75 
10 &30 77 76 77 83 78 76 75 83 68 58 74 75 
10:40 75 75 76 85 78 76 74 81 68 58 74 75 
10a50 75 74 75 85 76 75 73 78 68 58 73 74 
llzOO 75 75 75 84 77 75 74 77 68 58 73 76 
11:10 (j ) 
llalO 74 74 74 84 75 74 73 77 67 59 73 74 
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THERMOOOUPIE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM I-2 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of window air 
Tine 30" 30" 30" 1201t 6Qn 30" 611 heat slass temE• 611 30\f OF. OF. OF. OF. o:F. OF. OF. OF. OF. oF. oF. OF.· 
11:16 (k) 
11:20 73 74 74 84 75 74 72 80 67 59 72 74 
11:30 74 74 74 84 75 75 74 145 68 60 73 75 
11a39 (1) 
11:40 (m) 
11z40 77 77 77 88 19 77 75 162 71 60 75 78 
llz4l (n) 
11a50 79 19 79 89 80 79 76 176 74 63 76 79 
11:57 (o)  
11:59 (p) 
12:00 79 19 79 89 81 79 76 179 75 63 76 80 
12a10 79 19 19 90 81 80 77 172 76 63 76 80 
12z 20 80 80 80 91 83 80 77 167 77 64 76 80 
12:30 81 81 81 91 84 81 77 175 79 65 76 81 
12 z33 (q) 
12:LO 83 83 83 93 84 83 19 182 80 65 80 83 
12z50 84 84 84 91 86 84 19 163 83 68 79 84 
1:00 84 84 83 93 85 84 19 165 84 69 19 83 
1:05 (r) 
1al0 84 84 84 94 86 85 80 153 82  67 80 84 
1:20 84 84 83 94 86 84 80 159 82 67 81 84 
1z30 (a) 
1a30 81 81 81 92 85 83 19 162 82 69 80 83 
1:31 (t) 
1:40 81 81 81 93 83 82 78 117 84 70 78 81 
1a50 81 81 81 92 82 81 78 101 84 71 78 81 
2:00 80 80 80 90 82 81 78 98 83 71 78 81 
2110 80 80 19 89 81 80 78 90 83 69 78 80 
Mean 78. 21 78.16 78.16 88.37 80. 26 78.58 75.63 139.76 72. 84 61.43  75.32 78.39 
THERMOCOUPlE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM I-2 (continued) 
Mean or worldng area (1, 2,3,5,6, 7,11, & 12)  
Range of working area 86°-720F o = 14 Of o 
Variance = 11. 710F. 
= 77o840f. 
Sample size = 304 
Standard deviation = ±J.4220F. 
Stamard error or nean = ±.1960p> o 
Mean of readings at center or room from floor to ceiling = 80.71 OF. 
Range 94°-720f. = 220f. Sample size = 152 
Variance = 3lo66<>F. Standard deviation = ±5.6260F. 
Standard error of nean = ±.456�. 
Mean of al1 3011 readings = 7B.30°F. 
Range 8.$0-72o:Fo = 130f. 





















Sample size = 190 
Standard deviation = ±J. 2030f. 
Standard error of mean = ±.232o:F o 
Children coming into room - Wire number 8 located above fins - Heat 
above 2QQOp-. 
Some windCMs opened for ventilation - Door closed 
Hand valve turned nearly off 
Class gone to get drink - Door opened 
Class back 
Transoms opened 
Recess - Some children out of room - Some activity in roam 
Class back - Recess ended 
Some outside windows closed 
Children gone to lunch - All windows closed but one 
Thermostat in office turned to maximum setting 
Class back from lunch 
Windows opened for ventilation 
Door closed again - Lights orr - Rest period 
Rest period over - Lights on 
Class gone to librar,y 
Class back in room 
Recess - Door opened 
Recess over - Thermostat in office completely off 
Door left opened - More win:iows opened 
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THERMOOOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM I-3 
March 29' 1961 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. of side 
of w.i.ndCM air 
Time 30" 3011 30" 12011 60" 30" 6" heat slass tem:E· 6" 30" 
OF. OF. OF. OF'. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. 
7 s50 72 72 73 82 76 73 69 95 67 46 69 72 
8:00 (a) 
8 :00 70 7 2  73 81 75 71 68 109 68 47 68 71 
8:10 73 73 73 83 76 74 70 115 68 48 70 73 
8 :20 75 75 75 84 78 75 71 104 69 50 71 75 
8 :30 77 77 77 86 80 77 72  ll4 71 52 72 77 
8:40 76 76 76 86 80 77 72 107 72 53 72 77 
8 :50 77 77 77 87 80 77 74 123 73 53 73 78 
9:00 (b) 
9 :00 78 78 78 87 81 78 74 115 74 55 73 78 
9:10 78 78 78 88 81 79 74 ll4 75 58 73 79 
9 :20 80 80 81 89 83 80 76 D9 76 59 75 80 
9 :30 80 79 80 88 83 81 77 106 77 56 76 80 
9:31 (c ) 
9:40 77 77 78 87 76 78 74 121 76 60 73 77 
9 :50 77 78 77 87 81 78 74 109 78 62 74 77 
10:00 77 77 78 84 81 78 74 lll 77 63 74 77 
10:03 (d) 
10:10 80 80 79 84 81 80 76 95 78 64 75 80 
10: 20  79 79 79 83 80 78 75 94 77 64 75 78 
10 : 22 (e) 
10 �30 76 76 76 82 78 76 73 89 76 64 73 76 
10:40 75 75 75 81 76 75 74 87 76 64 73 75 
10:43 (f) 
10:50 74 74 74 82  76 75 73 83 76 64 72 74 
l£1.:00 74 74 74 79 75 75 73 82  74 64 73 74 
ll:08 (g) 
11:10 74 74 74 78 75 75 73 81 73 64 73 75 
11:20 74 74 75 78 76 75 73 81 74 65 72  74 
11:30 76 76 76 78 77 76 74 81 75 66 73 76 
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THERMOCOUPLE READINGS FOR CLASSROOM I-3 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
Temp. Out-
Temp. or side 
of window air 
Time 30" 3011 30" 12011 60" 30" 611 heat slass tem:e• 6" 3011 
OF. OF'. OF. OF'. Off. OF. OF. OF. OF . OF. OF. OF. 
llak> 76 76 76 77 77 77 74 80 74 66 74 76 
llz50 78 77 77 78 78 77 75 80 76 67 74 77 
12 :00 77 77 77 77 77 77 74 79 75 67 74 77 
12 ;10 77 77 77 77 77 77 74 80 75 67 74 77 
12 :14 (h) 
12 &20  75 75 74 77 76 75 73 79 77 68 73 75 
12;30 74 74 74 77 75 74 73 78 76 67 73 74 
12 :40 74 74 74 77 75 74 73 77 76 68 72  74 
12:50 73 73 73 76 75 74 72 78 76 67 72 74 
Mean 75.90 75.94 76.06 81.94 77.90 76.32 73. 26 95.68 74.35 60.65 72.84 76.03 
Mean of working area (1, 2,3 ,5,6, 1,11, & 12) = 75.530f. 
Range of working area 830-680F o = l50Ji'. Sample size = 248 
Variance = 7 .130f. Standard deviation = ±2.6700f. 
Standard error of mean = ±.170F. 
Mean of readings at center of room from floor to ceiling = 77 o 35°F. 
Range 89°-680F. = 210F. Sample size = 124 
Variance = 17. 820F. Standard deviation = :1:4. 221 OF. 
Standard error of mean = ±o37 90F. 
Mean of all 30" readings = 76.o50F. 
Range 81°�680f. = 1JOF. 
Variance = 4.980F. 
Standard error of mean "" ±.179"F. 
Sample size = 155 
Standard deviation = ±2. 2320F. 
(a) Class coming into room - Hand valve half on 
(b) TherJOOstat in office completely off 
(c) Class out for recess - Door open 
(d) Class back from recess ... Door closed 
(e) Class gone to msic - Lights off - Door opened 
(f) Some of class cama in room for their lunch - Lights  on 
(g) Class back fran lunch - Rest per.l.od - Door closed 
(h) Class leaving for day - B.I.E. Dey 

